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GREAT LEARNING

My. master, the philosopher Ch'ang, sfcys:*'The Great
Learning: is a Book transmitted by the Confucian School*
£i:d tforms the gate .by which first learners enter into
virtue. That we can now perceive the order in whie!^
the-ancients pursued their learning is solely owing to
the preservation of this work r the Analects and Menciu©
coming after it. Learners must commence their course
wjtn this, and then it may be hoped they will be kept'

?

'£nom error."'

THE TEXT OF CONFUCIUS

#im *»**, &«&at*.#&;£&> *#.&&#.
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THE GREAT UEARNINg

CCMWMENTARYOF

THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG

Chap, l l. ln tne Announcement to K'ang;
it is said, "He was able to make his virtue
illustrious."

2. In the Tai Chia, it is said,"He content
plated and studied the illustrious decrees of
Heaven.

'

3. In the Canon of the emperor (Yao), it
is said, "He was able to make illustrious his
lofty virtue."

4. These passages all show koio those sove-
reigns made themselves illustrious.

IH^.^Vni

r
M^

c^ptor of commentary expla'nathe"uatrauon of illustrious virtue.

B.f*»rS. & MB. .««£», xtfUf. *.£&#*

°£f# i,

11
" *'

0n the bathinS ** of T'ang,
tbe following words were engraved: "If you
can x>ne .day renovate yourself, do so from day

o
ay '

T
Y
J?* Jet there be daily renovation."

j.
In the Announcement to K'ang, it is

said,
lTo stir up the txqtt peopI<
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3. In the Book of Poetry, it is said,

"Although. Chau was an ancient state, the

ordinance which lighted on it was new.*'

4. Therefore, the superior man in every-

thing uses his utmost endeavors.

The above second chapter of commentary explains
the renovating of the people.

«i,^A.aw;iB»ffi^*K.ftaia*v£4.

CHap, in. 1. In the 'Book of Poetry, it is

said, "The royal domain of a thousand li is

where the people rest."

2. In the Book of Poetry, • it is said, "The
twittering yellow bird rests on a corner of the

mound." The Master said, "When it rests; it

fcaows where to rest. Is it possible that a

man should not be equal to this bird?*' ^
3. In the Book of Poetry, it & said,

"Profound w$s King Waa. With how bright
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and unceasing a feeling of reverence ,did be

tegard bis resting places!" As a sovereign,

he rested In benevolence. As a minister, he

rested in reverence. As a son, he rested in

filial piety. As a father, lie rested in kindness.

In communication with his subjects, he rested

in good feith.

4. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "Look
at that vending course of the Ch*i, with the

green bamboos so luxuriant ! Here is our

elegant and accomplished prince ! As we cut

and then file; as we chisel and then grind: so

Juts he cultivated himself . How grave is he

and digrt fied! How majestic and distinguished!

Our elegant and accomplished prince never can

be forgotten." That expression— "As we cut

and then tile," indicates the work of learning.

"As we chisel and then grind," indicates that

of self-culture.
uHow grave is he and dignified!"

indicates the feeling of cautious reverence.

"How commanding and distinguished!" in-

dicates an awe-inspiring deportment. "Our
elegant and accomplished prince never can be

forgotten," indicates bow, when virtue is

complete and excellence* extreme, the people

cannot forget them.

5. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "AM
the former kings are not forgotten." Future
j>rince9 deem worthy what they deemed worthy.
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and love what they loved. The common
people delight in what delighted them, and are

benefited by their beneficial arrangements.

it is on this account that the former kings,

after they have quit the world, are not

forgotten.

The above third chapter of commentary explains
resting in tne highest excellence.

mmm *mmmmrnA&>&4L>8.mw&>aw*,##

Chap. iv. The Master said, "In hearing litiga-

tions, I am like any other body. What is

necessary to cause the people to have no
litigations ?" So, those who are devoid of

principle find it impossible to carry out their

speeches, and a great awe would be struck

into men's minds;—this is called knowing the

root.

The above fourth chapter of commentary explains
the root.and tht, issue.

mS.9 l-Sfcllfe*:. *.ftH&£M-&

Chap. V. 1. Tma is called knowing the root.

2. This is called the perfecting of knowledge.
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The above fifth chapter of the commentary explained
the meaning of "investigating: things and carrying
Knowledge to the utmost extent," but it is now lost.

I have ventured to take the views of the scholar Ch'ang
to supply it, as follows: The meaning of the expression,
"The perfecting of knowledge depends on the inves-
tigation of things, is this: -If we wish to carry our
knowledge to the utmost, we must investigate the
principles of all things we come into contact with, foi

the intelligent mind of man is certainly formed to
know, and there is not a single thing in which its

principles do not inhere But solong as all principles
are not investigated . nan's knowledge is incomplete.
On this account, the Learning for Adults, at the outlet
of its lessons, instructs the learner, in regard tu all

things in the world, to proceed from what knowledge
he has of their principles, and pursue his investigation
of them, till he reaches the extreme point. After
exerting himself in this way 'for a long t me. he will
suddenly find himself nossessed of a wide and far-
reaching penetration. Then, ihs? qualities of all things
whether »3Cttnial or internal, the subtle or the coarse,
will all be apprehended, and the mind, in its entire
substance and its relations 10 things, will be perfectly
intelligent This is called the investigation of things
This is called the perfection of knowledge

Chap% VI. L What is meant by "making the
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thoughts sincere," is the allowing no seJf-deee-

ption T
- as when we hate a bad smell, and as when*

we love what is beautiful- This is called

self-enjoyment. Therefore, the. superior man
must be watchful over himself when he is alone.

2„ There is no evil to which the mean

man, dwelling retired, will not proceed, but

when he sees a superior man, he instantly

• tries to disguise himself, concealing his evil,

and displaying what is;goocL The other beholds

him, as if he saw his heart and reins;—of what

use is his disguise? This is aa instance of the

saying—"What truly is within will be mani-

fested without." Therefore, the superior man
must be watchful over himself when he is

alone.

3. The disciple Tsang said,"What ten eyes

behold, what ten hands point to, is to be

regarded with reverence!"

4. Riches adorn a house, and virtue adorns;

the person. The mind is expanded, and the

body is at ease. Therefore, the superior man
must make his thoughts sincere.

The above s>xth chapter of commentary explains
making: the thoughts sincere.
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Chap, -vll 1. What is meant by, "The
cultivation of the person depends on rectifying

the mind," may Be thus illustrated.— If a man
be under the influence of passion, he will be

incorrect in his conduct. He will be the same,

if he is under- the influence of terror, or under

the influence of fond regard, or under, that

of sorrow and distress.

2. 'When the mind is not present, we look

and do not see; we hear and do not understand;

we eat and do not know the taste of what we
eat.

- 3. This is what is meant by saying that

the cultivation of the person depends on the

rectifying of the mind.

The above seventh chapter of • commentary explain*
rectifying the mind and cultivating the person.

Chap. viii. 1. What is meant by "The. regula-

q of one's family depends on the coltivati
of his person," is this:—Men are partial where
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they feel affection and love; partial wl ere they

despise and dislike; partial where they stand

in awe and reverence; partial where they feel

sorrow and compassion; partial where they

are arrogant aad rude. Thus it is that there

are few men in the world who love and at the

same time know the bad qualities of the object

of tlieir love^ or who hate and yet know the;

excellences of ike object of their hatred,

2. Hence it is said, in the common adage,

**A man does not know the wickedness of bis

$on; he does not know the richness of his

growing corn."

3. This is what is meant by saying that if

the person be not cultivated, a man cannot

regulate his family.

The above eighth chapter of commentary explains
cultivating the person and regulating the family.

zmtatt. $tm—mm,-Am *. mfmJZT®

n itA.flrii^^.mmzmAm. &2.m&- & st
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$,£&£#, ifn/^Wt®A- *.»&.XftM&tiEM:

Chap, ix. 1. Wbat is meant by "In order

rightly to govern the state, it is necessary first

to regulate the family/' is this:—It is not

possible for one to teach others, while he cannot

teach his own family. Therefore, the ruler,

without going beyond his family, completes the

lessons for the state. There is filial piety:—

therewith the sovereign should be sorved. There

is fraternal submission:—therewith elders and

superiors should be served. There is kindness:

—therewith the multitude should he treated.

2. In the Announcement to K'ang, it is

said, "Act as if you were watching over pji

infant" If (a mother), is really anxious about

it, though she may not hit exactly the wa>as of
her infant,, she will not be far from doing so.

There never has been a girl who learned to

bring up a child, that she might afterwards

marry

3. From the loving example of one family

a whole state becomes loving, and from its

courtesies the whole state become courteous,

while, from the ambition and perverseness of
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the One man, the whole state may beled to

| rebellions disorder:—such is the nature of the

influence. This verifies die saying, "Affairs

may be ruined by a single sentence; a kingdom
may be settled by its One man."

4. Yao and shum led on the kingdom with

benevolence, and the people followed them.

Chieh and Ghau led on the kingdom with

violence, and the people followed them. The
orders which these issued were contrary to the

practices which they loved, and so the people

did not follow them. On this account, the

ruler must himself be possessed of the good

qualities, and then he may require them in the

people. He must HOt -have the bad qualities in

himself, and then he may require that they

shall not be in the people. Never has there

been a man, who, not having reference to his

own character and wishes in dealing with

others, was abla effectually to instruct them.

5. Thus
v
we see how the government of the '

state depends on the regulation of the family.

6. In the Book of Poetry, it is said,"That
peach tree, so delicate and elegants How
luxuriant is its foliage! This girl is going to

her husband's house. She will rightly order

her household." Let the* household be rigntly

ordered, and then the people of the state may
be taught.
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7. In the Book of Poetry, it is said,"They

aan discharge their duties to their elder brothers.

They can discharge their duties to their younger

brothers." Let the ruler discharge his duties

to his elder and younger brothers, and then he

may teach the people of the state.

8. In the Book of Poetry, if is said, "In
his deportment there is nothing wrong; he

rectifies all the people of the state." Yes;.

when the ruler, as a father, a son, and a

brother, is a model, then the peeple imitate

him.

9. This is what is meant by saying, "The
government of » his kingdom depends on his

regulation of the family.*'

The above ninth chapter of commentary explairs
regulating the family and governing the kingdom.

ft, TOR**. ±MLfl5ft*ft.&aS*.%&8£;t
4, «. «Bfc.fc,-#H«T. WBtfT. ttJ3*Jh, m&
**. #«*«. flfSMft*. #Jat£Kf. grBM*.4««

*R**.R2£ttR;fc0T##2, ££(*«»;£«:£
»R££«. 4. »*.»«*llJ4i5««l,»iWP^. ft

AW«.*ll*.*iir#*«J*, JWS*T&& 6. its.
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«*,**. 8.fl*ft5fc^RIH|5. 9.£ttftS,JMR

tt* mr, jriiK&> j <>- »ft»#Stfi*. #w»a.«*
1BA*.# ». H.K»Q.1i«^F*.at#Ai«

*M*ffc*l&*R.#B»» i&«tA.jBfc»2ifiMBH

3&;W*n+lB. jfcigPifcA, ^ife^A, ffitfA. w-

B

?ttat.a4ib. m. »Aaa»»»A5:*».*iiHaA
&& m^a^n-. is. &&m^, m*m, &«*«»

£*•«*» fit- 21. **jb»t,irF^»«**.*#

?i««i^««kh4. 23. MiRirawmr.&a*a
^tft^V^^AtftftHAfffFjftSJI*** *«

Chap, x. 1. What is meant by "The making
the whole kingdom peaceful and happy de-
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pends on the government of his state,"is this:

—

When the sovereign behaves to his aged, as the

aged should be behaved to, the people become

filial; when the sovereign behaves to his elders,

as the elders should be behaved to, the people

learn brotherly submission; when the sovereign

treats compassionately the ytfung and helpless,

the people do the same. Thus the ruler has

a principle with which, as with a measuring

square, he may regulate his conduct.

2. What" a man dislikes in his superiors,

let him not display in the treatment of his

inferiors; what he dislikes in inferiors, let him
not display in the service of his'superiors; what
he h^tes in those who are before him, let him
not therewith precede those who are behind

him; what he hates in those who are behind

him, let him not therewith foDow those who
are before him; what he hates to receive on the

right, let him not bestow on the left; what be

hates to receive on the left, let him not bestow

on the right:—-this is what is called "The
principle with which, as vrith a measuring

square, to regulate one's conduct."

3, In the Book of Poetry, it is said/*How

much to be rejoiced in are these princes, the

parents of the people!" When a princ* lores

what the people love, and hates what the people
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hate, then is he what is ealled the parent of

the people.

4. In the Book of Poetry, it is said,"Lofry

is that southern hill, with its rugged masses of

rocks! Greatly distinguished are you, Qgrand*

teacher Yin, the people all look up to you."

Rulers of states may not. neglect to be carefuL

If they deviate to a mean selfishness* they will

be a disgrace in the kingdom.

5. In the Book of Poetry, it is said/'Before

the sovereigns of the Yin dynasty had lost the

hearts of the people, they could appear before

God. Take warning from the house of Yin.

The great decree is not easily preserved" This

shows that, by gaining the people, the kingdom
is gained, and, by losing the people, the king-

dom is lost.

6. On this account, the ruler will first take

pains bout his own virtue. Possessing virtue

will give him the people. Possessing the people

will give him the territory. Possessing the

territory will give him, its wealth. Possessing

th<* wealth, he will have resources for expen*

diture.

7. Virtue is the root; Wealth is' the result.

8. If he make the root his secondary

.object, and the result his primary, he will

oidy wrangle with his people, and teach them

rapine.
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9. Hence, the accumulation of wealth is

the way to scatter the people; and the letting

it be scattered among them is the way to

collect the people.

10. And hence, the ruler s words going

forth contrary to right, will come back to him
in the same way, and wealth, gotten by

improper ways, will take its departure by the

same.

'

11. In the Announcement to K'ang, it is

said,
44The decree indeed may not always rest

en mi;™ that is, goodness obtains the decree,

and the want of goodness loses it.

12. In the Book of Ch^i, it is said, "The
kingdom of Ch'u docs not consider that to be
valuable. It values, instead, its good men."

13. Duke Wans uncle, Fan, said, "Our
fugitive does not aooount that to be precious.

What he considers precious is the affection

due to his parent."

14. In the Declaration of the duke of
Ch 4

in, it is said, "Let me have but one minister,
plain and sincere, not pretending to other
abilities, but with a simple, upright, mind; and
possessed of generosity, regarding the talents
of others as if he himself possessed them, and',

where he finds accomplished and perspicaoious
men, loving them in his heart more than his
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mouth expresses, and really el jwing himself

able to bear them &nd. employ them:—auch a

minister will be able to preserve my soas and

grandsons and blackhaired people, and benefits

likewise to the kingdom may well be looked

for froai him. But if it be his character\ when

he finds men of ability, to be jealous and hate

them; and, when he finds accomplished and

perspicacious men, to eppose them and not

allow their advancement, showing himself

really not able to bear them:—such a minister

will not be able to protect my sons and

grandsons and black-haired people; and may
he not also be pronounced dangerous to the

slate?"

15. It is only the truly virtuous man who
can send away such a man and banish him,

driving him out among the barbarous tribes

around, determined not to dwell along with

him in the Middle Kingdom. .This is in

accordance with the saying, "It* is only the

truly virtuous man who can love 01 who can
hate others."

16. To see men of worth and not be able \

to raise them to office; to raise them to office,

'

but not to do so quickly:—this is disrespectful.

To see bad men and not be able to remove
/

them; to temove them, but not to do so to 4
distance:—this is weakness.
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17. To love those whom men hate, and to

hate those whom men love;—this is to outrage

the natural feeling of men. Calamities cannot

fail to come down on him who does so.

18. Thus we see that the sovereign has &
great conree to pursue. He must show entire

self-devotion and sincerity to attain it, i and by

pride and extravagance hev will fail of it.

19. There is a great course also for the

production of .wealth. Let the producers be

many and the consumers few. Let there be
activity in the production, and economy in the

expenditure. Then the wealth will always be

sufficient,

20. The virtuous ruler, by means of his

wealth, makes himself more distinguished. The
vicious ruler accumulates wealth, At the expense
of his life.

21. Never has there been a case of the
sovereign loving benevolence, and the people*

not loving righteousness. Never has there been
a case where the people have loved righteous-

ness, and the affairs of the sovereign tuve not
been carried to completion. And never has
there been a case where the wealth in such a
state, collected in the treasuries and arsenals,

did not continue in the sovereign's possession.

22. The officer Mang Hsien said,"He who
keeps horses and a carriage does not look a
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fowls and pigs. The family which keeps ite

stores of ice does not rear cattle or sheep.

So, the house which possesses a hundred chariots

should not keep a minister to look out for

imposts that he may lay them on the people.

Than to have such a minister, it were better

for that house to have one who should rob it

of its revenues" This is in accordance whith

the saying:
—"In a state, pecuniary gain is not

to be considered to be prosperity, but its

prosperity will be found in righteousness."

23. When he who presides over a state

or a family makes his revenues his chief

business, he must be under the influence of some
small, mean man. He may consider this man
to be good, but when such a person is employed

in the administration of a state or family,

calamities from Heaven,, and injuries front

men, will befall it together, and, though a good
man may take his place, he will not be able to

remedy the evil. This illustrates again the
saying, uIn a state, gain is not to be considered

prosperity, but its prosperity will be found in

righteousness.
,,
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Toe above tenth chapter of commentary expln

government of the state, and the making: the kkigdom
peace/ ul and happy.

There are thus, in all, ten chapters of commentary,
the first four ox which discuss*, in a general manner,
the scope of the principal topic of the Work; while the
other six go particularly into an exhibition of the
worlt required in its subordinate branches. The fifth
chapter contains the important subject of comprehending:
true excellence, and the sixth, what is the foundation
of the attainment of true sincerity. Those two chapters
demand the especial attention of the learner. > Let not
the reacVnr despise *hem because ef their simplicity.
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My master, the philosopher Ch'ang, says—"Being
without inclination to either side is called CHUNG;
admitting of no change is called YUNG. By CHUNG
is denoted the correct course to be pursued by all under
heaven; by YUNG is denoted the fixed principle
regulating all under heaven. This work contains the
law of the mind, which was handed down from one to
another, in the Confucian school, till Tsze-sze; fearing
iest JflHthe course of time errors should arise about it,

committed it to writing, and delivered, it to Mencius.
The Book first speaks of one principle; it next spreads
this out, and embraaes all things; finally, it returns
and gathers them all up under the one principle. Unroll
it, and it fills the universe; roll it up, and it retires
and lies hid in mysteriousness. The relish of it is
inexhaustible. The whole of it is solid learning.
When the skillful reader has explored it with delight
till he has apprehended it, he may carry it in to practiea
ail his life, and will find that it cannot be exhausted."
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Chap. L 1. What Heaven has conferred is

called THE NATURE; an accordance with this

nature is called THE PATH of duty the

regulation of this path is called INSTRUCTION.

2. The path may not be left for an instant.

If it could be left, it would not be the path.

On this account, the superior man does not wait

till he sees things, to be cautious, nor till he

hears things, to be apprehensive.

3. There is nothing more visible than what

is secret, and nothing more manifest than what

is minute. Therefore the superior mm is

watchful over himself, when he is alone.

4. While there are no stirrings of pleasure

anger, sorrow, or joy, the mind may be said

to be In the state of EQUILIBRIUM When
those feeiings have been stirred, and they act

in their due degree, there ensues what may
be called the state of HARMONY. This

EQUILIBRIUM is the great root from wfuch

grow all the human actings in the world, and
this HARMONY is the universal path which they

gll should pursue.

5. Let the states of equilibrium and harm-
ony erist in perfection, and a happy order I
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prevail throughout heaven and earth, and all

things will be nourished and flourish.

**£» i%-nwmm±i& ««**#». m&m
mm%n±M&*:ftmttLjBSB&Mt&s. m&

tn the first chapter, which is given above* Tsze-sze
states the views which had been handed down to him,
as the basis x>i his discourse. * First, it shows clearly
how the path of duty is to be traced to its origin in
Heaven, and is unchangeable, while the substance of it
Is provided* in ourselves, and may not be departed from.
Next, :t speaks of the importance of preserving and
nourishing this, and of exercising a watchful self-
scrutiny with reference to it. Finally, it speaks of
the meritorious achievements and transforming influ-
ence of sage and spiritual~men in their highest extent*
The wish of t,sze--sze was that - hereby the. Tearae*
should direct has thoughts inwards, and by searching, fta

himself, there find these truths, so that he might put'
aside all outward temptations appealing to his selfish"
ness, and fill up the measure of the goodness which is

natural %o him. This chapter is' what the writer Yang
called it.—"The sum of the whole work.", In the tea
chapters which follow, Tsse-sze quotes the words of the
Master to complete the meaning of this.

scat i*#^H^+f^AR+j|. * m*z*M

Chap, il, 1, Ghung-rd said, "The superior

man embodies the course of tie Mean; the mean
man acts contrary to the course of the* course

of the Mean.
2. "The superier man's embodying the

course of the Mean is because he is a superie-
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man, and so always maintains the Mean. The

mean man's acting contrary to the course of

the Mean is because he is a mean man, and has

do caution."

Chap. in. The Master said, f'Perfect is the

virtue which is according to the Mean! Have

have they long been among the people, who

could practice it!"

JDSS i T-e,a«Wr4.«*D^*.*n#a*'»*;f;A

Chap. iv. 1* The Master said, "I know bow

it is that the path of the Mean is not walked

in:—The knowing go beyond it, and the stupid

do not come up to it. I know how it is that

the path of the Mean is not understood:—The

men of talents and virtue go beyond it, and

the worthless do not come up to it.

2.
uThere is no body but eats and drinks.

But they are few who ©an distinguish flavors."

Chap. v. The Master said, /'Alas! How is the

path of the Mean untrodden!"
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Chap, vl The Master said, "There was Skui:—
He indeed was greatly wise! Shun loved to

question others* and to study their words,

though they might he shallow. He concealed

what was bed in tkem
y and displayed what was

good. He took hold of their two extremes,

deterntined the Mean, and employed it in his

government, of the people, \t was by this that

he was Shun!"

Chap. vii. The Master said, "Men all say,
lWe are wise*; butr being driven forward and
taken in a net, a tr$p, or a pitfall, they know
not how to escape. Men all say, 'We are "\vise'

•

but happening to choose the course of the Mean,
they are nQt able to keep it for a round
month."

MAM *&M±®A&>S¥*M. »-#. JMNMRlft

Chap, viJ I. The Master said, "This wss the

manner of Mni:—he made choice of the Moan,
and whenever he got hold of what was good,

he clasped it firmly, as if wearing it on bi%

breast, and did n&t lose it."
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Chap. ix. The Master said, "The kingdom,

its states, and its families, may be perfectly

ruled; dignities and emoluments may be

declined; naked weapons may be trampled

under the feet;—but the course of the Mean
cannot be attained to."

Chap. x. 1. Tsze-lu asked about energy..

2. The Master said,
uDo you mean the

energy of the South, the energy of the North,

or the energy which you should cultivate

yourself?

3. "To show forbearance and gentleness in

teaching others; and not to revenge unreasonable

.conduct;—this is the energy of southern regions,

and the good man makes it his study.

4. "To lie under arms; and meet death

without regret—this is the energy of northern

regions, and the forceful make it their study, t

5. "Therefore, the superior man cultivates

'riendly harmony, without being weak.

—

flow firm is he in his energy! He stands

erect in the middle, without inclining to either
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d&e.—How firm is he in his energy! When
good principles prevail in the government of

his country* he does not change from what he

was in retirement—How firm is he in his

energy! Y/hen bad principles prevail in the

country, he maintains his course to death

without changing.— flow firm is he in his

energy!"

Chap. XL 1. The Master said, "To live in

obscurity, and yet practice wonders, in order

to be mentioned wirh honor in future ages:—

this is what I do not do*

2. "The good man tries to proceed according

to the right* path, but when he has gone

halfway, he abandons it:—I am not able so to

step,

3. "The superior man accords with the

course of the Mean. Though he may be all

unknown, unregareded by the world, he feels

no regret— It is only the sage ™ho is able for

this."
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Chap XJi 1 The way which the superior

man pursues, reaches wide end far. a*id yet is

secret

2. Common men and wojnen, however

ignorant, may intermeddle with the knowledge

of it; yet in its utmost reaches, there is that

which even the sage does not know Common
men and women, however much below the

ordinary standard of character, can carry it

into practice; yet in its utmost reaches, there is

that which even the sage is not able to carry

into practice. Great as heaven and eattb .are,

men still find some things in them with which

to be dissatisfied. Thus it is that, were the

superior mat to speak of his way in all its

greatness, nothing in the world would be found

able to embrace it, and were he to speak of it

in its minuteness, nothing in the world woald
be found able to split it.

3. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "The
hawk flieb up to heaven; the fishes leap in the

deep." This expresses how this way is seen

above and below.

4. The way of the superior man may be

found, fa its simple elements, in the intercourse
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of common men and women; but in Its utmost

reaches, it shines brightly through heaven and

earth.

The twelfth chapter above o ntains the words, of
Tsze-sze, and is designed to illustrate what 13 said ia
the first chapter, that "The path may not be left-" In
the eight chapters which follow, he quotes, in a

,
miscellaneous way, the words of Confucius to illustrate
it.

fi».fik©^»A}&A.afcjfiji:. 3. ajs,»a^a,a»

**. a*«.*tB4,j?f**B, a»*. am*- m^^
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Chap. XIII. 1. The Master said, "The path

is not far from man. When men try to pursue

a course, which is far from the common indi

cations of consciousness, this conrse cannot be

considered THE PATH,

2. "In the Book of Poefcry, it is said, *In

hewing an ax handle, in hewing an ax handle,

the pattern is not far off/ We grasp one ax
handle to hew the other; and yet, if we look

askance from the 'one to the other, we may
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consider them as apart. Therefore, the superior

man governs men, according to their nature,

with what is proper to them, and as soon as

they change what is wrongs he stops.

3. "When one cultivates to the utmost the

principles of his nature, and exercises them ou

the principle of reciprocity, he is not far from
the path. What you do not like when done to

yourself, do not do to others.

4.
uIn the way of the superior man there

(are four things, to not one of which have I as

yet attained—-To serve my father, as I would
require my son to serve me: to this I have not

att&ined: to serve my prince, as I would require

my minister to serve me: to this I have not

attained; to serve my elder brother, as I would
require my younger brother to serve me: to

this I have not attained: to set the example in

behaving to a friend, as I would require hrm
to behave to me; to this I have not attained.

Earnest in practicing the ordinary virtues, and
carrfalin speaking abaat them, if . in his prac-

tice, he has anything defective, the superior

man dares not but exert himself; and if, in his

worda, he has any excess, he dares no; allow
himself such licenseu Thus his words have
respect to his actions, and his actions have
respect to his words; is it not just an entire

Sincerity which marks the superior man?"
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Chap. XIV. 1. The superior man does what

is proper to the station in which he is; he does

not desire to go beyond this.

2. In a position of wealth and honor, he

does what is proper to a position of wealth

and honor. In a poor and low position, he

doer what is proper to a poor and low position.

Situated among, barbarous tribes, he does what

is proper to a situation among barbarous tribes.

In a position of sorrow and diffculty, he does

what is proper to a position of sorrow and

difficulty. The superior man can find himself

in no situation in which he is not himself.

,„ 3. In a high situation, he does not treat with

contempt his inferiors. In a low situation, he

does not court the favor of his superiors. He
rectifies himself, and seeks for nothing from
others, so that he has no dissatisfactions. He
does not murmur against Heaven, nor grumble

gainst men,

4. Thus it is that the superior man is quiet

and calm, waiting for the appointments of
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Heaven, while the mean man walks in dange-

rous paths, looking for lucky occurrences.

5. The Master said, "In archery we have

something like the way of the superior man.

When the archer misses the center t>f the -target,

he turns round and seeks for Jhe cause of his

failure in himself/

'

Chap. XV. 1. The way of the superior man
may be compared to what takes place in

traveling, when to go to a distance we must

first traverse the space that is near, and in

ascending a height, when we must begin fyom
the lower ground.

2. It is said in the Book of Poetry, MHappy
union with wife and children is like the musie

of lutes and harps. When there is concord

among brethren, the harmony is delightful and

enduring. Thus may you regulate your family,

and enjoy the pleasure of your wife and

children."

3. The Master said, "In such a state of

things, parents have entire complacence!"
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Chap. xvi. il The Master said, "How
abundantly do spiritual beings display the

powers that belong to them!

2.
44We look foT them, but do not see

them; we listen to, but do not hear them; yet

they enter into all things, and there is nothing

without them.

3. "They cause all the people in the

kingdom to fast and purify themselves, and

array themselves in their richest dresses, in

order to attend at their sacrifices. Then, like

overflowing water, they seem to be over the

heads, and on the right and left of their

worshipers*

4. "It is said in the Book of Poetry, *The

approaches of the spirits, you cannot surmise;

—and can you treat them with indifference?'

5. "Such is the manifestness of what is

minute! Such is the impossibility of repressing

the outgoings of sincerity!"

iwm.#»#*.#»** 3. &tt£m}*&mm
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Chap. xvii. 1. Tho Master said, "Howgre.
filial was Shun! His virtue was that <

sage; his dignity was the throne; his riches

were all witbin the four seas. He offered his

sacrifices in his ancestral tempfe, and his

descendants preserved the sacrifices to himself.

2 'therefore having such great virtue, it

could not but be that he should obtain the

throne, that he sliould obtain those riches* tliat

he should obtain his fame, that he should attain

to his long life.

3 "Thus it is that Heaven, in the produc-

tion of things, is sure to be bountiful to them,

according to their qualities Hence the tree

that is flourishing, it oourishes. while that

which is ready to fall, it overthrows

4. "In the Book of Poetry, it is said. The
admirable, amiable prince displayed conspicu-

ously his excelling virtue, adjusting his people,

and adjusting his officers. Therefore, be

received from Heaven the emoluments of

dignity. It protected him, assisted him, decreed

him the throne; sending from Heaven these

favors, as it wen repeatedly

5.
H We may say therefore that be who b

greatly virtuous will be sure to receive the

appointment of Heav
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Chap. XVIII. 1. The Master said,"It is only

King Wan of whom it can be said that he had
no cause zor grief! His father was King Chi,

sad his son was King Wu. His father laid

the foundations of his dignity, and his son

transmitted it.

& "King Wu continued the enterprise of

King T*ai, King Chi, arid Kong Wan* He once

buckled on his armor, and got possession of the

kingdom. He did not lose the distinguished

personal reputation which he had throughout

the kingdom. His dignity was the royal throne.

His riches were the possession of ail within

the four seas. He offered his sacrifices in his

ancestral temple, and his descendants maintain-

ed the sacrifices to himself,

3. "It was in his old age that King Wu
received the- appointment to the throms and the

duke of Chau completed the virtuous course of

Wan and Wu. He carried up the title of.
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king to T l

ai and Chi, and sacrificed to all the

former
%

dukes above them with the royal

ceremonies. And this rule he extended to- the

princes of the kingdom, the great officers, the

scholars, and the common people. If the father

were a great officer and the son a scholarr

then the burial was that due to a great officer,

and the sacrifice that due to a scholar. If the

father were a scholar and the son a gteat

officer, then the burial was that due to a

scholar, and the sacrifice that due to a great

officer. The one year's mourning was made
to extend ohly to the great officers, but the

three years' mourning extended to the Son of

Heaven In the mourning for a father or

mother, he allowed no difference between the

noble and the mean."

».3BtSHII.»?B*o»^,Wt:*i»#,*^S*,. & W

Chap. XIX. 1. The Master said, "How far-

extending was the filial piety of King Wu and
the duke of Chau!
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2. "Now filial piety is seen in the skillful

carrying out of the wishes of our forefathers,

and the skillful carrying forward of thai*,

undertakings.

3. "In spring and sutumn, they repaired

and beautified the temple halls of their fathers,

set forth their ancestral vessels, displayed their

various robes, and presented the offerings of

the several seasons.

4. "By means of the ceremonies of the

ancestral temple, they distinguished the royal

kindred according to their order of descent.

By ordering the parties present according to

their rank, they distinguished the more noble

•and the less. By the arrangement of the

services, they made a distinction of talents

and worth. In the ceremony of general

pledging, the inferiors presented the cup to

their superiors, ^nd thus something was given

the lowest to do. At the concluding feast,

places were given according to the hair, and

thus was made the distinction of years.

5. "They occupied the places of their

forefathers, ' practiced their ceremonies, and

performed their music. They reverenced those

whom they honored, and loved those whom
they regarded with affection. Thus they served

the dead as they would have served them alive:
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they served the departed as they would have

served them had they been continued among
them.

6.
uBy the ceremonies of the sacrifices to

Heaven and Earth they served God, and by

the ceremonies of the ancestral temple they

sacrificed to their ancestors. He who under-

stands the ceremonies of the sacrifices to Heaven
and Earth, and the meaning of the several

sacrifices to ancestors, would find the govern-

ment of a kingdom as easy as-to look into his

palm!"

#.MX&s,%At:JMXRA. s- A&&&,m&&m9
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Chap. XX. 1. The duke Ai asked about

government
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2. The Master said, "The government of

Wan and Wu is displayed in the records,—the

tablets of wood and bamboo. Let there bathe

men and the government will flourish; but

without the men, their government decays and
ceases.

3. "With the right men toe growth of

government is rapid, just as vegetation is rapid

in the earth; and, moreover, their government
might be called an easilygrowing rush.

4. "Therefore the administration of

government lies in getting proper men. Such
men are to be got by means of ttu ruler's own
cliaracter. That character is to be cultivated

by his treading in the ways of duty. And the

treading those ways of duty is to be cultivated

by the cherishing of benevolence.

5. "Benevolence is the characteristic

element of humanity, and tbe great exercise
of it is in loving relatives. Righteousness is

the accordance of actions with what is right, and
the great exercise of it is in honoring the
Worthy. The decreasing measures of the love
doe to relatives, and the steps in the honor due
to the worthy, are produced by the principle of
propriety.

6. "When those in inferior situations do
rot possess the confidence of their superiors,
they cannot retain the government of the people.
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•'Hence the sovereign may not neglect

the cultivation of his own character. Wishing

to cultivate his character, be may not neglect

to serve his parents. In order to serve his

parents, he may not neglect to acquire a

knowledge of men. In order to know men,

he may not dispense with a knowledge of

Heaven.

S. "The duties of universal obligation are

five, and the virtues wherewith they are

practiced are three. The duties are those

between sovereign and minister, between father

and son, between husband and wife, between

elder brother and younger, and those belonging

to the intercourse of friends. Those five are

the duties of -universal obligation. Knowledge,

magnanimity^ and energy, these three, are the

virtues universally binding. And the means
by which they oarry the duties into practice is

singleness.

9. "Some are born with tbr knowledge of
those duties) some know them by study; and
some acquire the knowledge after a painful

feeling of their ignorance. But the knowledge
being possessed, it comes to the same thing.

Some practice them with a natural ease; some
from a desire for their advantages; and some
by strenuous effort. But the achievement
being made, it comes to the same thing."
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tO The Master said, "To be foiid of

learning is tx> be near to knowledge To
practice witb vigor is to be neaT to magnani-

mity. To possess the feeling of sbame is to

be Dear to energy.

11. "He wbo knows these three things

knows how to cultivate his own character.

Knowing how to cuJtivate his own character,

he knows how to govern other men. Knowing'

how to govern other men, he knows how to

govern the kingdom with all it9 states and

families.

12.
UAU who have the government of the

kingdom with its states and families have nine

standard rules to follow:— viz.. the cultivation

of their own characters, the honoring of men
of virtue ahd talents; affection towards tbeir

relatives, respect towards the great ministers;

kind and considerate treatment of the whole

body of officers; dealing with the mass of the

people as children; encouraging the resort of

all classes of artisans: indulgent treatment of

men from a distance; and the kindly cherishing

of the princes of the states.

13 "By the ruler *cs cultivation of his owa
character, the duties of universal obligation

are set forth. By honoring men of virtue and
talents, he is preserved from errors of judg-
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meat. By showing affection to his relatives,

there is no grumbling nor resentment among*

his uncles and brethren. By respecting the

great ministers, he is kept from errors in the

practice of government. By kind and consi-

derate treatment of the whole body of officers,

they are led to make the most grateful

return for his courtesies. By dealing with the

mass of the people as his children, they are

led to exhort one another to what is good. By
encouraging the resort of all classes of.artisans,

his resources for expenditure are rendered

ample. By indulgent treatment of men from

a distance, they are brought to resort to him
from all quarters. And by kindly cherishing

the princes of the states, the whole kingdom is

brought to revere him*

14. "Self-adjustment and purification,

with careful regulation of his dress, and the

not making a movement contrary to the rules

of propriety:—this is the way for a ruler to

cultivate his person. Discarding slanderers,

afcd "keeping himself from ttic seductions of
beauty; making light of riefees, and giving

honor to virtue:—this is the way for him to

ensourage men of worth and talents. Giving
them places of honor and large emolument,
and sharing with them in their likes and
dislikes:—this is the way for him to encourage
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Ms relatives, to love him. Giving them nu-

merous officers to discharge their orders and

commissions:—this is the way for him to

encourage the great ministers, According to

tnem a generous confidence, and makmg their

emoluments large:—this is the way to encourage

the body of officers. Employing them only

at the proper times, and making the imposts

light—this is the way to encourage the people.

By daiJy examinations and monthly trials, and

by making their rations in accordance with

their labors: — this is the way to encourage the

classes of artisans To escort them on their

departure and meet them oo their coming: to

oommend the good among them, and show
compassioD to the incompetent:— this is the

way to treat indulgently men from a distance

To restore families whose line of succession has

been broken, and to revive states that have

been extinguished; to reduce to order states

that are in confusion, and support those which

are io peril, to have fixed times for their own
reception at court, and the reception of their

envoys, to send them away after liberal reat-

naent. and welcome their coming with small

contributions:—this is the way to cherish tbo

princes of the states.

lb U
A11 who have the government or the

Kingdom with its states and families have the
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above nine standard rules. And the means by

which they are carried into practice if

singleness.

16. "In all things success depends on

previous preparation, and without such previous

preparation there is sure to be failure. If

what is to be spoken be previously determined,

there will be no stumbling. If affairs be

previously determined, there will be no diffi-

culty with them. If one's- actions have been

previously determined, there will be no sorrow

in connection with them. If principles of

conduct have been previously determined, the

practice of them will be inexhaustible.

17. "When those in inferior situations do
not obtain the confidence of the sovereign, they

cannot succeed in governing the people. There
is a way to obtain the confidence of the sover-

eign;—if one is not trusted by his friends, he
will not get the confidence of his sovereign.

There is a way to being trusted by ones
friends;—if one is not obedient to his parents

he will not be true to friends. There is a way
to being obedient to one's parents;—if one, on
turning his thoughts in upon himself, finds 3

want of sincerity, he will not be obedient to

his parents. There is a way to the attainment
of sincerity in ones gelf*—if a man do net
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/understand what is good, he will not attain

sincerity in himself*

18. "Sincerity is the way of Heaven. The

attainment of sincerity is the way of Then. He
who possesses sincerity is he who, without an
effort, hits what is right, and apprehends,

without the. exercise of thought;—he is the sage

who naturally and easily embodies the right

way. He who attains to sincerity is he who
chooses what is good, and firmly holds it fast.

19. "fo this attainment there are requisite

the extensive study of what is good, accurate

|
inquiry about it,£careful reflection on it, the

clear discrimination of it, and the earnest

^practice of it.j

20. "The superior man, while there is any-
thing he has not studied, or while in what he has

studied there is anything he cannot understand,,

will not intermit has labor. While there is

anything he has not inquired about, or anything
in what he has inquired about which he

does not know, he will not intermit his labor.

While there is anything whieh he has not

reflected on, or anything in what he hag

reflected on whickhe does not apprehend, he

will not intermit his labor* While there is

anythihg which he has not discriminated, or

his discrimination is not clear, he will not
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intermit his labor. If there be anything which

he h^not^ragticedJ__or_his_ practice fails in

; earnesfcness*.M will not intermit his labor. If

another man succesd by one effort, he will us8

a hundred efforts.' If another man succeed by

'ten efforts, he will use a thousand*

21. "Let a man proceed in this way, and,

though dull, he will surely become intelligent;

though weak, he will surely become strong."

Chap. xxl. When we have intelligence

resulting from sincerity, this condition is to be

ascribed to nature; when we have sincerity

resulting from intelligence, this condition is

to be ascribed to instruction/ But given the

sincerity, and there shall be the intelligence;

given? the intelligence, and there shall be the

sincerity.

The above is the twenty-first chapter. Tsza-aee
|Sps up in. it, and discourses the subjects of "tfce way
0£ Heaven" and "the way of men," mentioned in the
preceding chapter. The twelve chapters that follow are
all frotnTsze-fcze, repeating and ii lustrating thejneaning
ei this one.
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Chap. XXII. It is only he who is possessed

of the mosi complete sincerity that can exist

under heaven who can give its full develop-

ment to bis nature. Able to give its full

development to bis own nature, h« can do the

same to the nature of- other men. Able to

give its full development to the nature of other

men, he can give their full development to the

natures of animals and things. Able to give

theirfull development to the natures of creatures

and things, he can assist the transforming and
nourishing powers of Heaven and Earth. Able

to assist the transforming and nourishing powers

of Heaven and Earth, he may with Heaven

afld kEaith form a ternion.

Chap. XX11L Next to the above is he who
cultivates to the utmost the shoots of goodness

m him. From those he can attain to the

possession of sincerity. -» This sincerity becomes

apparent. From being apparent, it^ becomes
manifest. From being manifest, it becomes
brilliant. Brilliant, it affects others. Affect-

mg others; they are changed by it. Changed
by it, they are transformed. It. 5s only he who
is possessed of the most complete sincerity

that can exist under heaven, who can transform.
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Chap. XXIV It is characteristic of the most

entire sincerity to be able tororeknow. When
a nation or family is about to flourish, there

1 are sure to be happy omens; and when it is

about to perish, there are sure to be unlucky

oniens. Suck events are seen m the milfoil

and tortoise, and affect the movements of the

four limbs. When calamity or happiness is

about to come, the good shall certainly be

foreknown by him, and the evil also. Therefore

the individual possessed of the most complete •

sincerity is like a spiiit.

&&,J*J^*&.ifcS.t:-&. Aft. ML. &£»&*#

Chap XXV. 1. Sincerity is that whereby

self-completion is effected, and its way is that

by which man must direct himself.

2. Sincerity is the end and beginning ot

things; without sincerity there would be nothing.

On this account, the superior man regards Hie

attainment ©f sincerity as the most exoaltent

thing.
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3. The possessor of sincerity does not

merely accomplish the self-completion of

himself. With this quality he completes oilier

men and things also. The completing himself

shows his perfect virtue. The completing otlur

men and things shows his knowledge. Both

these are virtues-belonging to the nature, and
this is the way by which a uuion is effected of

the external and internal. Therefore, whenever
he

—

the entirely sincere man— employs them,
— that is, these virtues* — their action will be

right.

KZl+^S i.tt£HJK& «*JWWA. ^.W»- 3-&,
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Chap, XXVI. 1. Hence to entire sincerity

there belongs ceaselessness.
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2. Not ceasing, it continues long. Continuing

long, it evidences itself.

3. Evidencing itself, reaches far. Reaching

far, it becomes large and substantial. Large

and substantial, it becomes high and brilliant.

4. Large and substantial;— this is how it

contains all things. High and brilliant;— this

is how it overspreads all things. Reaching far

and continuing long;—this is how it perfects

4dl things.

5. So large and substantial, the individual

possessing it is the co-equal of Earth. So high

and brilliant, in makes him the co-equal of

Heaven. So far-reaching and long-continuing,

it makes him infinite*

* 6. Such being its nature, without any
display, it becomes manifested; without any
movements it produces changes; and without

any effort, it accomplishes its ends.

7. The way of Heaven and Earth may be

<5ompletely declared in one sentence.—They are

without any doubleness, and so they produce

things in a manner that is unfathomable.

8. The way of Heaven and Earth is large

and substantial, high and brilliant, far-reaching

find longenduring.

9. The heaven now before us is only this

Iright shining spot; but when viewed in its
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inexhaustible extent, the sun, moon, stars, and

constellations of the zodiac, are suspended in it,

and all things are overspread by it. The

earth before us is but a handful of soil; but

when regarded in its breadth and thickness,

it sustains mountains like the Hwa and the Yo,

without feeling their weight, and contains the

rivers and seas, without their leaking away.

The mountain now before us appears only a

stone; but when contemplated in all the vastness

of its size, we see how the grass and trees are

produced on it; and birds and beasts dwell on

it, and precious things which men treasure up
are found on it. The water now before us

appears but a ladlefal; yet extending our view
to its unfathomable depths, the largest tortoises,

iguanas, iguanodons, dragons, fishes, and turt-

les, are produced in them, articles of value and
sources of wealth abound m them.

10. It 19 said in the Book of Poetry. "The
ordinances of Heaven, how profound are they

and unceasing!" The meaning is, that it is

thus that* Heaven is Heaven. And again
,

uHow
illustrious was it, the singleness of the virtue

of King Wan!" indicating that it was thus

that King Wan* was what he waa. Singleness

likewise is unceasing.
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Chap, xxvii. 1. How great is the path proper

to the Sage!

2. Like overflowing water, it sends forth

and nourishes all things, and rises up to the

height of heaven,

3. All-complete is its greatness! It embr-
aces the three hundred rules of ceremony,

and the three thousand rules of demeanor.

4. It waits fpr the proper man, and then

it is trodden.
i

5. Hence it is said, 'Only by perfect virtue

can the perfect path, in all its courses, be made
a fact."

6. Therefore, the superior man honors his

virtuous nature, and maintains constant inquiry

and study, seeking to carry it out to its breadth

and greatness, so as to omit none of the more
exquisite and minute points which it embraces,

and to raise it to its greatest height and
brilliancy, so as to pursue the course of the*

Mean. He cherishes his old knowled.se, and
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is eont nually aequirin^ new. He exerts an

honest, generous earnestness, in the esteem and
praetice of all propriety.

7. Thus, when occupying a high situation

he is not proud, and in a low situation he is

not insubordinate. When the kingdom is well

vernod, he is sure by his words to rise; and

whe*n it is ill governed, he is sure by his

silence to command forbearance to himself.

Is not this what we find in the Book of Poetry,

— "Intelligent is he and prudent and so

preserves his person?"

*tt*Mt*». 5. *& 9wKtmm* mntafcmi
Chap, xxvjij. 1. The Master said, "Let a

man who is ignorant be fond of using his own
judgment; let a man without rank be fond of

assuming a directing power to himself; let a
man who is living in the present age go back
to the ways of antiquity;—on the persons of

all who act thus calamities will be sure to

come.

2. To no one but the Son of Heaven does
it belong to order ceremonies, to fix the
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measures, and to determine the written chara-

cters;

3. Now, over the kingdom, carriages have

all wheels of the same size; all writing is with

the same characters; and all eonduct there are

the same rules.

4. One may occupy the throne, but if he

nave not the proper virtue, he may not dare

to make ceremonies or music. One may have

the virtue^ but if he do not occupy the throne,

he may not presume to make ceremonies or

musie.

5. The Master said, "I may describe the

ceremonies of the Hsia dynasty, but Ohi cannot

sufficiently attest my woros. I have learned

the ceremonies of the Yin dynasty, and in

Sung they still continue. I have learned the

ceremonies of Chau, which are now used, and

I follow Chau."

bess**. mm^m^^w, mut&mmk. But
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Chap. XXIX. 1. He who attains to the sover-

eignty of the kingdom, having those three

important things, shall be able to effect that

there 9hall be few errorsauder his government.

2. However excellent may have been the

regulations of those of former times, they

eannot be attested. Not being attested, they

cannot command credence, and not being

credited, the people would not follow them.

However excellent might be the regulations

made by one in an inferior situation, he is not

in a position to be honored, Unhonored, he

cannot command credenee, and not being

credited, the people would not follow his

rules.

3. Therefore the institutions of the Ruler
are rooted in his own character and conduot

and sufficient attestation of them is given by
the. masses of the people. He examines them
by comparison with those of the three kings,

and finds them without mistake. He sets

them up before heaven and earth, an finds

nothing in them contrary to their mode of

operation. He presents himself with them
before spiritual beings, and no doubts about
them arise. He is prepared to wait for the

rise of a sage a hundred age, after, and has
no misgivings.
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4. His presenting himself with His institu-

tions before spiritual beings, without any doubts

arising about them, shows that he knows

Heaven. His being prepared, without any

misgivings, to wait for the rise of a sage a

hundred ages after, shows that he knows men.

5. Such being the ease, the movements of

such a ruler, illustrating his institutions

\

constitute an • example to the world for ages.

His acts ^re for ag£s a law to the kingdom.
His words are for ages a lesson to the kingdom.
Those who are far from him lcok longingly

for him; and those who are near him are never

wearied with him.

6. It is said in the Book of Poetry,

—

uNot
disliked there, not tired of here, from day to

day and night to night, will they perpetuate

their praise.'' Never has there been a ruiei,

who did not realize this description, that

obtained an early renown throughout the

kingdom. ^

Chap. XXX. 1. Chun'g-ni handed down the

doctrines of Yao and Shun, as if they had been
his ancestors, and elegantly displayed the
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regulations of Wan and Wu, taking them as

his model. Above, he 'harmonized with the

times of heaven, and below, he was conformed

to the water and land.

2. He may be eompared to heaven and

earth in their supporting and containing, their

overshadowing and ourtaining, all things. .He

may be oompared to the four seasons in their

alternating progress, and to the. sun and moon
in their successive shining.

3. All.things are nourished together without

their injuring one another. The courses of the

seasons, and of the sun and moon, are pursued

without any collision among them. The smaller

energies are like river currents; the greater

energies are seen in mighty transformations.

It is this which makes heaven and earth so

great.

Chap. XXXI. 1. It is only be, possessed of

all sagely qualities that can exist under heaven,
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who shows himself 'quick in apprenension, clear

in „ discernment, of far-reaching intelligence,

and all-embracing knowledge, fitted to exercise

tale: magnanimous, generous, benign, and
mild, fitted' to exercise forbearance; impulsive,

-energetic firm, and enduring, fitted to main-

tain a firm hold; self-adjusted, grave, neveT

swerving from the Mean, and correct, fitted to

command reverence; accomplished, distinctive,

coiicentrative, and searching, fitted to exercise

discrimination.

2. All-embracing is he and vast, deep and

active as a fountain, sending forth in their due

season his virtues,

3. All-embracing and vast, he is like

heaven. -Deep and active as a fountain, he is

like the abyss: He is seen, and the people

all reverence him; he speaks, and the people all

believe him; he acts, and the people all are

pleased with him.

4. Therefore his fan* overspreads the

Middle Kingdom, and extends to all barbarous

tribes. Wherever ships and carriages reach;

wherever the strength of man penetrates;

wherever the heavens overshadow and the earth

sustains; wherever the sun and moon shine;

wherever frosts and dews fall:—all who have

blood and breath unfeignedly honor and love
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him. Hence it is said,
—"He is the equal of

Heaven. g

Chap. XXXII. 1. It is only the individual

possessed of the most entire sincerity that can

exist under heaven, who can adjust the great

invariable relations of mankind, establish the

great fundamental virtues of humanity, and
know the transforming and nurturing opera-

tions of Heaven and Earth^shall this indi-

vidual have any being or anything beyond

himself on which be depends?

2. Gall hrm man in bis ideal, how earnest

is he! Gall him an Abyss, how deep is he!

Call him Heaven, how vast is be!

3. Who can know him, but he who is

indeed quick in apprehension, clear in discern-

ment, of far-reaebing intelligence, and all-

embracing knowledge oossessing all heavenly

virtue?
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Chap. XXX ill. 1. It is said ih the Book of

Poetry, "Over her embroidered robe she puts

a plain, single garment,' ' intimating a dislike

to the display of the elegance of the former.

Just so, it is the way of the superior, man to

prefer the concealment of his virtue^ while it'

daily becomes more illustrious, and. it is the

way of the mean man to seek notoriety, while

he daily goes more and more .to mine It is

characteristic of the superior man, appearing

insipid, yet never to produee satiety; while

showing a simple negligence, yet to have his

accomplishments recognized; while seemingly

plain, yet to be discriminating. He knows
how what is distant lies in what is near. He
knows where the wind proceeds from. He
knows how what is minute becomes manifested.

Such a one, we may be sure, will enter into

virtue.

2. It is said in the Book of Poetry,

^Although the fish sink and lie at the bottom.
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it is still quite clearly seen." Therefore the

superior man examines his heart, that there

may, be nothing wrong there, and that he may
have no cause for dissatisfaction with himself.

That wherein the superior men cannot be

equaled is simply this,—his work which other

men cannot see.

3. It is said in the Book of Poetry/'Looked

at in your apartment, be there free from shame
as being exposed to the light of heaven."

Therefore, the superior man, even when he is

not moving, has a feeling of reverence, and
while he speaks not, he has the Jeeling oj
truthfulness.

4. It is said in the Book of Poetry, In
silenee is the offering presented, and tke spirit

approached to; there is not the slightest

contention.
7

' Therefore the superior man does

not use rewards, and the people are stimulated

iu virtue. He does not show anger, and the

people are awed more than by hatchets and
battleaxes.

5. It is said in the Book of Poetry/'What
needs no display is virtue. All the pnnees
imitate it." Therefore, the superior man being

sincere and reverential, the whole world is

conducted to a state of happy tranquillity.

6. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "I

regard with pleasure your brilliant virtue,
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making no great display of itself in south

and appearances." The Master said,"Among
the appliances to-transform the people, sounds

and appearances are but trivial influences.nlt

is said in another ode, 'His Virtue is light as

a hair.' Still, a hair will admit of comparison

as to its size. 'The doings of the supreme
Heaven have neither sound nfcr smell.'—That
is perfect vitue."

The above is the thirty-third chapter. Tsze-ssse having
carried his descriptions to the extremest pomt in the
preceding chapters, turns back in this, and examines
the source of his subject; and then again from the work
of the learner, free from all selfishness, and watchful
over himself when he is alone, he carries out his
description, till by easy steps he brings it to the
consummation of the whole kingdom tranquillzed Hy
simple and sincere reverentialness. He further eulogizes
its mysteriousness, till he speaks of it at last as
without sound or smell. He here takes up the sum
of his whole W.ork, and speaks of it in a compendious
manner. Most deep and earnest was he in thus going
agam over his ground, admonishing and nstructlng
men:—shall the learner not do his utmost in the study
of the Work?
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Chap. l. 1, The Master said, "Is it not pleasant

to learn witb a constant perseverance and

application?

2,
u
Is it not delightful to have friends

coming from distant quarters?

3. "Is he not a man of complete virtue, who
feels no discomposure though men may take no

/ note of him?'*

Chap, n, 1 The philosopher Yu said, "They
are few who, hemg filial and fraternal, are

fond of offending against their superiors.

There have been none, who, not liking to

offend- against their superiors, have been fond

of stirring up confusion,

2 "The superior man bends his attention

to what is radical That being established, aB
practical courses naturally grow up, Filial
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piety and fraternal submission!—are they not

- the root of all benevolent actions?"

Chap. ill. The Master said, "Fine words

and an insinuating appearance are seldom

associated with true virtue."

amm #^b.^ s$wh 1$ass. bbjpas* n^ix

Chap. IV The philosopher Tsang said, "I
daily examine myself on three points:—whe-
ther, in transacting business for others, 1 may
have been not faithful;—whether, in intercourse

with friends, 1 may have been not sincere;

—

whether I may have not mastered and practiced

the instructions of my teacher."

ft.

Chap. v. The Master said. "To rule a country

of a thousand chariots, there must be reverent

attention to business, and sincerity; economy

in expenditure, and love for men; and the

employment of the people at the proper

wons."

Chap. VI. The Master said, "A youth,

when at home, should be filial, and, abroad.
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respectful to his elders. He should be earnest

and truthful.- He should overflow in love to

all, and cultivate the friendship of the good.

When he has time and opportunity, after the

performance of these thing?, he should employ

them in polite studies."

Chap. VII. Tsze-hsias aid,
u
If a man with draws

his mind from the love of beauty, and

applies it as sincerely to the love of the

virtuous; if, in serving his parents, he can exert

his utmost strength; if, in serving his prince,

he can devote his life; if, in his intercourse

with his friends, his words are sincere:—al-

though men say that he has not learned, I will

thcertainly say that he has."

Chap. vili. 1. The Master said, "If the

scholar be not grave, he will not call forth any

veneration, and his learning will not be solid.

2. "Hold faithfulness and sincerity as first

principles.

3.
uJBave no friends not- equal to yourself.

4. "When you have faults, do not fear to

abandon them."
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Chap. E&. The philosopher Tsang said, "Let

there Be a careful attention to perforin the,

funeral rites to parents, and let them be,

followed when long gone with the ceremonies

of sacrificeyr--then the virtue of the people will

resame its proper excellence."

Chap. x. 1 Tsze-ch'in asked Tsze-kung, saying,

"When our master comes to any country,

he does not fail to learn all about its government.

Does he ask his informations or is it Qiven to

him?'
1

3. Tsze-kung said, "Otrr master is benign,

upright, courteous, temperate, and complaisant,,

and thus he gets his information. The master's

mode of asking information!—is it not different;

from that of other men?"

Chap. XJ. The Master said, "While a man's

father is alive, look at the bent of his

will: when his father is dead, look at his

conduct. v lf for three ypars he does not alter

from the way of his father, be may becal ted

filial." \
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Chap. XII. 1. The philosopher Yu said, "In

practicing the rules of propriety, a natural ease

is to be prized. In the ways prescribed by

the ancient kings, this is the excellent quality,

and in things small and great we follow them.

2. "Yet it is not to be observed in all

cases. If one, knowing how such ease should kb

prizedy manifests it without regulating it by

the rules of propriety, this likewise is not to

be done."

Chap. XIII. The philosopher Yu said, "When
agreenments are made Recording to what is

right, what is spoken can be made good. When

respect is shown according to what is proper,

one keeps far from shame and disgrace. When
the parties upon whom a man leans arep Toper

persons to de intimate with, he can make
them his guides and masters."

Chap. XIV. The Master said, "He who aims

to be a man of complete virtue in his food

does not seek to gratify his appetite, nor in his I

dwelling place does he seek the appliances of
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ease; he is earnest in what he is doing, and

careful in his speech he frequents the company
of men ei principle that he may be rectified:

—

such a person may be said indeed to love te

learn."

JH-35LS i. *nB&ffimm&mmm,mn>:f-&,'5i&,
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Chap. XV. 1. Tsze-kung said, "What do|

you pronounce concerning the poor man who
yet does not flatter, and the rich man who is

not proud?" The Master replied, "They will

do; but they are not equal to him, who though

poor, is yet cheerful, and to him, who, though

rich, loves the rules of propriety."

2. Tsze-kong replied, "It is said in the

Book of Poetry, 4As you cut and then file, as

you carve and then polish.'—The meaning is

the same, I apprehend, as that which you have

just expressed."

3. The Master said, "With one like Ts4
ze,

I can begin to talk about the odes. I told him
one point, and he knew its proper sequence."

Chap, xvi. The Master said, t
4

I will not be

afflicted at men's not knowing me; I will be

afflicted that I do not know men.''
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Chap i. The Master said, "He who exercises

government by means of his virtue may be

compared to the north polar star, whick

keeps its place- and all the stars turn towards

it."

3BZM *0,#HW.-^HR£.B.©*fB.
Chap. LL The Master said, "In the Book

of Poetry are three hundred pieces, but the

design of them all may be embraced in one

sentence—'Having no depraved thoughts."

Chap. HL 1. The Master said, "If the people

be led by laws, and uniformity sought to

be given them by punishments, they will try

to avoid the punishment but have no sense of

shame.

2. *'If tney be led by virtsie, and uniformity

sought to be given them by the rules of prop-

riety, they will nave the sense of shame, ancl

moreover will become good."
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Chap. IV. 1. The Master said, "At fifteen,

I had my mind bent on learning.

2. "At thirty, I stood firm.

3. "At forty, I had no doubts.

4. "At fifty, I knew the decrees of Heaven.,

5. "At sixty, my ear was an obedient organ

/or the reception of truth,

6. "At seventy, I could follow what my
heart desired, without transgressing what was-

right."

SKEg l. 3«*H#.*0,!fc&. «.»aftWiB

Chap/ V. 1. Mang I asked what filial

piety was. The Master said, "It is not beign

disobedient."

2. Soon after, as Fan Chin was driving

him, the Master told him, saying, "Mang-sun
asked me what filial piety was, and I answered

him,

—

4

not being disobedient."

'

3. Fan Ch l

ih said, "What did you mean?"
The Master replied, "That parents, when alive,

should be served according to propriety; that,

when dead, they should be buried according to

propriety; and that they should be sacrificed

to according to propriety."

Chap. vl Mang Wu asked what filial*
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piety was. The Master said, "Parents are

anxious lest their children should be sick."

Chap. VII. Tsze-vu asked what filial piety

was. The Master said,
uThe filial piety

of nowadays means the support of one's parents.

But dogs and horses likewise are able to do

something in the way of support;—without

reverence, what is there to distinguish the one

support given from the other?
7 '

Chap. yiu. Tsze-hsia asked what filial piety

was. The Master said,
uThe difficulty is

with the countenance. If, when their elders

have any troublesome affairs, the young take

the toil of them, and if, when the young have

wine and food, they set jthem before their eldrs,

is THIS to he considered filial piety?"

Chap. ix. The Master said, "1 have called

with flui for a whole day, and he has not

made any objection to anything I said;—-

as if he were, stupid. He has retired, and 1
have examined his conduct when away from

me, and found him able to illustrate my
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teachings. Hui!—He is not stupid."

*+S 1. ^S,jR^^f«. 2. <&;##?&. 3. «##r£\

Chap. x. 1. The Master said,
uSee what a

man does.

2. "Mark his motives.

3/ "Examine in what things he rests.

4. "How can a man conceal his character?

How can a man conceal his character?'

'

Chap. xi. The Master said, "If a man keeps

cherishing his old knowledge, so as continually

to be acquiring new, he may be a teacher of

others."

Chap. xxi. The Master said, "The accom-
plished scholar is not a utensil."

Chap. XIII. Tsze-kung asked what con-

stituted the superior man. The Master said,

"He acts before he speaks, and afterwards

sneaks according to his actions."

Chap. XIV. Tiie Master said. "The su-

lor • man is catholic and no partisan. The

mean man is a partisan and not catholic."
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Chap. XV. The Master said, ''Learning with-

out thought is labor lost; thought without

learning is perilous.''

Chap, xvi. The Master said, "The study of

strange doctrines is injurious indeed!"

Chap. xvil. The Master said, "Yu, shall T
teash you what knowledge is? When you know
a thing, to hold that you know it; and when
you do not know a thing, to allow that yoa
do not know it:—this is knowledge.

Chap. XVIII. I: Tsze-chang was learning

with a view to official emolument.

2. The Master said, "Hear much and put

aside the points of which you stand in doubt,

while you speak cautiously at the same time of

the others:—then you will afford few occasions

for blame. See much ynd put aside the things

which seem perilous, while you are cautious at

the same time in carrying the others into

practice:—then you will have few occasions
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for repentance. When one gives few occasions

for blame in his words, and few occasions for

repentance in his conduct, he is in the way to

get emolument."

Chap. XIX. The duke Ai asked, saying,
44What should be done in order to secure the

submission of the people?" Confucivs replied,

"Advance the upright an dset aside the crook-

ed, then the people will submit. Advance the

crooked, and set aside the upright, then the

people will not submit."

Chap, XX. Chi K ang asked how to cause

the people to reverence their ruler\ to be faithful

to him, and to go on to nerve themselves to

virtue. The Master said,
%tLet him preside over

them wi£b gravity:—then they will reverence

him. Let him be filial and kind to all:—then

they will be faithful to him. Let him advance

the good and teach the incompetent:—then they

will eagerly seek to be virtuous."

Chap. XXI. 1. Some one addressed Coq-
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u
Sirv why are you not engaged

* id the gevernment?*'

2. The Master said, "What does the Shu-

ching say of filial piety?
—'Yon are filial, yoa

discharge your brotherly duties. These qualities

are displayed in government.' This then also

constitutes the exercise of government. Why
must there be THAT— making one be in the

government?"

sr+nm ^B.Ammm>*to^&,±mMm>*mM

Chap. XX1L The Master said, "I do not

know how a man without truthfulness is to get

on. How can a large carriage be made to go
without the crossbar for yoking the oxen to, or

a small carriage without the arrangement for

yoking the horses?"

Chap. XX1U. 1. Tsze-ehan gasked whether
the affairs of ten ages after could be known.

2. Confucius said, "The Yin dynasty fol-

lowed tho regulations of the Hsia: where in it

took from or added to them may be known.
The Chau dynasty has followed the regulations

of the Yin: where in it took from or added to

them may be known. Some othermay follow
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the Chau, but though it should be at the distance

of a hundred ages, its affairs may be known."

Chap. XXIV. 1. The Master said,"For a mau
to sacrifice to a spirit which does not belong to

him is flattery

2. "To see what is right and not to do it

is waot of courage."

BOOK ffl PA YIH Afft SE

Chap. I. Confucius said of the head of the

Chi family, who bad eight rows of pantomimes

in his area,
41
If he can bear to do this, what may

he not bear to do?"

Chap. u. The three families used the YUNG
ode, while the vessels were being removed, at

tJw conclusion of ttie sacrifice. The Master said,

'"Assisting are the princes;—the son of heaven

looks profound and grave';—what application

can these words have in the hall of the three

/
families?"

'W£& ^QJUffi^fc.friift.Aiin^^ta&ra.

Chap. in. The Master said, "If a man be

without the virtues proper to humanity, what-
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has fee to do wrSi the rites of propriety? If a
man be without the virtues proper to humanity,

what has he to do with music?"

mmm *. wjkmt-z&< ***ujtfm fcifcietfc

Chap. iv. 1. Lin Fang asked what was the

first thing to be attended to in ceremonies.

2. The Master said,
UA great question

indeed!

3. "hi festive ceremonies, it is better to be

sparing than extravagant. In the ceremonies of

mourning, it is. better that there be deep sorrow

than a minute attention to observances."

Chap. v. The Master said, "The rude tribes

of the east and north have their princes, and are

not like the States of our great land which are

without them."

Chap. vi. The chief of the Chi family was
about to sacrifice to the T*ai mountain. The
Master said to Zan Yu, "Can you mot save* him

from this?" He answered,"! cannot." Confucius

said, "Alas! will you say that the T'ai mountain

is not so discerning as Iin Fang?"
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Chap. vu. The Master said, 'The student of

virtue has no contentions. If it be said he cannot

avoid them, shall this be in archery? But he bows
complaisantly to his competitors'^ thus he ascends

the ha/t, descends, and exacts the forfeit of

drinking. In his contention, he is still the

Chun-tsze."

BAM l. ^HW0.^*«*. *B»*. *»«***.

«

Chap. V1I1. 1. Tsze-hsia asked, saying,
uWhat is the meaning of the passage

—

4The

pretty dimples of het artful smile! The well-

defined black and wlite of her eye! The plain

ground for the colore"

2. The Master said, "The business of laying

on the colors follows (the preparation of) the

plain ground.'

'

3. "Ceremonies then - are a subsequent

thing?" The Master said, "It is Sliang who can

bring out my meaning. Now I can begin to

talk about the odes with him."

Chap. ix. The Master said, "I could -describe

the ceremonies of the Hsia dynasty, but Chi

cannot sufficiently attest my words. 1 could
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describe the ceremonies of the Yin dynasty, but

Sung cannot sufficiently attest my words.

( They cannot do so ) because of the insufficiency

of their records and wise men. If those were
sufficient, I could adduce them in support of

my words."

Chap. x. The Master said, "At the great

sacrifice, after the pouring out of the libation,

I have no wish to look on."

Chap xi. Some one asked the meaning of

the great sacrifice. The Master said, "I do not

know He who knew its meaning would find

it as easy to govern the kingdom as to look on

tcis;"—pointing to his palm.

Chap. xil. 1. He sacrificed to the dead^ as

if they were present. He sacrificed to the spirits,

as if the spirits were prasent.

2. The Master said, "I consider my not

being present at the sacrifice, as if I did not

sacrifice."

2. *&.-*®>mw&:?zMmm&-
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Chap* XIII. 1, Wang-sun Chia asked saying,

"What is the meaning of the saying, 'It is hetter

to pay court to the furnace than to the south

west corner?"

2. The Master said,
uNot so. He who

offends against Heaven has none to whom he

can pray."

Chap. XIV. The Master said, "Chau had the

advantage of viewing the two past dynasties.

How complete and efegant are its regulations!

I follow Chau."

Chap. xv. The Master, when he entered the

ferand temple^ asked about everything. Some
one said,"Who will:say that the son of the man
of Tsau knows the rules of propriety! He has

entered the grand temple and asks about
everything." The Master beard the remark, and
said, "This is a rule of propriety."

Chkp xvi. The Master said, "In archery

it is not going through the leather which is the
principal thing; —because people's strength is

not equal. This was the old way."
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Chap xvll 1. Tsze-kung wished to do
away with the offering of a sheep connected

with the inauguration of the first day of each

month.

2 The Master said, "Ts'ze, you love the

sheep; I iove the ceremony."

>/ *+a* *B,mmmm,Amm&-
Chap XHi. The Master said, "The full

observance of the rules of propriety in serving

one's prince is accounted by people to be

flattery
"

Chap. xjlk. The duke Ting asked how a

prince should employ his ministers, and how
ministers should serve their prince. Confucius

replied,"A prince should employ his minister

according to the rules of propriety: ministers

should serve their prince with faithfulness.

"

Chap, XX. The Master said, "The K wan Tsu

is expressive Of eijoyment wothout being

licentious, and of grief without being hurtfully

excessive."
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Chap. XXI. 1. The duke Ai asked Tsai Wo
about the altars of the spirits of the land. Tsai

Wo replied, "The Hsia sovereign planted the

pine tree about them; the men of the Yin
planted the cypress; and the men of the Chau
planted the chestnut tree, meaning thereby to

cause the people to be in awe."

2. When the Master heard it, he said,

"Things that are done.it is needless to speak

about; things that have had their caurse, it is

needless to remonstrate about; things that are

past,it is needless to blame.
M

Chap. xxil. 1. The Master said, "Small

indeed was the capacity of Kwan Chung!"
2. Some one said, "Was Kwan Chung*

parsimonious?" "Kwan," was the reply, "had

the San Kzveiy and lus officers performed no

double duties: how can he be considered

parsimonious?"

3. "Then, did Kwan Chung know the rules of

propriety?" The Master said, "The princes of

8tates have a screen intercepting the view at their

gates. Kwan had likewise a screen at his gate.

The princes of States on any friendJy meeting
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between two of them, had a stand on which to

place their inverted cups. Kwan had also such

a stand. If Kwan knew the rules of propriety,

who does not know them?"

Chap, xxiii. The Master instructing the

Grand music master of Lu said, "How to play

music may be known. At the commencement
of the piece, all the parts should sound together.

As it proceeds, they should be in harmony
while severally distinct and flowing without

break, and thus on to the conclusion."

Chap. XXIV. The border warden at I requested

to be introduced to the Master, saying,

"When men of superior virtue have come to

this, I have never been denied the privilege of

seeing them." The followers of the sage

introduced hjm, and when he came out from the

interview, he said, "My friends, why are you

distressed by your master's loss of office? The

kingdom has long been without the principles

of trtUk and right\ Heaven is going to use your

master as a bell with its wooden tongue."
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Chap. XXV. The Master said of the Shao that

it was perfectly beautiful and also perfectly

good. He said of the Wu that it was perfectly

beautiful but not perfectly good.

Chap. XXVI. The Master said, "High station

filled without indulgent generosity; eeremonies

performed without reverence; mourning con-

ducted without sorrow;—where with should I

contemplate such way?"

BOOK IV LEJIN SC SH

Chap. L The Master said, "It is virtuous

manners which constitute the excellence of a ne-

ighborhood. If a man in selecting a residence,

do j&ot fix on one where such prevail, bow can

he be wise?"

Chap. u. The Master said, "Those who are

without virtue cannot abide long either in a

condition of poverty and hardship, or in a

condition of enjoyment. The virtuous cest in

virtue; the wise desire virtue.

Chap. in. The Master eaid, "It is only the

[truly ) virtuous man, who can love, or who can
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hate, others."

Chap. iv. The Master said, "If the will be set

on virtue, there will be no practice of wicked-

ness."

^ms.^ l. ^.*H* &A£0?«tfo. *#;&il#£> *

Chap. v. 1. The Master said, "Riches and

honors are what men desire. If it cannot be

obtained in the proper way, they should not be

held. Poverty and meanness are what man
dislike. If it cannot be obtained in the

proper way, they should not be avoided.

2. "If a superior man abandon virtue, how
can he fulfill the requirements of that name?

3. "The superior man does not, even for

the space of a single meal, act contrary to

virtue. In moments of haste, he cleaves to it.

In seasons of danger, he cleaves to it."

Chap. VI. 1 , The Master said, "I have not

seen a person who loved virtue, or one who
hated what was not virtuous. He who ioved
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virtue, would esteem nothing above it. He
who hated what is not virtuous, would practice

virtue in such a way that he would not allow

anything that is not virtuous to approach his

person.

2.
u
Is any one able for one day to apply

his strength to virtue? I have not seen the case

in which his strength would be insufficient.

3. "Should there possibly be any such case,

I have not seen it."

Chap. VII. The Master said, "The faults of

men are characteristic of the class to which they

belong. By observing a man's faults, it may
be known that he is virtuous."

Chap. VIII. The Master said, "If a man
in the morning hear the right way, he may
die in the evening without regret."

Chap. XI. The Master said, "A scholar,

whose mind is set on truth, and who is ashamed
of bad clothes and bad food, is not fit to be

discoursed with."

Chap. X. The Master said. "The superior

man, in the world, does not set his mind either
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for anything, or against anything; what is

right he will follow."

Chap. XL the Master said,
uThe superior

man thinks of virtue; the small man thinks of

comfort. The superior man thinks of the

sanctions of law; the small man thinks of favors

which he may receive"

Chap. XII. The Master said, "He who acts

with a constant view to his own advantags

will be much murmured against."

Chap. XIII. The Master said, "Is a pvincd

able to govern his kingdom with the complair

sanee proper to the rules of propriety, what
difficulty will he have? If he cannot govern it

with thatr complaisance, what has he to do
with the rules of propriety?"

Chap. XIV The Master said, »A man should

say, I am not concerned that I have no place,

I am concerned how I may fit myself for one*

I am not concerned that I am not known, I

seek to be worthy to be known."
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Chap. XV. 1. The Master said, "Shan,

my doctrine is that of an all-pervading unity."

The disciple Tsang replied, "Yas."

2. The Master went out, and the other

disciples asked, saying, "What do his words
mean?" Tsang said, "The doctrine of our

master is to be true to the principles of our

nature and the benevolent exercise Of them to

others,—this and nothing more."

Chap. XVI. The Master said, "The mind of

the superior man is conversant with righteous-

ness; the mind of the mean man is conversant

with gain."

Chap. xvii. The Master said, "When we
see men of worth, we should think of equaling

them; when we see men of a contrary character

we should turn inwards and examine ourselves.
7
*

Chap. xvui. The. Master said, "In serving

his parents, a son may remonstrate with them,

but gently; when he-sees that they do not incline

to follow his advice, he shows an increased

degree of reverence, but does not abandon his
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purpose; and should Aey punish him
t he does

i
not allow himself to murmur.'

*

Chap XIX. The Master said, "While hb
parents are alive, the son may not go abroad

to a distance. If he does go abroad, he must
have a fixed place to which he goes."

Chap, XX. The Master said, "If the son for

three years does not alter from the way of his

father, he may be called filial."

H~-f—$ ^ 0,£#2^, :£ RPFfcHfc, ~*M&M> Hfe

Chap xxi The Master said, "The years of

parents may by no means not be kept in the

memory, as an occasion at once for joy and for

fear."

Chap. xxil. The Master said, "The reason

why the ancients did not readily give utterance

to their words, was that they feared lest their

actions should not come up to them.
,T

Chap xxm. The Master said, "The cautious

seldom err."

Chap xxiv The Master said, "The superior
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man wishes to be slow in his speech and earnest

in his conduct."

Chap. xxv. The Master said, "Virtue is

not left to stand alone. He who.practices it

will have neighbors."

Chap. XXVI, Tsze-yu said, "In serving a
prince, frequent remonstrances lead to disgrace.

Between friends, frequent reproofs make the

friendship distant/*

BOOK V. KUNG-YE CHANG

Chap. l. 1. The Master said of Kung-ye

Ch'ang that he might be wived; although he

was put in bonds, he had not been guilty of any

crime. Accordingly, he gave him his own
daughter to wife."

2. Of Nan Yung he said that if the country

were well governed he would not be out of

office, and if it were ill governed, he would

escape punishment and disgrace. He gave him

the daughter of his own elder brother to wife."
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Chap. if. The Master said of Tsze-chien,

"Of superior virtue indeed is such a men! If

there were not virtuous men in Lu, how could

this man have acquired this character?"

Chap, in. Tsze-£ung asked, "What do you

say of me, Ts'ze?" The Master said, "You are

a utensil." "What utensil?" A gemmed
sacrificial utensil."

mm* 1. 10Jtt;im a.-*0,R/fl«,«Afii

Chap. iv. 1. Some one said, "Yung is truly

virtuous, but- he is not ready with his tongue."

2. The Master said, "What is the good ef

being ready with the tongue? They wTia

encounter men with smartnesses of speech foe

the most part procure themselves hatred. I

know not whether he be truly virtuous, but why
should he show readiness of the tongue?"

Chap. v. The Master was wishing Ch'i-tiao

Kai -to enter on official employment. He
replied, "I am not yet able to rest in the

assurance of THIS." The Master was pleased.
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Chap. VI. The Master said, "My doctrines

make no way. I will get upon a raft, and
float about on the sea. He that will accompany
me will be \ru, 1 dare to say." Tsze-lu

hearing this was glad, upon which the Master
said, "Yu is fonder of daring than I am. He
does not exercise his judgment upon matters."

Chap. VU. 1 Mang Wu asked about Tsze-lu,

whether he was perfectly virtuous. The Master

said, "I do not know."

2. He asked again, when the Master replied,

"In a kingdom of a thousand chariots, Yu
might be employed to manage the military

levies, but I do npt know whether he be

perfectly virtuous."

3.
uAnd what do you say of Ch'iu?" The

Master replied,
uIn a city of a thousand families,

or a clan of a hundred/ charipts, Ch'iu might

be employed as governor, but I do not know
whether he is perfectly virtuous."

4. "What do you say of Chih?" The Master

replied, "With his sash girt and standiug in a

court, Ch4h might be employed io converse

with the visitors and guests, but I do not know
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whether he is perfectly virtuous."

Chap. Yin. 1. The Master saidtoTsze-kung
y

"Which do you consider superior, yourself oe

Hui?"

2. Tsze-kung replied,
uHow dare I compare

myself with Hui? Hui bears one point and*

knows all about a subject; I hear one point

and know a second."

3. The Master said, "You are not equal ta

him. I grant you, you are not equal io him."

Chap. ix. 1. Tsai Yu being asleep during

the daytime, the Master said, "Rotten wood
cannot be carved; a wall of dirty earth will

not receive the trowel. This Yu!—what is the

use of my reproving him?"

2. The Master said, "At first, my way
with men was to hear their words, and give them
credit for their conduct. Now my way is to

hear their words, and look at their conduct.

It is from Yu that I have learned to make
this change."

,
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Chap x. The Master said,
U
I have not seen a

firm and unbending man.'' Some one rep-

lied,
uThere is Shan Ch'ang." "Ch'ang,"

said the Master, "is under the influence of his

passions; how can he be pronounced firm and
unbending?"

Chap XI. Tsze-kung said, "What I do not

wish men to do to me, I also wish not to do
to men." The Master said, "Ts'ze, you have

not attained to that."

Chap. xii. Tsze-kung said, "The Master's

personal displays of his principles and ordinary

descriptions of them may be heard. His

discourses about 'mans nature, and the way of

Heaven, cannot be heard."

Chap XIII. When Tsze-lu heard anything,

if he had not yet succeeded in carrying it into

practice, he was only afraid lest he should hear

something else.
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Chap. XIV. Tsze-kung asked, saying, '"On

what ground did Kung-wan get that title of

WAN?" The Master said, "He was of an active

nature and yet fond of learning, and he was
not ashamed to ask and learn of his inferiors!—
On these grounds he has been styled WAN."

Chap. xv. The Master said of Tsze-ch
lan

that he had four of the characteristics of a
superior man—in his conduct of himself, he

was humble; in serving his superior, he was
respectful; in nourishing the people, he was
kind; in ordering the people, he was just."

Chap. xvi. The Master said, "Yen P'ing

knew well how to maintain friendly inter-

course. The acquaintance might be long, but

he showed the same respect as at first."

Chap. xvu. The Master said, "Tsang Waa
kept a large tortoise in a house on the capitals

of the pillars of which he had hills made, with

representations of duckweed on the small pil-

lars above the beams supporting the rafters.—Of
what sort was his wisdom?"
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Chap. XVUI. 1 Tsze-chang asked, saying.

"The minister Tsze-wan thrice took office, and
manifested no joy in bis countenance. Thrice

he retired from office, and manifested no dis-

pleasure. He made it a point to inform the

new minister of the way in which he had
conducted the government;—what do you say
of him?" The Master replied, "He was loyal.'

"Was he perfectly virtuous?" "I do not

know. How can he be pronounced perfectly

virtuous?"

2. Tsze-eliang proceeded, "When the officer

Ch'ui killed the prince of Ch l
i, Ch lan Wan,

though he was the owner of -forty horses,

abandoned them and left the country. Coming
to another state, he said,

4They are here like

our great officer, Oh'ui,' and left it. He came
to a second state, and with the same observa-

tion left it also;— what do yon say of him?"
The Master replied, "He was pure." "Was-
he perfectly virtuous?" "I do not know.
How can he be pronounced perfectly virtuous?"
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Chap. XXX, Chi Wan thought thrice, and
then acted. When the Master was informed

of it, he said, "Twice may do."

Chap. XX. The Master said, "When good

order prevailed in his country; Ning Wu acted

the part of a wise man. When his country

was in disorder, he acted the part of a stupid

man. Others may equal his wisdom, but they

cannot equal his stupidity,"

Chap XXI. When the Master was in Ch'an,

he said, "Let me return! Let me return!

The little children of my school are ambitious

and too hasty. They are accomplished and

complete so far, but they do not know how to

restrict and shape themselves.'
7

Chap. XXII. The Master said, "Po-i and

Shuch'i did not keep the former wickednesses

of men in mind, and hence the resentments

directed towards them were few."

Chap. XXIIL The Master said, "Who says
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of Wei-shang Kao that he is upright? One
begged some vinegar of Mm, and he begged it

of a neighbor and gave it to the man."

JTZ+E3* iFEI.*5S*fe. &%, &&Wto±, liftJ&Z.

Chap. XXIV. The Master said, "Fine words,

an insinuating appearanee, and excessive

respect;—Tso Ch*iu-ming was ashamed of

them. I also am ashamed of them. To
conceal resentment against a person, and

appear friendly with him;—Tso Ch'iu-ming

was ashamed of such conduct. I am also

ashamed of it."

Chap. XXV 1. Yen Yuan and Chi Lu
being by his side, the Master said to them,

"Come, let each of you tell his wishes.
17

2. Tsze-lu said,
U
I should like, Jiaving

chariots and horses, and light fur dresses, to

share them with ray friends, and though they

should spoil them, I would not be displeased."

3. Yen Yuan said, "I should like not to

boast of my excellence, nor to make a display

of my meritorious deeds."

4. Tsze-lu then said,
UI should like sir,
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to hear your wishes." The Master said,
u They

are, in regard to the aged, to give them rest;

in regard to friends, /to show them sincerity;

in regard to the young, to treat them tehderiy.

"

Chap. XXVI. The Master said, "It is all

over. T have not yet seen one who could

perceive bis faults, and inwardly accuse

himself."

Chap, xxvil. The Master said, "Id a hamlet

of ten families, there may be found one,

honorable and sincere as I am, but not so fond

of learning.
77

BOOK VI YUNG YEY frfo Wfz

Chap, l 1 The Master said, "There is

Yung!—He might occupy the place of a

prince."

2. Cbung-kung asked about Tsze-rgang Po-
tsze. The Master said, "He may pass. He
does not mind small matters."

3. Chung-kung said, "If a man cherish in
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himself a reverential feeling of the necessity of
attention, to business^ though he may be easy in

small matters in his government of the people,

that may be allowed. But if he chenteb in

himself that easy feeling, and also carry it out

in his practice, is not such an easy mode of

procedure excessive?
1 '

4. The Master said, "Yung's words are

right."

Chap. u. 1. The duke Ai asked which of the

disciples loved to learn.

2. Confucius' replied to him, "There wag
Yen Hui; HE loved to learn. He did not

transfer his anger; he did not repeat a fault.

Unfortunately, his appointed time was short

and he died; and now there i? not such another.

I have not yet heard of any one who loves to

learn as he did.
'

Chap, ill, 1. Tsze-hwa being employed on *

mission to Chi, the disciple Zan requested

grain for his mother. The Master said, "Give
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her a fu" Yen requested more. "Give her

a yu" said the Master. Yen gave her five

ping.

2. The Master said, "When Cb'ih was

proceeding to Ch'i, he had fat horses to his

carriage, and wore light furs. I have heard

that a superior man helps the distressed, but

does not add to the wealth of the rich."

3. Yuan Sze being made governor of his

town by the Master, he gave him nine hundred

measures of grain, but Sze declined them.

4. The Master said, "Do not decline them.

May you not give them away in the neighbor-

hoods, hamlets, towns, and villages?"

Chap, iv The Master speaking of Chung-

kung, said, "If the calf of a brindled cow be

red and horned, although men may not wish

to use it, would the spirits of the mountains

and rivers put it aside?"

Chap. v. The Mastei said, "Such was Hai

that for three months there would be nothing

in his mind contrary to perfect virtue. The
others may attain to this on sowe days or in

some months, but nothing more."
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Chap VI Chi K 4ang asked about Chung-yu,
whether he was fit to be employed as an officer

of government. The Master said, "Yu is a
man of decision; what difficulty would he

find in being an officer of government?
,T

K'ang asked. "Is Ts'ze fit to be employed as

an officer of government?
7
' and was answered,

"Ts'ze is a man of intelligence; what difficulty

would be find in being an officer of govern-

ment?" And to the same question about Ch'iu

the Master gave the same reply, saying, "Ch ;

iu

is a man of various ability
"

Chap vu. The chief of the Chi family sent

to ask Min Tsze-ch l

ien to be governor of PL
Min Tsze-ch'ien said, "Decline the offer for

me politely. If any one come again to me
with a second invitation, 1 shall be obiiged ta

go a?id live on the banks of the Wan."

Chap. vm. Po-niu being ill, the Master went
to ask for him. He took hold of his liand

through the window, and said, "It is killing
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him. It is the appointment of Heaven, alas!

That such a man should have such a sickness!

That such a man should have such a sickness!'
7
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Chap. ix. The Master said, "Admirable in-

deed was the virtue of Hui! With a single

bamboo dish of rice, a single gourd dish of

drink, and living in his mean narrow lane,

while others could not have endured the distress,

he did not allow his joy to be affected by it.

Admirable indeed was the virtue of Hui!"

Chap. x. Yen Ch 4

iu said, "It is not that 1 do

not delight in your doctrines, but my strength

is insufficient." The Master said, "Those

whose strength is insufficient give over in the

middle of the way but now you limit yourself."

Chap. xi. The Master said to Tsze-hsia, "Do
you be a scholar after the style of the superior

man, and not after that of the mean man."

Chap- Xll. Tsze-yu being governor of Wu-
ch

l

ang, the Master said to him, "Have you got

good men there?" He answered, "There is
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Tan-t
l

ai Miehmmg, who never in walking takes

a short cut, and never comes to my office, ex-

cepting on public business/
7

Chap. xin. The Master said, "Mang Chih-fan

does not boast of his merit. Being in the rear on an

occasion of flight, when they were about to enter

the gate, he whipped up his horse, saying, "It

is not that I dare to be last. My horse would

not advance."

Chap. XIV The Master said, "Without the

specious speech of the litanist T'o and the

beauty of the prince Chao of Sung, it is difficult

to escape in the present age."

Chap XV The Master said, "Who can go out

but by the door? How is it that men will not

walk according to these ways?"

Chap XVI. The Master said, "Where the solid

qualities are in excess of accomplishments, we
have rusticity; where the accomplishments are in

excess of the solid dualities, we have the manners
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of a clerk. When the accomplishments and solid

qualities are equally blended, we then have the

man of virtue."

Chape XVII. The Master said, "Man is born,

for uprightness. If a man lose his uprightness

and yet live his escape from death is the effect

of mere good fortune."

Chap. XVIII. The Master said, "They who
know the truth are not equal to those who love

it, and they who love it are not equal to those

who delight in it."

Chap. XIX. The Master said, "To those whose
talents are above mediocrity, the highest subject

smay be announced To those who are below
mediocrity, the highest subjects may not be
announced."

Chap. XX. Fan Ch'ih asked what constituted

wisdom. The Master said, To give one's self

earnestly to the duties due to men, and, while

respecting spiritual beings, to keep aloof from

them, may be called wisdom." He asked about
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perfect virtue. The Master said, "The man of

virtue makes the difficulty to be overcome his

first business, and success only a subsequent

consideration;—this may be called perfect

virtue."

Chap. XXI. The Master said,
uThe wise find

pleasure in water; the virtuous find pleasure in

hills. The wise are active; the virtuous are

tranquil. The wise are joyful; the virtuous are

long-lived."

Chap. XXII. The Master said,
4lCh i, by

change, woidd come to the State of Lu.

by one change, would come to a state

true principles predominated."

Chap. XXIU. The Master said, "A cornered

vessel without corners.—A strange cornered

vessel! A strange cornered vessel!"

4k

Chap XXIV Tsai Wo asked, saying, "A
benevolent man, though it be told him,— *there

is a man in the well,' will go in after him. J
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suppose." Confucius said,

uWhy should he do

so?" A superior man may be made to go to the

well, but he cannot be made to go down into

it. He may be imposed upon, but he cannot be

befooled."

Chap xxv The Master said, "The superior

man, extensively studying all learning, and
keeping himself under the restraint of the rules

of propriety, may thus likewise not overstep

what is right."

Chap, XXVI. The Master having visited Nan-
tsze, Tsze-lu was displeased, on which the

Master swore, saying, ''Wherein I have

done improperly, may Heaven reject me! may
Heaven reject me!"

Chap. XXVll- The Master said, "Perfect is

the virtue which is according to the Constant

Mean! Bare for a long time has been its practice

among the people."
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Chap xxviil. l. Tsze-kung said, ''Suppose

the case of a man extensively conferring bene-

fits on the people, and able to assist all, what
would you say of him? Might he be called

perfectly virtuous?" The Master said,
uWhy

speak only of virtue in connection with him?

Must he not have the qualities of a sage? Even
Yao and Shun were still solicitous about this.

2. "Now the man of perfect virtue, wish-

ing to be established himself, seeks also to

establish others; wishing to be enlarged himself,

he seeks also to enlarge others.

S.
uTo be able to judge of others by what

is nigh in ovrselves\— this may be called the art

of virtue/'

BOOK Vn. SHU R fiSHH 5Hr

Chap. l. The Master said,
l4A transmitter

and not a maker, believing in and loving the

ancients, I venture to compare myself with our

old P 4ang."

Chap. I J. The Master said,
l

'The silent treas-

uring up of knowledge; learning without satiety;

and instructing others without being wearied;

—

which one of these things belongs to me?''
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Chap. hi. The Master said, "The leaving

virtue without proper cultivation; the not

thoroughly discussing what is learned; not be-

ing able to move towards righteousness of which

a knowledge is gained; and not being able to

change what is not good:—these are the things

which occasion me solicitude."

Chap. IV. When the Master was unoccupied

with business, his manner was easy, and he

looked pleased.

Chap. v. The Master said, "Extreme is my
decay. For a long time, I have not dreamed,

as I was wont to do, that I saw the duke of

Chau."

Chap. VI. L The Master said, "Let the will

be set on the path of duty.

2. "Let every attainment in what is good

be firmly grasped.

3.
uLet perfect virtue be accorded with.

4. "Let relaxation and enjoyment be

found in the polite arts."
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Chap. vn. The Master said, "From the man
bringing his bundle of dried fleshfor my teaching

upwards, I have never refused instruction to

any one."

Chap. vm. The Master said,
4 '1 do jaet open

up the truth to one who is not eager to get

knowledge, nor help out any one who is not

anxious to explain himself. When I have
presented one corner ofa subject to any one, and
he cannot from it leaTi) the other three, I do not

repeat my lesson."

Chap. IX. 1. When the Master was eating

by the side of a mourner, he never ate to the full.

2. Pie did not sing on the same day in

which he had been weeping.

Chap. x. 1. The Master said to Yen Yuan,
"When called to office, to undertake its duties;

when not so called, to lie retired;— it is only I

and you who have attained to this."

2. Tsze-lu said, "If you had the conduct of
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the armies of a great state, whom would you
v have to act with you?"

/ 3. The Master said, "I would not have him
to act with me, who will unarmed attack a
tiger, or cross a river without a boat, dying

j without any regret. My associate must be the

man who proceeds to action full of solicitude,

who is fond of adjusting his plans, and then

carries them into execution.

"

Chap. XI. The Master said, "If the search for

riches is sure to be successful, though 1 should be-

come a groom with whip in hand to get them,

I will do so. As the search may not be

successful, I will follow after that which I

love."

Chap. XII. The things in reference to wrhich

the Master exercised the greatest caution

were— fasting, war, and sickness.

Sr-fe.

Chap. xill. When the Master was in Ch k

i,

he heard the Shao, and for three months did

not know the taste of flesh. "I did not think.
7 '

he said, "that music could have been made so

excellent as this."
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Char. XIV. 1. Yen Yu said, "Is our Master

foi the ruler of Wei?" Tsze-kung said, "Ohl

I will ask him."

2. He went in accordingly^ and said,

"What sort of men were Po-i and Shu-ch
t
i?

,>

"They were ancient worthies," said the Master.

"Did they have any repinings because of their

course?" The Master again replied, "They
sought to act virtuously, and they did so; what
was there for them to repine about?" On this,

Tsze-kung went out and said, "Our Master is

not for him."

Chap XV The Master said, "With coarse

rice to eat, with water to drink, and my
bended arm for a pillow;— 1 have still Joy in

the midst of these things. Riches and honors

acquired by unrighteousness are to me as a

floating cloud."

Chap. XVl. The Master said, "If some years

were added to my life, I would give fifty to the

study of the Yi, and then I might come to be

without firreat faults."
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-nap. xvu. The Master's frequent themes of

discourse were—the Odes, the History, and
the maintenance of the Rules of Propriety. On
all these-he frequently discoursed.

m-

Chap. XVIH. 1. The duke of Sheh asked Tsze-

lu about Confucius, and Tsze-lu did not answer
him.

2. The Master said, "Why did you not say

to Mm,—He is simply a man, who in his eager

pursuit (of knowledge) forgets his food, who
m the joy of its attainment forgets his sorrows,

and who does not perceive that old age is com-
ing on?"

Chap. XIX. The Master said, "I am not one

who was born in the possession of knowledge;

I am one who is fond of antiquity, and earnest

in seeking it there:*

W3V* ^5».fe#.«,.#.
Chap. XX. The subjects on which the Master

did not talk, were—extraordinary things, feats

of strength, disorder, and spiritual beings.
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Chap. xxi. The Master said, "When I wait

along with two others, they may serve me as

my teachers. I will select their good qualities

aiid follow them, their bad qualities and avoid

them."

Chap. xxu. The Master said, "Heaven por-

duced the virtue that is in me. Hwan T 4

ui

—

what can he do to me?"

Chap. XXIII. The Master said, "Do you
think, my disciples, that I have any conceal-

ments? I conceal nothing from you. There
is nothing which I do that is not shown to you,

my disciples;—that is my way."

Chap. XXIV. There were four things which
the Master taught,— letters, ethics, devotion of

soul, and truthfulness.

*z+e* l *&,MA&*niti&z£:.ft&mtt,m

Chap. XXV. 1. The Master said, "A sage it

is not mine to see; could I see a man of real

talent and virtue, that would satisfy me."

2. The M tid, "A good man it is not
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;
mine to see; could I see a man possessed of

• constancy, that would satisfy me.

3. "Having not and yet affecting to have.

!
empty and yet affecting to be full, straitened

and yet affecting to be at ease:—it is difficult

with such characteristics to have constancy/'

Chap. XXVI. The Master angled,—but did

I

not use a net. He shot,—but not at bircfo

perching.

Chap, xxvii. The Master said, "There may
be those who act without knowing why. I do

not do so. Hearing much and selecting what
is good and following it; seeing much and
keeping it in memory:—this is the second styIs

of knowledge.

"

jrz+as i. mtmmm, a^f-ii,. P3A*& * *b>**

Chap. XXVIII. 1. It was difficult to talk

(profitably and reputably) with the people of

Hu-hsiang, and a lad of that place having had

an interview with the Master, the disciples

doubted.

2. The Master said, "I admit people's

approach to me without committing myself as
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to what they may do when they have retired.

Why must one be so severe? If a man purify

himself to wait upon me, I receive him so

purified, Without guaranteeing his past con-

duct
7 '

Chap. XXIX. The Master said, "Is virtue a
thing remote? I wish to be virtuous, and lot

virtue is at hand."

Chap. XXX. 1. The minister of crime of

Cb van asked wnether the duke Chao knew pro-

priety, and Coniucius said,
uHe knew pro-

priety."

2. Confucius having retired, the minister

bowed to Wu-ma, Cb'i to come forward, and

said, "I have heard that the superior man is

not a partisan. May the superior man bo a

partisan also? The prince married a daughter

of the house of Wu, of the same surname with

himself, and called her,
—

'The elder Tsze of

Wu.' If the prince knew propriety, who does

not know it?"

3. Wu-ma Ch'i reported these remarks,

nad the Master said,
u
l am fortunate! If I
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have any errors, people are sure to knowthem."

Chap. XXXL When the Master was in com-
pany with a person who was singing, if he

sang well, he would make him repeat the song,

while he accompanied it with his own voice.

ft

Chap. XXXII. The Master said, "In letters I

am perhaps equal to other men, but the cka-

rader of the superior man, car£ying out in his

conduct what he professes, is what I have not'

yet attained to."

Chap XXXILL The Master said. "The sage

aDd the man of perfect virtue;—how dare I

rank myself with thenO It may simply be said

of me, that I strive to become such without

satiety, and teach others without weariness."

Kung-hsi Hwa said, "This is just what we, the

disciples, cannot imitate you in."

Chap. XXXIV. The Master being very sick,

Tsze-lu asked leave to pray for him. fie said,

"May such a thing be done?" Tsze-lu replied,'
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"It may. Id the Eulogies it is said, *Prayer

has been made for thee to the spirits of the

upper and lower worlds.'" The Master said,

"My praying has been for a long time."

Chap. XXXV. The Master said, ""Extrava-

gance leads to insubordination, and parsimony

to meanness. It is better to be mean than to

be insubordinate."

3SE+*m ^B,S-3HB»fB.*A£jt&&

Chap XXXVJ. The Master said, '
4The

superior man is satisfied and composed; the

mean man is always full of distress."

. XXXVll. The Master was mild, and

yet dignified; majestic, and yet not fierce;

respectful, and yet easy.

book vm T'Al-POm sa

as-
Chap. 1. The Master said, "T'ai-po may be

said to have reached the highest point of

virtuous action. Thrice he declined the kingdom,

and the people in ignorance of his motives could

jiot express their approbation of his conduct
M
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Chap. ij, 1, The Master said, "Respectful-

ness, without the rules of propriety, becomes
laborious bustle: carefulness, without the rules

of propriety, becomes timidity: boldness, with-

out the rules of propriety, becomes insubor-

dination: straightforwardness without the rules

of propriety, becomes rudeness.

2, "When those who are in high stations

perform well all their duties to their relations,

the people are aroused to virtue. When old

friends are not neglected by them, the people

are preserved from meanness."

Chap m. The philosopher Tsang being ill,

he called to him the disciples of his school, and

said, "Uncover my feet, uncover my hands. I

is said In the Book of Poetry, *Wc should be

apprehensive and cautious, as if on the brink

of a deep gulf, as if treading on thin ice,' and

so have I been. Now and hereafter, I know my
escape from all injury to my person, ye, my
little children."
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Chap. IV. 1. The philosopher Tsang being

ill,Mang Chang went to ask how he was.

'2. Tsang said to him, "When a bird is

about to die, its notes are mournful; when a

man is about to die, his words are good.

3. "There are three principles of conduct

which the man of high rank should consider

specially important:—that in his * deportment

and manner he keep from violence and

heedlessness; that in regulating his countenance

he keep near to sincerity; and that in his words

and tones he keep far from lowness and impro-

priety. As to such matters as attending to the

sacrificial vessels, there are the proper officers

for them."

Chap v. The philosopher Tsang said, "Gifted

with ability, and yet putting questions to those

who were not so; possessed of mueh, and yet

putting questions to those possessed of little;

having, as though he had not; full, and yet

counting himself as empty; offended against,

and yet entering into no altercation; formerly

1 had a friend who pursued this style of

conduct."
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Chap. vi. The philosopher Tsangsaid, "Sup-

pose that there is an individual who can be

intrusted with the charge of a young orphan

prince, and can be commissioned with authority

over a state of a hundred (i-% and whom ao
emergency however great can drive from his

principles:— is such a man a superior man? He
is a superior man indeed."

Vll. 1. The philosopher Tsang said,

"The officer may not be without breadth of

mind and vigorous endurance. His burden is

heavy and his course is long.

2. "Perfect virtue is the burden which he

considers it is his to sustain;—is it not heavy?

Only with death does his course stop;— is it

not long?'*

HAS 1. ¥&Ml£&. 2. tfj&ift. s. sRj^ji,

Chap. VLLL. 1. The Master said, "It is by

the Odes that the mind is aroused. ,

2. "It is by the Rules of Propriety that

the character is established.

3, "It is from Music that the finish is

received."
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Chap. DC. The Master said, "The people may

be* made to follow a path of action, bat tbey

may not be made to understand it."

Chap. X. The Master said, "The man who is

fond of daring and is dissatisfied with poverty,

will proceed to insubordination. So will the

man who is not virtuous, when you carry your

dislike of him to an extreme."

Chap. XL The Master said, "Though a man
have abilities as admirable as those of the duke

of Ohau, yet if he \ye proud and niggardly,

those other things are really not worth being

looked at.
1 '

Chap. xu. The Master said, "It is not easy

to find a man who has learned for three years

without coming to be good."

Chap. XITJ 1 . The Master said, "With sincere

faith he unites the love of learning; holding

firm to death, he is perfecting the excellence

of Ins course.
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2. "Suck a one- will not enter atotteiing

state, nor dwell in a disorganized one. When
right principles of government prevail in the

kingdom, he will show himself; when they are

prostrated, he will keep concealed.

3. "When a country is well governed*

poverty and a mean condition are things to be

ashamed of. When a country is ill governed,

riches and honor are things to be ashamed of.

"

Chap. XIV. The Master said, "He who is not

in any particular office has nothing to do with

plans for the administration of its duties."

Chap. XV. The Master said, "When the music

mastei Chih first entered on his office, the finish

of the Kwan Tsu was magnificent;—how it

filled the ears!"

££.
jChap. xvi. The Master said. "Ardent and

i yet not upright, stupid and yet not attentive;

simple and yet not sincere:—such persons I do

not understand."

Chap. xvil. The Master said, "Learn as if

you could not reach your object, and were

always fearing also lest you should lose it."
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Chap. XVlli. The Master said,
uHow majestic

was the manner in which Shun and Yu held

possession of the empire, as if it were nothing

to them!"

Chap XLX. I. The Master said, "Great in-

deed was Yao as a sovereign! How majestic

was he! It is only Heaven that is grand, and
only Yao corresponded to it. How vast was
his virtue! The people could find no name
for it.

2.
tlHow majestic was he in the woivks

which he accomplished! How glorious in the

elegant regulations which he instituted!"

g-r* A. 3. ^eej, *«. *&$*¥, &&£&> #M«

Chap. XX. 1 Shun had five ministers, fcod

the empire was well governed.

2. King Wu said, "I have ten able wini*-

ters."

3. Confucius said, "Is not the saying that

talents are difficult to find, true? Only wueu
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the dynasties of Pang and Yu met, were they

more abundant than in this of Ckau
y
yet there

was a woman among them. The able ministers

weje no more than nine men.

4. "King Wan possessed two of the three

parts of the empire, and with those he served

the dynasty of Yin. The virtue of the house

of Chau may be said to have reaehed the

highest point indeed"

Chap. XXI. The Master said, "I can find no

flaw in the character of Yu, He used himself

coarse food and drink, but displayed the utmost

filial piety towards the spirits. His ordinary

garments were poor, but he displayed the

utmost elegance in his sacrificial cap and apron.

He lived in a low, mean house, but expended

all his strength on the ditches and water

channels. I can find nothing like a flaw in Yu."

BOOK IX. TSZE HANW %K

Chap. i. The subjects of which the Mastei

seldom spoke were—profitableness, and also

the appointments of Heaven, and perfect virtue.
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Chap. |L 1. A man of the village of Ta-
hsiang sa;

d, "Great indeed is the philosopher

K'ung! His learning is extensive, and yet he
does not render his name famous by aav
particular thing."

2. The Master heard the observation, *nd
said to his disciples, "What shall I practice?

Shall I practice charioteering, or shall I

practice archery? I will practice charioteering.

"

m=j& i. *&m&m&&&wm>w&%> * niM

Chap. in. 1. The Master said, "The linen

cap is that prescribed by the rules of ceremony,

but now a silk one is worn. It is economical

,

and I follow the common practice.

2. "The rules of ceremony prescribe the

bowing below the hall, but now the practice is

to bow only after ascending it. That is ar-

rogant. I continue to bow below the hall, though

I oppose the common practice.'

'

Chap. IV There were four things from which

the Master was entirely free. He had no foregone

conclusions, no arbitrary predeterminations, no

obstinacy, and no egoism.
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Chap. v. 1. The Master was pat in fear m
K'wang.

2. He said, "After the death of King Wan,
was not the cause of truth lodged here zn me?

3. "If Heaven had wished to let this cause

of truth perish, then I, a future mortal should not

have got such a relation to that cause. While

Heaven does not let the cause of truth perish,

what can the people of K'wang do to me?"

Chap, vi. 1. A high officer asked Tsze-kung,

saying, "May we not say that your Master is a

sage? How various is his ability!"

2. Tsze-kung said, "Certainly Heaven haa

endowed him unlimitedly. He is about a sage.

And, moreover, his ability is vorious."

3. The Master heard of the conversation

and said, "Does the high officer know me?
When I was young, my condition was low,

and therefore I acquired my ability in many
things, but they were mean matters. Must the

superior man have such variety of ability?

He does not need variety of ability."

4. Lao said, "The Master said, 'Having no

official employment, I acquired many arts."'
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Chap, vu. The Master said, "Am I indeed

possessed of knowledge? I am not knowing.

But if a mean person, who appears quite

emptylike, ask anything of me, I set it forth

from one end to the other, and exhaust it."

Chap. vui. The Master said, "The FANG bird

does not come; the river sends forth on map:—
it is all over with me!"

Chap. DC. When the Master saw a person in

a mourning dress, or*any one with the cap and
upper and lower garments of full dress, or a
blind person, on observing them approaching,

though they were younger than himself, he

would rise up, and if he had to pass by them,

he would do so hastily

&&&.&. 2. **««««tA. m&ujcrfmizm-

Chap. X. 1. Yen Yuan, in admiration of the

Master's doctrines, sighed and said, "I looked

up to them, and they seemed to becom* more high;
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L tried to penetrate them, and they seemed to

become more firm; I looked at them before me,

and suddenly they seemed to be behind;

2. "The Master, by orderly method, skill-

fully leads men on. He enlarged my mind
with learning, and taught me the restraints of

propriety.

3.
uWhen I wish to give over the study of

his doctrines, I cannot do so, and having ex-

erted all my ability, there seems something to

stand right up before me; but though I wish to

follow and lay hold of it, I really find no

way to do so."

Chap. XL h The Master being very ill, Tsze-

lu wished the disciples to act as ministers to

him. :

2. During a remission of his illness, he

said, "Long has the conduct of Yu been de-

ceitful! By pretending to have ministers when
I have them not, whom should I impose upon?

Should I impose upon Heaven? ^ ^v

f 3. "Moreover, than that I should die in the

hands of ministers, is it not better that I should

die in the hands of you, my disciples? And
though 1 may not get a great burial, shall
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die upon the road?"

H+Z* ^WH,*fil3£K&. teSIiffiJKft. *#*!©»

Chap. XII.. Tsze-kung said,
*

'There is a be-

autiful gem here. Should I lay it up in a

case and keep it? or should I seek for a good

price and sell it?" The Master said, "Sell

it! Sell it! But I would wait for one to offer

the price."

Chap. xill. The Master was wishing to go

and live among the nine wild tribes of the east.

2. Some one said, "They are rude. How
can you do such a thing?" The Master said,

"If a superior man dwelt among them, what
rudeness would there be?"

Chap, xiv . The Master said, "I returned from
Wei to La, and then the music was reformed,

and the pieces in the Royal songs and Praise

songs aJl found their proper places."

Chap. XV. The Master said, "Abroad, fco

serve the high ministers and nobles; at home,
to serve one's father and elder bromers; in all
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duties to the dead, not to dare not to exert

one's self; and not to be overcome of wine:

—

which one of these things do I attain to?"

Chap. XVI. The Master standing by a stream,

said, "It passes on just like this, not ceasing

day or night!"

Chap. xvn. The Master said, "I have pot

seen one who loves virtue as be loves beauty."

Chap. XVIII. The Master said, "The prosecu-

tion of learning may be compared to what may
happen in raising a mound. If there want but

one basket of earth to complete the work, and

I stop, the stopping is my own work. It may
be compared to throwing down the earth on the

level ground. Though but one basketful is

thrown at a time, the advancing with it is my
own going forward."

Chap. XIX. The Master said, "Never flagging

when I set forth anything to him;.—ah! that is-

Hui."
4|

Chap. XX. The Master said of Yen Yuan,-
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"Alas! I saw his constant advance. I never

saw him stop in his progress.

"

*z+-» *&,m*&%,G&*.*;m***,**

Chap. XXI. The Master said, "There are

cases in which the blade springs, but the plant

does not go on to flower! There are cases

where it flowers but no fruit is subsequently

produced!
T?

'Chap. XXII. The Master said, "A youth is to

be regarded with respect. How do we know
that his future will not be equal to our present?

If he reach the age of forty or fifty, and has

not made himself heard of, then indeed he will

not be worth being regarded with respect."

Chap. xxiu. The Master said,
44Can men

refuse to assent to the words of strict admoni-
tion? But it is reforming the conduct because
of them which is valuable. Can men refuse to

he pleased with words of gentle advice? But
it is unfolding their aim which is valuable. If

a man be pleased with these words, but does
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not unfold their aim, and assents to those, but

P does not reform bis conduct, I can really do

nothing with him."

Chap. XXIV. The Master said, "Hold faithful-

ness and sincerity as first principles. Have
no friends not equal to yourself. When you

have faults, do not fear to abandon them."

Chap. XXV. 1. The Master said, "The com-
mander of the forces of a large state may be

carried off, but the will of even a common
man cannot be taken from him."

Chap. XXVL 1. The Master said, "Dressed

himself in a tattered robe quilted with hemp,

yet standing by the side of men dressed in

furs, and' not ashamed;— ah! it is Yu who is

equal to this!

2. " \He dislikes none, he covets nothing;—
what can he do but what is good!

7 "

3. Tsze-lu kept continually repeating these

words of the ode, when the Master said, "Those

things are by no means sufficient to constitute

(Perfect) excellence,"
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Chap xxvn. The Master said, "When the

year becomes cold, then we know how the pine

and the cypress are the last to lose their leaves."

Chap. XXVTLL The Master said, "The. wise

are free from perplexities; the virtuous from

anxiety; and the bold from fear.""

Chap. XXIX. The Master said, "There are

some with whom we may study in common,
but we shall find them unable to go along with

us to principles. Perhaps we may go on with

them to principles, but we shall find them
unable to get established in those along with

us. Or if we may get so established along

with them, we shall find them unable to weigh
occurring events along with us."

fEH+S i. 0f*lr^*,«*K-ilff.a5f;illJB.a*«ilff. *

Chap. xxx. 1. How the flowers of the

aspenplum flutter and turn! Do I not think
of you? But your house is distant.

2. The Master said, "It is the want of

thought about it. How is it distant?"
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BOOK X. HEANG TANG M% W+

Chap. i. 1. Confucius, in his village, looked

simple and sincere, and as if he were, not able

to speak.

2. When he was in the prince's ancestorial

temple, or in the court, he spoke minutely on
every point, but cautiously.

Chap. n. 1. When he was waiting at court,

in speaking with the great officers of the lower

grade, he spoke freely, but in a straightforward

manner; in speaking with those of the higher

grade, he did so blandly, but precisely.

2. When the ruler was present, his man-
ner displayed respectful uneasiness; it was
grave, but self possessed.

mbm i. *£fHft fe»*nfc, j£g*n-b» 3- mmm±.

Chap, nh 1. When the prince called him

to employ him in the reception of a visitor,

his countenance appeared to change, and his

legs to move forward with difficulty.
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2. He inclined himself to the other officers

among whom he stood, moving his left or right

arm, as their positio7i reqzdred, but keeping the

skirts of his robe before and behind evenly

adjusted.

3. He hastened forward, with his arms like

the wings of a bird.

4. When the guest had retired, he would

report to the prince,
uThe visitor is not turn-

ing round any more/'

Aft. 3. aRfeUin«iiD4^fWtt 4.

Chap iv 1. When he entered the palace

gate, he seemed to bend his body, as if it were

not sufficient to admit him.

2. When he was standing, he did not

occupy the middle of the gateway; when he

passed in or out, he did not tread upon the

threshold.

3. When he was passing the vacant place

of the prince, his countenance appeared to

change, and his legs to bend under him, and
his words came as if he hardly had breath to

utter them.

4. He ascended the reception hall, holding

up his robe with both his hands, and his body
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bent; holding in his breath also, as if he dared

not breathe.

5. When he came out from the audience^

as soon as he had descended one step, he began

to relax his countenance, and had a satisfied

look. When he had got to the bottom of the

steps, he advanced rapidly to his place, with

his arms like wings, and on occupying it, his

manner still showed respectful uneasiness.

Chap, v 1. When he was carrying the

scepter of his ruler^ he seemed to bend his

body, as if he were not able to bear its weight.

He did not hold it higher than the position of

the hands m making a bow, nor lower than their

position in giving anything to another. His

countenance seemed to change, and look ap-

prehensive, and lie dragged his feet along as if

they were held by something to the ground.

2, In presenting the presents ivith which he

ufas charged, he wore a placid appearance.

5, At his private audience, he looked highly

pleased.
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Chap. VI. 1, The superior man did not use a
deep purple, or a puce color, in the ernamentg

of his dress.

2. Even in his undress, he did not wear

anything of a red or reddish color.

3. In warm weather, he bad a single gar-

ment either of coarse or fine texture, but he

wore it displayed over an inner garment.

4. Over lamb's fur he wore a garment

of black; over fawn's fur one of white; and
over fox's fur one of yellow.

5. The fur robe of his undress was long,

with the right sleeve short.

6. He required his sleeping dress to be half

as long again as his body.

7. When staying at home, he used thick

furs of the fox or the badger.

8. When he put off mourning, he wore all

the appendages of the girdle.

9. His undergarment, except when it was
required to be of the curtain shape, was made
of silk out narrow above and wide below.

10. He did not wear lamb's fur or a black

<»p, on a visit of condolence.

11. On the first day of the month he put

on his court robes, and presented himself at

court.
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Chap. vu. I. When fasting, he thought it

necessary to have his clothes brightly clean and
made, of linen cloth.

2. When fasting, he thought it necessary

to change his food, and also to change the place

where he commonly sat in the apartment.

BAM 3U <&:?;«?«, tt^JKHB. 2. &«iffis&, &^fln&

***#«,. 5. »j&*M^fe 6. ;p»3ft. 7. ^
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Chap. viu. 1 He did not dislike to have his

rice finely cleaned, nor to have his minced
meat cut quite small.

2. He did not eat rice which had been

injured by heat or damp and turned sour, nor

fish or flesh which was gone. He did not eat

what was discolored, or what was of a bad
flavor, nor anything which was illcooked, or

was not in season.

3. He did not eat meat which was not cut

properly, nor what was served without its

proper sauce.

4 Though there might be a large quantity

of meat, he would not allow what he took to
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exceed the due proportion for the rice It was
only in wine that he laid down no limit for

himself, but he did aot allow himself to be

confused by it.

5. He did not partake of wine and dried

meat bought in the market.

6. He was never without ginger when he

ate.

7. He did not eat much,

8. When he had been assisting at the

prince's sacrifice, he did not keep the flesb

which he received overnight. Tne flesh of his

family sacrifice he did not keep over three days.

If kept over three days, people could not eat it.

9. When eating, he did not converse.

When in bed, he did not speak.

10. Although his food might be coarse rice

and vegetable soup, he would offer a little of
it in sacrifice with a grave, respectful air.

-

Chap. IX. If his mat was not straighs, he

did not sit on it.

*+$ l. JBAttfS. tt#ffl.#a8£. * WAflfcttiraiffi

Chap. X. 1. When the villagers were drink-

ing together, on those who carried staffs going

out, he went out immediately after.

2. When the villagers were going through
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their ceremonies to drive away pestilential in-

fluences, he put on his court robes and stood

on the eastern steps.

Cha XI. 1. When he was sending compli-

mentary inquiries to any one in another state,

he bowed twice as he escorted the messenger

away.

2. Chi K'ang having sent him a present of

physic, he bowed and received it, saying, "I do

not know it. I dare not taste it."

Chap. xu. The stable being burned down*

when he was at court, on his return he said,
4t
JIas any man been hurt?" He did not ask

about the horses.

Cn&p. XIII. 1. When the prince sent him a
gift of cooked meat, he would adjust his mat,

first taste it, and then give it away to others.

When the prince Sent him a gift of undressed

meat, he would have it cooked, and offer it to

the spirits of his ancestors. When the prince

sent him a gift of a living animal, he would
keep it alive.
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2. When he was in attendance on the prince

and joining in the entertainment, the prince only

sacrificed. He first tasted everything.

3. When he was ill and the prince came
to visit him, he had his head to the east, made
his court robes be spread over him, and drew
his girdle across them.

4. When the prince's order called him,

without waiting for his carriage to be yoked,

he went at once.

*+ex a*»»*h.
Chap. XIV. When he entered the ancestral

temple of the state, he asked about everything.

Chap, xv 1. Wken any of his friends died,

if he had no relations who could be depended
on for the necessary offices, he would say, "I
will bury him."

2. When a friend sent him a present, though
it might be a carriage and horses, be did not

bow.

3. The only present for which he bowed
was that of the flesh of sacrifice.

*+*» i. l&fiPJg*£. * JMX4t.WF4m.JE.

4. *ftM,£fteMfv:. fc as.&a.j&s.
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Chap. XVL 1. In bed, he did not lie like a
corpse. At home, he did not put on any formal

deportment.

2. When he saw any one in a mourning
dress, though it might be an acquaintance, he

would change countenance; when he saw any
one wearing the cap of full dress, or a blind

person, though he might be in his undress, he

would salute them in a ceremonious manner.

3. To any person in mourning he bowed
forward to the crossbar of his carriage; he

bowed in the same way to any one bearing the

tables of population.

4. When he was at an entertainment where
there was an abundance of provisions set before

him, he would change countenance and rise up*

5. On a sudden clap of thunder, or a violent

wind, he would change countenance.

Chap XVll. 1. When he was about to mount
his carriage, he would stand straight, holding

the cord.

2. When he was in the carnage, he did

not turn his head quite round, he did not talk

hastily, he did not point with his hands.
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Chap. XVIII. 1. Seeing the countenance, it

instantly rises. It flies round, and by and by
settles.

2. The Master said, "There is the heu-

pheasant on the hill bridge. At its season!

At its season!'
7

Tsze-lu made a motion to it.

Thrice it smelled him and then rose.

BOOK XL HSIEN TSEM $fc& S§+-

Chap. i. 1. The Master said, "The men of

former times in the matters of ceremonies and
music were rustics, it is said, while the men of

these latter times, in ceremonies and music, are

accomplished gentlemen.

2. "If I have occasion to use those things, I

follow the men of former times."

Chap. u. 1. The Master said,
4iOf those who

were with me in Ch'an and Ts 4

ai, there are none
to be found to enter my door."

2. Distinguished for their virtuous prin-

ciples and practice, there were Yen Yuan> Min
Tsze-ch'ien, Zan Po-niu, and Chung-kung; for

their ability in speech, Tsai Wo and Tsze-kung;
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for their administrative talents, Z&n Yu an4

Cbi La; for their literary acquitments, Tsse-

yu and Tsze-hsia.

Chap. in. The Master said, "Hui gives me
no assistance. There is nothing that I say in

which he does not delight;
w

Chap. IV. The Master said, "Filial indeed- is

Min Tsze-ch'ien! Other people say nothing of

him different from the report of his pareste and

brothers."

Chap. ~ V. Nan Yung was frequently repeat*

ing the lines about a white scepter stone,

Confucius gave him the daughter of his elided

brother to wife.

Chap. VI. Chi K'ang asked which of the dis-

ciples loved to 1earn. Confucius replied to him,

"There was Yen Hui; he loved to barn*

Unfortunately his appointed time was short, and

he died. Now there is no one who loves to learn,

as he did"
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Chap. vn. 1. When Yen Yuan died, Yen Lu
begged the carriage of the Master to sell and
get an outer shell for his sons coffin.

2. The Master said, "Every one calls his

son his son, whether he has talents or has not

talents. There was Li; when he died, he had
a coffin but no outer shell. I would not walk
on foot to get a shell for him, because, having

followed in the rear of the great officers, it

was not proper that I should walk on foot/*

Chap. vill. When Yen Yuan died, the Master

said, "Alasf Heaven is destroying me! Heaven
is destroying me!"

mi* i. mmft,*&zm&%B>:m£:. 2. a,^«

Chap. ix. 1. When Yen Yuan died, the

master bewailed him exceedingly, and the dis-

ciples who were with him said, "Master, your

grief is excessive!"

2. "Is it excessive?" said he.

3. "If I am not to mourn bitterly for this

man, for whom should I mourn?"

*+$ 1. mmftwx'&mnz, *&,**;. 2. ma*
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Chap. X. 1. When Yen Yuan died, the dis-

ciples wished to give him a great funeral, and

the Master said, "You may not do so."

2. The disciples did bury him in great styl.

3. The Master said, "Hui behaved towards

me as bis father. I have not been able to treat

him as my son. The fault is not mine; it

belongs to you, disciples."

Chap. XI. Chi Lu asked about serving the

spirits of the dead.The Master said, "While
you are not able to serve men, how can yon

serve their spirits?" Chi Lu added, "I venture

to ask about death?'* He was answered, "While

you do not know life, how can you know
about death?"

Chap. XII. 1. The disciple Min was standing

by his side, looking bland and precise; Tsze-lu,

looking bold and soldierly; Zan Yu and Tsze-

kung, with a free and straightforward manner.

The Master was pleased.

2. (He said), "Yu there!—he will not

die a natural death."
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Chap, XHL 1. Some parties in Lu were going

to take down and rebuild the Long Treasury.

2. Min Tszeehi'en said, "Suppose it were to

be repaired after its old style;—why must it be

altered and made anew?''

3. The Master said,
4,This man serdom

speaks; when, he does, he is sure to hit the

point.

"

Chap. XIV. 1. The Master said, "What has

the lute of Yu to do in my door?"

2. The other disciples began not to respcet

Tsze-lu. The Master said, "Yu has ascended to

the hall, though he has not yet passed into the

inner apartments."

* 8. B,«U!JHiftJ|. 3. *BM®*&.
Chap. XV. 1. Tsze-kung asked which of the

two, Shih or Shang, was the superior. The

Master said, "Shih goes beyond tlie due mean,

and Shang does not come up to it."

2. "Then," said Tsze-kung, "the superiority

is with Shih, I suppose."

3. The Master said, "To go beyond is a a«

wrong as to fall short."
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Chap. XVL 1. The head of the Ohi family

was richer than the duke of Chan had been,

and yet Ch'iu collected his imposts for him,

and increased his wealth.

2. The Master said, "He is no disciple of

mine. My little children, beat the drum and

assail him"

Chap. XVIL 1 Ch l

ai is simple,

2, Shan is dull.

3, Shih is specious.

4, Yu is coarse.

Chap, xviil 1. The Master said, "There is

Hui! He has nearly attained to perfect virt-ue.

He is often in want."

2. "IVze does not acquiesce in the appoint-

ments of Heaven, and goods are increased by

him. Yet his judgments are often correct."

Chap xix. Tsze-ehang asked what were
the characteristics of the GOOD man. The
Master said, "He does not tread in the footsteps

of others, but, moreover, he does not entet*

the chamber of the sage"
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Chap xx. The Master said, "If, because a

man's discourse appears solid and sincere, we
allow him to be a good' mcm^ is he really a superior

man? or is bis gravity only in appearance?"

frit, #*ffi.W»1.^a,#&&8csl£. dull*A. tk&

Chap. XXI. Tsze-lu asked whether he should

immediately carry into practice what he heard.

The Master said, "There are your- father and

elder brothers to be consulted;—why should you

act on that principle of immediately carrying

into practice what you hear?'
7 Zan Yu asked

the same, whether be should immediately carry

into practice what he heard, and the Master

answered, "Immediately carry into practice

what you hear." Kung-hsi Hwa said, "Yu
asked whether he should carry immediately

into practice what he heard, and you said,

"There are your father and elder brothers to be

consulted." Ch'iu asked whether he should

immediately carry into practice what he heard,

and you said, "Carry it immediately into

practice." "I, Chih, am perplexed, and ven-

ture to ask you for an explanation." The
Master asid, "Ch*iu is retiring and slow;
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therefore I urged him forward. Yo has more

than his owd share of energy; therefore I kept

him back.'
1

Chap. xxuu The Master was put in fear in

K'wang and Yen Yuan fell behind; The
Master, on his rejoining him, said, J thought

you had died." Hui replied, "While, you

were alive how should I presume to die?"

Chap, xxni. 1. Ghi Isze-zan asked whether
Chung Yu and Zan Ch'iu could be called great

ministers.

2. The Master said, "I thought yon would
ask about some extraordinary individuals, and
you only ask about Yu and Cb'iu!

3. "What is called a great minister, is one
who serves his prince according to what is right,

and when he finds he cannot do so, retires.

4. "Now, as*to Yu and Ch'iu, they may-

be called ordinary ministers."

5. Tsze-zan said, "Then they wilJ always

follow their chief;—will they?"

6. The Master said, "In an act of parricide
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ot regioide, they would oot follow him."

Chap. xxiv. 1: Tsze-Ju got Ts2e^fcao< ap?

pointed governor of Pi
2. The Master said* "You are injuring, a

man's son."

3. Tsze-lu 9aid, "There are(there)common
people and officers; there are the altars of the

spirits of the land and grain. Why must one
read books before he can be considered to

have learned?"

4. The Master said, "It is on this account

that 1 hate your glib-tongued people."

G%, il£n;fr<k. ttmZ, 5. #,f|»fiF*H. »Q. #A4;

#W*. 6. ft ffW*d.|»b, s^Qffe^ JBWS. 5*2
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Chap. XXV. 1. Tsze-lu Tsang Hsi Zan Yu,

and Kung-bsi Hwa were sitting by the Master.

2. He said to them, "Though I am a day
or so older then you, do not think of that.

3. "From day to day you are saying, 'We
are not known.

7

If some rider were to know
you, what would you like to do?"

r

4. Tsze-lu hastily and lightly replied,

"Suppose the case of a state^ of ten thousand

chariots; let it be straitened between other large

states; let it be suffering from invading armies;

and to this let there be added a famine in corn

and in all vegetables:—if I were intrusted with

the government of it, in three years' time I

could make the people to be bold, and to

recognize the rules of righteous conduct." The
Master smiled at him.

5. Turning to Yen Yu, he said, "Gh l

iu,

what are your wishes?" Ch'iu replied, "Sup-
pose a state of sixty or seventy li square, or

one of fifty or s'xty, and let me have the

government of it;—in three years' time, I

could make plenty to abound among the peo-

ple. 4s to teaching them the principles e£

propriety, and music, I must wait for the rise
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Of a superior man to do that"

6. "What are your wishes, Chih," said the

Master next to Kung-hsi Hwa. Ch K
ik replied,

* lI do not say that my ability extends to these

things, but I should wish to learn them. At
the services of the ancestral temple, and at

the audiences of the princes with the sove-

reign, I should like, dressed in the dark

gquaremade robe and the black linen cap, to

act as a small assistant.

"

7. Last of all, the Master asked Tsang Hsi %

"Tien, what are your wishes?" Tien, pausing

as he was playing on his lute^ while it was

yet twanging, laid the instrument aside, and
rose. "My wishes," he said, "are different

from the cherished purposes of. these three

gentlemen.' ' "What harm is there in that?"

said the Master; "do you also, as well as they,

speak out your wishes." Tien tfyen said, "In

this, the last month of spring, with the dress of

the. season all complete, along with five or

six young men who have assumed the cap, and

six or seven boys, 1 would wash in the I, enjoy

the breeze among the rain altars, and return

home singing." The Master heaved a sigh

and said, "I give my approval to Tien."

8. The three others having gone out, Tsang

Hsi remained behind, and said, "What do you
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think of the words of these three friends?"*

The Master replied, "They simply told each

one his wishes."

9. Hsi pursued, "Master, why did yon
smile at Yu?"
10. He was answered, "The management

of a state demands the rules of propriety.

His words were not humble; therefore I smiled

.at him".

11. Hsi again said, "But was it not a state

which Cb'iu proposed for himself?" The re$ly

was, "Yes; did you ever see a territory of sixty

or seventy li or one of fifty or sixty, which

was not a state?"

12. Once more, Hsi inquired, "And was it

not a state which Ch'ib proposed for himself?"

The Master again replied, " Yes\ who but princes

have to do with ancestral temples, and with

audiences but the sovereign? If Ch'ih were to

be a email assistant in these services, who could

be a great one?"

BOOK XO YEN YUAN m$8l 31+

~

Chap. i. 1, Yen Yuan asked about perfect
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virtue, The Master said, "To subdue one's-

self and return to propriety, is perfect virtue.

If a man can for one day subdue himself and
return to propriety, all under heaven will

asciloe perfect virtue to him. Is the practice

of perfect virtue from a man himself. Or is it

from others?"

2. Yen Yuan said, "I beg to ask the steps

of that process." The Master replied,
uLook

not at what is contrary to propriety; listen not

to what is contrary to propriety; speak not what

is contrary to propriety; make no movement
which is contrary to propriety." Yen Yuan
then said, "Though I am deficient in intelijgence

and vigor, I will make it my business to

practice this lesson."

Chap. u. Chung-kung asked about perfect

virtue. The Master said, •*// is, when you go
abroad, to behave to every one as if you were

receiving a great guest; to employ the people

as if you were assisting at a great sacrifice;

not to do to others as you would not wish done

to yourself; to have no murmuring against you
in the country, and none in the family."

Chung-kung said, "Though I am deficient in

intelligence and vigor, I wilJ make it rny
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business to practice this lesson.'
7

Chap. in. 1. Sze-ma Niu asked about perfect

!
virtue.

2. The Master said, "The man of perfect

virtue is cautious and slow in his speech.
7 '

3. "Cautious and slow in his speech!" said

Niu;— "is this what is meant by perfect virtue?"

The Master said, "When a man feels the diffi-

culty of doing, can he be other than cautious

and slow in speaking?"

*
Ghap. iv. 1. Sze-ma Niu asked about the

superior man. The Master said, "The superior

man has neither anxiety nor fear."

2. "Being without anxiety or fear!" said

Niu;— "does this constitute what we call the

superior man?"
3. The Master said, "When internal ex-

amination discovers nothing wrong', what is

there to be anxious about, what is there to fear?'
4
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Chap. v. 1. Sze-ma Niu, full of anxiety* said,

* Other men all have their, brothers, T only have

not."

2. Tsze-hsia said to him, "There is the

following saying- which I have heard

—

3. '"Death and life have their determined

appointment: riches and honors depend upon

Heaven.'

4. "Let the superior man nover fail reve-

rentially to order his own conduct, and let him
be respectful to others and observant of pro-

priety:—then all within the four seas will be

his" brothers. What has the superior man to do

with being distressed because he has noforothers?"

Chap. vi. Tsze-chang asked what constituted

intelligence. The Master said, "He with whom
neither slander that gradually soaks into tlu

mind, nor statements that startle like a wound
in the flesh, are successful, may be called in-

telligent indeed. Yea, he with whom neither

soaking slander, nor startling statements, are

successful, may be called farseeing."

IB-bflt l. *1IHjifc.*0J£ft > Jfe£.fttt£*. %*H
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Chap. VII. 1. Tsze-kung asked.about govern-,

ment. The Master said, "The requisites of
governrneyit are that there be sufficiency of food,

sufficiency of military, equipment, and the con-

fidence of the people in their ruler.*'

2. Tsze-kung said, "If it cannot be helped,

and one of these must be dispensed with, which

of the three should be foregone first?" "The
military equipment," said the Master.

3. Tsze-kung again asked, "If it cannot be

helped, and one of the remaining two must be

dispensed with, which of them should be for-

egone?" The Master answered, "Part with the

food. From of old, death has been the lot of

all men; but if the people have no faith in their

riders, there is no standing for the stated

Chap. vill. 1. Chi Tsze-ch'ang said, "In a

superior man it is only the substantial qualities

which are wanted;—why should we seek for

ornamental accomplishments?"

2. Tsze-kung said, "Alas! Your words,

sir, show you to be a superior man, but four

horses cannot overtake the tongue.

3. "Ornament is as substance; substance is

as ornament. The hide of a tiger or a leopard
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stripped of its hair, is like the hide of a dog*

or a goat stripped of its hair."

Chap IX. L The duke Ai inquired of Yu Zo,

saying, "The year is one of scarcity, and th*

returns for expenditure are not sufficient;

—

what is to pe done?"

2. Yu Zo replied to him, "Why.not simply

tithe the people?"

3. "With two tenths," said the duke, "I

find them not enough;—how could I do with

that system of one tenth?'

'

4. Yu Zo ; nswered, "If the people haver

plenty, their prince will not be left to want
alone. If the people are in want, their prince

cannot enjoy plenty alone."

*+» i. ?«ro«tt, mm. qft& =t*«. tm. #»<&

3. K^H*^«Wft.
Chap. x. 1. Tsze-chajig having asked how

virtue was to be exalted, and delusions to be

discovered, the Master paid, "Hold faithfulness

and sincerity as first principles, and be moving
continually to what is right*— this is the way
to exalt one's virtue.

2. 'You love a man and wish him to live;
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you bate him and wish him to die. Having
wished him to live, you also wish him to die,

This is a case of delusion.

3. "'It may not be on account of her being*

rich, yet you come to make a difference.'"

Chap.. XI. 1. The duke Ching, of Ch'i, asked

Confucius about government.

2. Confucius replied, "There isgovernment

\

when the prince is prince, and the minister is

minister, when the father is father, and the son

is son."

3. "Good!" said the duke; "if, indeed, the

prince be not prince, the minister not minister,

the father not father, and the son not son,

although I have my revenue, can I enjoy it?"

Chap. xil. 1. The Master said, "Ah! it is

Yu, who could with half a word settle litiga-

tions!"

2. Tsze-lu never slept over a promise.

Chap. XIII. The Master said, "In hearing

litigations, I am like any other body. What
is necessary, hozvever* is to cause the people t^
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have no litigations."'

Chap. XIV. Tsze-chang asked about govern-

ment. The Master said, "T/ie art ofgoverning

is to keep its affairs before the mind without

weariness, and to practice them with undeviating

consistency."

Chap. XV. The Master said, "By extensively

studying all learning, and keeping himself

under the restraint of the rules of propriety,

one may thus likewise not err from what is

right."

Chap. XVI. The Master said, "The superior

man seeks to perfect the admirable qualities bf

men, and does not seek to perfect their bad quali-

tie . The mean man does the opposite of this."

SE.9&&fiJE,

Chap. xvii. Chi K'ang asked* Confucius about

government . Confucius replied, "To govern

means to rectify. If you lead on the people with

correctness, who will dare not to.be correct?"

Chap, xvjii. Chi K 4ang, distressed about the
,

number of thieves in. Hie state, irquired of
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Confucius how to do away with them, Con-

fucius said, "If you, sir, were not covetous,

although you should reward them to do it, they

would not steal."

Chap. XIX. Chi K'ang asked Confucius about

government, saying, "What do you say to

killing the unprincipled for the good of the

principled?" Confucius replied, "Sir, in carry-

ing on your government, why should you use

killing at all? Let your evinced desires be for

what is good, and the people will be good.

The relation between superiors and inferiors is

like that between the wind and the grass. The
grass must bend, when the wind blows across f

it."

Chap. XX. 1. Tsze-ebang asked,"What must

the officer be, who may be said to be distin-

guished?"

2\ The Master said, "What is it you call

being distinguished?"
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3. Tsze-cbang replied, "It is to be heard
of through the state, to be heard of throughout

his clan."

4. The Master said, "That is notoriety,

hot distinction.

5. "Now the man of distinction is solid

and straightforward, and loves righteousness.

He examines people's words, and looks at their

countenances. He is anxious to humble himself

to others. Such a man will be distinguished in

the country; he will be distinguished in his clan.

6. "As to the man of notoriety, he assumes
the appearance of virtue, but his actions are

opposed to it, and he rests in this character

without any doubts about, himself. Such a man
will be heard of in the country; be will be

heard of in the clan."

0*
Chap. xxi. 1. Fan Ch'ih rambling with the

Master under the trees about the rain altars,

said, "I venture to ask .how to exalt virtue,

to correct cherished evil, and to discover

delusions."

2. The Master said,"Truly a good guestion!

3. "If doing what is to be done be made
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the first business, and success a secondary

consideration:— is not this the way to exalt

virtue? To assail one's own wickedness and
not assail that of others;—is not this the way
to correct cherished evil? For a morning's

anger to disregard one's own life, and involve

that of his parents; is not this a case of

delusion?"

mm*m* 3. *&&&$£&&&«&%&. *. mm

Chap. XXII. 1. Fan Ch'ih asked about bene-

volence. The Master said, "It is to love all men."
He asked about knowledge. The Master said,

"It is to know all men."
2. Fan Ch4

ih did not immediately under-

stand these answers.

3. The Master said, "Employ the upright

and put aside all the crooked; it this way the

crooked can be made to be upright."

4. Fan Ch*ih retired, and, seeing Tsze-

hsia,- he said to him, "A little while ago, I had
an interview with our Master, and asked him
about knowledge. He said, 'Employ the

upright, and put aside all the crooked:--<m
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this way, the crooked will be made to be

upright/ What did he mean?"
5. Tsze-hsia said, "Truly rich is his saying!

6. "Shun, being in possession of the king-

dom, selected from among all the people, and

employed Kao-yao on which all who were
devoid of virtue disappeared. T'ang, being in

possession of the kingdom, selected from
among all the people, and employed I Yin,

and all who were devoid of virtue disappeared."

Chap. XXUUL. Tsze-kung asked about friend-

ship. The Master said, "Faithfully admonish

your friend^ and skillfully lead him on. If

you find him impracticable, stop. Do not

disgrace yourself.
,,

Chap. XXIV. The philosopher Tsang said,

"The superior man on grounds of culture meets

with his friends, and by their friendship helps

his virtue."

BOOK XIIL TSZE- LU «fc »+=

Chap. i. 1. Tsze-lu asked government, llie

Master said, "Go before the people with your
exam4>le% and be laborious in their affaire."
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2. He requested fusther instruction, and
was answered, uBe not weary (in these things ).''

aunt.
Chap. JI. 1. Chung-kung, being chief minister

to the head of the Chi family, asked about

government. The Master said, "Employ first

the services of your various officers, pardon

small faults, and raise to office men of virtue

and talents.!
1

2. Chung-kung said, "How shall I know
the men of virtue and talent, so that 1 may
raise them tor office?" He was answered,

"Raise to office those whom you know. As
to those whom you do not know, will others

neglect them?"

WE*.
Chap. in. 1. Tsze-iu said,

uThe ruler of

Wei has been waiting for you, in order with

you to administer the government. What will

you consider the first thing to be done?"
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2. The Master replied, "What is necessary

is to rectify names."

3. "So, indeed!
7
' said Tsze-lu. "You are

wide of the mark! Why mast there be such

rectification?"

4. The Master said, "How uncultivated

you are, Yu! A superior man, in regard to

what he does not know, shows a "cautious

reserve.

5. "If names be not correct, language is

not in accordance with the truth of things. If

language be not in accordance with the truth

of things, affairs cannot be carried on to success.

6. "When affairs cannot be carried on to

success, proprieties and music will not flourish.

When proprieties and music do not flourish,

punishments will not be properly -awarded.

When punishments are not properly awarded,

the people do not know how to move hand or

foot.

7. "Therefore a superior man considers it

necessary that the names he uses may be spoken

appropriately^ and also that what he speaks may
be carried out appropriately. What the superior

man requires is just that in bis words there

may be nothing incorrect."
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Chap, iv 1. Fan Ch'ih requested to be taught

husbandry The Master said,
U
I am not so

good for that as an old husbandman/ 1 He
requested also to be taught gardening, and was
answered, "I am not so good for that as an
old gardener." ,

2. Fan Grin having gone out, the Master

said, "A small man, indeed, is Fan Hsu!

3. "If a superior love propreity, the people

will not dare not to be reverent. If he love

righteousness, the people will not dare not to

submit to his sxamfle. If he love good faiths

the people will not dare not to be sincere.

Now, when these things obtain, the people frpm
.all quarters will eome to Mm, bearing their

children on their backs;—what need has he of

a knowledge *of husbandry?"

Chap. v. The Master said, "Though a man
may be able to recite the three hundred odes,

,

yet if, when intrusted with a governmental
charge^ he knows not how to act, or if, when
sent to any quarter on a mission, be cannot
give his replies unassisted, notwithstanding the

•extent of his learning of what practical nse is
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it?"

Chap, vl The Master said, "When a prince's

personal conduct is correct, his goyernment is

effective without the issuing of orders. If his

personal conduct is not correct, he may issue

orders, but they will not be followed."

Chap. VL The Master said, "The govern-

ments of Lu and Wei are brothers."

%AU *mft®frmmgm,*b*f.Bf!5&&,drti.a&

Chap. VllJ. The Master said of ChiDg, a scion

of the ducal, family of Wei, that he knew the

economy of a family well. When he began to

have means, he 6aid, "Ha! here is a collection!"

When they were a little increased, he said,"Ha!

this is complete!" W7hen he liad become rich,

he said, "Ha! this is admirable!"

«£.
Chap. IX. 1. When the Master went to Wei,

Zan Yu acted as driver of his carriage.

,

2. The Master observed, "How numerous

are the people!"

3. Yu said, "Since they are thus numerous,

what more shall be done for them?" "Enrich
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them," was the reply.

4. "And when they have been enriched,

what more shall be done?" The Master said,

"Teach them.
77

K+m ^B,^*flm#,*flflffBWAH4rtfifc

Chap. x. The Master said, "If there were

(any of the princes) who would employ me, in

the course of twelve months, I should have done

something considerable. In three years, the

government would be perfected."

Chap. xi. The Master said, '"If good men
were to govern a country in succession for a
hundred years, they would be able to transform

the violently bad, and dispense with capital

punishments.' True indeed is this saying!"

Chap. xil. The Master said, "If a truly royal

ruler were to arise, it would still require a
generation, and then virtue would prevail."

\ZM4SA *&&E^£&l&^^ns&WE1£8rM
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Chap. xill. The Master said, "If a minister

raake his .own conduct correct, what difficulty

will be have in assisting in government? If he
cannot rectify himself, what has he to to wifcb

rectifying others?"
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Chap. XIV. The disciple Zan returning from

the court, the Master said to him, uHow are

you so late?" He replied, "We had govern-

ment business." The Master said, "It must
have been family affairs. If there had been

government business, though I am not nozv in

office, 1 should have been consulted about it."

tntonrnzmK^m*?—siffifias*. 4. a,—sua

Chap. XV. 1, The duke Ting asked whether

there was a single sentence which could make
a country prosperous. Confucius replied,

•"Such an effect cannot be" expected from one

sentence.

2. "There is a saying, however, which peo-

ple have—'To be a prince is difficult; to be a

minister is not easy.'

3. "If a ruler knows this,—the- difficulty

of being a prince,—may there not be expected

from this one sentence the prosperity of his

country?"

4. The duke then said, "Is there a single
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sentence which can ruin a country?' * Confucius

replied, "Such an effect as that cannot be ex-'

pected from one sentence. There is, however

\

the saying which people have— *I have no ple-

asure in being a prince, but only in that no one

can offer any opposition to what I say!'

5. "If a ruler's words be good, is it not also

good that no one oppose them? But if they are

not good, and no one opposes them, may there

not be expected from this one sentence the ruin

of his country?"

Chap. xvi. 1 The duke of Sheh asked about

government.

2. The Master said, "Good government

obtains when those who are near are made
happy, and those who are far off are attracted.''

Chap. XVIL Tsze-hsia, being governor of

Ohu-fu, asked about government. The Master

said, "Do not be desirous to have things

done quickly; do not look at small advantages.

Desire to have things done quickly prG?ents

their being done thoroughly. Looking at small

advantages prevents great affairs from being

accomplished."
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Chap. XVI11. 1. The duke of Sheh informed

Confucius, saying, "Among us here are those

who may be styled upright in their conduct.

If their father have stolen a sheep, they will

bear witness to the fact."

2. Confucius said, "Among us, in our part

of the country, those who are upright are

different from this. The father conceals the

misconduct of the son, and the son conceals the

uiisconduet of the father. Unrightness is to be

found in this.''

&,*"] &J&
Chap. xix. Fan Ch'ib asked about perfect

virtue. The Master said, "It is, in retirement,

to be sedately grave; in the management of

business, to be reverently attentive; in inter-

course with others, to be strictly sincere.

Though a man go among rude, uncuJtivated

tribes, these gnalities may not be neglected."

fc^ra#.*^ft. ejffi±&. *.0. iftfUWefc. 0. £
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Chap, xx 1. Ts2e-kung .asked, saying.
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""What qualities must a man possess to entitle

him to be called an officer?" The Master

said, "He who in his conduct of himself

maintains a sense of shame, and when sent to

any quarter will not disgrace his prince's

commission, deserves to be called an officer."

2. Tsze-kung pursued, "I venture to ask

who may be placed in the next lower rank?"

and he was told, "He whom the circle of his

relatives pronouuce to be filial, whom his fellow

villagers and neighbors pronounce to be fra-

ternal."

3. Again the disciple asked, "I venture to

ask about the class still next in order," The

Master said, "They are determined to be

sincere in what they say, and to carry out what

they do. They are obstinate little men. Yet
perhaps they may make the next class."

4. Tsze-kung finally inquired, "Of what

sort are those of the present day, who engage

in government?" The Master said, "Pooh!

they are so many, pecks and hampers, not worth

being taken into account.

"

Chap. xxi. The Master said. "Since I cannot

get men pursuing the due medium, to whom I

might communicate my instructions, I mustfiap
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the ardent and. the cautiously-decided. The
ardent will advance and lay hold 0/ truth.

the cautiously-decided will keep themselves

from what is wrong."

fcZ+Z* l.^BJ$A£#H,AM&&, *«!##& ^,

Chap. XXII. 1. The Master said, "The people

of the south have a saying— A man without

constancy cannot be either a wizard or a doc-
tor.* Good!

2. "Inconstant in his virtue, he wilj be
visito with disgrace.'*

3. The Master said, "This arises simply

from not attending to the prognostication/

'

Chap. XXIII. The Master said, "The, superior
man is affable, but not* adulatory; the mean
man is adulatory, but not affable."

Chap. XXIV Tsze-kung asked, saying,

"What do you say of a man who in loved by

all the people of his neighborhood?" The
Mastev replied,

uWe may not for that accord
our approval of him." "And what do you say

of him who is hated by all the people cf his

neighborhood?" The Master said, "We may
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not for that conclude that he is bad. It is

better than either of these cases that the good
in the neighborhood love him, and the bad hate

him."

Chap. XXV. The Master said, "The superior

• man is easy to serve and difficult to please.

If you try to please him in any way which is

not accordant with right, he will not be pleased.

But in his employment of men, he uses them
according to their capacity. The mean man is

difficult to serve, and easy to please. If you
try to please him, though it be m a way which

is not accordant with right, he may be pleased.

But in his employment of men, he wishes them
to be equal to everything.

mZ.+fsM ¥B,ttmm*X.4*Amim*#.
Chap. XXVI. The Master said, "The superior

man has a dignified ease without pride. The
mean man has pride without a dignified ease.

'

'

Chap. xxvu. The Master said, "The firm,

. the enduring, the simple, and the modest are

near to virtue.
1
*
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Chap. XXVm. Tsze-lu asked, saying, "What
qualities must a man possess to entitle him to

be called a scholar?" The Master said,
uHe

must be thus,— earnest, urgent, and 'bland:—
among his friends, earnest and urgent; among
his brethren, bland."

Chap. XXIX. The Master said,
uLet a good

man teach the people seven years, and they

may then likewise be employed in war."

Chap. XXX. The Master said, "To lead an
uninstructed people to war, is to throw thero

away."

BOOK XIV. HSIEN WAN JRfH S+E3

Chap. I. Hsien asked what was shameful.

The Master said, "When good government
prevails in a state, to be thinking only 0/salary;

and, when bad government prevails, to be thin-

king, in tlie same way, otdy of salary;—this is

shameful/*

Chap. 11. 1. "When the love of superiority,

boasting, resentments, and covetousness are

repressed, this may be deemed perfect virtue."
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2. The Master said, "This may be regarded

as the achievement of what is difficult. But

I do not know that it is to be deemed perfect

virtue,"

Chap. in. The Master said, "The scholar who
cherishes the love of comfort is not fit to be

deemed a scholar."

Chap. xv. The Master said, "When good

government prevails in a state, language may
be lofty and bold, and actions the same. When
bad government prevails, the actions may be

lofty and bold, but the language may be with

some reserve."

MEM *u&&m>^m^%&ffism*&&*&*

Chap. V. The Master said, "The virtuous will

be sure to speak correctly, but those whose

speech is good may not always be virtuous.

Men of principle are sure to be bold, but those

who are bold may not always be men of

principle."

-. A.tt»ft*A.
Chap. vi. Nan-kung Kwo, submitting an in-

quiry to Confucius, said, "I was skillful at
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archery, and Ao could move a boat along upon
the land, but neither of them died a natural

death. Yu and Chi personally wrought at the

toils of husbandry, and they became possessors

of the kingdom." The Master made no reply;

but when Nan-kung Kwo went out, he said,

"A superior man indeed is this! An esteemer

of virtue indeed is this!"

Chap. vii. The Master said, "Superior men,

and yet not always virtuous, there have been,

alas! But there never has been a mean man,

and, at the same time, virtuous.''

Chap. '

vin. The Master said,
4iCan there be

love which does not lead to strictness with its

object? Can there be loyalty which does not

lead to the instruction of its object?"

Chap, ix The Master said, "In preparing

the governmental notifications, P'i Shan first

made the rough draft; Shi-shu examined and

discussed its contents; Tsze-yu, the manager of

foreign intercourse, then polished the style;

and, finally, Tsze-ch'an of Tung-li gave it the

proper elegance and finish.

"

•
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Chap. X. 1. Some one asked about Tsze-

ch
4an The Master said, "He was a kind man."

2. He asked about Tsze-hsi. The Master

said, "That man! That man!"

3. He asked abont Kwan Chung. "For him,"

said the Master, "the city of Pien, with three

hundred families, was taken from the chief of

the Po family, who did not utter a murmuring

word, though, to the end <3f his life, he had only

coarse rice to eat."

Chap. XI. The Master said, "To be poor

without murmuring is difficult. To be rich

without being proud is easy."

Chap xil. The Master said, "Mang Kung-
cb'o is more than fit to be chief officer in the

families of Chao and Wei, but he is not fit to

be great officer to either of the states Tang or

Hsieh."

y&&t,efr^&ffftAjfe •

Chap xill. 1. Tsze-lu asked what constituted

a COMPLETE man. The Master said, "Suppose
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a man with the knowledge of Tsang "Wu-chung,

the freedom from cbvetousness of Kung-cb'o,

the bravery of Chwang of Pien, and the varied

talents of Zan Ch'iu; add to these the accomplish-

ments of the rules of propriety and music;

—

such a one might be reckoned a COMPLETE
man/ 1

2. He, then added, "But what is the neces-

sity for a complete man of the present day to

have all these things? The man, who in the

view of gain, thinks of righteousness; who in

the view of danger is prepared to give up his

life, and who does not forget an old agreement

however far back it extends:—such a man may
be reckoned a COMPLETE man."

Chap. XJV. 1 . The Master asked Kung-ming
Chia about Kung-shu Wan, saying, "Is It true

that your master speaks not, laughs not, and
takes not?"

2. Kung-ming Chia replied, "This has

arisen from the reporters going beyond the

truths—My master speaks when it is the time

to speak; and so men do not get tired of his

speaking. He laughs when there is occasion

to be joyful, and so men do nof get tired of
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his laughing He takes when it is consistent

with righteousness to do so, and so men do not

get tired of his taking." The Master said

"So! But is it so with him?"

f§4&

Chap. XV The Master said, "Tsang Wu-
chung, keeping possession of Fang, asked of

the duke of Lu to appoint a successor to him

in his family. Although it may be said that

he was not using force with his sovereign, I

believe be was."

Chap. XVI. The Master said, "The duke
Wan of Tsin was earfty and not upright.

The duke Hwan of Ch'i was upright and not

crafty."

Chap, xvu. 1. Tsze-la said, "The duke
Hwan caused his brother Ghiu to be killed,

when Shao Hu died with his master, but Kwan
Chung did not die. May not I say that he was
wanting in virtue?"

2. The Master said, "The duke Hwan
assembled all the princes together, and that not

with weapons of war and chariots:—it was all
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through the influence of Kwan Chung. Whose
beneficence was like his? Whose beneficence

was like his?"
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Chap. XVIII. 1. Tsze-kung said, "Kwan
Chung, I apprehend, was wanting in virtue.

When the duke Hwan caused his brother Chiu

to be killed, Kwan Chung was not able to die

with him. Moreover, he became prime minis-

ter to Hwan."
2. The Master said, "Kwan Chung acted

as prime minister to the duke Hwan, made-him

leader of all the princes, and united and recti-

fied the" whole kingdom. Down to the present

day, the people enjoy the gifts which he con-

ferred. But for Kwan Chung, we should now
be wearing our hair unbound, and the lappets

of our coats buttoning on the left side.

3. "Will you require from him the small

fidelity of common men and common women,
who would commit suicide in a stream or ditch,

no one knowing anything about them?"

Chap. XIX. 1. The great officer, Hsien, who
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had been family minister to Kung-shu Wan,
ascended to the prince's court in company with

Wan.
2. The Master, having heard of it, saidf

4'He deserved to be considered Wan (the

accomplished) V

Chap. XX. 1. The Master was speaking about

the unprincipled course of the duke Ling of

Wei, when Ch'i K'ang said, "Since he is of

such a character, how is it he does not lose his

state?
7 '

2. Confucius said, "The Chung-shu Yu has

the superintendence of his guests and of stran-

gers; the litanist, T'o, has the management of

his ancestral temple; and Wang-sun Ghia

has the direction of the army and forces:

—

with such officers as these, how should he lose

his state?"

Chap. xxi. The Master said, "He who speaks

without modesty will find it difficult to make
his words good."
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Chap. XXII. 1. Chan Ch'ang murdered the

duke Chien o/Gh'i.

2. Confucius bathed, went to court, • and
informed the duke Ai, saying, "Chan Hang has

slain his sovereign. I beg that you will under-

take to punish him."

3. The duke said, "Inform the chiefs of the

three families of it."

4. Confucius retired^ and said, "Following

in the rear of the great officers, I did not dare

not to represent such a matter, and my prince

says, "Inform the chiefs of the three families

of it."

5. He went to the chiefs, and informed

them, but they would not act, Confucius tlien

said, "Following in the rear of the great of-

ficers, I did not dare not to represent such a

matter."

Chap. XXILT. Tsze-lu asked how a ruler

should be served. The Master said, "Do not

impose on him, and, moreover, withstand him
to his face."

Chap. XXIV. 1. The Master said, "The pro-

gress of the superior man is upwards; the

progress of the mean man is downwards."
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XXV. The Master said, "In ancient

times, men learned with a view to their own
improvement. Nowadays, men learn with a

view to the approbation of others."

Chap. XXVI. 1. Chu Po-yu sent a messenger

witk friendly inquiries to Confucius.

2. Confucius sat with him, and questioned

him. "What," said he, "is your master

engaged in?" The messenger replied, "My
master is anxious to make his faults few, but

he has not yet succeeded." He then went out,

and the Master said, "A messenger indeed! A
messenger indeed!"

Chap. XXVII. The Master said, "He who \s

not in any particular office has nothing to do

with plans for the administration of its duties."

«Z+AS #^0«^S^W^tt.
Chap.' xxvill. The philosopher Tsang said,

"The superior man, in his thoughts, does not

go out of his place.'

'

Chap. XXIX. The Master said, "The superior

man is modest in his speech, but exceeds in his
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Chap. XXX. 1. The Master said, "The way
of the superior man is threefold, but I am not

equal to it. Virtuous, he is free from anxieties;

wise, he is free from perplexities; bold, he is

free from fear.

2. Tsze-kung said, ^Master, that is what

you yourself say,'
1

Chap. XXXI. Tsze-kung was in the habit of
comparing men together. The Master said,

"Tsze must have reached a high pitch of ex-

cellence! Now, I have not leisure for this."

Chap. XXXII. The Master said, "I will not

be concerned at men's not knowing me; I will

be concerned at ray own want of ability.'

'

Chap xxxili. The Master said,
uHe who

does not anticipate attempts to deceive him, nor

think beforehand of his not being believed, and

yet apprehends these things readily {when they

occur);— is he not a man of superior worth?"

*z+tzg* i. rngtmn+B' Era#£«*fc«*. ten

Chap. XXXJV 1. Wei-sbang Mau said to
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Confucius, "Ch'iu, how is it that you keep

roosting about? Is it not that you are an

insinuating talker?"

2. Confucius said, "I do not dare to play

the part of such a talker, but I hate obstinacy."

Chap. XXXV The Master said, "A horse is

called a ch'i, not because of its strength, but

because of its other good qualities."

Chap. XXXVI. 1. Some one said, "What do
you say concerning the principle that injury

should be recompensed with kindness?"

2. The Master said, "With what then will

you recompense kindness?"

3. "Recompense injury with justice, and
recompense kindness with kindness."

*fo*&,*&Jirf±A,l:mffi±m.toft%#&¥.

Chap. XXXVH. 1. The Master said, "Alas!

there is no one that knows me."
2. Tsze-kung said, "What do you mean by

thus saying—that no one knows you?" The
Master replied, "1 do not murmur against

Heaven. I do not grumble against men. My
studies lie low, and my penetration rises high.

But there is Heaven;—that knows me!"
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Chap. XXXVI1L 1 The Kung-po Liao, hav-

ing slandered Tsze-la to Chi-sun, Tsze-fu Ching-

po informed Confucius of it, saying, "Our
master is certainly being led astray by the

Kung-po Liao, but 1 have still power enough

left to cut Liao off, and expose his corpse in the

market and in the court.
7 '

2. The Master said, "If my principles are

to advance, it is so ordered. If they are to

fall to the ground, it is so ordered. What can

the Kuug-po Liao do where such ordering is

concerned?''

ft. *.%#$&.

Chap. XXXIX. 1. The Master said, -'Some

men of worth retire from the world.

2. "Some retire from particular states.

3. "Some retire because of disrespectful

looks.

4. "Some retire because of contradictory

language."

Chap. XL. The Master said, "Those who have

done this are seven men.''

WB+-* ^roinrofumb. £B. ^&E3- aa»
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Chap. xu. Tsze-lu happening to pass the

night in Shih-man, the gatekeeper said to him,

"Whom do you eome from?" Tsze-lu said,

"From Mr. K'ung" "It is'he,—is it not?"—
said the other, "who knows the impracticable

nature of the times and yet will be doing in

them."

Chap. xlii. 1. The Master was playing, one

day, On a musical stone in Wei, when a man,

carrying a straw basket passed the door of the

house where Confucius was, and said, "His heart

is full who so beats the musical stone,"

2. A little while after, he added, "flow-

contemptible is the one-ideaed obstinacy those

sounds display! When one is taken no notice

of, he has simply at once to give over his wish

Jor public employment. "Deep water must be

crossed with the clothes on; shallow water may
be crossed with the clothes held up."

3. The Master said, "How determined is

he in bis purpose! But this is not difficult!"
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Chap. XIA1L 1. . Tsze-chang said, "What is

meant when the Shu says that Kao-t3ung, while

observing the usual imperial mourning, was for

three years without speaking?"

2. The Master said, "Why must Kao-tsuug

be referred to as an example of this? The
ancieats all did so. When the sovereign died,

the officers all attended to their several duties,

taking instructions from the prime minister

for three -years."

Chap. XLIV The Master said, "When rulers

love to observe the rules of propriety, the people

-respond readily to the calls on them for

service."

Chap. .XLV. Tsze-lu asked what constituted

the superior man. The Master said, "The

cultivation of himself in reverential care-

fulness." "And is this all?" said Tsze-lu. "He
cultivates himself so as to give rest to others,"

was the reply. "And is this all?" again asked

Tszc-lu. The Master said, "He cultivates

himself so as to give rest to all the people. He
cultivates himself so as to give rest to all the

people:—even Yao and Shun were still solicit
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tous about this."

Chap. xlvi. Yuan Zang was squatting gd

his heels, and so waited the approach of the

Master, who said to him, "In youth not humble
as befits a junior; in manhood, doing nothing

worthy of being handed down; and living on
to old age:— this is to be a pest." With this

he hit him on the shank with his staff.

*$»
Chap. XLVii. 1. A youth of the village of

Ch'ueh was employed by Confucius to carry

the. messages between him and his visitors.

Some one asked about him saying, "I suppose

he has made great progress."

2. The Master said, "I observe that he is

fond of occupying the seat of a full-grown mam
I observe that he walks shoulder to shoulder

with his elders. He is not one who is seeking

to make progress in learning. He wishes

quickly to become a man."

BOOK XV. WEI LING KUNG

mm® Jg+£
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Chap. i. 1 The duke Ling of Wei asked

Confucius about tactics. Confucius replied, "I
have heard all about sacrificial vessels, but I

have not learned military matters." On this,

he took his departure the next day.

2. When he was in Chan, their provisions

were exhausted, and his followers became so ill

that they were unable to rise.

3. Tsze-lu, with evident dissatisfaction,

said,
uHas the superior man likewise to endure

in. this way?" The Master said, "The superior

man may indeed have to endure want, but the

mean man, when he is in want, gives way to

unbridled license."

«*.#*. 3.0*4,=?~UMZ,
Chap. u. 1. The Master said, "Ts'ze, you

think, I suppose, that I am one who learns

many things and keeps them in memory?'

'

2, Tsze-kung replied, "Yes,—but perhaps

it is not so?"

3. "No," was the answer; "I geek a unity

allpervading."

.IW3M ^0A.ft»W*
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Chap. m. The Master said, "Yu, those who
know virtue are few."

Chap. IV. The Master said, "May not Shum
be instanced as having governed efficiently

without exertion? What did he do? He did

nothing but gravely and reverently occupy his

royal seat.
77

mm-
Chap. v. 1. Tsze-chang asked how a man

should conduct himself, so as to be everywhere

appreciated.

2. The Master said, "Let his words be sincere

and tauthful, and his "actions honorable and

careful;—such conduct may be practiced among
the rude tribes of the South or the North. If

his words be not sincere and truthful, and his

actions not honorable and careful, will he, with

such conduct, be appreciated, even in his neigh

borhood?

3 t "When he is standing, let him see those

two things, as it were, fronting him. When
he is in a carriage, let him see them attached

to the yoke. Then may he subsequently carry
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them into practice."

4. Tsze-chang wrote these counsels on the

- end of his sash.

^&.Sf&3£, ^&.*iJtt.#|SiR5&I»JW«i!ff*^

Chap. VL 1. The Master said, 'Truly straight-

forward was the historiographer Yu. When
good government prevailed in his state, he was
like an arrow. When bad government pre-

vailed, he was like an arrow.

2.
UA superior man indeed is Chu Po-yu!

When good government prevails in his state,

he is to be 'found in office. When government
prevails, he can roll his principles up, and keep

them in his breast.'
7

Chap. V1L The Mastersaid, "When a man may
be spoken with, uot to speak to him is to err in

reference to the man. When a man may not

be spoken with, to speak to him is to err in

reference to our words. The wise err neither

in regard to their man nor to their words."

Chap. VIJX The Master said, * 'The determined

scholar and the man of virtue will not seek to

live at the expense of injuring their virtue.

They will even sacrifice their lives to preserve
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their virtue complete/*

Chap. IX. Tsze-kung asked about the practice

of virtue. The Master said, "The mechanic,

who wishes to do his work well, must first

sharpen his tools. When you are living in any-

state, take service with the most worthy among

its great officers, and make friends of the most

virtuous among its scholars."

a».
Chap. X. 1 . Yen Yuan asked how the govern-

ment of a country should be administered.

2. . The Master said, "Follow the seasons of

Hsia.

3. "Ride in the state carriage of Yin.

4. "Wear the ceremonial cap of Chau.

5. "Let the music be the Shao with its

pantomimes.

6. "Banish the songs of Chang, and keep

far from specious talkers. The songs of Chang
are licentious; specious talkers are dangerous."

Chap. XL The Master said, "If a man take

no thought about what is distant, he will find?

sorrow near at hand."
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Chap. XJJ.
#
The Master said,

li
It is all over!

I have not seen one who loves virtue as he

loves beauty."

3L4b
Chap. XIU. The Master said, "Was not Tsang

Wan like one who bad stolen his situation?

He knew the virtue and the talents of Hui of

Liu-hsia, and yet did not procure that he should

stand with him in court."

Chap. XIV. The Master said, "He who requir-

es much from himself and little from others;

will keep himself from being- the object of
resentment."

Chap. XV. The Master said, "When a man
is not in the habit of saying

—

lWhat shall I

think of this? What shall I think of this?"

I can indeed do nothing with him!"

Chap. XVL The Master said, "When a num-

ber of people are together, for a whole day,

without their conversation turning on righteous-

ness, and when they are fond of carrying out

the suggestions of el small shrewdness;— theirs

is indeed a hard case.'
1
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Chap. xvil. The Master said, "The superior

man in everything considers righteousness to be

essential. He performs ify according to the

rules of propriety. He brings it forth in

humility. He completes it with sincerity. This

is indeed a superior man."

Chap. XVIH. The Master said, "The superior

man is distressed by his want of ability. He
is not distressed by men's not knowing him."

Chap. .XIX. The Master said, "The superior

man dislikes the thought of his name not being

mentioned after his death."

HZ+g ^0.S**»B**A*»A._
Chap. xx. The Master said, "What the supe-

rior man seeks, is in himself. What the mean
man seeks, is in others."

Chap. XXI. The Master said, "The superior

man is dignified, but does not wrangle. He is

sociable, but not a partisan."

Chap. xxii. The Master said, "The superior

man does not promote a man simply on account

of his words, nor does he put aside good words
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because of the man."

Chap. XXIII. Tsze-kung asked, saying, "Is

there one word which may serve as a rule of

practice for all one's life? The Master said,

"Is not RECIPROCITY such a word? What you

do not want done to yourself, do not do to

others."

Chap. XXIV. 1. The Master said, "In my
dealings with men, whose evil do I blame,

whose goodness do I praise, beyond what is

proper? If I do sometimes exceed in praise,

there must be ground for it in my examination

o/ the individual.

2. "This people supplied the ground why
the three dynasties pursued the path of straight-

forwardness;"

ca*.
Chap, xxv The Master said, "Even in my

early days, a historiographer would leave a

blank in bis text, and he who had a horse would

lend him to another to ride. Now, alas! there

are no suoh things."
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Chap. XXVI. The Master said, "Specious

words confound virtue. Want of forbearance

in small matters confounds great plans."

Chap. XXVU The Master said, "When the

multitude hate a man, it is necessary to examine

into the case. When the multitude like a man,

it is necessary to examine into the case."

Chap. 'XXViii. The Master said,
UA man can

enlarge the principles which he follows\ those

principles do not enlarge the man."

Chap. XXIX. The Master said, "To have

faults and not to reform them,—this, indeed,

should be pronounced having faults."

Chap. c XXX. The Master said, "I have been

the whole day without eating, and the whole

night without sleeping:—occupied with thinking.

It was of no use. The better plan is to learn,"

Chap. XXXI. The Master said, "The object of

the superior man is truth. Food is not his

object.' There is plowing;—even in that there

is sometimes want. So with learning;

—
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emolument may be found in it. The superior

man is anxious lest he should not get truth; he

is not anxious lest poverty should come upon

him.
M

Chap. XXXII. 1. The- Master said, "When a

man's knowledge is sufficient to attain, and his

virtue- is not sufficient to enable him to hold,

whatever he may have gained, he will lose again.

2.
uWhen his knowledge is sufficient to

attain, and he has virtue enough to hold fast,

if he cannot govern with dignity, the people

will not respect him.

3. "When his knowledge is sufficient to

attain, and he has virtue enough to hold fast;

when he governs also with dignity, yet if

he try to move- the people contrary to

the rules of propriety:— full excellence is not

reached!"

Chap. XXXI 1 1. The Master said, "The sup-

erior man cannot be known in little matters;

but he may be intrusted with great concerns.

The small men may not be intrusted with great

concerns, but he mav be known in little
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matters."

Chap. XXXIV. The- Master said, "Virtue is

more to man than either water or fire. I have

seen men die from trending on water and fire,

bat I have never seen a man die from treading

the course of virtue."

Chap. XXXV. The Master said, "Let every man
consider virtue as what devolves on himself.

He may not yield the performance of it even

to his teacher."

Chap. XXXVI. The Master said, "The superior

man is correctly firm, and not firm merely."
1

Chap. XXXVII. The: Master said,
4

'A minister^

in serving his prince, reverently discharges his

duties, and makes his emolument a secondary

consideration,"

Chap. XXXVIII. The Master said, "In teach-

ing there should be no distinction of classes."

Chap. XXXIX. The Master said, "Those whose
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courses are different cannot lay plans for one

another."

Chap. XL. The Master said, "In language it

is simply required that it convey the meaning.'*

Chap. xli. 1. The music master, Mien,

having called upon him, when they came to the

steps, the Master said, "Here are the steps."

When they came to the mat for the guest to

sit upon, he said, "Here is the mat." When
all were seated, the- Master informed him,

saying, "So and so is here; so and so is here."

2. The music master, Mien, having gone

out, Tsze-chang asked, saying, "Is it the rule

to tell those things to the music master?"

3. The Master said, "Yes. This is certainly

the rule for those who lead the blind."

book xvi. ke she m& m+x
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Chap. i. 1 The head of the Chi family was
going to attack Ghwan-yu.

2. Zan Yu and Chi-lu had an interview

with Confucius, and said, "Our chief, Chi, is

going to commence operations against Chwan-
yu.

3. Confucius said, "Cbiu, is it not you whe
are in fault here?

4. "Now, in regard to Chwan-yu, long ago
a former king appointed its ruler to preside oyei

the sacrifices to the eastern Mang; moreover, it is

in the midst of the territory of our state; and
its ruler is a minister in direct connection with

the sovereign:—What has your chief to do

with attacking it?"

5. Zan Yu said, **Our master wishes the

thing; neither of us two ministers wishes it."

6. Confucius said, "Ch'iu, there are the

words of Chau Zan,

—

4When he can put forth
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his ability, he takes his place in the ranks 0/
<7^>; when he finds himself unable to do so,

he retires from it. How can he be used as a
guide to a blind man, who does not support
him when tottering, nor raise him up when
fallen?"

7. "And further, you speak wrongly.

When a tiger or rhinoceros escapes from his

cage; when a tortoise or piece of jade is

injured in its repository:—whose is the fault'/'

8. Zan Yu said, "But at present, Chwan-
yu is strong and near to Pi; if our chief do

not now take it, it will hereafter be a sorrow

to his descendants."

9. Confucius said. "Ch'iu, the superior

man hates that declining to say— *I want such

and such a thing/ and framing explanations

for t/ie conduct.

10. " I have heard that rulers of states

and chiefs of families are not troubled lest

their people should be few, but aiv troubled

lea they should not keep their several places;

that they are not troubled with fears of

poverty, but are troubled with fears of a want

of contented repose among the people in their

several places. For when the people keep their

several places, time will be no poverty; when

harmony prevails, there will be no scarcity of

people; and when there is such a contented repose,
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there will be no rebellious upsettings.

11. "So it is,—Tharefore, if remoter people

are not submissive, all the influences of civil

culture and virtue are to be cultivated to

attract them to* be so; and when they have

been so attracted, they must be made contented

and tranquil.

12. "Now, here are you, Yu and Ch'iu,

assisting
,
your chief. Remoter people are not

submissive, and, with your 'help, he cannot

attract them to him. In his own territory

there are divisions and downfalls , leavings

and separations, and, with your help, he cannot

preserve it.

13. "And yet he is planning these hostile

movements within the state.—I am afraid that

the sorrow of the Chi-sun family will not be

on account of Chwan-yu, but will be found

•within the screen of- their own court."

**$, &«**££, m&®m$r, Httir#^4c£. 2,

Chap. ii. 1. Confucius said, "When good

government prevails in the empire, ceremonies,

music, and punitive military expeditions proceed

from the son of Heaven. When bad govern-

ment prevails in the empire, ceremonies,
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music, and punitive military expeditions proce-

ed from the princes, When these things

proceed from the princes, as a rule, the cases

will be few in which they do not lose their

power in ten. generations. When they proceed

from the great officers of the princes, as a rule,

the cases will be few in which they do not

lose their power in five generations. When
the subsidiary ministers of the great officers

hold in their grasp the orders of the state, as

a rule, the cases will be few in which they do

not lose their power in three generations.

2. "When right principles prevail in the

kingdom, government will not be in the hands

of the great officers.

3. "When right principles prevail in the

kingdom, there will be no discussions "among

the common people."

Chap. ijx confucius said, "The revenue of
tfie state has left the ducal bouse now for five

generations. The government has been in the

hands of the gTeat officers for four generations.

On this account, the descendants of the three

Hwan are much reduced-

"
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Chap. IV Confucius said, "There are ferae

firendships which are advantageous, and three

which are enjurious. Friendship with the 1

upright; friendship with the sincere; and
friendship with the man of much observation:

—there are advantageous. Friendship with

the man of specious airs; friendship with the

insinuatingly soft; and friendship with the

glibtongued:—-these are injurious.

Chap. v. Confucius said,
u There are three

things men find enjoyment in which are

advantageous , and three things they find

enjoyment in which are injurious. To find

enjoyment in the discriminating study of

ceremonies and music; to find enjoyment in

speaking of the goodness of others; to find

enjoyment in having many worthy friends:—

these are advantageous. To find enjoyment

in extravagant pleasures; to find enjoyment in

idleness and sauntering; to find enjoyment in

the. pleasures of feasting:—these are injurious."

Chap, vi c confucius said, "There are three

errors to which they who stand in the presence
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of a man of virtue and station are liable.

They may speak when it does not come to

them to speak;—tnis is called rashness. They

may not speak when it comes to them to

speak;—this is called concealment. They may
speak without looking at the countenance of
their superior:—this is called blindness."

Chap. VII. Confucius- said, "There are three

things which the superior man guards against.

In youth, when the physical powers are not

yet settled, he guards against lust. When he

is strong and the physical powers are full of

vigor, he guards against quarrelsomeness.

,
When he is old, and tbe animal powers are

decayed, he guards against covetousness."

M>A*&^,ffi*&4iM¥*A.tf*^A£#.
Chap. win. I Confucius said, "There are

three things of which the superior man stands

in awe lie stands in awe of the ordinances

of Heaven. He stands in awe of great men.
1 1" stands in awe of the words of sages.

2.
,(The mean man does not know the

ordinances of Heaven, and consequently does

not stand in awe of them. He is disrespectful
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to great men. He makes sport of the words

of sages.

Chap. IX. Confucius said, "Those who are

born with the possession of knowledge are the

highest class of men. Those who learn, and

so, readily, get possession of knowledge, are

the next. Those who are dull and stupid, and
yet compass the learning, are another class

next to these. As to those who are dull and

stupid and yet do not learn;—they are the

lowest of the people."

Chap. x. Confucius said, "The superior man
has nine things which are subjects with him of

thoughtful consideration.. In regard to the use

of his eyes, he is anxious to see clearly. In
regard to the use of his ears, he is anxious to

hear distinctly. In regard to his countenance,

he is anxious that it should be benign. In

regard to his demeanor, he is anxious that it

should be respectful. In regard to his speech,

he is anxious that- it should be sincere. In
regard to his doing of business, be is anxious

that it should be reverently careful. In regard

to what he doubts about, he is anxious to
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question others. When he is angry, he thinks

of the difficulties {his anger may involve him

in). When he sees gain to be got, he thinks

of righteousness.'*

Chap. XL 1. Confucius said, "Contemplating

good, and pursuing it, as if they could not

reach it; contemplating evil, and shrinking

from it, as they would from thrusting the hand

into boiling water:—I have seen such men, a3

I have heard such words.

2. "Living in retirement to study their

aims, and practicing righteousness to carry out

their principles:—I have heard these words,

but I have not seen such men."

M+ZM i.#ft^^r^ rP«.JEi.H.R*l«ilSil»«.ft*

Chap. xil. 1 The duke Ching of Ch'i ,hud

a thousand teams, each of four horses, but on

the day of his death, the people did not praise

him for a single virtue, Po-i and Shu-ch
4

i

died of hunger at the foot of the Shau-yang

mountain, and the people, down to the present

time, praise them.

2. "Is not that saying illustrated by this?"
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Chap. XJU. 1. Ch'an K'ang asked Po-yu*

saying, "Have you heard any lessons from your

father differentfrom what we have all heard?"

2. Po-yu replied, "No. He was standing

alone once, when I passed below the hall with

hasty steps, and said to me, 4Have you learned

the Odes?
7 On my replying 'Not yet,' he added^

'If you do not learn the Odes, you will not

be fit to converse with/ I retired and studied

the Odes.

3. "Another day, he was in the same way
standing alone , when I passed by below the

hall with hasty steps, and said to me, ? Have
you learned the roles of Propriety?' On my
replying '.Not yet,' he added, 'It you do not

learn the rules of Propriety, your character

cannot be established.' I then retired, and

learned the rules of Propriety.

- 4. "I have heard only these two things

from him."

5. Ch'an K*ang retired, and, quite delighted,

gaid, "I asked one thing, and I have got three

things. I have heard about the Odes. I have

heard about the rules of Propriety. I have
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also heard that the superior man maintains a

distant reserve towards his son."

Att£.BS*A.»»JI^Bab*S.JI»AI»^ #a
^5feA.
Chap. XIV. The wife of the prince of a state

is called by him ru zan. She calls herself

HSIAO TUNG. The people of the state call

her CHUN FU ZAN, and, to the people of other

states, they call her «k«\va HSIAO CHUN The
people of other stater also call her CHUN FU
ZAN.

BOOK XVII. VANG HO «% m+*

Chap. i. 1 Yang Ho wished to see Confucius,

but Confucius would not go to see him. On
this, he sent a present of a pig to Confucius,

who, having chosen a time when ilo was not at

home, went to pay his respects for t/u gift.

He met him, however, on the way.

2. Ho said to Confucius, "Come, let me
speak with you." He then asked,

<4Can he be

called benevolent who keeps his jewel in his

bosom, and leaves his country to confusion?'*
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Confucius replied, "No." '-Can he be called

wise, who is anxious to be engaged in public

employment, and yet is constantly losing the

opportunity of being so?" Confucius again

said, "No." "The days and months are passing

away; the years do not wait for us." Confucius

said, "Right; I will go into office."

Chap. u. The Master said, "By nature, men
are nearly alike; by practice, they get to be

wide apart."

S3£ ^B,itJi&2lTj&*l£.

Chap. in. The Master said, "There are only

the wise of the highest class, and the stupid of

the lowest class, who cannot be changed."

mnm*7i. 3.^mm^^m^ mm^n, m*

Chap. iv. 1. The Master, having come to

Wuch'ang, heard there the sound of stringed

instruments and singing.

2. Well pleased and smiling, he said,
aWhy use an ex knife to kill a fowl?"

3. Tsze-yu replied, "Formerly, Master, I

heard you say,
—'When the man of high station

is well instructed, he loves men: when the man
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of low station is well instructed, he is easily

ruled.'"

4. The Master said. "My disciples, Yen's

words are right. What I said was only in

sport."

Chap V 1. Kung-«han Fu-zao, when he

was .holding Pi, and in an attitude of rebellion

invited the Master to visit him, who was rather

inclined to go.

2. Tsze-lu was displeased, and said, indeed,

you cannot go! Why must you think of going

to see Kung-shan?"

3. The Master said, "Can it be without

some reason that he has invited me? It any
one employ me, may I not make an eastern

Chau?"

Chap. VI. Tsze-chang asked Confucius about

perfect virtue. Confucius said, "To be able

to practice five things everywhere under heaven

constitutes perfect virtue." He begged to ask

what, they were, and was told, "Gravity,

generosity of sou/, sincerity, earnestness, and
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kindness. If you are grave, you will not be 1

treated with disrespect. If you are generous,

you will wiii all. If you are sincere, people

will repose trust in you. If you are earnest,

you will accomplish much. If you are kind,

this will enable you to employ the services of

others."

Chap. vu. 1. Pi Hsi inviting him to visit

him, the Master was inclined, to go.

2. Tsze-lu said, "Master, formerly I have

heard you say, ' When a man in his own
person is guilty of doing evil, a superior man
will not associate with him/ Pi Hsi is rebellion,

holding possession of Chung-mau: if you go to

him, what shall be said?"

3. The Master said, "Yes, I did use these

words. But is it not said, that, if a thing be

really hard, it may be ground without being

made thin? Is it not said, that, if a thing be

really white, it may be steeped in a dark fluid

without being made black?

4. "Am I a bitter gourd! How can I be

hung up out of the way of being eaten?"
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^a&£\ 3. #£*«*#«-&)», ##*#* #*£.&

Chap vm. 1. The Master said, "Yu, have

you heard the six words to which are attached

six becloudings?" Yu replied, "1 have not."
w 2. "Sit down, and I will tell them to you.

3. "There is the love of being benevolent

without the love of learning;—the beclouding

here leads to a foolish simplicity. There is

the love of knowing without the love of

learning;—the beclouding here leads to dis-

sipation of mind. There is the love of being

sincere without the love of learning; — the

beclouding here leads to an injurious disregard

of consequences. There is the love .of straig-

htforwardness without the love of learning;—the

beclouding here leads to rudeness. There is

the love of boldness without the love of

learning ;
— the beclouding here leads to

insubordination. There is the love of firmness

without the love of learning;—the beclouding

here leads to extravagant conduct."

9L 4.pr#3&. 5.-BTJBUB. *.M2:&X.&2.m%. ^

Chap. ix. 1. The Master said, "My children,.
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why do you not study the Book of Poetry?

2. "The Odes serve to stimulate the mind.
3.

uThey may be used for purposes of
self-contemplation.

4.
uThey teach the art of sociability.

5. "They show how to regulate feelings of

resentment.

6. '* From them you learn the more
immediate duty of serving one's father, and
the remoter one of serving one's prince.

7. " From them we become largely

acquainted with the names of birds, beasts, and
plants."

Chap. X. The Master said to Po-yu/'Do you
give yourself to the Chau-nan and the Shao-nan.

The man who has. hot studied the Chau-nan
and the Shao-nan is like one who stands with

his face right against a wall. Is he not so?"

Chap. xi. The Master said
t

u It is according

to the rules of propriety,' they say:—*It is

according to the rules of propriety,
7

they say.

Are gems and silk all that is meant by
propriety? 'It is music,

1

they say.

—

4
It is
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music,' they say. Are bells and drums all

that is meant by music?
7 '

Chap. XII. The Master said, "He who puts

on an appearance of stern firmness, while

inwardly he is weak, is like one of the small,

mean people;—yea, is he not like the thief who
breaks through, or climbs over, a wall?"

Chap. XHl. The Master said, "Your good,

careful people of the villages are the thieves

of virtue."

Chap. XIV. The Master said, "To tell, as we
go along, what we have heard on the way, is

to cast away our virtue."

Chap. XV. 1. The Master said, "There are

those mean creatures! How impossible it is

along1 with them to serve one's prince!

2. "While they have not got; their aims,

their anxiety is how to get them. When they

have got them, their anxiety is lest they should

lose them.

3. "When they are anxious lest such things

should be lost, there is nothing to which they
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will not proceed.
7 '

Chap. XVI. 1. The Master said,
MAnciently,

men had three failings, which now perhaps are

not to be found.

2. " The high-mindedness of antiquity

showed itself in a disregard of small things;

the high-mindedness of the present day shows

itself in wild license. The stern dignity of

antiquity showed itself in grave reserve; the

stern dignity of the present day shows itself

in quarrelsome perverseness. The stupidity

of antiquity showed itself in straightforwardness;

the stupidity of the present day shows itself in

sheer deceit."

Chap. XVII. The Master said, "Fine words
and an insinuating appearance are seldom
associated with virtue."

jh-as *mMmzm%&>mm^$Lmm&, mma
! at***- #
Chap. XVTH. The Master said,

UI hate the j

manner in which purple takes away the luster

of vermilion. I hate the way in which the

songs of Chang confound the music of the Ya.
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I hate those who with their sharp mouths
overthrow kingdoms and families."

ft,

Chap. XIX. 1. The Master said,
U
I would

prefer not speaking."

2. Tsze-kung said,
tl
If yon, Master, do not

speak, what shall we, your disciples, have to

record?
1 '

3. The Master said, "Does Heaven speak?
The four seasons pursue their courses, and all

things are continually being produced, but does

Heaven say anything?"

Chap. XX. Zu Pei wished to see Confucius,

but Confucius declined, on the ground of being

sick, to see him. When the bearer of this

message went out at the door, (the Master)
took his lute and sang to it, in order that Pei

might hear him.

*»mM&m,=**&mM&M- 3.Sttft&.*rtt
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Chap. xxi. X. Tsai Wo asked about the

three years' mourning for parents, saying that

one year was long enough.

2. "If the superior man," said he, "abstains

for three years from the observances of

propriety, those observances Will be quite lost.

If for three years he abstains from music,

music will be ruined.

3. ** Within a year the old grain is exhausted,

and the new grain has sprung up, and, in

procuring fire by friction, we go through all

the changes of wood for that purpose . After

a complete year, the mourning may stop."

4. The Master said,
* 4
If you were, after a

year, to eat good rice, and wear embroidered

Rothes, would you feel at ease?" "I should
~ n

replied Wo,

5. The Master said, "If you can feel at

ease, do it. But a superior man, during the

whole period of mourning, does not enjoy

pleasant food which he may eat, nor derive

pleasure from music which he may hear. He
also does not feel at ease, if he is comfortably

lodged, Therefore he does not do what you,

propose. But now you feel at ease and may
doit"
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6. Tsai Wo then went out, and the Master

said, "This shows Yu's want of virtue. It is

not till a child is three years old that it is

allowed to leave the arms of its parents. And
the three years' mourning is universally

observed throughout the empire. Lid Yu enjoy

the three years' love of his parents?"

Chap. XXIL The Master said,
uHard is it to

deal with him, who will stuff himself with

food the whole day, without applying his

mind to anything good! Are there not game-

sters and chess players? To be one of these

would still be better than doing nothing at all.

Chap. Xlll. Tsze-lu said, "Does the superior

man esteem valor?" The Master 'said, "The

superior man holds righteousness to be of

highest importance. A man in a superior

situation, having valor without righteousness,

will be guilty of insubordination; one of the

lower people, having valor without righteous-

ness, will commit robbery."
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Chap. XXIV, 1. Tsze-kung said,
uHas the

superior man his hatreds slso?" The Master

said, "He has his hatreds. He hates those who
proclaim the evil of others. He hates the man
who, being in a low station, slanders \m
superiors. Ha hates those who have valor

merely, and are unobservant of propriety. He
hates those who are forward and determined,

and, at the same time, of contracted under-

standing."

2. The Master then inquired, "Ts'ze, nave

you also your hatreds?" Tsze-kung replied,

"I hate those who pry out matters, and ascribe

the knowledge to their wisdom. I hate those

who are only not modest, and think that they

are valorous. I hate those who make known
secrets, and think that they are straightfor-

ward."

Chap. XXV. The Master said, '"Gf all people,

girls and servants are the most difficult te

behave to. If you are familiar with them,

they lose their humility. If you cmiatain a
reserve towards them,, they are discontented."
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Chap. Xxvi. The Master said,
uWhen a man

at forty is the object of dislike, he will always

, continue what he is.
77

BOOK 5tVm. WEI TSZE &¥• *+A

Chap. i. 1. Tho viscount of Wei withdrew

from the court. The viscount of Chi became
a slave u> Chau. Pi-kan remonstrated with

him and died.

2. Confucius said, "The Yin dynasty pos-

sessed thses three men of virtue."

Chap. ii. Hui of Liu-hsia, being chief criminal

judge, was thrice dismissed from his office.

. Some one said to him, "Is it not yet time for

you, sir, to leave this?" He replied, "Serving

men in an upright wav< where shall I go tof ,

and not experience such a thricerepeated

dismissal? If I choose to serve men in a
crooked way, what necessity is there for me
to leave the country of my parents?"
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Chap. in. The duke Ching of Ch% witJi

reference to the manner in which be should

treat Confucius, said, "I cannot treat him as

I would the chief off the Chi family. I will

treat him in a manner between that accorded

to the chief of the Chi, and that given to the

.chief of the Mang family." He also said, "I

am old; I cannot use his doctrines" Confu-

cius took his departure.

Chap. iv. The people of Ch'i sent to Lu a
present of female musicians, which Chi Hwan
received, and for three days no court was held,

Confucius took his departure.

Chap. V. 1.. The madman of Ch'u, Chieh-yu,

passed by Confucius, singing and saying,
uO

FANG ! EAN& ! How is your virtue

degenerated! As to the past, reproof is useless;

but the future may still be provided against.

Give up your vain fursuit. Give up your vain

pursuit. Peril awaits those who now engage

in affairs of government."

2. Confucius alighted and wished to converse

With him, but Chieh-yu hastened away, so that-

fce could not talk with him.
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Chap. vi. 1. Ch l

ang-tsu and Chieh-ni were

at work in the field together when Confucius

passed by them, and sent Tsze-lu to inquire

for the ford.

2. Ch'ang-tsu said, "Who is he that holds

the reins in the carriage there?" Tsze-lu told

him, "It is K'ung Ch l

iu." "Is it not K'ungr

Ch'iu of Lu?" asked he. " Yes," was the reply,

to which the other rejoined, "He knows the

ford."

3. Tsze-lu then inquired of Chieh-ni, who
.said to him, "Who are you, sir?" He answered,

"I am Chung Yu." "Are you not the disciple

of K'ung Chiu of Lu?" asked the other. "I

am," replied he, and then Chieh-ni said to him,

"Disorder, like a swelling flood, spreads over

the whole empire, and who is he that will

change its state for you? Than follow

who merely withdraws from this one and that

one, liad you not better follow those who have

withdrawn from the world altogether?" With
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this he fell to covering up the seed, andproceeded
with his work% without stopping.

4. Tsze-lu went and reported their remarks,

when the Master observed with a sigh, "It 'Is

impossible to associate with birds and beasts,

as if they were the same with us. If I

associate not with these people,
—

"with mankind,

—with whom shall I associate? If right

principles prevailed through the empire, there

would be no use for me to change its state."

?^. £AQ, Hj&ftfc 3£«S:*0% ft**?. m&m*

Ch&p. Vil. 1. Tsze4d, fallowing the Master,

happened to fall behind, when he met an old

man, carrying across his shoulder on a staff a
basket for weeds. Tsze-lu said to him, "Have
you seen my master, sit ? " The old man
replied, "Your four limes are unaccustomed to

toil; yoa cannot distinguish the five kinds of

grain:—who is your master?" With this, he
planted his staff in the ground, and proceeded
to weed.
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2. Tsze-lu joined his hands across his breast,

and stood before him.

3. The old man kept Tsze-lu to pass the

night in his house, killed a fowl, prepared

millet, and feasted him. He also introduced

to him his two sons.

4. Next day, Tsze-lu went on his way, and
reported his adventure. The Master said,

uHe
is a recluse/ and sent Tsze-lu back to see him

again, but when he got to the place, the old

man was gone.

5. Tsze-lu then said to the family, "Not
to take office is not righteous. If the relations

between old and young may not be neglected,

how is it that he sets aside the duties that

should be observed between sovereign and
minister? Wishing to maintain his personal

purity, he allows that great relation to come to

confusion. A superior man. takes office, and
performs the righteous duties belonging to it.

As to the failure of right principles to make
progress, he is aware of that."

»A* i. &£. f6^, ftft fttt. Hfc,*«.»TB.2fr*
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Chap. vin. 1. The men who have retired

to privacy from the world have been Po-i,

Shu-ch'i, Yu-chung, I-yi, Chu-chang\ Hui of

Liu-hsia, and Shao-lien.

2. The Master said, "Refusing to surrender

their wills, or to submit to any taint in theiri

persons;—such, I think, were Pc-i and Shu-ch'i.

3. "It may be said of Hui of Liu-hsia, and
of Shao-lien, that they surrendered their wills,

and submitted to taint in their persons, but

their words corresponded with Teason, and

their actions were such as men are anxious to

see. This i3 all that is to be remarked in

them.

4. "It may be said of Yu-chung and L-ji
%

that, while they hid themselves in their seclusion,

they gave a license to their words; but in their

persons, they succeeded in preserving their

purity, and, in their retirement, they acted

according to the exigency of the times;

5. "I am different from all these. I have

•no course for wnich I am predetermined, and

no course against which I am predetermined."

Chap. ix. 1. The grand music master,

Chih, went to Ch4.
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2. Kan, the master of the bund at the

second meal, went to Ch l

u. Liao, t/ie batid

master at the third meal, went to Ts l

ai.

Chueb, the band master at the fourth meal,

went to Chin.

3. Fang-shu, the drum master, withdrew

to the north of the river.

4. Wa , the master of the hand drum,

withdrew to the Han.

5. Yang, the assistant music master, and

Hsiang, master of the musical stone, withdrew

to an istana* in the sea.

Chap, x. The duke of Chau addressed his son,

the duke of Lu, saying, "The virtuous prince

does not neglect his relations. He does not

cause the great ministers to repine at his not

employing them. Without some great cause,

he does not dismiss from their offices the

members of old families. He does not seek

in one man talents for every employment"

Chap. xi. To Chau belonged the eight officers,

Po-ta, Po-kwo, Chung-tu, Chung-hwu, Shu-ya,

Shu-hsia, Chi-sui, and Chi-kwa.
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BOOK XIX. TSZE-CHANG ?§S B+*L

*TB£.

Chap. i. T ze-chang said, "The scholar, trained

for publio duty, seeing threatening danger, is

prepared to sacrifice his life . When the op-,

portunity of gain is presented to him, he thinks

of righteousness. In sacrificing, his thoughts

are reverential. In mourning, his thoughts

are about the grief which he should feel. Such

a man commands our approbation indeed."

pus ^mB tm^^^mmyfmMm^^tnmnt:.
Chap. jj. Tsze-chang said, "When a man holds

fast virtus, but without seeking to enlarge it,

and believes right principles, but without firm,

sincerity, what account can be made of his

existence or nonexistence?"

Chap. in. The disciples of Tsze-hsia asked
Tsze-chang about the principles that should!

characterize mutual intercourse. Tsze-chang
asked, "What does Tsze-hsia say on the subject?"

They replied, "Tsze-hsia says: 'Associate with
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those who can advantage you. Put away from

yon those who cannot do so.'
1
' Tsze-chang

observed, "This is different from what I have

learned. The superior man honors the talented

and virtuous, and bears with all. He praises

the good, and pities the incompetent. Am I

possessed of great talents and virtue?—who is

there among men whom I will not bear with?

Am I devoid of talents and virtue?—men will

put me away from them. What have we to

do with the putting away of others?"

Chap. IV. Tsze-hsia said, "Even in inferior

studies and employments there is something

worth being looked at; but if it be attempted

to carry them out to what is remote, there is

a danger of their proving inapplicable. There-

fore, the superior man does not practice them."

%
Chap. V. Tsze-hsia said, "He, who from day

to day recognizes what he has not yet, and
from month to month does not forget what he

has attained to. may be said indeed to love to

learn."
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Chap. Vi. Tsze-hsia said,
uThere are learning

extensively, and having a firm and sincere

aim; inquiring with earnestness, and reflecting

with selfapplication: — virtue is in such a

course."

Chap. VII. Tsze-hsia said, "Mechanice have

their shops to dwell in, in order to accomplish

their works. The superior man learns, in order

to reach to the utmost of his principles."

Chap. vni. Tsze-hsia said, "The mean man
is sure to gloss his faults."

Chap. ix. Tsze-hsia said, "The superior man
undergoes three changes. Looked at from a

distance, he appears stern; when approached,

he is mild; when he is beard to speak, his

language is firm and decided."

Chap. x. Tsze-hsia said, "The superior man,
having obtained their confidence, may then

impose labors on his people. If he have not

gained their confidence, they will think tha*
:

he is oppressing them. Having obtained en©
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confidence ofhis prince one may then remon-

strate with him. If he have not gained his

confidence, the prince will think that he is

vilifying him,"

Chap. XI. Tsze-hsia said, "When a person

does not transgress the boundary line in the

great virtues, he may pass and repass it in

the small virtues." r .

Chap. XU 1. Tsze-yu said, "The disciples

and followers of Tsze-hsia, in sprinkling und

sweeping the ground, in answering and reply-

ing, in advancing and receding, are sufficiently

accomplished. But these are only the branohes

/ learning, and they are left ignorant of

what is essential.—How can they be acknow-

ledged as sufficiently taught?"

v 2. Tsze-hsia heard of the remark and said,

"Alas! Yen Yu is wrong. According to the

way of the superior man in teaching, what

departments are there which he considers of

prime importance, and delivers? what are

^ere which he considers of secondary impor-
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tance, and allows himself to be idle about? jBut

as in the case of plants, which are assorted

according to their classes, so he deals with his

disciples* How can the way of a superior man
be such as to make fools of any of them? I&

it not the sage alone, who can unite in one th«

beginning an3 the consummation of learning?**

Chap. XIII. Tsze-hsia said, "The officer, having

discharged all his duties, should devote his

leisure to learning; The student, having com-

pleted his learning, should apply himself to

be an officer."

Chap. XIV. Tsze-yu said, "Mourning, having;

been carried to the utmost degree of grief,

should stop with that."

Chap. XV. Tsze-yu said, "My friend Chang
can do things which are hard to he done, but

yet he is not perfectly virtuous."

Chap. XVL The philosopher Tsang said, "How
imposing is the manner of Chang! It is

difficult along with him to practice virtue."
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Chap. xvn. The philosopher Tsang said, "I

heard this from our Master:— 'Men may not

have shown what is in them to the full extent,

and yet they will be found to do so, on occasion

of mourning for their parents."

JB4-A* fc-^Q. ^ffifS**. 3:£-*;£#4l, #«. *TtB

Chap. xviu. The philosopher Tsang said, "I

have heard this from our Master:
—

'The filia !

piety of Mang Chwang, in other matters, was
what other men are competent to, but, as seen

in his not changing the ministers of his father,

nor his father's mode of government, it is

difficult to be attained to.'
"

Chap. XIX. The chief of the Mang family

having appointed Yang Fu to be chief criminal

judge,the latter consulted the philosopher Tsang.

Tsang said, "The rulers have failed in their

duties, and the people consequently have been

disorganized, for a long time. When you
have found out the truth of any accusation, be

grieved for and pity them, and do not feel joy

at your own ability."
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Qiap. XX. Tsze-kung said "Chau's wickedness

was not so great as that name implies. Therefore,

the superior man hates to dwell in a low-lying;

situation, where all the evil of the world will

flow in upon him."

Chap. xxi. Tsze-kung said,
44The faults of

the superior man are like the eclipses of the

sun and moon. He has his faults, and all man
see them; he changes again, and all men look

up to him.'
1

Chap. XXII. 2. Kung-sun Ch lao of Wei asked

Tsze-kung, saying, "From whom didChung-ni
get his learning?"

2. Tsze-kung replied, "The doctrines of
Wan and Wu have not yet fallen to the ground.
They are to be found among men. , Men of
talents and virtue remember the greater prin-

ciples of them, and others, not possessing sueh
talents and virtue, remember the smaller.

Thus, ajl possess the doctrines of Wan and Wu,
Where could our Master go that he should not
have an opportunity of learning themp Au&
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yet what necessity was there for his having a
regular master?"

Chap. XXUI. 1. Shu-sun Wu-shu observed

to the great officers in the court, saying, "Tsze-

kung is superior to Chung-ni."

2. Tsze-fu Ching-po reported the observa-

tion to Tsze-kung, who said, "Let me use the

comparison of a house and its encompassing

wall. My wall only reaches to the shoulders.

One may peep over it, and see whatever i&

valuable in the apartments.

3. "The wall of my Master is several

fathoms high. If one do not find the door

and enter by it, he cannot see the ancestral

temple with its beauties, nor all the offioers in

their rich array.

4. "But I may assume that they are few
who find the door. Was not the observation

of the chief only what might have been expe-

cted?'*
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Chap. XXIV. Shu-sun Wu-«bu having spoken

revilingly of Chung-ni, Tsze-kung said, "It is

of no use doing so. Chung-ni cannot be reviled,

The talents and virtue of other men are hillocks

and mounds, which may be stepped over,

Chung-ni is the sun or moon, which it is not

possible to step over. Although a man may wish

to cut himself off from the sage, what harm
can he do to the sun or moon? He only shows

that he does not know his own capacity."

Chap. XXV. 1. Ch'an Tsze-ch4
in, addressing

Tsze-kung, said, "You are too modest. How
can Chung-ni be said to be superior to you?

3 '

2. Tsze-kung said to him, "For one word
a man is often deemed to be wise, and for one

word he is often deemed to be foolish. We
ought to be careful indeed in what we say.

3. "Our Master cannot be attained to, just

in the game way as the heavens cannot be gone

up to by the steps of a stair.

4. "Were our Master in the position .of

the ruler of a state or the chief c? a family,.
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we should find verified the description which

has been given of a sage s rtile:—he would plant

the people, and forthwith they would be

established; he would lead them on, and

forthwith they would follow him; he would

make them happy, and forthwith multitudes

would resort to his domi?rions; he would

stimulate them, and forthwith they would be

larmonious. While he lived, he would be

glorious, When he died, he would be bitterly

lamented. How is it possible for him to be

attained to?"

BOOK XX. YAOYUEH^B S~+

a. G.mw&.%&fe>&fc^.mjf2.&<Tn- i. m&
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Chap. L 1. Yao said, "Oh! you, Shun, the

Heaven-determined order of succession now
rests in your person. Sincerely hold fast the

due Mean. If there shall be distress and want

within the four seas, the Heavenly revenue

will come to a perpetual end."
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2. Shun also used the same language in

giving charge to Yu.

3. Tang said, "I, the child Li, presume

to use a dark-colored victim, and presume to

announce to Thee, O most great and sovereign

God, that the sinner I dare not pardon, and
thy ministers, God, I do not keep in

obscurity. The examination of them is by thy

mind, God. If, in my person, I commit
offenses, they are not to be attributed to you,

the people of the myriad regions. If you in

the myriad regions commit offenses, these

offenses must rest on my person."

4. Chau conferred great gifts, and the good
were enriched.

5. "Although he has his near relatives,

&hey are not equal to my virtuous men. The
people are throwing blame upon me, the One
,man."

6. He carefully attended to the weights

and measures, examined the body of the laws,

restored the discarded officers, and the good

government of the kingdom took its course.

7. He revived states that had been extin-

guished, restored families whose lire of succes-

sion had been broken, and called to office

those who had retired into obscurity, so that

throughout the kingdom the hearts of the

people turned towards him.
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8. What he attached chief importance to

were the food of the people, the duties of

mourning, and sacrifices.

9. By his generosity, he won all . By his

sincerity, he made the people repose trust in

him. By his earnest activity, his achievements!

were great By his justice, all were delighted.

*&***».&+*,&&#, myfiftim**¥M*

Chap. u. 1. Tsze-chang asked Confucius,

saying, "In what way should a person m auth-

ority act in order that he may conduct gover-

nment properly?" The Master replied, "Let

him honor the five excellent, and banish away
the four bad, things;—then may lie conduct

government properly.*' Tsze-chang said,"What
are meant by the five excellent things?" The

Master said, "When the person in authority is

beneficent without great expenditure: when he
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lays tasks on the people without their repining;

when he pursues what he desires without being

covetous; when he maintains a dignified ease

without being proud; when he is majestic

\ without being fierce."

2. Tsze-chang said, "What is meant by
being beneficent without great expenditure?"

The Master replied, "When the person in

authority makes more beneficial to the people

the things from which they naturally derive

benefit;— is not this being beneficent without

great expenditure? When he chooses the labors

which are proper, and makes them labor on

them, who will repine? When his desires are

set on benevolent government, and he secures

it, who will accuse him of covetousness ?

Whether he has to do with many people or few,

or with things great or small, he does not dare to

indicate any disrespect;—is not this to maintain

a dignified ease without any pride? He adjusts

his clothes and cap, and throws a dignity into

his looks, so that, thus dignified, he is looked

at with awe;—is not this to be majestic without

being fierce?"

' 3. Tsze-chang then asked, "What are

meant by the four bad things?" The Master

said,
uTo put the people to death without having

instructed them;— this is called cruelty. To re-

quire from them, suddenly, the full tale of work,
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v
without having given them warning;—this is

* called oppression. To issue orders as if without
" urgency, at first* and, when the time comes, to

.insist on them with severity,—this is called

injury. And, generally, in the giving pay or

|

rewards to men, to do it in a stingy way;

—

this is called acting the part of a mere official."

Chap. m. 1. The Master said, "Without

Tecognizing the ordinances of Heaven* it is im-

possible to be a superior man.
2. "Without an acquaintance with the rules

of Propriety, it is impossible for the character

to be established.

. 3. "Without knowing the force of words,

it is impossible to know men."
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HWUY OF LEANG PART 1
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Chap, J. 1. Mencius ay<^/ /(? see King Hwuy
of Leang.

2. The king said, "Venerable sir, since you
have not counted it far to come here, a distance

of a thousand li, may I presume that yon are
likewise provided with counsels to profit my
kingdom?' \
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b. Mencius replied, "Why must Your

Majesty use that word 'profit
7

? What I am
•likewise

7

provided with, are counsels to bene-

'volence and righteousness, and these are my
only topics.

4. "II Your Majesty say,
4What is to be

done to profit my kingdom?
7

the great officers

will say,
4\Vhat is to be done to profit our

families?
7 and the inferior officers and the

common people will say,
4What is to be done

to profit our persons?
7

Superiors and inferiors

will try to snatch this profit the one from the

i

other, and the kingdom will be endangered.

' In the kingdom of ten thousand chariots, the

;
murderer of his sovereign shall be the chief of

' a family of a thousand chariots, In a kingdom
of a thousand chariots, the murderer of his

prince shall be the drief of a family of a

. hundred chariots. Te have a thousand in ten

thousand, and a hundred in a thousand, cannot

be said not to be a large allotment, but if

righteousness be put last, and profit be put

first, they will not be satisfied without snatch-

5 "There never has been a man trained to

benevolence who neglected his parents. There

never has beeu a man trained to righteousness

who made his sovereign an after consideration
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6. "Let Your Majesty also say, 'Benevolenca

and righteousness, and these shall be the only

themes.
7 Why must you use thai word—

'profit'?" '

"

Chap. I|J 1. Meneius, another day, saw King

Hwuy of Leang. The king went and stood

«/*/A /«*» by a pond, and, looking round at

the large geese and deer, said, "Do wise and

good princ&s also ficd pleasure in these things?"

2. Meneius replied, "Being wise and good,

they have pleasure in these things. If they

are not wise and good, though they have these

ihing$, they do not find pleasure.

3. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'
fHe measured out and commenced his

spirittower;

He measured it out and planned it.

Tl e people addressed themselves to it.

And in less than a day completed it.
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When he measured and began it, he

said to them— Be not so earnest:
J But the multitudes came as if they

had been his children.

The king was in his spirit-park;

The doos-jeposed about,

The does so sleek and fat;

And the white birds shone glistening.

The king was by his spirit-pond;

How full was it; of fishes leaping

about!'-

"King* Wan used the strength of the people

to make his tower and his pond, and yet the

people rejoiced to do the work, calling the

tower 'the spirit-tower/ calling the pond 'the

spirit-pond,' and rejoicing that he had his

large deer, his fishes, and turtles. The

ancients caused the people to have pleasure as

well as themselves, and therefore they could

enioy it.

4 "In the Declaration of T'ang it is said,

*0 sun, when wilt thou expire? We will die

together with thee.' The people wished for

Kee s death, though they should die with him.

Although he had towers, ponds, birds, and

animals, how could he have pleasure alone?'*
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Chap. iii. 1. King Hwuy of Leang said,

"Small as my virtue is, in the government of

my kingdom, I do indeed exert my mind to

the utmost If the year be bad on the inside

,

of the river, I remove as many of the people

as I can to the East of the river, and convey

grain to the country in the Inside.
v When the

year is bad on the East of the river, I act on

the same plan. On examining the government
of the neighboring kingdoms, I do not find

that there is any prince who employs his mind
as I do And yet the people* of the neighboring
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kingdoms do not decrease, nor do my people

increase. How is this?"

2. Mencius replied, "Your Majesty is fond

ef war;— let me take an illustration from war.

— The soldiers move forward to the sound of the

drums; and after their weapone have been

Grossed, on one side they throw away their

coats of mail, trail their arras behind them,

end run. Some run a hundred paces and stop;

some run fifty paces and stop. What would

you think if those who run fifty paces were to

laugh at those who run a hundred paces?" The

ting said, "They may not do so. They only

did not run a hundred paces; but they also ran

away." "Since Your Majesty knows this,'
1

replied Mencius, "you need not hope that your

people will become more numerous than those

of the neighboring kingdoms.

3. "If the seasons of husbandry be not

interfered with, the grain will be more than

can be eaten. If close nets are not allowed to

enter the pools and ponds, the fishes and turtles

will be more than can be consumed. If the

axes and bills enter the bills and forests only

at the proper time, the wood will be more than

can be used. When the 'gram and fish and
turtles are more than can be eaten, and there

is more wood than can be used, this enables

the people to nourish their living and burv
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their dead, without any feeling against any.

This condition, in which the people Bearish

their living and bury their dead without any

feeling against any* is the first step of Royal

Government.

4. "Let mulberry trees be planted about tha

homesteads with their five mow, .and persons

of fifty jears may be clothed with silk. In

keeping fowls, pigs, dogs, and swine, let not

their times of breeding be neglected, and
persons of seventy years may eat flesh. Let
there not be taken away flie time that is proper

for the cultivation of the farm with its hundred

mow, and the family of several mouths that is

supported by it shall not suffer from hunger.

Let careful attention be paid to education in'

schools, inculating in it especially the filial

and fraternal duties, and grayhaired men will

not be seen upon the roads, carrying burdens

on their backs or on their heads. It never

has been that the ruler of a state, where such

results were seen,— persons of seventy wearing

silk and eating flesh, #nd the black-haired"

people suffering neither from hunger nor cold,

—did not attain to the imperial dignity.

5. "Your dogs and swine eat the food of

men, and you do not know to make any

restrictive arrange ments. There are people

dying from famine on the roads, and you do
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not know to ISStle the Stores of your granams
for them. When people die, you say, Tt 13

not owing to me; it is owing to the year ' In.

what does this differ from stabbing a man and
killing him, and then saying— 4

lt was not I;

it was the weapon'?- Let Your Majesty cease

to lay the blame on the year, and instantly

from all the empire the people will come to

you."

^i^.T^^^mtfn^A.S^^^R^^^. 6. #/£>
*fe^«#.^«!llft^.«^feAll5ffli4,. 4o£fflW£ft

Chap iv l King Hwuy of Leang said. "I

wish quietly to receive your instructions.'

'

2. Mencius replied, "Is there any difference

between killings man with a stick. and with a-

sword?" 'r/ff kmg said, ''There is no differ-

ence."

3.
u
Is there any difference between doing

it with a sword and with the style of govern-

ment?" "There is no difference," was the

reply

4. Motrins tfien said, "In your kitchen

there is fat meat; in your stables tnere are fat
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horses. ifo/ your people have the look of

hunger, and on the wilds theTe are* those who
have died of famine This is leading on beasts

to devour men.

5. " Beasts devour one another; and men
hate them for doing so. When a prince^

being the parent of his people, administers his

government so as to be chargeable with

leading on beasts to devour men, where is

that parental relation to the people?
11

6 Chung-ne said, "Was he not without

posterity who first made wooden images to

bury with the dead? So he said, because that

man made the semblances of men, and used

them for that purpose:—what shall be thought

of him who causes his people to die of hunger?"

Chap. V 1 King Hwuy of Leang said,

"There was not in the empire a stronger state
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than Tsui, as you, venerable sir, know. But

since it descended to me, on the east we have

been defeated by Ts l

e
t
and then my eldest son

perished; on the west west we have lost seven

hundred le of territory to Ts'in; and on the

south we have sustained disgrace at the hands

of Ts'oo. . I have brought shame on my
departed predecessors, and wish on their

account to wipe it away, once for all. What
course is to be pursued to accomplish this?"

2. Mencius replied, "With a territory

which is only a hundred li square, it is possible

to attain the imperial dignity

3. "If Your Majesty will indeed dispense

a benevolent, government to the people, being

sparing in the use of punishment? and fines,

and making the taxes and levies light, so

causing that the fields shall be plowed deep,

and the weeding of them be carefully attended

to, and that the strong-bodied, during their

days of leisure, shall cultivate their filial piety,

fraternal respectfulness, sincerity, and truthful-

ness, serving thereby, at home, their fathers

and elder brothers, and, abroad their elders

and superiors;—you will then have a people

•who can be employed, with sticks which they

have prepared, to oppose the strong mail and
sharp weapons of the troops of Ts'in aad
Ts'oo.
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4. "The rulers, of those states rob their

people of their time, so that they cannot plow

and weed their fields, in order to support

their parents. Their parents suffer from eold

and hunger. Brothers, wives, and children

are separated and scattered abroad.

5. "Those rylers
%
as it were^ drive their

people into pitfalls, or drown them. Yflur

Majesty will go to punish them. In such £
case, who will oppose Your Majesty?

6. "In accordance with this is the saying,—'The benevolent has no enemy.' I beg Your
Majesty not to doubt what I say"

Chap. vi. 1 . Mencius went to see the Kingr

Seang of Leang.

2.* On coming out from the interview\ he
said to some persons, "When I looked at hiol

from a distance, he did not appear like a
sovereign; when T drew near to him, I saw
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nothing venerable about him. Abruptly he

asked me, How can the empire be settled?*

I replied. It will be settled by being united

under one sway.
1

3.
4
* 'Who can so unite it?'

4 "I replied,
lHe who has no pleasure in

killing; men can so unite it.

5 M 'Who can give it to him?'

6
l

I replied, 'All the people of the

empire will unanimously give it to him. Does

Your Majesty understand the »way of the

gr owing grain ? During the seventh and

eighth months, when drought prevails, the

plants become dry Then the clouds collect

densely in the heavens, tbey send down
torrents of rain, and the grain erects itself, as

if by a shoot. When it does so, who can keep

it back? Now among the shepherds of men
throughout the empire, there is not one who
does not find pleasure in killing men. If

there were one who did not find pleasure in

killing men, all the people in the empire

would look towards him with outstretched

necks. Such being indeed the case, the poeple

would flock to him, as water flows downwards
with a rush, which no one repress.'

"
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Chap. VXL 1, King Seuen of Ts4
e asked,

Saying, "May I be informed by you of the

transactions of Hwan of Ts*e, and Wan of

SMnf
2. Meneius replied, "There were none of

the disciples of Chung-ne who spoke about the

affairs of Hwan and Wan, and therefore they

have not been transmitted to these after ages;

—your servant has not heard them. If you
will have me speak, let it be about imperial

government.

"

3. The king said, "What virtue must there

be in order to the attainment of imperial

sway?" Meneius answered, "The love and
protection of the people; with this there is no
power which can prevent a ruler from attain-

ing it."

4. Tlie king asked again, "Is such a one

as T competent to love and protect the people?'

Meneius said, "Yes." "From what do you
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know that 1 am competent to that?" "I heard

the following incident from Hoo Heih:— The
king/ said he, 'was sitting aloft in the hall;

when a man appeared, leading an ox past the

lower part of it. .The king saw him, and

asked, "Where is the ox going?" The man
replied, "We are going to consecrate a bell

wHh its blood." The king said,
uLet it go.

I cannot bear its frightened appearance, as if

it were an innocent
»
person going to the place

of death.
7

* The man answered, "Shall we
then omit the consecration of the bell?" The

king said, "How can that be omitted? Change

it for a sheep." ' I do not know whether this

incident really occurred."

5. The king replied, "It did," and tkm
Mencius said, "The heart seen in this is

sufficient to carry you to the imperial sway.

The people all supposed that Your Majesty
grudged the animal , but your servant knows
surely, that it was Your Majesty's not being

able to bear the sights which made you do as

you did.
19

6. The king said, "You are right. And
yet there really was an appesranee of what
the people condemned. But though Ts'e be a
small and narrow state, bow should I grudge
one ox. Indeed it was because I could not
bear its frightened appearance, as if it were
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v an innocent person gohig to the place of death,

that therefore I changed it tor a sheep.'
r

7. Mencius pursued, ''Let not Your. Majesty

deem it strange that the people should think

you were grudging the anwud. When you

changed a large one for a small, how should

they know tlie true, reason? If you felt pained

by its being led without guilt to the place of

death, what was there to choose between an ox

and a sheep?" The king laughed and said,

"What really was my mind in the matter? I

did not grudge the expense of it, and changed

it for a sheep!—There was reason in the

people's saying that T grudged it."

8. "There is no harm in their saying so"
said Mencius. "Your conduct was an artifice

of benevolence. You saw the ox, and had not

seen the si eep. So is the superior man affected

towards animals, that, having seen them alive,

he cannot bear to see them, die; having heard

their dying cries, he cannot bear to eat their

flesh, Therefore he keeps away from his

<30okroom."

9. The king was pleased, and said, "It is

said in the Book of Poetry, 'The minds of

others, I am able by reflection to measure';

—

this is verified, my Master, in your discovery,

of my motive. I indeed did the. thing: but
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when I turned my • thoughts inward, and
examined into it, I could not discover my own
mind. When you, Master, spoke those words,

the movements of compassion began to work
in my mind. How is it that this heart has

ia it what is equal to the imperial sway?"

10. Mencius replied, "Suppose a man were

to make this statement to Your Majesty: 'My
strength is sufficient to lift three thousand

catties, but it is not sufficient to lift one feather;
—;my eyesight is sharp enough to examine the

point of an autumn hair, but I do not see a

.wagonload of fagots; —would Your Majesty

allow what he- said?" "No/' was the answer

\

on which Mencius proceeded, "Now here, is

kindness sufficient to reach to animals, and no

benefits are extended from it to the people.

—

How is thisp Is an exception to be made
here? The truth is, the feather's not being

lifted, is because the strength is not used; the

wagonload of firewood's not being seen,' is

because the vision is not used; and the people's

not being loved and protected, is because the

kindness is net employed. Therefore Your
Majesty's not exercising the Imperial sway, is

because you do not do it, not because you are

not able to do it."

11. 2 'he king asked, "How may the differ-

ence between the not doing a thing, and the
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not being able to do it, be represented?"

Mencius replied, "In such a thing as taking the

T'ae Mountain under your arm, and leaping

over the north sea with it, if you say to people—
'I am not able to do it,' that is a real case

of not being able. In such a matter as

breaking off a branch from a tree at the ordep

of a superior, if you say to people

—

l

l am not

able to <lo it/ thatjs a case of not doing it, it

is not a case of not being aW* to do it.

Therefore Your Majesty's not exercising the

imperial sway, is not such a case as that of

taking .the T'ae Mountain under your arm, and

leaping over the north sea with it. Your
Majesty's not exercising the imperial eway is

a case like that of breaking off a branch from
a tree.

12. "Treat with the reverence due to $gs

the elders m your own family, so that -the

elders in the families of others shall be similarly

treated; treat with the kindness due to youth

the young in your own family, so .that the

young in the families' of others shall be similarly

treated:—do this, and the empire may be

made to go round in your palm. It is said in

The Book of Poetry,' 'His example affected

his wife. It reached to his brothers, aed his

family of the state was governed by it.'—The
language shows how J<ing. Wan simply took
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'fhis kindly heart, and exercised it towards

those parties. Therefore fhe carrying oitt his

kindly heart by a prince will suffice for the

love and protection of all within the four seas,

:and if he do not carry it out, he will not be

able to protect his wife and children. The way
in which the ancients came greatly to surpass

other men, was no other than this:—simply

that they knew well how to carry out, so as

to affect others, what they themselves did.

Now your kindness is sufficient to reach to

animals, and no benefits are extended from it

to reach the people.—How is this? Is an

exception to be made here?

* 13. "By weighing, we know what things

are light, and what heavy. By measuring, we
know what things are long, and what short.

The relations of all things may be thus deter-

mined, and it is of the greatest imporcance to

estimate the motions of the mind I beg Your

Majesty to measure it.

* 14. "You collect your equipments of war,

endanger your soldiers and officers, and excite

the resentment of the other princes;—do these

things cause you pleasure in your mind?"

15. The king replied: "No. How should I

derive pleasure from these things? My object

in them is to seek for wtat I greatly desira'*
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16. Mtncius said, "May I hear from you

what it is that you greatly desire?" The king

laughed and did not speak. Mencius resumed,

"Are you led to desire it, because you have

not enough of rich and sweet food for your

mouth? Or because you have not enough of

light and warm clothing for your body? Or
because you. have not enow of beautifully

colored' objects to delight your eyes? Or
because you have not voices and tones enow to

please your ears? Or because you have not

enow of attendants and favorites to stand

before you and receive your orders? Your
^Majesty's various officers are sufficient to

'supply you with those things. How can Your
Majesty be led to entertain such a desire on
account of them?" "No," said the king, "my
desire is not on account of them?" Afenciw

added, "Then, what Your Majesty greatly

desires may be known. You wish to enlarge

your territories, to have Ts'in and Ts'oo wait

at your court, to rule the Middle Kingdom,
and to attract to you the barbarous tribes that

surround it. But to do what you do to seek

for what you desire, is like climbing a tree to

seek for fish.

17. The fang said, "Is it so bad as that?"

"It is even worse," was the reply. "If you

climb a tree to seek for fish, although you do
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not get +he fisb, you will not suffer any

subsequent calamity. But if you do what you

do to seek for what you desire, doing it more-

over with all your heart, you will assuredly

after, wards meet with calamities.' ' The king

asked,"May I hearfromyou the proofofthat?"
Mencius said, "If- the people of Tsow should

fight with the people of Ts'oo, which of them
does Your Majesty think would conquer?"

"The people of Ts'oo would conquer." "Yes;

—and so it is certain that a small country

cannot contend with a great, that few cannot

contend with many, that the weak cannot

contend with the strong. The territory within

the four seas embraces nine divisions, each of

a thousand li'square. All Ts'e together is but

one of them. If with one part you try to

subdue the other eight, what is the difference

between that and Tsow's contending with

Ts'oo? For, with the desire whith you have,

you must likewise turn back to the radical

course for its attainment,

18. "Now, if Your Majesty will institute a

government whose action shall all be benevo-

lent, this will cause all the offioers in the

empire to wish to stand in Your Majesty's

court, and the farmers all to wish to plow in

Your Majesty's fields, and the merchants, both

traveling and stationary, all to wish to store
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their goods in Your Majesty's market places,

and traveling strangers all to wish to make
their tours on Your Majesty's roads, and all

throughtout the empire who feel aggrieved by

their rulers to wish to eome and complain to

Your Majesty. And when they are so bent,

who will be able to keep them back?"

19. The king said, "I am stupid, and hot

able to advance to this. I wish you, my
Master, to assist * iny intentions. Teoch me
clearly; although I am deficient in intelligence

and vigor, I will essay and try to c^rry ,your

instructions into effect.
1 '

20. Mencius. replied, "They are only men
of education, who, without a certain livelihood,,

are able to maintain a fixed heart. As to the(

people, if they have not a ceftain livelihood, it

.follows that they will not have a fixed heart.

And if they, have not a fixed heart, there is

nothing which they will not do, in the way of

self-abandonment, of moral deflection, of

depravity, and of wild license. When they

thus have been involved in crime, to follow

them up and punish them;—this is to entrap

the people. How can such a thing as entrap-

ping the people be done under the rule ©f a
beneyolerit man?"

21. ''Therefore an intelligent ruler will

Tegulate the livelihood of the people, so as to
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make sure that, above, they shall have sufficient

wherewith to serve their parents, and below,

sufficient wherewith to support their wives and
children; that in good years they shall always

be abundantly satisfied, and that jn bad years

they shall escape the danger of perishing.

After this he may urge them, and they will

proceed to what is good, for in this case the

people will follow after that with case.

22. "Now, tne livelihood of the people is

so regulated, that, above, they have not suffi-

cient wherewith to serve their- parents, and,

below, they have not sufficient wherewith to

support their wives and children. Notwith-

standing good years, their lives are continually

embittered, and, in bad years, they do not

escape perishing. In such circumstances they

only try to save themselves from death, and
are afraid they will not succeed. What leisure

have they to cultivate propriety and righteous-

ness?

23. "If Your Majesty wishes to effect this

regulation of the livelihood of the people, why
not turn to that which is the essential step to

it?

24. "Let mulberry trees be planted about

the homesteads with their five mow
y
and persens

of fifty years may be clothed with silk. In
keeping fowls, pigs, and swine, let not their
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times of breeding be neglected, and persons of

seventy years may eat flesh Let there not be

taken away the time that is proper for the

cultivation of the farm with its hundred mow,
and the family of eight mouths that is supported

by it fchall not suffer from hunger. Let
careful attention be paid to education in

schools,—the inculcation in it especially of the

filial and fraternal duties, and grayhaired

men will not be seen upon the roads, carrying

burdens on their back? or on their heads. It

never has been that the ruler of a state where
such results were seen,—the old wearing silk

and eating flesh, and the black-haired people

suffering neither from hunger nor cold,— did,

not attain to the imperial dignity.

BOOK I

KING HWUY OF LEANC PART U

« 2K I # ft T
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Chap, i I Chwang Paou, seeing Mencius,

said to him, "I had an audience of the king.

His Majesty told me that he loved music, and
I was not prepared with anything to reply to

him. What do you pronounce about that love

of music?" Mencius replied, "If the king's

love of music were very great, the kingdom of

Ts*e would be near to a state of good govern-

ment"
2. Another day, M*ncius

y
having an au-

dience of the king, said, "Your majesty, / have

heard, told the officer Chwang that you love

music;— was it so?" The king changed color,

and said, "1 am unable to love the music of

the ancient sovereigns; I only love the musie

that suits the manners of the present age."
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3. Mencius said, "If Your Majesty's iove

of music were very great, Ts*e would be near*

to a state of good government! The music of

the present day is just like the masks of

antiquity., in regard to effecting that"

4. The king said, "May I hear from you

the proof of that?" Mentius saked, "Whichi

is the more pleasant,—-to enjoy music by
yourself alone, or . to eojoy it along with /
others?" "To enjoy it along with others " was

the reply. "And which is the more pleasant,

—to; enjoy music along with a few, or to

enjoy it along with many?" "To enjoy it

along with many;"

5» Mencius proceeded\ "Your servant begs

io ex|)lam what I have said about music to

Your Majesty.

6. "Now, Your Majesty is having music

here.—The people hear the noise of your bells

and drums, and the notes of your fifes and
pipes, and they a\l % with aching heads, knit

their brows, and say to one another, 'Thai s

how our king likes his music! But why does

he reduce us to this extremity of distress?—
Fathers and sons cannot see one another.,

. Elder brothers and younger brothers, wives-

andchi!dren„are separated and scattered abroad.

Now, Your Majesty is hunting here. — The
people hear the noise of your carriages and
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horses, and see the beauty of your plumes and

streamers, and they all, with aching heads,

knit their brows, and say to one another,

'That's how our ring likes his hunting! But

why does he reduce us to this extremity of
distress?—Fathers and sons cannot see one

.another. Elder brothers and younger brothers,

wives~and children, are separated and scattered

abroad, j Their feeling thus is from no other

reason but that you do not give the people to

Lave pleasure as well as yourself.

7. "Now Your Majesty is having music

here. The people hear the noise of your bells

and drums, and the notes of your fifes and

pipes, and they all, delighted, and with joyful

looks, say to one another, That sounds as if

our king were free from all sickness! If he

were not," how could he enjoy this music?
1

Now, Your Majesty is hunting here. The
people hear the noise of your carriages and

horses, and see the beauty of your plumes and

streamers, and they all, delighted, and with

joyful looks, say to one another, That looks

as if our king were free from all sickness! If

he were not, how could he enjoy this hunting?'

Their feeling thus is from no other reason but

that you cause them to have their pleasure as

you have yours.

-8. "If Your Majesty now will make
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pleasure a thing common to the people and

yourself, the imperial sway awaits you."

Chap. n. 1. The king, Seuen, of Ts'o asked,

"Was it so, that the park of King Wan con-

tained seventy square lip" Mencius replied,

"It is so in tne records."

! 2. "Was it so large as that?" exclaimed

the king. "The people," said Mencius, "StiU

looked on if as small." The king added, "My
park contains only forty square li, and the

people still' look on it as large. How is thisp"

"The park of King Wan," was the reply,

"contained seventy square li, but the grass-

cutters and fuel gatherers had the privilege of

entrance into it; so also had the catchers of

pheasants and hares. He shared it with the

people, and .was it not with reason that they

looked on it as small

p

3. "When I first arrived at the borders

of yottr state, I inquired about the great

prohibitory regulations, before I would venture
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to enter it; and I heard, that inside the border

gates there was a park of forty square li, and

that he who killed a deer in it, Wfts held guilty

of the same crime as if he had killed a man.

—Thus those forty square li are a pitfall in

the middle of {he kingdom. Is it not' with

reason that the people look upon them a9

large?"

$fl. Vt^«^2$,Tnm£. 4. 3EB,*jfc*

£MA*)&,mA&M- 5. »B,3E»*»^J!.5feait§M

&i&0.«»«»1Wfc. JftE^kftt-A**,. iW*

Chap. JUL 1. . The King Seuen of Ts'e asked,

saying, "Is there any way to regulate one s

mai?itcnance oj intercourse with neighboring

kingdoms?'* Mencius replied, "There is. But

it requires a perfectly virtuous prince to be able,

with a gieSt country^ to serve a small one —
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as, for instance, T'ang served Ko, and King
Wan served the Kwan barbarians. And it

requires a wise prince to be able, with a small

country, to serve a large one,—as the , King
T'ae served the Beun-yuh, and Kow-tseen

served Woo.
2. "He who with a great state serves a

small one, delights in Heaven. He who with

a small slate serves a large one, stands in awe
of Heaven. He who delights in Heaven, will

affect with bis love and protection the whole
empire. He who stands in awe of Heaven,
will affect with his love m& protection bis

own kingdom.

3. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry, *I

fear the majesty of Heaven, and will thus

preserve its favoring decree.
1 "

4. The king said, "A great saying! But

I have an infirmity;—-I love valor."

5. "I beg Your Majesty," was the reply,

•'not to love small valor. If a man brandishes

his sword, looks fiercely, and says, 'How dare

lie withstand me?**—this is the valor of a com-
mon man, who can be the opponent only of a

single individual. 1 beg Your Majesty to

greaten it.

§. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

*The king blazed with anger.

And e marshaled his hosts,
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To stop the march to Keu,

To consolidate the prosperity of Chow,

To meet the expectations of the empire.

This was the valor of King Wan. King Wan
in one burst of his anger, gave repose to all

the people of the empire.

7. "In the Book of History' it is said

'Heaven, having produced the inferior people,

appointed for them rulers and teachers, with

the purpose that they should be assisting to

God, and therefore distinguished them through-

out the four quarters of the empire. Whoever
are offenders, and whoever are innocent, here

am I to deal with tfiem. How dare any under

heaven give indulgence to their refractory

wills?' There was one man pursuing a violent

and disorderly course in the empire, and King
Woo was ashamed of it. This was the valor

of King Woo. He also, by one display of his

anger, gave repose to all the people of the

empire.

8. "Let now Your Majesty also, in one
burst of anger, give repose to all the people

of the empire. The people are only atraid

that Your Majesty does not love valor.
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Chap, iv 1. The King Seuen of Ts v

e had

an interview with Mencius in the Snow palace,

and said to him, "Do men of talents and worth

likewise find pleasure in these things?" Men-
cius replied, "They do, and if people generally

are not able to enjoy themselves* they condemn
theirs vperiors, .

2. For them, when they cannot enjoy the*

mselves, to condemn their superiors is wrong,

,

but when the superiors of the people do not

mate enjoyment a thing common to the people

l&d themselves* thev also do wrong
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3. "When a ruler rejoices in the joy of

his people, they also rejoice in his joy; when

he grieves at the sorrow of his people, they

also grieve at bis sorrow. A sympathy of

joy will pervade the empire; a sympathy of

sorrow 'wjn do the same:—in such a state o(

things, it cannot be bat that the ruler attain

to the imperial dignity.

4.
u Formerly, the duke, King, of Ts'e,

'asked the minister Ngan. saying,.
l
l wish to pay

a visit of inspection to Chuen-foo, and Chaou-

woo, and then to bend my course southward

along the shore, till I come to Lang-yay.

What shall I, do that my tour may be fit to be

compared with the visits of inspection made bj

the ancient emperors?'

5. "The minister Ngan replied, 'An excel-

lent inquiry! When the emperor visited the

princes, it was called a tour of inspection, that

is, he surveyed the states under their care

When the princes attended at tlie court of the

emperor, it was called a report of office, that

is, they reported their administration of their

offices. Thus, neither of the proceedings- was
without a, purpose. And moreover\ in the spring

they examined the plowing, and supplied any
defioiency of seed, in the autumn they exam-
ined the reaping, and supplied any deficiency

of yield. There is the saying of the Hea
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dynasty,

—

l4
If our king do not take bis ramble,

what will become, of our happiness? If our

king do not make his excursion, what will

become of our help?" That ramble and that

excursion were a pattern to the princes.

' 6.
u lNow, the state of things is different.

—A host marches in attendance on the ruler%

and stores of provisions are consumed. The'

hungry are deprived of their food, and there

is^no rest for those who are called to toiL

Maledictions are uttered , by one to another

with eyes -askance, and the people proceed to

the commission of wickedness. Thus fcbe>

imperial ordinanees are violated, and the

people are oppressed, and the supplies of food

and drink flow away like water. The rders

yield themselves to the current, or they urge

their Way against it; they are wild; the are

utterly lost:—these things proceed to fbe grief

of their subordinate governors.

.

• 'Descending along with the cuirehtv
and forgetting to return, is what I call yielding

to it. Pressing up against it, and forgetting

to return, is what I call urging their way
against it. Pursuing the chase without satiety

is what I call being wild. Delighting in wine

without satiety is what I call being lost

8.
il 'The ancieDt emperors had no plea-

sures to which the}- gave themselves aa on the
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flowing stream; no doings which might be so

characterized as wild and lost.

9.
4 *

4

It .is for you, my prince fro pursue

your course.
7 M

10. "The duke King was pleased. He
issued a proclamation throughout his state, and
went out and occupied a shed in the borders.

From that time he began to open Ins granaries

to supply the wants of the people, and calling

the grand music master, he said to him

—

'Make for me music to suit a prince and his

minister pleased with each other.' And it was

then that the Che-shaou and Keo-shaou were

made, in the poetry to which it was said
4What fault is it to restrain one's prince?

1 He
who restrains his prince loves his prince.

l-»S3£WEl.A»WJ»S ,4Wft.S9:»B*. 2.;£
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Chap v. 1. The king Seuen of T se said,

"People all tell me to pull down and remove
the Brilliant palace. Shall I pull it down, or

Stop the movement for that object?'''
1

2. Mencius replied, "The Brilliant palace

is a palace appropriate to the emperors. If

Your Majesty wishes to practice the true royal

government, then do not pull it down.
1 '

3. The king said, "May I hear from you
what the true royal government is?" "Former-
ly," was the reply, "King V/an's government
of K'e was as follows: — The husbandmen
cultivatedfor the government one ninth of the

land; the descendants of officers were salaried;

at the passes and in the markets, strangers

were inspected, but goods were not taxed:

there were no prohibitions respecting the ponds

and weirs; the wives and children of criminals

were not involved in their guilt. There were the

old and wifeless, or widowers; the old and
husbandless, or widows; the old and childless,

or solitaries; the young and fatherless, or

orphans:—these four classes are the most desti-

tute of the people, and have none to whom
they can tell their wants, and King Wan, inV
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the institution of his government with

benevolent action, made them the first, objects

of his regard, as it is said in the 'Book of

Poetry,'

'The rich may get through.

But alas! for the miserable and soli-

tary!
1 "

4% The king said, "0 excellent words!
1 '

Mencius said, "Since Your Majesty deems
them excellent, why do you not practice.them?"

"I have an infirmity," said the king; "1

fond of wealth." The reply was, "Formery,

Kung-lew was fond of wealth. If it said in

the 'Book of Poetry': !

4He reared his ricks, and filled his

granaries,

He tied up dried provisions and grain,

In bottomless bags, and sacks,

That he might gather his people toge-

ther, and glorify his state.

With bows and arrows all-displayed,

With shields, and spears, and battle-

axes, large and small>

He commenced his march.

Jn this way those who remained in their old

seat had their ricks and granaries, and those

who marched had their bags of provisions. It

was not till after this that he thought he could
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commence bis march. If Your Majesty lovds

wealth, let the people be able to gratify the

same feeling, and what difficulty will there

be in your attaining the imperial sway?" .

5. The king said,
4t
I have an infirmity; I

am fond of beauty." The reply was, 'tfoim

erly, king T'ae was fond of beauty, and lotrod

his wife, h is said in the 'Book of Poetry :
/

*Koo-&ung T an-foo

Came in the morning, galloping his

horse,

By the banks of the western waters,

As far as the foot of K*e hill,

Along wife the lady of Keang;

They came and together chose the sits

of settlement.'

At that time, in the seclusion of the house,

there were no dissatisfied women, and abroad,

there were no * unmarried men. If Your
Majesty loves beauty, let the people be able to

gratify the same feeling, and what difficulty

will there oe in your attaining the imperial

sway?"

£ 2. &,±®^Mfe±,min'Z®>?E&,E.2.. ffl>

Qm>- VL 1< Mencius said to the King Seasea
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of Ts'e,
fl
Suppose that one of Your Majesty'*

ministers were to intrust his wife and children

to the care of his friend, while he himself went

into Ts'oo to travel, and that, on his return,

he should find that the friend had caused his

wife and children to suffer from cold and
hunger;—how ought he to deal with him?""

The king said, "He should cast him off/
1

2. Mencius proceeded, "Suppose that the-

chief criminal judge could not- regulate the-

officers under him, how would you deal with

him?" The king said, "Dismiss him."

3. Mencius again said, "If within the four

borders of your kingdom there is not good

government, what is to be done?'
1

The king

looked to the right and left, and spoke of

other matters.

*i. %te,mA-ftEi^. m&m-z. a*"^. m®&z.~

•6J.&. m&&2~ &*nm*> fm&±. tk&mA&iL&j
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Chap. Vu. 1. Mencius, having an interview

with the King Seaen of Ts'e, said to him: lvWhen
men speak of 'an ancient kingdom,' it is not

meant thereby that it has lofty trees in it, but

that it has ministers sprung- Jrom families

which have been noted in it for generations.

Your Majesty has no intimate ministers even.

Those whom you advanced yesterday are gone

co-day, and you do not know it."

2. The king said,
uHow shall I know that

they have not ability, and so avoid employing

them at all?"

3. The reply was, "The ruler of a state

advances to office men of talents and virtue,

only as a mater of necessity. Since he will

thereby cause the low to overstep the honorable,

and strangers to overstep his relatives, may
h^ do so but with caution?

4 "When all those about you say, — This

is a man of talents and worth/ you may not

for that believe it When your great officers-

all say,— 'This is a man of talents and virtue/

neither may
j
you for that believe it. When

all the people say,
—

'This is a man of talents

and virtue,' then examine into the case, and

when you find that the man is such, employ

/ him. When all those about you say, — 'This

man won't do,
v

don't listen to them. When ajil

your great officers say,
—

'This man won't do,'
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don't listen to them. When -he people all

say,— This man won't do,' then examine into

case, and when you find that the man-

won't do, send him arway.

5. "When all those about you say,
—

'This

man deserves death, don't listen to them.

When all your great officers say,
—

'This man
deserves death,' don't listen to them. When
the* people all say,

—
'This man deserves death/

then inquire into the case, and when you see

that the man deserves death, put him to death*

In accordance with this we have the saying,

'The people killed him,'

6. 'You must act in this way in order to

be the parent of the people,

"

Chap. vin. L The king Seuen of Ts'e asked,

saying, "Was it so, that T'ang banished Kee,

and that King Woo smote Chow?" Mencius

replied, "It is so in the records."

2. The king said, "May a minister tkm
put his sovereign to death?"

3. Mencius said, "He who outrages the

benevolence proper to his nature is called a
- robber; he who outrages righteousness is called
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a ruffian:. The robber and ruffian we call a

mere fellow. I have heard of the cutting*

off of the fellow Chow, but I have not

heard of the putting a sovereign to death, in

Uis case"

««****xA##a?».
;

QuiP. IX. 1. Mencius, having an interview

with the king Seuen of T&'e, said to him: "If

you are going to build a large mansion, you

will surely cause the' master ,of the workmen
to look out for large trees, and when he has

found such large trees, you will be glad,

thinking that they will answer for the intended

object. Should the workmen Hew them so as.

to make them too small, then Your Majesty,

will be angry, thinking that they will not

answer for' the purpose. Now, a man spends

his youth in learning the principles of right

government* and, being grown up to vigor, he

wishes to put them in. practice; —- if Your
Majesty ^ays to him, 'For the present put

aside what ycu have learned, and follow me/
what shall we say? , .,
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2.

4lHere now you have a gem un.wrought,

in the stone. Although it may be worth

240,000 taelsi you will surely employ a lapidary

to cut and polish, it. But when you come to

the government of the state, then you say, —
'For the present put aside what you hive

learned, and follow me." How is it that,

you herein act so differently from your conduct

in calling in the lapidary to cut the gem!"

1!ii?SEtt.JHHfc&#2A**f±*. ^£&-&,Jfe2rJn#§

^L^n7K&&. *n*ft».#JlffiE£.

Chap. X. 1. The people of Ts l

e attacked

Yen, and conquered it.

2. The king Seuen asked, saying, "Some
tell me not to take possession of it for myself,

and some tell me to take possession of it. For
a kingdom of ten thousand chariots, attacking

another of ten thousand chariots, to complete

the conquest of it in fifty days, is an achieve-

ment beyond mere human strength. If I do
not take possession of it, calamities from
Heaven will surely come upon me. What do

you say to my taking possession of it?"
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3. Mencius replied, "If -the people of Yea
will be pleased with your taking possession of

it, then do so.—Among the ancients there was
one who acted on this principle, namely, King
Woo. If the people of Yen will not be

pleased with your taking possession of it, then

do not do so.—Among the ancients there was
one who acted on this principle, namely, King

'

Wan.
4. "When, with all the strength of your

country of ten thousand chariots, you attacked

another country of ten thousand chariots, and

the people brought baskets of rice and vessels-of

congee, to meet Your Majesty's host, wras there

any other reason for. this but that they hoped

to escape out of fire and water? If you make
the water wore deep and the fire more fierce,

they will just in like manner make another

revolution."

fe?£-&m 3. 4*s*r, ^mmfcz. Rj&sas&a
#:**.£*<&, qiftm^mv^m^mmR,^^
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Chap. xi. 1. The people of Ts 4

e, having

smitten Yen, took possession of it, a?id upon

1kis
y
the princes of the various states delibera-

ted together, and resolved to deliver Yenfrom
their pozuer. The king Seueji said to Mcncius,

"The princes have formed many plans to attack

me:—how shall I prepare myself for them?
77

Mencius replied, "I have heard of one who
with seventy li exercised all the functions of

government throughout the empire. That was
T'ang. I have never heard of a prince with

a thousand li standing in fear of others.

2.
44
It is said in' the

4Book of History,
7 4As

soon as T 4ang began his work of executing

justice, he commenced with Ko. The whole

empire had confidence in him. When ho

pursued his work in the east, the rude tribes

on the west murmured. So did those on the

north, when he was engaged in the south.

Their cry was

—

44Why does he make us last?"

Thus the looking of tbt people to him was
like the looking in a time of great drougi

clouds and rainbows. The frequenters of the

markets stopped not. The husbandmen made
no change in their operations. While
punished their rulers, he consoled the people.
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His progress was like the falling of opportune

rain, and the people were delighted. It is

said 'again in the 'Book of History, We have*

waited for our prince/^; the prince's coming.

will be ^ur reviving!
7

\ 3. "Now the rule** of Yen was tyrannizing

over his people, and Your 'Majesty went and

punished him. The people supposed that you

were going to deliver them out of the water

and the fire, and brought baskets of rice and

vessels of congee, to meet Your Majesty's

host. But you have slain their fathers and

elder brothers and put their sons and younger

brothers in chains. You have pulled down
the ancestral temple of the state, and are

removing to Tsx
-e its precious vessels. How

can such, a course be deemed proper? The

rest of the empire is indeed jealously afraid of,

the strength of Ts'e, and now, when with a
doubled territory you do not put in practice a
benevolent government;—it is this which sets

the arms of the empire in motion.

A. "If Your Majesty will make haste to

issue an ordinance, restoring yowr captives, old

and young, stopping the removal of the precious

vessels, and saying that after consulting with

the people of Yen, you will appoint them a
ruler, and withdraw from the country;—in

this way you may still be able to stop tkt
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threatened attack.

Chap. xh. 1. There had been a brush between

Tsow and Loo, when the duke Muh asked

ALucius, saying, "Of my officers there were

killed thirty-three men, and none of the people

would die in their defense. If I put them to;

death for their conduct ^ it is impossible to put

such a multitude to death. It I do not put

them to death, then there is the crime unpun-

ished of their looking angrily on at the death

of their officers, and not saving them, ilow
is the exigency of the case to be met?"

2. Mencius replied, "In calamitous years

and years of famine, the old and weak of your

people, who have been found lying in
4

the

ditches and water channels, and the able-bodied

who have been scattered about to the four

quarters, have amounted to several thousands.

All the while, your granaries, prince, have
been stored with grain, and your treasuries and
arsenals have been full, and not one of your
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officers has told yon of the distress. Thus

negligent have the superiors*/* your state been,

and cruel to their inferiors. The philosopher

Tsang said, 'Beware, beware. What proceeds

from you will return to you again.' Now at

length the people have returned their conduct

to the officers. Do not you, prince, blame

them.

3. ''If you will Put in practice a benevo-

lent government, this people will love you and
all above them, and will die for their officers. '»,

Chap, xill. 1. The duke Wan of T'ang asked

Mencius, saying, "T'ang is a small kingdom*

and lies between Ts'e and Ts'oo. Shall I

serve Ts'e? Or shall I serve Ts'oo?" , ,

2. Mencius replied, "This plan which you

propose is beyond me. If you will have me
counsel you, there is one thing / can suggest.

Dig deeper your moats; build higher your

walls; guard them along with your people. In

case of attack^ be prepared to die in your

defense^ and have the people so that they will

not leave you;—this is a proper course."
\
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Chap XIV 1. The duke Wan of T'ang asked

Mencius, saying,.' 'The people of Ts'e are going

to fortify See. Tks movement occasions me
great alarm. What is the proper course for

me to take in the case?"

2. Mencius replied, "Formerly, when King
T'ae dwelt in Pin, the barbarians of the north

were continually making incursions upon it

He therefore left it, went to the foot of Mount
K'e, and .there took up his residence. He did

not take that situation, as having selected it.

It was a matter of necessity with him.

3. "If you do good, among your descen-

dants, in after generations, there shall be one

who will attain to the imperial dignity. A
prince lays the foundation of the inheritance,

and bands down the beginning which he has

>/u*fef doing what may be continued by his

successors. As to the accomplishment of the

great result,' that is with Heaven. What is

-that T'se to' you, prince? Be strong to do
v

good That is all your -business."
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Chap. XV. L The duke Wan of Tang asked

MeiiGius, saying, "T'apg is a email kingdom.

Though rI <lo my utmost to serye those large

kingdoms ^z «'/&*• side oj it, we cannot

•escape suffering from them. What course

shM I take that we may do so?" Mencius

replied, "'Formerly, when King T'as dwelt in

Pin, the barbarians of the north were constantly

making incursions upon ik He served them

with skins and silks, and still he suffered from

them. He served them with dogs add horsey

and still he suffered from them. Hfe served

them with pearls and gems, and still he

suffered from them. Seeing this, he assembled

the old men, and announced to them, saying,
4What the barbarians want is my territory,

1 have heard this,—that a ruler does not

'injure his people with* that wherewith he

nourishes them. My children, why should you
be troubled about having no prince? I will

leave this.
7

Accordingly, he left Pin, crossed

the mountain, Leang, built*, town at the foofc
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of Mount K'e, and dwelt there. The people

of Pin said,
lHe is a benevolent man. We

must not lose him.' Those who followed him
looked like crowds hastening to market.

2. "<D?i the other hand, some say, ''The

kingdom is a thing to be kept from generation

to generation. One individual cannot under-

take to dispose of it in his own person. Let
him be prepared to die for it. Let him not
quit it.'

3.
ll
I ask you, prince, to make your elec-

tion between these two courses."

SSjE^X&B, »*«**S*MiJ I 1B.36*

Chap. XVI. 1. The duke Ping of Loo wa<?

about to leave his palace, when his favorite,

one Tsang Ts'ang, made a request to him,

saving, "On .other days, when you have gone
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out, you have given instructions to the officers

as to where you were going. But now the

horses have been put to the carriage, and the

officers do not yet know where you are going.

I venture to ask." The* duke said, "I am
going to see vthe scholar Mang." "How is

this!" said the other. "That you demean

yourself, prince, in paying the honor of the

first visit to a common man, is, I apprehend,

because you think that he is a man of talents

and virtue. By such men the rules of cere

monial proprieties and right are observed. But

oh the occasion of this Mang's second mourn

ing, his observances exceeded those of the

former. Do not go to see him, my prince."

The duke said, "I will nor,"

2. The officer Go-ching entered the courts

and had an audience. He said, "Prince, why
have you not gone to see Mang K 4o?" The

duke said, "One told me that on the^ occasion

of the scholar Mang's second mourning, his

observances exceeded those of the former. It

is on thai account that I have not gone to see

him." "How is this!'
7 answered Go-ching.

"By what you call Exceeding/ you mean, I

suppose, that, on the first occasion, he used

the rites appropriate to a scholar, and, on

the second, those appropriate to a great officer;

that he first used three tripods, and afterwards
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five tripods." Tte duke said, "No; I refer to

the greater excellence of the coffin, the shell,

the graveclothes, and the shroud.
71

Go-ching

said, "That cannot be called 'exceeding.' That

was the difference between being poor and
being rich."

3. After this, Go-ching saw Mencius, and

said to him. "I told the prince about you, and

he was' consequently coming to see you, when
one of liis favorites, named Tsang Ts'ang,

stopped him, and therefore he did not come
ace rding to liis purpose." Mencius said,

llA
man s advancement is effected, it may be, by

other s, and the stopping him is, it may be,

from the efforts of others. But to advance a

man or to stop his advance is really beyond

the power of other men. My not finding in

the prince of Loo a ruler who would confide in

and put tny counsels info practice, is from

Heaven. How could that scion of the Tsang
family cause rne not to find the ruler -that

would suit me?"

BOOK II

KUNG-SUN CHOW. PART I
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12. ft^s, &£8fr?f . SjtftB&iBffft. is. n^ztfh

Ghap. I. 1. Kung^sun Cblow asked Menci%s%

sarfiig. "Master, if yoxr "were to obtain ths
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i
ordering of the government in Ts'e, could you
promise yourself to accomplish anew such

results as those realized by Kwan Chung and

Gan?"

2. Mencius said, "You are indeed a true

man of Ts'e. You know about Kwan Chung
and Gan, and nothing more.

3. Some one asked Tsang Se, saying/Sir,

to which do you give the superiority, — to

yourself or to Tsze-loq?' Tsang Se looked

-uneasy, and said,
lHe was an object of venera-

tion to my grandfather.' 'Then,' pursued

the other,
4Do you give the superiority to

yourself or to Kwan Chung?7 T ang Se,

flushed with anger and displeased, said,
4How

dare you compare me with Kwan Chuiig?

Considering how entirely Kwan Chung posses-

sed the confidence of his prince, how long he

enjoyed the direction of the government of the

kingdom, and how low; after all, was what he

accomplished,—how is it that you liken me to

him?'

4. "Thus," concluded Mencius, "Tsang Se
would not play Kwan Chung, and is it what
you desire for me, that I should do so?"

5. Kung-sun C/i'ouj said, "Kwan Chung
raised his prince to be the leader of all the

•other princes, and Gan made his prince illust-
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lions, and do you still think it would not be

enough for you to do what'they did?"

6. Mencius answered, 'To raise Ts'e to.

the imperial dignity would be as easy as it is

to turn round the hand.'
1

y 7. "So!" returned the other. "The per-

plexity of your disciple is hereby very much
increased. There was King Wan, with all

the virtue which belonged to him; and who did

not die till he had reached a hundred years:

—

and still his influence had .not penetrated

throughout the empire. It required King Woo
and the duke of Chow to continue his course,

before that influence greatly prevailed. Now
you say that the imperial dignity might be so

easily obtained:—is King Wan then not a

sufficient.object for imitation?
7

'
«*,.

8. Mencius said, "How can King Wan be

matched? From Pang to Woo-ting there had

appeared six or seven worthy and sage' sover-

eigns. The empire had been attached to Yin
for a long time, and this length of time made
a change difficult. Woo-ting had all the

princes coming to his court, and possessed the

empire as if it had been a thing which he

moved round in his palm. Then, Chow was
removed from Woo-ting by no great interval

of time, aThere were still remaining some of

the ancient families and of the old manners,
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-of the influence also which had emanatedfrom
the earlier sovereigns, and of their good govern-

ment 'Moreover, there were the viscount

of Wei and his. second son, their Royal High-

nesses Pe-kan and the viscount of Ke, and

Kaou-kih, all, men of ability and virtue, who
gave their joint assistance to Chow in his

'government'. In .consequence of these things,

it took a long time fo him to lose th cmf 're.

There was not a foot of ground which he did

not possess. There was not one of all the

people who was. not his subject. So it was on

his side, and King Wan made his beginning

from a territory of only one hundred square li.

On all these aceounts, it was difficult for him
immediately to attain the imperial dignity.

9.
4'The people of Ts*e have a saying—*A

man may have wisdom and discernment, but

that is not like embracing the favorable

opportunity. A man may have instruments

of husbandry, but that is not like waiting for

the fanning seasons.' The present time is one
in which tlie imperial dignity may be- easily

attained.

10. "In the flourishing periods of the Ilea,

Yin, and Chow dynasties, the imperial domain
did not exceed a thousand li, and Ts'e embraces
so much territory. Cocks crow and dogs bark

to each other, all the way to the four borders
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of fciie state:—so Ts'e ^possesses the people.

No change is needed for the enlarging
:

of its

territory: no change is needed for the collecting

of a population. If its ruler will put in

practice a benevolent government, w power

will be able to prevent his becoming emperor.

11. "Moreover, never was there a time

^further removed than the present from the

appearance of a true sovereign: never was
there a time when the sufferings of the people

from tyrannical government were, mora intense

than the present. The hungry are easily

supplied, with food, and the thirsty are easily

supplied with drink.

12.
uConfucius said, 'The flowing progress

of virtue is more rapid* then the transmission

of imperial orders by stages and couriers.'

13. "At the present time, in a country o|

ten thousand chariots, let benevolent govern-

ment be put in practice, and the people wHi
be delighted with it, as if they were relieved

from hanging by the heels. With half the

merit of the ancients* double their aenisvc-

ments is sure to be realized. It is only at

this time that stfch cojjld be the case.'*
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Chap, n 1. Ktmg-stm Ch'ow asked 'Mencm$y

saying, "Master, if you were to be appointed
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a hi(rb noble and the prii&e minister of Ts'e,

so as to be able to carry your principles into

practice, though you should tbereuron raise

the prince to the headship of all tbe other

princes, or even to the imperial dignity, it

would not be to be wondered at.—In such a

position would your mind be perturbed or not?
r

Mencius replied, "No, At forty, I attained

to an unperturbed mind."

2. CVtov said, "Since it is so with you, my
master, you are far beyond Mang Pun.

M uThe

mere attainment," said Mencitis, "is not diffi-

cult. The scholar Kaou had attained to an

unperturbed mind, at an earlier period of life

than I did.''

3. Qk kow asked, "Is there any way to an

unperturbed mind?" The answer was, "Yes."

4. "Pih-kung Yew had this w&y of nour-

ishing his valor:—He did not flinch from any

strokes at his body. He did not turn his eyes

aside from anv thrusts at them. He considered

that the slightest push from any one was the

same as if he were beaten before the crowds in

the market place, and that what he would not

receive from a comm-on man in his loose large

garments of hair, neither should he receive

from a prince of ten thousand chariots. He
viewed stabbing a prince of ten thousand.

riots just as stabbing a fellow dressed in-
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cloth of hair. He feared not any of all the

princes, A bad word addressed to him he

always returned.

5. "Mang She-shay had this way of nour-

ishing his valor:—He said,
lI look upojn not

conquering and conquering in ihe same way.

To measure the enemy and then advance; io

calculate the chances of victory and then

engage:—this is to stand in awe of the

opposing force. How can I make certain ox

conquering? I can only rise superior to all

fear.'

6. "Mang She-shay resembled the philoso-

pher Tsang. Pih-kung Yew resembled Tsze-

hea. I do not know to the valor of which of

the two the superiority should be ascribed, but

yet Mang She-shay attended to what was of

the greater importance.

7. "Formerly, the philosopher Tsang said

to Tsze-seang, 'Do you love valor? I heard

an account of great valor from the Master.

// speaks thus;—"!!, on selfexamination, T

fftid that I am not upright, shall I not be in

fear even of a poor man in his loc^se 'garments

of haircloth? If, on self-examination, T find

that I am upright, I will go forward against

thousands and tens of thousands.'
'

'

8. 9 "YSt what Mang She-shay maintained,

being his merely physical energy, was after all
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inferior to what the philosopher Tsang main-
tained, which was indeed of the most impor-

tance^'

9. Kung-sun Cftow said, "May I venture

to ask an explanation from you, Master, of

how you maintain an unperturbed mind, and
how the philosopher Kaou does "the same?"

Mencius answered, "Kaou says,
—'What is not

attained in words is not to be sought for in

the mind; what produces dissatisfaction in the

mind, is not to be helped by passion effort.'

This las^—when there is unrest in the mind,

not to seek for relief from passion effort, may
be conceded. But not to seek in the mind

for what i3 not attained in words cannot be

conceded. The will is the leader of the passion

nature. The passion nature pervades and

animates the body. The will is first and
chief, and the passion nature is subordinate to

it. Therefore / say,
—'Maintain firm the -will,,

and do no violence to the passion nature."

10.
%
Ck'ow observed, "Since you say

—'The

will is chief and
%
the passion nature is subor-

dinate,' who do you also say,
—

'Maintain firm

the will, and do no violence to the passion

nature f " Mencius replied, "When it is the

will alone which is active, it moves the passion

nature. When it is the passion nature alone

which is active, it mbves the will. For instance
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now, in the case of a mail falling or running;

— that is from the passion nature, and yet it

moves the mind."' ;i

11. "I venture to ask/
7

said Ch'om again*
41wherein you, Master, surpass Kaou" Mmcvus
told him, "I understand words. I am skillful

in nourishing my vast, flowing passion nature.'
1

I£. Ch'ow pursued, "I venture to ask what
you mean, by your vast, flowing passion

nature!" The reply was, 'It is difficult to

describe it. i

13. "This is the passion nature: — It is

exceedingly great, and exceedingly strong.

Being nourished by rectitude, and sustaining

no injury, it fills up all between heaven and
earth.

14 "This is the passion nature:—It is the

mate and assistant of righteousness and reason.

Without it, man is in a state of starvation.

15. "It is produced by the accumulation

of righteous deeds; it is not to be obtained by
incidental acts of righteousness. If the mind
does not feel complacency in the conduct, the

nature becomes starved. I therefore saidy
'Kaon lias never understood righteousnessr

because he makes it something external.

!

16. "There must be the constant practice

ofMis righteousness, but without the object of
tfareby nourishing the passion nature. Let not
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the mind forget its work, but let there be no

assisting the growth of that nature. Let us

not be like the man of Sung. There, was a

man of Sung, who was grieved that his growing

com was not longer, and so he pulled it up.

Having done this, lie returned home, looking

very stupid, and said to his people, *I am
tired to-day. I have been helping the corn to

grow long/ His son ran to look at it, and

found the corn all withered. There are few

in the world who do not deal with their passion

nature, as if they were assisting the corn to

grow long. Some indeed consider it of no

benefit to them, and let it alone:—they do not

weed their com. They who assist it to grow

Jong, puJl out their corn. What they do is not

only of no benefit to the nature\ but it also

injures it."

17. Kung-sun Ch'ow further asked, "What
do you mean by saying that you understand

whatever words you hear?" Mentius replied,

"When words are onesided, I know how the

mind of the speaker is clouded over When
words are extravagant, I know how the mind is

fallen and sunk When words are all depraved,

I know how the mind has departed from
principle. When words are evasive, I know
how the mind is at its wit's end. These evils

growing in the mind, do injury to government,
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and, displayed in the government, are hftstiful

to the-conduct of affairs. When a sago sbo-ll

again arise, he will certainly follow my,

words."
* US. On this Cfrow observed, "Tsae Go and
Tszerkuag were skillful in speaking. Yen,

New, the disciple Min, and Yen Yuen, while

%heir words were -good, were distinguished

for their virtuous conduct. Confucius united

the qualities of the disciples in himself^ but,

still he said, 'In the matter of speeches,, I am
not competent.' —Then, Master, have you.

attained to be a sage?"

19. Mencius said, "Oh! what words are'

thesep .
Formerly Tsze-kung asked Confucius,

saying, 'Master, are you a sage?' Confucius

answered him, 'A sage is what I cannot rise

to. I learn without satiety, and teach without

being tired ' Tsze-kurig said, *You learn

without satiety:-—that shows your wisdom
You teach without, being tired:-—that shows

your benevolence. Benevolent and wise:-—

Master, you are a sage.\ Now, since Confucius

would not have himself regarded a sage, whau
words were thosep"

20. Ck'aw said, "Formerly, 1 once heard

this:—Tsze-bea, Tsze-yew, and T.sze-chang had
each one member of the sage. Yen New,
the disciple Min, and Yen Yuen, had ail the
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members, but in small proportions. I venture

to ask,—With which of these are you pleased

to rank yourself?"

2 1

.

Mencius replied, ' 'Let us drop speaking

about these, if you please."

22. Ch'owthcn asked, "What do you say
of Pih-e and E-yun?" Their ways were
different from mine" said Mencitts.

uNot to

serve a prince whom he did not esteem, nor

command a people whom he did not approve;

in a time of good government to take office,

and on the occurrence of confusion to retire;.

—

this was the way of Pih-e. To say— 4Whom
may I not serve? My serving him makes him

my prince. What people may I not com-

mand? My commanding them makes them my
people/ In a time of good government to

take office, and when disorder prevailed,

also to take office:—that was the way of R-yun.

When it was proper to go into office, then to

go into it; wher. it was proper to keep retired

from office, then to keep retired from it; when
it was proper to continue in it long, then to

continue in it long; when it was proper to

withdraw from it quickly, then to withdraw

quickly: — that was the way of Confucius.

These were all sages of antiquity, and I have

not attained to do what they did. But what

I wish to do is to learn to be like Confucius."
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23. C/i'ow said, "Comparing Pih-e and

E-yun with Confucius, are they to be placed

in the same rank?" Mencius, replied, "No.

Since there were living men until now, there

never was another Confucius."

24o Ch'ow said, "Then, did they have any

fdints of agreement with him?" ^ The reply

was-,
— "Yes. If they had been sovereigns

over a hundred li of territory, they would,

all of them, have brought all the princes to

attend in their court, and have obtained the

empire. And none of them, in order to

obtain the empire, would have committed one

act of unrighteousness, or put to death one

innocent person. In those things they agreed

with him."

25. Ch'ow said, "I venture to ask wherein

he differed fromthem." Mencius replied, "T.ae

Go, Tsze-kung, and Yew Jo had wisdom
sufficient to know the sage. Even had they

been ranking themselves low, they would not

have demeaned themselves to flatter their

favorite...

26* "Nbw, Tsae Go said,
lAeeording to

my view of our Master, he is far superior to

Yaou and Shun.

27. "Tsze-kung said, *By viewing, the

ceremonial ordinances of a prince, we know
ike character of his government. By hearing
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bis, music, we know the character of'his virtue.

From the distance of a hundred ages after, I

can arrange, according to their merits, the

kings of a hundred, ages;—not one of them

can escape me. From the birth of mankind

til) now, there has never been another like our

Master.'

28.
uYew Jo said, 'Is it only among men

that it is so? There ,is the K'e-lin among
quadrupeds; the Feng-hwang among birds, the

T'ae Mountain among mounds and ant hills,

and rivers and seas among rain, pools. Though

differetit in' degree, they are the same in kincL

•So the sages among mankind aT^also^he same
in kind. But they stand out from their fellows,

and rise above the level, and from the birth of

mankind till now, there never has been one so

complete as Confucius/
"

#&«*.#/«»*,, JgUCSBBA*. 'M«M«R*,.*D.fc

Chap. in. 1. Mencins said, "He who, using

force, makes a pretense to benevolence, is the

leader of the princes. A leader of the princes,

requires a large kingdom. He who, using
r

^ virtue, practices benevolence— is the sovereign
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faring disgrace. For the princes of the present

day to hate disgrace and yet live complacently

doing what is not benevolent, is like1 hating

moisture and yet living in a low situation.

2. "If a prince hates disgrace, the best

course for him to pursue la to esteem virtue

and honor virtuous scholars, giving the worth-

iest among them places of dignity, and the

able offices of trust. When throughout his

kingdom there is leisure and rest from external

troubles, taking advantage of such a season,

let him clearly digest the principles of -his

government with its legal sanctions, and then

even great kingdoms will be constrained to

stand in awe of him.

3. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'Before the heavens were dark with

rain,

I gathered the bark fromthe roots of

the mulberry trees,

And wove it closely to form the

window and door of my itest;

Now, / thought, ye people below,

Perhaps ye will not dare to insult me/
Confucius said, 'Did not he who made this ode

understand the way ofgoverning?' If a prince

is able rightly to govern his kingdom, who
will dare to insult him?

4. "But now the princes take advantage of
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the time when throughout their kingdoms there

is leisure and rest from external troubles, to
abandon themselves to pleasure and indolent

indifference;—they in fact seek for calamities

for themselves.

5. "Calamity and happiness' in all cases-

are men's own seeking.

6. "This: is illustrated by what is said in

the
4Book of Poetry.'—

4Be always studious to be in harmony
with the ordinances of Godr

So you. will certainly get fox yourself

much happiness;'

and by the passage of the Ta e Kea, —'When
Heaven sends down calamities, it is still

possible to escape from them; when we occasion

the calamities ourselves, it is not possible any-

longer to live.'
"
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Chap. V. 1. Mencias said, "If a ruler give

honoiv to men of talents and virtue and employ
the able, so that offices shall all be filled by
individuals of distinction and mark;—then all

scholars of the empire will be pleased, and
wish to stand in his court.

2. "If, in the market place of his capital,

he levy a ground rent on the shops but do not

tax the goods, or enforce the proper regulations

without levying a ground rent;—then all the

traders of the empire will be pleased, and wish

to store their goods in his market place.

3. "If, at his frontier passes, there be an
inspection of persons, but no taxes charged on

goods or other articles, then all the travelers

of the empire will be pleased, and wish to

make their tours on his roads.

4. "If he require that the husbandmen
give their mutual aid to cultivate the public

field, and exact no other taxes from them; —
then all the husbandmen of the empire will

be bleased, and wish to plow his fields.

5. "If from the occupiers of the shops in

his market place he do not exact the fine of

the individual idler, or of the hamlet's quota

of cloth, then all the people of the empire will

be pleased, and wish to come uiocl be liis

people.
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6. "If a ruler can truly practice these five

things, then the people in the neighboring

kingdoms will look up to him as a parent.

From the first birth of mankind till now, never

has any one led children to attack their parent,

and succeeded in his design. Thus, such a
ruler will not have an enemy in all the empire,

an .1 he who has no enemy in the empire is

the minister of Heaven. Never has there been

a ruler in such a case who did not attain to

the 'mperial dignity."

£& #^*SA2®:£. &^&AZ>b/4tt®A2.Wc,
SS^THrSSiSLfc. z-mm%A%^sf®A2.&%,^

#2H*toKto e. A££&raH&,s^iBfML,.

mxm.
Chap, vi, 1. Mencius said, "All men have

a mind which cannot bear to see th&mtf^ings
of others.
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2. "The ancient kinga had this commiserat-

ing mind, and they, as a matter of course,

had likewise a commiserating government.

WheD with a commiserating mind was practi-

ced a commiserating government, the govern- *

ment of the empire was as easy a matter as the

mating anything go round in the palm*

3. "When I say that all men have a mind

which cannot bear to see the sufferings of

others, my meaning may be illustrated thus:

—even nowadays, if men suddenly see a child

about to fall into a well, they will without

exception experience a feeling of alarm and

distress. They wili feel so, not as a ground on

which they may gain the favor of the childte

parents, nor as a ground on which they may seek

the praise of their neighbors and friends, nor

from a dislike to the reputations of having

been unmoved by such a thing.

4. "From this case we may perceive thai

the feeling of commiseration is essential to

man, that the feeling of shame and dislike is-

essential to man, that the feeling of modesty
and complaisance is essential to man, and' that

the feeling of approving and disapproving is

essential to man.

5. "The feeling of commiseration is the

principle of benevolence. The feeling of shame
and dislike is the principle of righteousness.
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The feeling of modesty and complaisance is

the principle of propriety. The feeling of

approving and disapproving is the principle of

knowledge.

6. "Men have these four principles just

as they have their four limbs. When men,

havmg these four principles, yet say of them-

selves that they cannot ^develop them* they

play the thief with themselves, and lie who
says of his prince that he cannot develop themf

plays the thief with his prince.

7. "Since ail men have these four principles

m themselves, let them know to give thera all

their development and completion, and the

issue will be like that of fire which has begun

to burn, or that of a spring which has begun

to find vent. Let them have .their complete

development, and they will suffice to love and,

protect all within the four seas. Let them ba

denied that development, and they will not

suffice for a man to serve his parents with.
11

A,eiA,«t2&«A, mmttm.t&ffi^'KWfo 2. %&
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Chap VH. 1. Mencius said, •'Is the arrow

maker less benevolent than the maker of armor

of defense? And yet, the arrow maker's only

fear is lest men should not be hurt, and the

armor maker's only fear is lest men should be

hurt. So it is with the priest and the coffin

maker. Tlie choice of a, profession, therefore,

is a thing in which great caution is- required.

2. "Confucius said,
l

It is virtuous manners

which constitute the excellence of a neighbor-

hood. If a man, in selecting a residence, do

not fix on one where such prevail, how can lie

be wise* Now, benevolence is the most

honorablo dignity conferred by Heaven, and

tfie quiet home in which man should dwell.

Since no one can hinder us from being so, if

yet we are not benevolent;—this is being not

wise.

3 "From the want of benevolence and the

want of wisdom will ensue the entire absence

of propriety and righteousness;— he who is in

such a case must be the servant of other men.

To be the servant of men and yet ashamed of

such servitude is like a bow maker's being

ashamed to make bows, or an arrow maker's

being ashamed to make arrows.

4.
HH he be ashamed of his case, his b86t

course is to practice benevolence

5 * The man who would be benevolent is
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like the archer. The archer adjusts himself

and then shoots. If he misses, he does not

Hiurmup against those who surpass himself.

He simply turns round and seeks the cause of
his faih»re in himself."

MAM i.^H^&,A££#£iM ,M- 2.^^^t

>#s. 4-mmMMMm®%rMttwiftA-%- s.mm

xunw,&mA®mm&&m^*¥mA®m. \

Chap. vui. 1. Mencius said, "When any one

told Tsze-loo that he had a fault, he rejoiced.

2. "When Yu heard good words, he bowed

to the speaker

3. "The great Shun had a still greater

delight in what was good. He regarded virtue

as the common property of himself and others,'

giving up his own way to follow that of others,

and delighting to learn from others to practice

what was good.

4. "From the time when ne plowed and
sowed, exercised the potter's art, and was a

fisherman, to the time when he became emperor,

ha was continually learning from others.

5. " To take example from others to

practice virtue is to help them in the same
practice. Therefore, there is no attribute of

the superior man greater than his helping

men to practice vstacu
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«S.^«a'i5l. It&S£&. ©IS&AlMCa*iE,«8

Chap„ jlx. 1. Mencius said, "Pih-e would

not serve a prince whom he did not approve,

nor associate with a friend whom he did not

esteem. He would not stand in a bad prince's

court, nor speak with a bad man. To stand

in a bad prince's court, or to speak with a

bad man, would have been to him the same
as to sit with his court robes and court cap

amid mire and ashes. Pursuing the examination

of his dislike to what was evil, we find that

he thought it necessary
%
if he happened to be

standing with a villager whose cap was not

rightly adjusted, to leave him with a high air,

as if he were going to be defiled. Therefore,

although some of the princes made application

to him with very proper messages, he would
not receive their gifts.—He would not receive

their gifts, counting it inconsistent with his
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purity to go to them,

2. "Hwuy of Lew-hea was- not ashamed to

serve an impure prince, nor did he thiuk it low

to be an inferior officer. When advanced to

employment, be did not couceal his virtue, but

made it a point to carry out his principles.

When neglected and left without office, he

did not murmur. W^on straitened by poverty

he did not grieve. A.ccordingiy, he had s

saying,
4You are you, and I am L Although

you stand by my side with breast and arms
bare, or with your body naked, how can you
defile me?' Therefore, self-possessed, life

companied with men indifferently, at the same

time not losing himself. When he wished to

Iewe if pressed to remain in office* he would

remain. — He would remain in office, when
pressed to do so, not counting it rehired by
his purity to go away v

3. Mencius said, "Pih-e was narrow-

minded, and Hwuy of Lew-hea was sauting

in self-respect, The superior man will not

follow either narrow-mindedness or the want
of self-respect

"

BOOK 11.

KUNG-SUN CHOW- PART li
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Chap, i; 1. Mencius said, "Opportunities of

time vouchsafed by Heaven are not equal to

advantages of situation afforded by the Earth,

and advantages of situation afforded by the

Earth are not equal to the union arising from
the accord of Men.

2. "There is a city, with an inner wall of

three Ji in circumference, and an outer wall

of seven.— The enemy surround and attack it,

but they are not able to take it. Now, to

surround and attack it, there must have been

vouchsafed to them by Heaven tlie opportunity

of time, and in such case their not taking it is

because opportunities of time vouchsafed by

Heaven are not equal to advantages of situa-

tion afforded by the Earth.

3. "There is a city, whose walls are

distinguished for their height, and whose

moats are distinguished for their depth, where-

the arms of its defendants, offensive and
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Chap ii. 1. As Mencius was about to go to

court A? &><* the king, the king sent a person to

him with this message, — "I was wishing to
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defensive, are distinguished for their strength

and sharpness, and the stores of rice and other

grain are very large. Yet it is obliged to be

given up and abandoned. This is because

advantages of situation afforded by the Earth

are not equal to the union arising from the

accord of Men.

4. "In accordance with these principles it

is said,
4A people is bounded in, not by the

limits of dikes and borders; a kingdom is

Secured, not by the strengths of mountains and
rivers; the empire is overawed, not *by the

slarpness and strength of arms.
7 He who

finds the proper course has may to assist him.

He who loses the proper course has few to

assist him. When this,—the being assisted by

few, — reaches its extreme point, his own
relations revolt from the prince. When the

being assisted by many reaches its highest

point, the whole empire becomes obedient to

the prince.

5. "When one to whom the whole empire

is prepared to be obedient; attacks those from
whom their own relations revolt, what viust be

the result ? Therefore, the true ruler will

prefer not to fight; but if he do fight, lie must

overcome."

WHS i. ST-JBttl.^fcAfcS. £A*n*Ul#&.*j*
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come and see you. But I have got a cold,

and may not expose myself to the wind. In

the morning I will hold my court. I do not

know whether you will give me the opportu-

nity of seeing you then" Mencitis replied,

"Unfortunately, I am unwell, and not able to

go to the court.

"

2. Next day, he went out to pay a visit of

condolence to some one of the Tung-kwoh
family, when Kung-sun Cb'ow said to him,

"Yesterday, you declined going to the couat on

the ground of being unwell, and to-day you

are going to pay a visit of condolence. May
this not be regarded as improper?'

7 "Yester-

day," said Mencius, "I was unwell; to-day, I

im better:—why should I not pay this visit?"

3. In the meantome, the king sent a

messenger to inquire about his sickness, and

also a physician. Mang Ohung replied to

them, "Yesterday, when the king's order

came, he was feeling a little unwell, and

could not go to the court. To-day he was a

little better, and hastened to go to court. I

do not know whether he can have reached it

by this time or not." Having said this, he

sent several men to look for Mencius no the

way, and say to him, "I beg that, before you

return home, you will go to the court."

4. On tMs, Mencius felt himself compelled
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to go to King Ch'ow's, and there stop the

night. King said to him, "In the family, there is

the relation of father and son; abroad, there

is the relation of prince and minister. These

are the two great relations among men. Between

father and son the ruling principle is kindness.

Between prince and minister the ruling principle

is respect. I have seen the respect of the king

to you, sir, but I have not seen in what way
you show respect to him." Mencius replied,

"Oh! what wotds are these? Among the people

of Ts'e there is no one who speaks to the king

about benevolence and righteousness. Are they

thus silent because they do not think that

benevolence and righteousness are admirable?

No, but in their hearts they say, 'This man is

not fit to be spoken with about benevolence

and righteousness " Thus they manifest a
disrespect than whioh there can be none greater.

I do not dare to set forth before the king any
but the ways of Yaou and Shun. There is

therefore no man of Ts'e who respects the

king so much as I do."

5. King said, "Not so. That was not what
I meant. In the 'Book of Rites' it is said,

'When a father calls, the answer must be
without a moment's hesitation. When the

frriuee's order calls, the carriage must not be
waited for.

1 You were certainly going to the
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court, but when you heard the king's ordex\

then you did not carry your purpose out. This

does seem as if it were not in accordance with

that rule of propriety."

6. Mencius answered him, "How can you

give that meaning to my conduct? The philo-

sopher Tsang said, 'The wealth of Tsin and
Ts'oo cannot be equaled. Let tkeir rulers have

their wealth: — I have my benevolence. Let

them have their nobility:—I have my right-

eousness. Wherein should X be dissatisfied a#

inferior to them?"* Now shall we say that

these sentiments are not right? Seeing that

the philosopher Tsang spoke them, there is in

them, I apprehend, a real principle.—In the

empire there are three things uuiversally

acknowledged to be honorable. Nobility is one of

them; age is one of them; virtue is one of them.

In courts, nobility holds the first place of the

three; in villages, age holds the first place;

and for helping one's generation and presiding

over the people, the other two are not equal to

virtue. How can the possession of o&ly one of

these be presumed on to despise one who possesses

the other twop

7 "Therefore a prince who is to* accomplish

great deeds will certainly have ministers whom
he does not call to go to him. - When he
wishes to consult ,with them, hejroes to, them
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The prince who does not honor the virtuous,

and delight in their ways of doing, to this

extent, is not worth having to do with.

8.
uAccordingly, there was the behavior of

Pang to E-yun:—he first learned of him, and

then employed him as his minister; and so

without difficulty he became emperor. There

was the behavior of the duke Hwan to Kwan
Chung:—he. first learned of him, and then

employed him as his minister; and so without

difficulty he became chief of all the princes.

9. "Now throughout the empire, the terri-

tories of the princes are of equal extent, and

in their achievements they are on a level. Not

one of them is able to exceed the others. This

is from no other reason but that they love to

make ministers of those whom they teach, and

do not love to make ministers of those by

whom they might be taught. ' „.

10. "So did T'ang behave to E-yun, and

the duke Hwan 'to Kwan Chung, that they

would not venture to call them to go to them.

If Kwan Chung might not be called to him by

his prince, how much less may he be called,

who would not play the part of Kwan Chung!"

i.mam 0.1m a»#. ifi*#&-'sm*3Wrt*
*-fc+ISiffi9. *M¥tt5E+«5i!B& flr B £*£ft,M^
B25#4, ^0£'3$g, JWfflFB £*3WMfc, *:?&%
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Chap, III. 1. Ch'in Tsin asked Mencius, saying,

"Formerly, when you were in Ts4

e, the king

sent* you a-present of 2,400 4aeIs-of fine silver,

and you -refused to accept it. When you were-

in Sungv 1,680 taels were sent to you,' which

you accepted; and when you were in See, 1,200

taels were sent, which you likewise accepted,.

If your declining to accept the gift in the. first

case was right,- your accepting it in the latter

cases was wrong. If your accepting it in the

latter cases was right, your (lecKhing to do so
' in the first #ase was wrong. You must accept,

master, one of these alternatives
"

2. Mencius said,
U
I did right in all the

cases,

3. "When I was in Sung, I was about to

take a long journey. Travelers must be provid-

ed with what is necessary for- their expenses.

The princess message was'

—

4A present against

traveling expenses.' Why should I have;

declined the^ gift?

4. "When I was in See, I was apprehensive

for my safety, and taking measures for my
protection. The message was,

4

J have heard

that you are taking, measures to protect your-:
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self, and sead this to help you in procuring

arms.' Why should I have declined the gift?

5. "Bat when I was m Ts'e, I had no

^occasion for money, To send a man a gift

when he has no occasion for it is to bribe him.

How is it possible that a superior man should

be taken with a bribe?"

IRSft 1. ZfrZ&m* M***Q.T-£#«±±,-- Bm

ifi*f».J«JR»£A3s mWXffiiOXRM S,j«:fl»E.&

£H<&. 4. fib JIK3E0, 3E2UMMS, E&3£AR,*i
*P*,«affi*ts«3EH^.3£0,ftJiJ»A±»&.

Chap, iv 1 Mencius having gone to P l

ingJ uh,

addressed the governor of it, saying, "If on*
,

*/ your spearmen should lose his place in the

ranks three times in one day, would you, sir,

put him to death or not?" "1 would not wait

for three times to do so," was the reply

2 Mencius said, "Well then, you, sir, have
likewise lost your place in the ranks many times.

In bad calamitous years, and years of famine*

the old and feeble of your people, who have been

found lying in the ditches and water channels

and the able-bodied, who have been scattered

about to the four quarters, have- amounted to
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several thousands." The governor replied,

"That is a state of things in which- it does notr

belong to me Ken-sin to act."

3. "'Here," said Mencius, "is a man who*:

receives charge of the cattle and sheep of ano-

ther, and undertakes to feed them for him;—-

of course he must search for pasture ground

and grass for them. If, after searching for

those, he cannot find them, will he return' Ms
charge to the owner? or will he stand by and

see them die?" "Herein," said the officer, "I

am guilty."

4. Another day, Mencius had an audience

of the king, and said to him, "Of the governors

of Your Majesty's cities I am acquainted witb

five, bu£ the only one of them who knows hi&

faults is K'ung Keu-sin/' He then repeated the

conversation to the king, who said, "In this

matter, I am the guilty one."

V. 2. Mencius saidc to Ch'e "Wa, "There

seemed to. be reason in your declining the

governorship of Ling-k'ew, and requesting
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to be appointed chief criminal judge, because

the latur office would afford you the oppor-

tunity of speaking your vietos. Now several

months have elapsed, and have you yet found
nothing sf which you might speak?

77

2. On tktSy Ch'e Wa remonstrated on some

matter with the king, and, his counsel not being

taken, resigned his office, arid went away.

3. The people of Ts 4

e said,
uIn the course

which he marked out for Ch'e Wa, he did

~well, bat we do not know as to the course

which be pursues for himself.
n

4> His disciple- Kung-too told him these

rern&rks,

5. Mencius said, "I have heard that he who
is in charge of on office, when he is prevented

from fulfilling its duties, ought to take his

departure, and that he on whom is the respon-

sibility of giving his opinion, when he finds his

words unattended to, ought to do the same.

But I am in charge of no office; on me devolves

no duty of speaking out my opinion:—may
not I therefore act freely -and without any
constraint, either in going forward or in

retiring?
71
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Chap, VI. 1. Mencius, occupying the position

of a high dignitary in Ts'e, went on a mission

of condolence to Tang. The king also sent

Wang Hwan, the governor of Ka, as assistant

•commissioner. Wang Hwan, morning and

evening, waited upon Mencius, who, during all

{he way to T'ang and back, never spoke to

him about the business of their mission.

2, KnngHsran Ch low said to Mencius, "The

position of a high dignitary of Ts'e is not a small

one; the road from Ts'e to T'ang is not short.

How wat it that during all the way there and
back, you never spoke to Hwan about the

matters -of your mission?" Mencius replied,

"There were the proper officers who attended

to them. What occasion had I to speak to

him about them?"

Chap. vii. 1. Mencius ami/ from Ts'e to. Loo
to bury his mother. On his return to Ts'e, he

stopped at Ying, where. Ch'ung Yu begged to

put a question to him, and said, "Formerly, in
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;jjQO?anoe of my incompetency, you employed
joe to Superintend the making of the coffin. As
you were tlun pressed by the urgency of tlte

business, I did not venture to put any question

to you. Now, however, I wish to take the

liberty to submit the matter. The wood of the

toffin* it appeared to me, was too good."
2. Memius replied, "Anciently, there was-

no rule for the size of either the inner or the

cutef coffin. In middle antiquity, the inner

coffin was made seven inches thick, and the

outer one the same. This was done by off,

from the emperor to the cor&mon people, and
not simply for the beauty of the appearance,

but because they thus satisfied the natural

Jeelings of their hearts.

3. "If prevented by statutory regulations

from making their coffins in this way, men
cannot have the feeling of pleasure. If they

have not the money to make them, in this way,

they cannot have the feeling of pleasure. When
they were not prevented, and had the money,

the ancients all used this style. Why should

I alone not do so?

4.. "And moreover, is there no satisfaction

to the natural feelings of a man, in preventing

the earth from- getting near to the bodies of

his dead?

j. "I have heard that the superior mm
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will not for all the world be niggardly to his

parents."

3ittJK.fflft»£tt.

Chap. vill. 1. Shin Tung, on his own impulse,

asked Mencius, Saying, "May Yen be smitten?"

Mencius replied, "It may. Tsze-k'wae had no

right to give Yen to another man, and Tsze-

che had no right to receive Yen from Tsze-

k'wae. Suppose there were an officer here, with

whom you, sir, were pleased, and that, without

informing the king, you were privately to give

to him your salary and rank; and suppose that

this officer, also without the king's orders, were

privately to receive firem from you:—would
such, a transaction be allowable? And where

is the difference between the case of Yen and
this?

1 '

2. The people of Ts'e smote Yen* Soma
one asked Mencius, saying, "Is it really, the

case that you advised Ts'e to smite Yen?" Ha
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replied, "No. Shin T'ung asked me whether

Yen might be smitten, and I answered nim,
4
It may.' They accordingly went and smote it.

If he had asked me—'Who may smite it?' I

would have answered him, 'He who is the

minister of Heaven may smite it.
7

Suppose the

case of a murderer, and that one asks me

—

'May this man be put to death?' I will answer
him—'He may,' If he ask me—'Who may
put him to death?* I will answer him,—'The

chief criminal judge may put him to death.*

But now with one Yen to smite anotlur. Yen:—

•

how should I have advised this?"

Chap. IX. 1 ' The people of Yen having

rebelled, the king of Tsc said, "I fet\l very

much ashamed wlun I think of Mencius.
'

2. Ch'in Kea said to him, "Let not Your

Majesty be grieved. Whethei does Your
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Majesty consider yourself or Chow-kung the

more bene volent and wise?" The king replied,

"Oh! what words are those?'
7 "The duke of

Chow/' said FCea, "appointed Kwan-shuh to

oversee the heir of Yin, but Kwan-shuh with

the power of the Yin state rebelled. If

knowing that this would happen he appointed

Kwan-shuh, he was deficient in benevolence.

[f he appointed him, not knowing that it

would happen, he was deficient in knowledge.

If the duke of Chow was not completley

benevolent and wise, how much less can Your

.Majesty be expected to be so! I beg to go and

see Mencius, and relieve Your Majesty from

that feeling."

3. ChHn Kea accordingly saw Mencius, and
asked him, saying, "What kind of man was
the duke of Chow?" An ancient sage," was
the reply. "Is it the fact that he appointed

Kwan-shuh to oversee the heir of Yin, and
that Kwan-shuh with the state of Yin rebelled?"

"It is." "Did the duke of Chow km>w that ije

would rebel, and purposely appoint him to that

office?
1

• Mencius said, "He did not know,"
"Then, though a sage, he still fell into error?"

"The duke of Chow," answered Mendus, "waa
the younger brother. Kwan-shuh was his elder

brother. Was not the error of Chow-kung in
1

accordance with what is right?
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4. "Moreover, when the superior mea of

oid had errors, they reformed them. The

superior men of the present time, when they

have, errors, persist in them. The errors of the

superior men of old were like eclipses of the

sun and moon. All the people witnessed them,

and when they had reformed them, all the

people looked up to them with their Jo,

admiration^ But do the superior men of the

present day only persist in their errors? They

go on to raise apologizing discussions about

them likewise.'
1

Chap. x. 1. Mencius gave up his office, and
made arrangements far returning to his native

-te.
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2. The king pame to visit him, and said,

"Formerly, I wished to see you, bnt in vain.;

Then, I got the opportunity of being by your

side, and all my court joyed exceedingly along

with me. Now again yon abandon me, and

are returning home. I do not know if here-

after 1 may expect to have another opportunity

of seeing you." Mencius replied,
t4
I dare not

request permission to visit you at any particular

time, but, indeed, it is what I desire."

3* Another day, the king said to the officer

She, "I wish to give Mencius a house, some-

where in the middle of the kingdom, and to

support his disciples with an allowance of io,000

ckttn& that all the officers and- the people may
have such an example to reverence and imitate-

Had you not better tell him this for me?"
4. She took advantage to convey this*

message by means of the disciple Ch'in, who
reported bis words to Mencius.

5.- Mencius said, "Yes; but how should th®

officer "She know that the thing may not be?

Suppose that I wanted to be rich, having

formerly declined 100,000 chung, would mj
now accepting 10,000 be -the conduct of on&

desiring riches?

6. "Ke-sun said,
4A strange man was.

Tsze-shuh E. He pushed himself into the service;

of government. His prime deelirang to employ
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him, he had to retire indeed, but he again

schemed that his son or younger brother should

be made a high officer. Who, indeed, is

there of men but wishes for riches and honor?

But he iily, among the seekers of these, tried

to monopolize the conspicuous mound.

7 "Of old time, the market dealers ex-

hanged the articles which they had for others

which they had not, and simply had certain

officers to keep order among them. It happened

that there was a mean fellow, who made it a

point to look out for a conspicuous mound, and
get up upon it. Thence he looked right and

left, to eatch in his net the whole gain of the

market. The people all thought his conduct

mean, and therefore they proceeded to lay a

lax upon his wares. The taxing of traders

took its rise from this mean fellow.
1 '

Chap. XI. 1. Mencius, having taken his leave

of Ts v

e, was passing the night in Chow.

2. A person who wished to detain him on

behalf of the kiner, came and sat down, and
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began to speak to him. Menchis gave him no

sriswerr but leaned upon his stool and slept.

3. The stranger was displeased, and said,

UI passed the night in careful vigil, before I

would venture to speak to you, and you, master,

sleep and do not listen to me. Allow me to

request that I may not .again presume-to see

you." Mencius replied, "Sit down, and I will

explain the case clearly to you. Formerly, if

the duke Muh had not kept a person by the

Side of Tsze-sze, he could not have induced

Tsze-sze to remain with him. If See Lew and

Shin Ts'eang had not had a remembrancer by

the side of the duke Muh, he would not have

been able to make them feel at home and

remain with him.

4. "You anxiously form plans with refer-

ence to me, But you donot treat me as Tsze-sze

was treated. Is it
r

you, sir-, who cut me? Or is

it* I, who cut you?"

9+ZM t %&£&. F±!§A0, *&&&!&!&®9r
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Chap xii. 1. When Mencius had I4tt Js'e, Yin

Sze spoke about bun to others, saying, "If he

did not kaow that, the king could not be made
a Tang or a Woo, that showed his want of

intelligence. If he knew that he could not be

made such, and came notwithstanding, that

shows he was seeking his own benefit. He
came a thousand li to wait on the king; because

be did not find in him a ruler to suit him. he

took bi3 leave, but how dilatory aud lingering

was his departure, stopping three nights before

be quit Chow! I am dissatisfied on account of

this."

2. The disciple Kaou informed Mencius oj

these remarks.

3. Mendus said,
*4How should Yin Sze

know me! When I came a thousaud li to wait

on the king, it was what I desired to do. When
I went away because I did not find in him a
ruler to suit me, was that what I desired to

dc^ I felt myself constrained to do it.

4. "When I stopped three nights before I

quit Chow, in my own mind I still considered

my departure speedy. I was hoping that the

king might change. If the king had changed,

he would certainly have recalled me.
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5.
HlWhen I quit Chow, and the king had not

sent after me, then, and only till then, was my
mind resolutely bent on returning to Tsow, But,

notwithstanding that, how can it be said tkaf I

give up the king? The king, after all, is one who
may be made to do what is good. If he were to

use me, would it be for the happiness of the peo-

ple of Ts'e only? It would be for the happiness of

the people of the whole empire. I am hoping that

the king will change. I am daily hoping for this.

6. "Am I like one of your little-minded

people? Tbey will remonstrate with their prince,

and on their remonstrance not being accepted,

they get angry* and, with their passion displayed

in their countenance, they take their leave, and

travel with all their strength for a whole day,

before they will stop for the night"

7. When Yin Sze heard this explanation,

he said. "I am indeed a small man."

Chap. XIII. 1. When Mencius left Ts'e, Ch'ung

Yu questioned him upon the way, saying,

"Master, you look like one who carries an air

of dissatisfaction in his countenance. But
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formerly I heard you say

— 'The Superior man
does not murmur against Heaven, nor grudge
against men.'

"

2. Mencius said, "That was one time, and
this is another.

3. "It is a rule that a true imperial

sovereign should arise in the course of five

hundred years, and that during that time there

should be men illustrious in their generation.

4. "From the commencement of the Chow
dynasty till now, more than 700 years have

elapsed. Judgiug numerically, the date is past.

Examining the character of the present time*

we might cxptct tlie rise of such individuals

in it,

5. "But Heaven does not yet wish that the

empire should enjoy tranquillity and good

order. If it wished this, who is there besides

me to bring it about? How should I be other-

wise than dissatisfied?"

Chap. XIV. 1. When Mencius left Ts 4

e, he

dwelt in Hew. There Kung-sun Ch'ow asked

him, saying, "Was it the way of the ancient to

hold office without receiving salary?"

2. Mencius replied, "No; when I first saw

the king in Ts l

ung, it was my intention, on
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retiring from the interview, to go away. Because

I did not wish to change this intention, I

declined to receive any salary.

3. "Immediately after came orde s tor the

collection of troops when it would have beea

improper for me to beg permission to leave.

But to remain so long in Ts'e was not my
purpose.'

'

BOOK III

TANG WAN KUNG. PART I

Chap. 1. 1. When the duke Wan of Tang was
crown prince, having to go to Ts'oo, he went
by way -of Sung, and visited Mencius*

2. Mencius discoursed to him how the nature

of man is good, and, when speaking, always

made laudatory reference to Yaou and Shunr

3. When the crown prince was returning
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from Ts'oo. he again visited Mencius. Mencius

said to him, "Prince, do you doubt my words?

The path is one, and only one.

4. "Shing Kan said to the duke of Ts'e,
4They were men. I am a man. Why should

I stand in awe of them?
1 Yen Yuen said, 'What

kind of man was Shun? What kind of man
am I ? He who exerts himself will also become

such as he was.' Kung-ming E said, 'King Wan
is my teacher. How should the duke of Chow
deceive me by those word,

5. "Now, Tang, taking its length with its

breadth, will amount, I suppose, to fifty li. //

. is smatt, but still sufficient to make a good

kingdom. It is said in the 'Book of History,'
4
If medicine do not raise a commotion in the

patient, his disease will not be cured by it '

"

1*41*3*. 2.«IA*±8Pfl«i-7-.3fc^0.^^S^.«l
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Chap. II. 1. When the duke Ting of T'ang died,

the crown prince said to Yen Yew, "Formerly,

Mencius spoke with me in Sung, and in my
mind 1 have never forgotten his zvords. Nowr

alas! this great duty to my father devolves upon

me; Iwish to send you to ask the advice

of Mencius, and then to proceed to its various

services."

2* Yen Yew accordingly proceeded to Tsow,

and consulted Mencius. Mencius said, "Is this*

not good? In discharging the funeral duties to

parents, men indeed feel constrained to do their

utmost* The philosopher Tsang said, 'When
parents are alive, they should be served accord-

ing to propriety; when they are dead, they should

be buried according to propriety; and they should

be sacrificed to according to propriety:—this

may be called filial piety.' The ceremonies to be

observed by the princes I have not learned,

but I have heard these points:— that the threa

years' mourning, the garment of coarse colth

with its lower edge even, and the eating of

congee, were equally prescribed by three dvnas-
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ties, and binding on all, from the emperor to

the mass of the people."

& Yen Yew reported the execution of his

commission, and the prince determined that the

three years
7

mourning should be observed. His

aged relatives, and the body of the officers,

did not wish that it should be so, and said,

"The former princes of Loo, that kingdom
which we honor, have, none of them, observed

this practice, neither have any of our own former

princes observed it. For you to act contrary

to their example is not proper. Moreover, the

History says,
—

'In the observances of mourning

and sacrifice, ancestors are to be followed,'

meaning that they received those things from
a proper source to hand them down"

4. The prince said again to Yen Yew,
"Hitherto, I have not given myself to the

pursuit of learning, but have found my pleasure

in horsemanship and sword exercise and now
I don't come up to the wishes of my aged
relatives and the officers. I am afraid I may
not be able to discharge my duty in the great

business that J have entered on, do you again

consult Mencius for me." On this, Yen Yew
went again to Tsow, and consulted Mencius.

Mencius said,
u
It is so, but he may not seek a

remedy in others but only in himself. Confucius

said, 'When a prince dies, his successor intrusts
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the administration to the prime minister. He
sips the congee. His face is of a deep black*

He approaches the place of mournings and

weeps. Of all the officers and inferior ministers

"there is not" one who will presume not to join

in the lamentation, he setting them this example.

What the superior loves, his inferiors will be

found to love exceedingly. The relation between

superiors and inferiors is like that between the

wind and grass. The grass must bend, when

the wind blows upon it. The business depends

on the prince/'

5. Yen Yew returned with this answer to

his commission, and the prince said, "It is so.

The matter does indeed depend on me." So for

five months he dwelt in the shed, without

issuing an order or a caution. All the officers

and his relatives said, "He may be said to

understand the ceremonies.
11 When the time

of interment arrived, from all quarters of the

state, they came to witness it. Those who had

come from other states to condole with him,

Were greatly pleased with the deep dejection of

Lis countenance and the mournfulness of his

wailing and weeping*

SEES i.»#&M«8B. %±tt&»^&&>W*.
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Chap. m. 1. The duke Wan of Tang asked
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Mencius about the proper way of govering a

kingdom.

2. Mencius said, "The business-of the people

may not be remissly attended to. It is said in

the 'Book of Poetry/

'In the daylight, go and gather the

grass

And at night twist your ropes;

Then get up quickly on the roofs;

—

Soon must we begin sowing again the

grain.'

3. "The way of the people is this.—If

they have a certain livelihood, they will have

a fixed heart. If they have not a certain

livelihood, they have not a fixed hearL And if

they have not a fixed heart, there is nothing

which they will not do in the way of self

—

abandonment, of moral deflection of depravity,

and of wild, license. When they have thus been,

involved in crime, to follow them up and punish

them:—this is to entrap the people. How can

such a thing as entrapping the people be done

tinder the rule of a benevolent man?

4. "Therefore, a ruler vho is endowed
with talents and virtue will be gravely com-
plaisant and economical showing a respectful,

politeness to his ministers, and taking from the

people only in accordance with regulated limits.

5. "Yang Hoo said, 'He who seeks to be
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rich will not be benevolent. He who wishes

to be benevolent will not be rich.'

6. "The sovereign of the Hea dynasty

enacted the fifty mow allotment, and the

payment of a tax. The founder of the Yin

enacted the seventy mow allotment, and the

system of mutual aid. The founder of the

Chow enacted the hundred mow allotment, and

the share system. In reality, ivhat was paid

in all these was a tithe. The share system

means mutual division. The aid system means

mutual depeudence.

7. "Lung said, 'For regulating the lands,

there is no better system than that of mutual

aid, and none which is not better than that of

taxing. By the tax system, the regular amount
was fixed by taking the average of several

years. In good years, when the grain lies

about in abundance, much might be taken

without its being oppressive, and the actual

exaction would be small. But in bad years,

the produce being not sufficient to repay th9

manuring of the fileds, this system still requires

the taking of the full amount. When the

parent of the people causes the people to wear
looks of distress, and, after the whole year's

toil, yet not to be able to nourish their parents,

so that they proceed to borrowing to increase

then- means, till the old people and children
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are found lying in the ditches and water
channels:-—where, m suck a case, is his parental,

relation to the people?*

8.
uAs to the system of hereditary salaries,

that is already observed in Tang.
9. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,

'

'May the rain eome down on our public-

field,

And then upon our private fields!'

It is only in the system of mutual aid that?

there is a public field, and from this passage

we perceive that even in the Chow dynasty

this system has been recognized.

10. "Establish ts'eang, seu, heo, and heaou,—
all those educational institutions,—for the instru-

ction of the people. The name ts'eang indicates

nourishing as its object; heaou indicates teaching;

and seu indicates archery. By the Hea dynasty,

the name heaou wras used; by the Yin, that of

seu; and by the Chow, that of, ts'ecmg; As to

the heot they belonged to the three dynasties*

and by that name. The object of them ail is

to illustrate the human; relations. When those

are thus illustrated by superiors, kindly feeling:

will prevail among the mforior people below*:

11. "Should a real sovereign arise, he will

certainly come and take an example from you\

and thus you will be the teacher of the true'

sovereign.
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12.
4V
It is said in the 'Book of Poetry/

'Although Chow was an old country.

It received a new destiny.
1

That i3 said with reference to King Wan. Do
you pract'ce those things with vigor and you.

also will by them make new your kingdom." S

13. The duke afterwards sent Peih Chen

to consult Mencius about the nine-squares system

of dividing the land. Mencius said to him,

"Since your prince, wishing to put in practice

a benevolent government, has made choice of

you and put you into this employment, you must

exert yourself to the utmost. Now, the first thing

towards a benevolent government must be to-

lay down the boundaries. If the boundaries be-

not defined correctly, the division of the land

into squares will not be equal, and the produce

available for salaries will not be evenly distri-

buted. On this account, oppressive rulers and

impure ministers are sure to neglect this defining

of the boundaries. When the boundaries have-

been defined correctly, the division of the fields

and the regulation ofallowances may be deter-

mined by you, sitting at your ease.

1L "Although the territory of Tang is

narrow and small, yet there must be in it men
of a superior grade, and there must be in it

countrymen. If there were not men of a

superior grade, there would be none to rule
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the countrymen. If there were not countrymen,

there would be none to support the men of

superior grade.

15. "J would ask you, in the remoter

districts, observing the nine-squares division, to

reserve one division to be cultivated on the

system of mutual aid, and in the more central

parts of the kingdom, to make the people pay

for themselves a tenth part of their produce.

16. "From the highest officers down to the

lowest, each one must have his holy field,

consisting of fifty mow.

17. "Let the supernumerary males have

their twenty-five mow.

18. "On occasions of death, or removal

from one dwelling to another, there will bo no
quitting the district. In the fields of a district,

those who belong to the same nine square3

render all friendly offices to- one another in

their going out and coming in, -aid one another

in keeping watch and ward, and sustain one

another in sickness. Thus the people are brought

to live in affection and harmony.
* 19. "A square li covers nine squares of

land, which nine squares contain nine'hundred

mow. The central square is the yublic field,

•and eight families, each having its private

hundred mow, cultivate in common the public

field. And not till public work is. finished,
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may they presume to attend to their private

affairs. This is the way by which' the countrymen
are distinguishedyfww those ofa superior grade.

20. "Those are the great outlines of the

system. Happily to modify and adapt it depends

on the prince and you."
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Chap, iv 1. There came from Ts*oo to

T'ang one Heu Hing, who gave out that he

acted according to the words of Shin-nung.

Coming right to his gate, he addressed the

duke Wan, saying, "A man of a distant

region, I have heard that you, prince, are

practicing a benevolent goverument, and I

wish to receive a site for a house, and to

become one of your people." The duke Wan
gave him a dwelling place. His disciples,

amounting to several tens, all wore clothes of

haircloth, and made sandals of hemp and wove
mats for a living.

2. At the same time, Ch'in Seang, a disciple

of Ch'in Leang, and his younger brother Sin,

with their plow handles and shares on their

backs, came from Sung to T'ang, saying, * .Ve

have heard that you, prince, are putting into

practice the government of the ancient sages,

showing that you are likewise a sage. We
wish to become the subjects of a sage."
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3. When Ch'in Seang saw Heu Hing, he

was greatly pleased with him, and, abandoning

entirely whatever he bad learned, became his

disciple. Having an interview with Meneius,,

he related to him with approbation the words

of Heu Hing to the following effect:
—"The

prince of T'ang is indeed a worthy prince. He
has not yet heard, however, the real doctrines

of antiquity JSJow, wise and able princes

should cultivate the ground equally and along

with their people, and eat the fruit of their

.labor. They should prepare their own meals,

morning and evening, while at the same time

they carry on their government. But now, th&

prince of T lang has his granaries, treasuries,

and arsenals, which is an oppressing of the

people to nourish himself.—How can he be

deemed a real worthy prince?"

4. Mencius said, "I suppose that Heu
Hing sows grain and eats the produce. Is ifc

not sop" "It is so," was the answer. "I suppose

.also he weaves cloth, and wears his own manu-
facture. Is it not sop" "No, Heu wears clothes

of haircloth." "Does he wear a capp" "He
wears a capJ' "What kind of capp" "A plain

cap." "Is it woven by himself?" "No, he gets

it in exchange for grain." "Why does Heu
not weave it himself?" "That would injur© his

husbandry." "Does Heu cook his food in boilers
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and earthenware pans, and does he plow with

an iron share?" "Yes." "Does he make those

articles himself?" "No, he gets them ia

exchange for grain.

"

5. Mencius then satct, "The getting those

various articles iu exchange for grain, is not

oppressive to the potter and the founder, and
the potter and the founder in their turn, in

exchanging their various articles for grain are

not oppressive to the husbandman. How should

such a thing be supposed? And moreover, why
does not Heu act the potter and founder,

supplying himself with the articles which he

uses solely from his own establishment? Why
does he go confusedly dealing and exchanging

with the handicraftsmen? Why does he not

spare himself so much trouble?" Ch'in Seang

replied, "The business of the handicraftsman

can by no means be carried on along with the

business of husbandry."

6. Mencius resumed\ "Then, is it the govern-

ment of the empire which alone can be carried

on along with the practice of husbandry?

Great men have their proper business, and little

men have their proper business. Moreover, ia

the case of aay single individual, whatever

articles fie can require are ready to his hand,

being produced by the various handicrafts-

men:— if he must first make them for his own
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use, this way of doing would keep the whol<*

empire running about upon the roads. Hence,

there is the saying. 'Some labor with their

minds, and some labor with their strength.

Those who labor with their minds govern others;

those who labor with their strength are gove-

rned by others. Those who are governed by
others support them; those who govern others

are supported by them.* This is a principle

universally recognized.

7. "In the time of Yaou, when the world
had not yet been perfectly reduced to order,

the vast waters, flowing out of their channels,

made a universal inundation. Vegetation was
luxuriant, and birds and beasts swarmed. The
various kinds of grain could not be grown.

The birds and beasts pressed upon men. The
paths marked by the feet of beasts and prints

of birds, crossed one another throughout the-

Middle Kingdom. To Yaou alone this caused

anxious sorrow. He raised Shun to office,

and measures to regulate the disorder were
set forth. Shun committed to Yih the

direction of the fire to be employed, and Yih
*$et fire to, and eonsumeds the forests and
vegetation on the mountains and m the marshes,

so that the birds and beasts fled away to hide

themselves. . Yu separated the nine streams,

cleared the courses of the Tse ana T lak and
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led them all to the sea. He opened a vent
also for the Joo and Han, and regulated the

course of the Hwae and Sze, so that they all

flowed mto the Keang. When this was done,

it became possiple for the people of Middle
Kingdom to culivate the ground and get food

for themselves. During that time, Yu was
eight years away from his home, and though
he thrice passed the door of it, he did not enter.

Although he had wished to cultivate the

ground, could he have, done so?

8. "The minister of agriculture taught the

"people to sow and reap, cultivating the five

kind? of gram. When the fire kinds of grain

were brought to maturity, the people all enjoyed

a comfortable subsistence. Now men possess

a moral nature; but if they are well fed, warmly
clad, and comfortably lodged, without being
"taught at the same time, they become almost
like the beasts. This was a subject of anxious
solicitude to the sage Shun, and he appointed

See to be the minister of instruction, to teach

the relations of humanity:—how, between father

and son, there should be affection; between
sovereign and minister, righteousness; between
husband and wife, attention to their separate

fuuetons; between old and young, a proper

order; and between friends, fidelity The highly

meritorious emperor said to him, 'Encourage
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them; lead them on; rectify them; straighten

them; help them; give them wings;—thus

causing them to become possessors of them-

selves. Then follow this up by stimulating

them, and conferring benefits on them.' When
the sages were exercising their solicitude for

the people in this way, had they leisure to

cultivate the ground?

9. "What Yaou felt giving him anxiety,

was the not getting Shun. What Shun felt

giving him anxiety was the not getting Yu and
Kaou-yaou. But he whose anxiety is about his

hundred mow not being properly cultivated, is'

a mere husbandman. i

10. "The impartiDg by a man to others of

his wealth is called
4 a kindness. The teaching

others what is good is called ' the exercise of

fidelity. ' The finding a man who shall benefit

the iempire is called ^benevolence.' Hence to

give the empire to another man would be easy;"

to find a man who shall benefit the empire is

difficult.

11. "Confucius said, 'Great indeed was
Yaou as a sovereign. It is only heaven that is

great, and only Yaou corresponded to it. How
vast was his virtue! The people could find no
name for it. Princely indeed was Shun! How
majestic was he, having possession of th&

empire, and yet seeming as if it were nothing
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to him!* In their govern ng the empire, were
there no subjects o« which Yaou and Shun

employed their minds? There were subjects,

only they did not employ their minds on the

cultivation of the ground.

12. *'
I have heard of men using t}ie doctr

oj our gn at land to change barbarians, but I

have never yet. heard of any being changed by
barbarians. Ctfin Leang was a native of Ts'oo.

Pleased with the doctrines of Chow-kung and
Chung -ne, he came northwards to the Middle

Kingdom and studied them. Among the scholars

of the northern regions, there was perhaps

none who excelled him. He was what you call

a scholar of high and disti nguished. qualities.

You and your brother followed him some tens

of years, and when your ma iter died, you have

forthwith turned away from, him.

13 ® •* Formerly, when C< nfucius died, after

three yea rs had elapsed, "his disciples collected

their ba ggage, and prepared to return to their

several homes. But on ent*;ing to take then-

leave of Tsze-kung, as they looked towards one

another they wailed, .till they all bat their

voices. "A iter this thev returned to their homes,

but Tsze- kung*went back, and built a house for

bimself ol the altar ground, where he lived

alone otke) three jtears, before he returned

home. On another occasion, Tsze-hea, Tsze

—
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v
cbang, and Tsze-yew, thinking that Yew Jo
resembled the sage, wished to render to him

the same observances which they had rendered

to Confucius. They tried to force the disciple

Tsang to join with them, but he said, 'This

may not be done. What has been washed in

» the waters of the Keang and Han, and bleached

in the ausumn sun:—how glistening is it!

Nothing can be added to it.' -

14. "Now here is this shrike-tongued

"barbarian of the south, whose doctrines are

not those of the ancient kings. You turn away
from your master and become his disciple. Your
conduct is different indeed from that of the

philosopher Tsang.

15. "I have heard of birds leaving dark

valleys to remove to lofty trees, but I have not

Tieard of their descending from lofty trees to

enter into dark valleys.

16. "In the Praise Songs of Loo it is said,

'He smote the barbarians of the west

and the north,

He punished King and seu/

Thus Chow-kung would be sure to smite them,

and you become, their disciple again; it appears

that your change is not good.'
7

17. Ch'in Seang said,
4t
lf Heu's doctrines

were followed, then there would not be two
prices in the market; nor any deceit in the
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kingdom. If a body of five cubits were sent

to the market, no one would impose on h\m;

linen and silk of the same length would be bf
i

the same price. So it would be with

of hemp and silk, being of the same weight;;

witb the different hanks of grain, being the

same in quantity; and with shoes which were

of the same size."

18. Mencius replied, "Jt is the nature

things to be of unequal quality Some
twice, some five times, some ten times, some"

8 hundred times, some a thousand times, some

ten thousand times as valuable as others. If

you reduce them all to the same standard, that

must throw the empire into confusion. If large

shoes and small shoes were of the same price,

who would make them? For people to follow

doctrines of Heu, would be for them to lead

one another on to practice deceit. How can

they avail for the government of a state?'
1

«*£&. iH&JMM* :«£2t.#:fcA.
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Chap, v. 1 The Mihist, E Che, sought, through

Seu Peih, to see Mencius. Mencius said, *T
indeed wish to see him, but at present I- am
still unwell. When I am better, I will myself

go and see him. E need not come here again."

2. Next day, E Cfa again sought to see

Mencius. Mencius said, "To-day I am able to

see him. But if I do not correct his errors,

the true principles will not be fully evident.

Let me first correct him. I have heard that

JE is a Mihist. Now Mih considers that in the

regulation of funeral matters a spare simplicity

should be the rule. E thinks with Mijis

doctrines to change the customs oj the empire;™**

bow does he regard them as if they were-

wrong, and not honor them? Notwithstanding

his views. E buried his parents in a sumptuous

manner, and so he served them in the way
which hn doctrines discountenance."

3 . The disciple Seu informed E of these

remarhs. E said, "Even according to the prin-
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ciples of the learned, we find that the ancients

acted towards the people,
l

as if they were

watching over an infant.' What does this

expression mean? To me it sounds that we
are to love all without difference of degree;

but the manifestation of love must begin with

our parents.' * Seu reported this reply to

Mencius, who said, "Now, does E really

think that a man's affection for the child of

his brother is merely like his affection for the

infant of a neighbor? What is to be laid hold

of in that expression is simply this:—that if

an infant crawling about is about to fall into

a well, it is no crime in the infant. Moreover,

Heaven gives birth to creatures in such a way
that they have one root, and E makes them
to have two roots. This is the cause oj his

error.

4. "And, in the most ancient times, there

were some who did not inter their parents.

When their parents died, they took them up
and threw them into some water channel.

Afterwards, when passing by them, they saw
foxes and wild cats devouring them, and flies

and gnats biting at them. The perspiration

started out upon their foreheads, and they

looked away, unable to bear tile sight. It was
not on account of other people that this pers-

piration flowed. The emotioas of their hearts
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affected their faces and eyes, and instantly

they went home, and came back with baskets

and spades and covered the bodies. If ttv*

covering them thus was indeed right, you may
see that the filial son and virtuous man, in

interring in a handsome manner their parents*

act according to a proper rule.
11

5. The disciple Seu informed E of what

Mencius had said. E was thoughtful for a
short time, and then said, "He has instructed

me.

book in,

TANG WAN KUNG. PART II
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Chap, i. L CH'in Tae said to Afetuiu$\ "la
not ^?//^ /<? wait upon any of the princes, you
seem to me to be standing on a mall point.

If now you were once to wait urxn them, the

result might be so great that you would make
one of them emperor, or t if smaller, that you

would make one of them chief of all the other

princes. Moreover, the History says,
4 By

bending only one cubit, you make eight cubirs

straight.
1

It appears to me like a thiog which

might be done."

2. Menciussaid, "Formerly, the duke King

of Ts'e once when he was hunting, called his

forester to him by a flag. The forester would

not come, and the duke was going to kill him.

Wit Pi reference to this incident\ Confucius said,

'The determined officer never forgets that his

end may be in a ditch or a stream; the brave

officer never forgets that he may lose hia head.
1

What was it in the Jorester that Confucius thus

approved? He approved his not going to the

duke, when summoned by the article which

was not appropriate to him. If one go to see

the prince* without waitiog to be invited, what

can be thought of him?
I 3. "Moreover, that sentence^ \By bending
f only one cubit, you make eight cubits straight,'
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is spoken with reference to the gain that may
be got. If gain be the object, then, if it can be

got by bending eight cubits to make one cabit

straight, may we likewise do that?

4. " Formerly, the officer Cbaou Keen
made Wang Leang act as charioteer for bis

favorite He, when, in the course of a whole

day, they did not get a single bird. The
favorite He reported this result saying, 4He is

the poorest charioteer in the world.
7 Some one

told this to Wang Leang, who said, '1 beg

leave to try again.
7 By dint of pressing, this

was accorded to him, when in one morning
they got ten birds. The favorite, reporting

this result, said, 'He is the best charioteer in

the world.
7 Keen said, 'I will make him

always drive your carriage for you.
7 When

he told Wang Leang so, however% Leang
refused, saying,

4
I drove for him, strictly

observing the proper rules for driving, and in

the whole day he did not get one bird. I drove

for him so as deceitfully to intercept the birds^

and in one morning he got ten. It is said in

the "Book of Poetry,"

"There is no failure in the management
of their horses;

The arrows are discharged surely, like

the blows of an ax/
1

not accustemed to drive for a mean man.
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I beg leave to decline the office.'

5. "Thus this charioteer even was ashamed
to bend improperly to the will of such an
archer Though, by bending to it, they would
have caught birds and animals enow to form a
hill, he would not do so. If I were to bend
my principles and follow those princes, of what
kind would my conduct be? And you are

wrong. Never has a man who has bent

himself been able to make others straight.'
7

««.*S.W3cTtt. 2. ^PS,**#«****, ?•

Chap. ii. I. King Ch'un said to Mcnctus,

"Are not Kung-sun Yen and Chang E really

great men? Let them once be angry, and all

the princes are afraid. Let them live quietly,

and the flames of trouble are extinguished

throughout the empire.'

'

2. Mencius said, "How can such men bo

great men? Have yoi not read the Ritual

Usages?— 'At the capping of a young man, his

father admonishes him. At the marriage of a
young woman, her mother admonishes her,
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accompanying her to the door on her leaving,

and cautioning her with these words, You are

going to your home. You must be respectful;

you must be careful. Do not disobey your

husband? Thus, to look upon compliance as

their correct course is the rule for women.
fc 3. "To dwell in the wide house of the

world, to stand in the correct seat of the world,

and to walk in the great path of the world;

when he obtains his desire for office, to

practice his principles for the good of the people;

and when that desire is disappointed, to practice

them alone; to be above the power of riches

and honors to make dissipated, of poverty and
mean condition to make swerve from principle^

and of power and force to make bend—these

characteristics constitute the great man."
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Chap. in. 1. Chow Seaou asked Afeneius%

saying, "Did superior men of old time take

office?" Mencius replied, "They did. The
Record says,

4
If Confueius was three months

without betng employed by some sovereign, he

looked anxious and unhappy. When he passed

from the boundary of a state, he was sure to

carry with him his proper gift of introduction/

Kung-ming E said, *Among the ancient3, if an
officer was three months unemployed by a
sovereign, he was condoled with/

"

2. Seaou said, "Did not this condoling, on
being three months unemployed by a sovereign,

show a too great urgency?"

3. Mendus answered, "The loss of hia

place to an officer is like the loss of his kingdom
to a prince. It is said in the 'Book of Rites/

*A prince plows himself, and is assisted by

the people\ to supply the millet for sacrifice.

Ills wife keeps silkworms, and unwinds their

cocoons% to make the garments for sacrifice.

If the victims be not perfect, the millet not

pure, and the dress not complete, he does not

presume to sacrifice. 'And the scholar who, out

of office^ has no holy field, in the-same way, doea

not sacrifice.' The victims for slaughter, the ves-

sels, and the garments, not being all complete, he
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does not presume to sacrifice, and then neither

may he dare to feel happy. Is there not here

sufficient ground also for condolence?"

4. Seaou again asked, "What was faa

meaning of Confucius
x
s always carrying fcis

proper gift of introduction with him, when lie

passed over the boundaries of the state wke#4

Me had been?"

5. "An officer's being in office," was the

reply, "is like .the plowing, of a husbandman*
Does a husbandman part with his plow, because

he goes from one state to another?'

'

6. Seaou pursued, "The kingdom of Tsin

is one, as well as others, of official employments,

but 1 have not heard of any being thus earnest

.about being in offoce. If there should be this

urgency about being in office, why does a
•superior man make any difficulty about 4;he

taking it?" Mencius answered, "When a son

is born, what is desired for Jrim is that he

may have a wife; when a daughter is born,

what is desired for her is that she may
have a husband. This feeling of the parents

is possessed by all men. If the young peo$U,

without waiting for the orders of their parents,

and the arrangements of the go-betweens, shall

bore holes to steal a sight of each other, or get

over the wall to be with each other, then their

parents and all other people will despise them.
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\ The ancients did indeed always desire to be in

office, but they also hated being so by any
improper way. To go to get office by an
improper way is of a class with young people's.

boring holes.'

*

KE3S l^MWH.«*lH-*«l#*-SA,^r«*«*
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Chap. iv. 1. P'ang Kang asked Aftntint,

saying, u
ls it not an extravagant procedure to go

from one prince to another and live upon them,

followed by several tens of carriages, and
attended by several hundred men?" Mencius

replied,
u
If there be not a proper ground for

taking it, a single bamboo cup of rice may not

be received from a man. If there be such a

proper ground, then Shun's receiving the empire

from Yaou is not to be considered excessive.
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Do you think it was excessive?"

2. Kang said, "No. But for a scholar

performing no service to receive his support

notwithstanding is improper.'

*

3. Mencius answered, uIf you do not have-

an intercommunication of the productions of

labor, aftd an interchange of men's services, so>

that one from his overplus may supply th£

deficiency of another•, then husbandmen will

have a superfluity of grain, and women will

have a superfluity of cloth. If you have such,

an interchange, carpenters and carriage wrights

may all get their food from you. Here now
is a man, who, at home, is filial, and abroad,

respectful to his elders; who watches over the

principles of the ancient kings, awaiting the

rise of future learners:—and yet you will

refuse to support him. How is it that you
give honor to the carpenter and carriage

wright, and slight him who practices benevcn

ience and righteousness?"

4. Pang Kang said,
uThe aim of the

carpenter and carriage wright is by their trades

to seek for a living. Is it also the aim of the

superior man in his practice of principles

thereby to seek for a living?
7
' "What have you

to do," returned Mencius, "with his purpose?

He is of service to you. He deserves to be

supported, and should be supported. And let
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me ask,—Do you remunerate a man's intention,

or do you remunerate his service." To this

Kang replied, "I remunerate his intention."

5. Menchis said, "There is a man here, who
breaks your tiles, and draws unsightly figures

on your walls;—his purpose may be thereby to

seek for his liviDg, but will you indeed remu-
nerate him?" "No," said Kang; and Mencius

then concluded, "That being the case, it is not

the purpose which you remunerate, but the

work done."
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Chap. V. 1. Wan Chang asked Menciusr

saying,
uSung is a small state, ./Ay ruler is

now setting about to practice the trzie royal

government, and Ts'e and Ts'oo hate and attack

bim. What in this case is to be done?"

2. Mencius replied, "When T'ang dwelt

in Po, he adjoined to the state of JKo, the

chief of which was living in a dissolute state

and neglecting his proper sacrifices. T'ang

sent messengers to inquire why he did not

sacrifice. He replied,
l

I have no means of

supplying the necessary victims.' On this, T 4ang
caused oxen and sheep to be sent to him, but

he ate them, and still continued not to sacrifice.

T'ang again sent messengers to ask him the

same question as before, when he replied,
4I

Lave no means of obtaining the necessary millet/

On this, T'ang sent the mass of the people of

Po to go and till the ground for him, while

the old and feeble carried their food to them.

The chief of Ko red bis people to intercept those

who were thus charged with wine, cooked rice,

millet, and paddy, and took their stores from
them, while they killed those who refused to-

give them up. There was a boy who had soma

{

millet and flesh for the laborers, who was thna

slain and robbed. What is said in the 5Eook
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of History/ * The chief of Ko behaved as an

enemy to the provision carriers,' has reference

to this.

3. "Because of his murder of this boy,

Tang proceeded to punish him. All within

the four seas said, *It is not because he desires

the riches of the empire, but to avenge a
<»mmon man and woman.'

\ 4. "When Pang began his work of executing

justice, he commenced with Ko, and though he

punished eleven princes, he had not an enemy
in the empire. When he pursued his work in

the east, the rude tribes in the west murmured.
So did those on the north, when he was engaged

in the south. Their cry was— 4Why does he

make us last?' Tims, the people's longing for

nim was like their longing for rain in a time of

great drought. The frequenters of the markets

stopped not. Those engaged in weeding in the

Jidds made no change %n their operations.

While he punished their rulers, he consoled

the people. His progress was like the falling of

opportune rain, and the people were delighted.

It is said in the 'Book of History,'
4We have

waited for our prince. When our prioce comes,

we may escape from the punishments under
which wc suffer,

y

5. "There being some who would not

become the subjects of Chow, King Woo
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proceeded to punish them on the east. He gave
tranquillity to their people, who welcomed him
with baskets full of their black and yellow

silfes, saying—'From henceforth we shall serve

the soverign of tmr dynasty of Chow, that we
may be made happy by him.' So they joined

themselves, as subjects, to the great city of

Chow. Thus, the men of station of Shang took

baskets full of black and. yellow silks to meet
the men of station of Ckow% and the lower

classes of the one met those of the other, with

baskets of rice and vessels of congee. Woo
saved the poeple from the midst of fire and
water, seizing only their oppressors, and
destroying them.

6.
uln the Great Declaration it is said*

•My power shall be put forth, and invading

the territories of Shang% I will seize the

oppressor. I will put him to death to punish

him:—so shall the greatness of my work
appear, more glorious than that of T'ang.'

7. "Sung is not, as you say, practicing

true royal government, and so forth. If it

were practicing royal government, all within*

the four seas would be lifting up their heads,

and looking for its prince^ wishing to have

him for their sovereign. Great as Ts'e and
T3*oo are, what would there be to fear from
them?

7 '
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Chap VI. 1. Mencius said to Tae Puh-shing,

"I see that you are desiring your king to be

virtuous, and I will plainly tell you how he

may be made so. Suppose that there is a great

officer of Ts 4oo here, who wishes bis son to

learn the speech of Ts l

e. Will he in that case

employ a man of Ts 4e as bis tutor, or a man
of Ts'oo?" "He will employ a man of Ts le to

teach him." said Ptih-shmg. Mencius went on,

"If but one man of Ts4

e be teaching him, and

there be a multitude of men of Ts'oo continu-

ally shouting out about him, although his

Jatlicr beat him every day, wishing him to

learn the speech of Ts'e it will be impossible

for him to do so. But in the same way, if he

were to be taken and placed for several years

in Chwang or Yob, though his Jather should

beat him, wishing him to speak the language

of TV©o, it would be impossible for him to do so.

% "You supposed that See Keu-chow was
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a scholar of virtue, and you have got him
placed in attendance on the king .Suopose

that all in attendance on the king, old and
young, high and low, were See Keu-cbows,
whom would the king -have to do evil with?

And suppose that all in attendance on the king,

old and young, high and low, aire not See

Keu-chows, whom will the king have'to do good
with? What can one See Keu-chow do alone

for the king of Sung?"

Chap. vil. 1. Kung-sun Chow asked Mencius*

saying, "What is the point of righteousness

involved in your not going to see the princes?"

Mencius replied, "Among the ancients, if one

had not been a minister in a state* he did not

go to see the sovereign,

2. "Twan Kan-muh leaped over his wall

to avoid the prince. See Lew shut his door,

and would not admit the prince. These two,

liowover, carried their scrupulosity to excess.
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When a pri?tce is urgent, it is not improper to

see him.

3. "Yang Ho wishsd to get Confucius to

go to see him, but disliked doing so by any
want of propriety. As it is the rule, therefore,

that when a great officer sends a gift to a
scholar, if the latter be not at home to receive

it, he must go to the officer s to pay his respects,

Yang Ho watched when Confucius was out,

and sent him a roasted pig. Confucius, in his

turn, watched when Ho was out, and went to

pay his respects to him. At that time, Yang
Ho had taken the initiative; — how could

Confucius decline going to see him?

4. "The philosopher Tsang said, 'They

who shrug up their shoulders, and laugh in a
flattering way, toil harder than the summer
laborer in the fields.' Tsze-loo said, 'There are

those who talk with people with whom they

have no great community of feeling. If you

look at their countenances, they are full of

blushes. I do not desire to know such persons.'

By considering these remarks, the spirit which
the superior man mmrishes may be known."
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"Chap ijj. |. Tae Ying-che said to Menaus,
"I am not able at present and immediately to

do with the levying of a tithe only, and aboli-

shing the duties charged at the passes and in

the markets. With your leave 1 will lighten,

however, both the tax and the duties, until

next year, and will then make an end of themV

What do you think cf soch a course?
1 '

2. Mencios said, * Here is a man, who
every day appropriates some of his neighbor's

strayed fowls. Some one says to him, 'Such

is not the way of a good man'; and be replies,

*With your leave I will diminish my appro-

priationst and will take only one fowl a month,

until next year, when I will make an end of

the practice.'
j

3. "If you know that the thing is unright-

eous, then use all dispatch in putting on end toj

it:—why wait till next year?"

3. %mz$f> i£^f.re^+H.*fc§IS£.RIftJ9r*.T

tf,iim.®mg&, KK&&. JfMR£SA*m,**«A».
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Chap. ix. 1. The disciple Kung-too said to

Mencius* "Master, the people beyond our school

all speak of you as being fond of disputing. I

venture to ask whether it be so.' Meiicuis

replied, "Indeed, 1 am not fond of disputing,

but I am compelled to do it.

2.
44A long time has elapsed since this
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world of men received its being, and there has

been along its history now a period of good

order, and now a period ^of confusion.

3. "In the time of Yaou, the waters,

flowing oat of their channels, inundated the

Middle Kingdom. Snakes and dragons occupied

it, and the people had no place where they

could settle themselves. In the low grounds

they made nests for themselves, and in the

high grounds they made Gaves. It is said in

the 'Book of History,'
lThe waters in their

wild course warned me.' Those 'waters m
their wild course' were the waters of the great

inundation.

4 "Shun employed Yu to reduce the

waters to order. Yu dug open their obstructed

channels, and conducted them to the sea. He
drove away the snakes and dragons, and /orced

them into the grassy marshes. On this, the

waters pursued their course through the country,

even the waters of the Keang, the Hwae, the

Ho, and the Han, and the dangers and obs-

tructions which they had occasioned were
removed. The birds and* beasts which had

injured the people also disappeared, and after

this men found the plains availabU for them%

and occupied them.

5. "After the death of Yaou and Shum,
the principles that maik sages fell into decay.
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Oppressive sovereigns arose one after another,

who pulled down houses to make ponds and
lakes, so that the people hiew not where they

could rest in quiet, and threw fields out of

cultivation to form gardens and parks, so that

the people could not get clothes and food.

Afterwards, corrupt speakings and oppressive

deeds became more rife; gardens and parks,

ponds and lakes, thickets and marshes, became
more ,niimerous, and birds and beasts swarmed.
By the time of Chow, the empire was again in

a state of great confusion.

6. "Chow-kung assisted King Woo, and.

destroyed Chow. He smote Yen, and after

three years put its sovereign to death. He
drove Fei-leen to a corner by the sea, and slew

him. The states which he extinguished amount-
ed to fifty. He drove far away also the

tigers, leopards, rhinoceroses* and elephants;

—and the empire was greatly delighted. It

is said in the 'Book of History/ * Great and
splendid were the plans of King Wan! Greatly

were they carried out by the energy of King
Woo! They are for the assistance and ins-

truction of us who are of an after day. they

are all in- principle correct, and deficient in

nothing.'

7. ''Again the world fell into decay, and

principles faded away. Perverse speakings
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and oppressive deeds waxed rife again. There

were instances of ministers who murdered their

sovereigns, and of sons who murdered their

fathers.

8. "Confucius was afraid, and made the

•Spring and Autumn.' What the 'Spring and

Autumn.
7

contains are matters proper to the

emperor. On this account Confucius said, 'Yes!

It is the "Spring and Autumn" which will

make men know me, and it is the "Spring and

Ajitumn" which will make men condemn me'

9, "Once more% sage emperors cease to arise,

and the princes of the states give the reins to

their lusts. Unemployed scholars indulge m
unreasonable discussions. The words of Yang
Choo and Mih Teih fill the empire. If you
listen to people's discourses throughout it, you
will find that they have adopted the views

either of Yang or of Mih. JSfow^ Yanga
principle is—'each one for himself,' which does

not acknowledge the claims of the sovereign.

Mih's principle is
—

'to love all equally,' which

does not acknowledge the peculiar affection due

to a father. But to acknowledge neither king nor

father is to be in the state of a beast. Kung-ming
E said 'In their kitchens, there is fat meat. In

their stables, there are fat horses. But their peo-

ple have the look of hunger, and on the wilds

there are those who have died of famine. This \b
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leading on beasts to devour men.' If the princi-

ples of Yang and Mib are not stopped, and the

principles of Confucius not set forth, then those

perverse speakings will delude the people, and

stop up the path of benevolence and righteous-

ness. When benevolence and righteousness are

stopped up, beasts will be led on to devoui men,

and men will devour one another.

10. "I am alarmed by these things, and
address myself to the defense of the doctrines

of the former sages, and to oppose Yang and

Mih. I drive away their licentious expressions,

so that such perverse speakers may not be able

to show themselves. Their delusions spring

up in men's minds, and do injury to their

practice of affairs, . Shown in their practice

of affairs, they are pernicious to their govern-

ment. 'When sages shall rise up again, they

will not change my words.

11.
l4In former times, Yu repressed the

vast waters oj the inundation, and the empire

was reduced to order. Chow-kung's achieve-

ments extended even to the barbarous tribes of

the west and north, and he drove away all

ferocious animals, and the people enjoyed

repose. Confucius completed the 'Spring and

Atrtnmn/ and rebellious ministers and vil-

lainous sons were struck with terror.

12. "It is said in the
4Book of Poetry/
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4He smote the barbarians of the wast

and the north

He punished King and Seu;

And no* one dared to resist us.'

These fatner deniers and king deniers would
have been smitten by Chow-kung.

13^ "I also wish to rectify men's hearts,

and to put an end to those perverse doctrines,

to oppose their one-sided actions and banish

away their licentious expressions;—and thus to

carry on the work of the three sages. Do I

do so because I am fond of disputing? I am
compelled to do it.

14. "Whoever is able to oppose Yang and
Mih is a disciple of the sages."

mmm^ fefc *-.&& ***** TttmMk,w*mm
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Chap. x. 1. K4wang Chang said to Mencius,

"Is not Ch'an Chung a man of true self-denying

purity? He was living in Wooling, and for

three days without food, till he could neither

hear nor see. Over a well there grew a plum
tree, the fruit of which had been more than

half eaten by worms. He crawled to it, and
tried to eat some of the f^uit* when, after

swallowing three mouthfuls. he recovered his

sight and hearing.

2. Mencius replied. "Among the scholars

of Ts'e. 1 must regard Chung as the thumb
among the jingers* But still, where is the

self-denying purity he pretends to? To carry

out the principles which he holds, one must
become an earthworm, for so only can It be

done.

3. "Now. an earthworm eats the dry mold
above and drinks the yellow spring below.

Was the house in which Chung dwells built

by a Pih-e? or was it built by a robber like

Chih? Was the millet which he eats planted

by a Kh-e? or was it planted by a robber like

Chih? r

These are things which cannot be

known."
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4. " But," said Chang, "what does that

matter? He himself weaves sandals of hemp,

and his wife twists hempen threads, to barter

them."

5 Meneius rejoined, "Chung belongs to

an ancient and noble family of Ts*e. His

elder brother Tae received from Ko a revenus

of 10,000 chung but he considered his brother'*

emolument to be unrighteous, and would not

eat of it, and in the same way he considered

his brother's house to be unrighteous, and

would not dwell in it. Avoiding his brother

and leaving his mother, he went and dwelt ia

Woo-ling. One day afterwards, he returned

to their house, when it happened that some

one sent his brother a present of a live goose.

He, knitting his eyebrows, said, 'What are

jou going to use that cackling thing for?' By
and by his mother killed the goose, and gave

him some of it to eat. Just then his brother

came into the house, &nd said, 'It's the flesh

of that cackling thing,' upon which he went

out and vomited it. _, :

6.
4

\Thus, what his mother gave him he

would not eat, but what his wife gives him
he eats. He will not dwell in his brother's

louse, but be dwells in Wovling. How can

te in such circumstances complete the style

of life which he professes? _ With such prin-
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ciples as Chung holds, a man must be aa
earthworm, and then he can carry thera out."

BOOK IV

LE LOW. PART I

m m m ^ ±
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Chap. i. 1 Mencius said, "The power of

vision of Le Low, and the skill of hand of
Kung-shoo, without the compass and square,

could not form squares and circles. The acute

ear of the music master K'wang, without the

pitch tubes could not determine correctly the

five notes.. The principles of Yaou and Shun,

without a benevolent government, could not

secure the tranquil order of the empire.

2. "There are now princes who have bene-

volent hearts and a reputation for benevolence,

while yet the people do not receive any benefits

from them, nor will they leave any example to

future ages;—all because they do not put into

practice the ways of the ancient kings.

3. "Hence we have the saying: *Virtue

alone is not sufficient for the exercise of

government; laws alone cannot carry them-

selves into practice.'

4. It is said in the !Book of Poetry,'

'Without transgression, without for-

getfulness,

Following the ancient canons.'

Nearer has any one fallen into error, who
followed the laws of the ancient kings.

5. "When the sages had used the vigor of

their eyes,- they called in to their aid the

compass, the square, the level, and the line, to

make things square, round, level, and straight:
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—the use of the instruments is inexhaustible.

When they had used their power of hearing to

the utmost, they called in the pitch tubes to

-their aid to determine the five notes:—the use

of those tubes is inexhaustible. When they

had exerted to the utmost the thoughts of their

hearts, they called in to their aid a government

that could not endure to witness the sufferings

-of men:—and their benevolence overspread the

empire.

6. "Hence we have the saying:
lTo raise

a thing high, we must begin from tfie top of a
mound or a hill; to dig to a great depth, we
must commence in the low ground of a stream

or a marsh.
1

Can he be pronounced wise, who,

in the exercise of government, does not proceed

-according to the ways of the former kings?

7. "Therefore only the benevolent ought

to be in high stations. When a man destitute

of benevolence is in a high station, be thereby

disseminates his wickedness among ail below

him.

8. "When the prince has no principles by
which he examines his administration, and his

ministers have no laws by which they keep
themselves in the discharge of their duties*

then in the court obedience is not paid to

principle, and in the office obedience is not

paid to rule. Superiors violate the laws of
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righteousness, and inferiors violate the penal

laws, ft is only by a fortunate chance that a
kingdom in such a case is preserved.

9. "Therefore it is said, 'It is not the

exterior and interior walls being incomplete,

and the supply of weapons offensive and
defensive not being large, which constitutes

the calamity of a kingdom. It is not the-

cultivable area not being extended, and stores

and wealth not being accumulated, which
occasions the ruin of a kingdom.' When su-

periors do not observe the rules of propriety,

and inferiors do not learn, then seditious people

spring up, and that kingdom will perish in nO
time.

10.
u
It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,

'When such an overthrow of Cfu>w isr

being produced by Heaven,
Be not ye so much at your ease!'

11 " 4At your ease;'— that is, dilatory.

12. "And so dilatory may those officers be

Seemed, who serve their prince without right*

eoueness, Who take office and retire from it

without regard to propriety, and who in their

words disown the ways of the ancient kings.

13. '"Therefore it is said,
k To urge one's

sovereign to difficult achievements may i be

called showing respect for him. To set before

him what is good and repress his perversities*
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may be called showing reverence for hiro. //>

who does not do these things, saying to himself%

'—My sovereign is incompetent to this, may be

said to play the thief with him.* n

JgZS i. **B,#&^R££^fiA.A«:£M4k %

Chap. u. 1. Mencius said, "The compass

and square produce perfect circles and squares.

By the sages, the human relations are perfectly

exhibited.

2.
44He who as a sovereign would perfectly

discharge the duties of a sovereign, and he

who as a minister would perfectly discharge

the duties of a minister, have only to imitate

—

the one Yaou, and the other Shun. He who
does not serve his sovereign as Shun served

Yaou, does not respect his sovereign, and "he

who does not rule his people as Yaou ruled

his, injures his people.

A 3. "Confucius said, * There are but two
courses, which can be pursued\ that of virtue*

And its opposite.'

4. "A sovereign who carries the oppression^
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of his people to the highest pitch, will himself

be slain, and his kingdom will perish- It one

stop short of the highest pitch, his life will

notwithstanding be in danger, and his kingdom
will be weakened- He will be styled 'The

dark/ or
4 The cruel,

1

and though he may have

filial sons and affectionate grandsons, they will

not be able in a hundred generations to change

the designation.

5. "This is what is intended in the words'

of the 'Book of Poetry,'

*The beacon of Yin was not remote,

It was in the time of the sovereign

of Hea.*
"

Chap* in. 1. Mencius said,
%4
It was by bene-

volence that the three dynasties gained'* the

empire, and by not being benevolent that

they lost it.

2.
44
It is by the same "means that the

decaying and flourishing, the preservation and

perishing, of states are determined.

3.
4t
If the emperor be not benevolent, he

cannot preserve the empire from passing from
him. If the sovereign of a state be not bene-,
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volent, he cannot preserve his kingdom. If a
high noble or great officer be not benevolent,

he cannot preserve his ancestral temple. If a

scholar or common man be not benevolent, he

cannot preserve his four limbs.

4.
uNow they hate death and ruin, and yet

delight in being not benevolent;— this is like

hating to be drunk, and yet being strong to

drink wine."

Chap, iv. 1. Mencius said, "If a man love

others, and no responsive attachment is shown
to him, let him turn inward and examine his

own benevolence. If he is trying to rule others,

and his government is unsuccessful, let him
turn inward and examine his wisdom. If he

treats others politely, and they do not return

his politeness, let him turn inward and examine
his own feeling of respect.

2. 'When we do not, by what we dot

realize what we desirey
we must turn inward,

and examine ourselves in every point When
a man's person is correct, the whole empire will

turn to him with recognition and submission

3, "It is said in the 'Book ;of Poetry/

'Be always studious to be in harmony
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with the ordinances of God%

A.nd you will obtain much happiness.'

"

MUM S-dPEi,A*i®W. {fa.^TSi:. XT£*a£B.

Chap, v, Mencius said, *People have this

common saying,—The empire, the state, the

family/ The root of the empire is in the state.

The root of the state is in the family. The
root of the family is in the person of its head"

Chap. VI. Mencius said, "The administration

of government is not difficult;—it lies in not

offending the great families. He whom the

great families affect, will be affected by the

whole state, and he whom any one state affects,

will be affected by the whole empire. When
this is the case, such a one's virtue and teach-

ings will spread o\ter all within the*four seasi

like the rush of water.'*
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Chap, vn 1. Mencius said, "When right

government prevails in the empire, princes of
little virtue are submissive to those of great,

and those of little worth, to those of great.

"When bad government prevails in the empire,

princes of small power are submissive to those

of great, and the weak to the strong. Both

these cases are the rule of Heaven. They who
accord with Heaven are preserved, and they

who rebel against Heaven perish.

2. "Duke King of Ts l

e said, 'Not to be

able to command others, and at the same time

to refuse to receive their commands, is to cut

one's self off from all intercourse with others.'

His tears flowed forth while he gave his

daughter to be married to tfie prince of Woo.
3.

e "Now the small states imitate the large,

f.ad yet are ashamed to receive their commands.
This is like a scholar's being ashamed to receive

the commands of his master.

4. "For a prince who is ashamed of this,

best plan is to imitate King Wan. Let one

imitate King Wan, and in five years, if his

state be large, or in seven years, if it be small,

he will be sure to give laws to the empire.
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5. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

*The descendants of the emperors of
the Shang dynasty,

Are in number more than hundreds

of thousands;

But, God having passed His decree,

They are all submissive to Chow.
They are submissive to Chow,
Because the decree of Heaven is not

unchanging.

. The officers of Yin, admirable and
alert,

Pour out the libations, and assist in

the Capital of ChowJ* >

Confucius said, 'As against so benevolent a

sovereign, they could not be deemed a multitude.*

Thus, if the prince of a state love benevolence,

he will have no opponent in all the empire.

6. "Now they wish to have no opponent

in all the empire, but they do not seek to attain

this by being benevolent. This is like a man
laying hold of a heated substance, and not

having first wetted his hands. It is said in

the 'Book of Poetry/
4Who can take up a heated substance,

Without wetting his hands?"
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Chap. vill. 1. Mencius said, "How is it

possible to speak with those princes who are

not benevolent? Their perils they count safety,

their calamities they count profitable, and they

have pleasure in the things by which they

perish. If it were possible to talk with them
who so violate benevolence, how could we have

such destruction of kingdoms and ruin of

families?

2. "There was a boy singing,

'When the water of the Ts'ang-lang

is clear,

It does to wash the strings of my cap.

When the water of the Ts lang-lang is

muddy,
It does to wash my feet.'

3. "Confucius said, 'Hear what he sings,

my children. When clear, then he wiH wash

his cap strings., and when muddy, he will wash

his feet with it. This different application ifl

brought-by the water on itself.
1

4. "A man must first despise himself, and

then others will despise him, A family must

first destroy itself, and then others will destroy
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it. A kingdom must first smite itself, and then

other3 will smite it

5. "This is illustrated in the passage of the

Tae Kea, *When Heaven sends down,calami-

ties, it is still possible to escape them. When
we occasion the calamities ourselves, it is not

possible any longer to live.
7 "

^mum, «stMff*tt& *»mrr* «*h

*Et. 6. K^^H^iK.mw &». ft£fff &.

Chap. ix. 1. Mencius said, "Kee ahd Chow's
losing the empire, arose from their losing the

people, and to lose the people means to lose

their hearts. There is a way to get the

empire:—get the people, and the empire is got
There is a way to get the people:—get their

hearts, and the people are got. There is a way
to get their hearts:—it is simply to collect for

them what they like, and not to lay on them
what they dislike.

2. "The people turn to a benevolent rule
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as water flows downward, and as wild beasts

fly to the wilderness.

3. "Accordingly, as the otter aids the deep
waters, driving the fish into them, and the

hawk aids the thickets, driving the little birds

to them, so Kee and Chow aided Pang and
Woo, driving the people to them.

4. "If among the present sovereigns of the

empire, there were one who loved benevolence,

all the other princes would aid him, by driving

the people to him. Although .he wished not to

become emperor, he could not avoid becoming

so.

5. "The case of one of the present princes

wishing to become emperor, is like the having

to seek mugwort of three years old, to cure a

seven years' sickness. If it have not been kept

in store, the patient may all his life not get it.

If the princes do not set their wills on benevo-

lence, all their days will be in sorrow and
disgrace, and they will be involved in death

and ruin.

6. "This is illustrated by what is said in

the
4Book of Poetry,'

' *How otherwise can you improve the

empiret

You will only with it gt) to ruin/
"
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Chap. x. 1. Mencius said, "With those who
do violence to themselves, it is impossible to

speak. With those who throw themselves

away, it is impossible to do anything. To
disown in his conversation propriety and right-

eousness, is what we mean by doing violence

to one's self. To say—V am not able to dwell

in benevolence or pursue the path of righteous-

ness/ is what we mean by throwing one's self

away.

2. "Benevolence is the tranquil habitation

of man, and righteousness is his straight path.

3. "Alas for them, who leave the tranquil

dwelling empty, and do not reside in it, and
who abandon the right path and do not pursue

it!"

Qiapa XI. Mencius said, "The path of duty

lies in what is near and men seek for it in what
is remote. The work of duty lies in what is

easy, and men seek for it in what is difficult.

If each man would love his parents and show
the due respect to his elders, the whole empire

/would enjoy iarnquillity."
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Chap. xil. 1. Mencius said "When those

occupying inferior situations do not obtain the

confidence of the sovereign, they cannot succeed

in governing the people. There is a way to

obtain the confidence of the sovereign:—if one

is not trusted by his friends, he will not obtain

the confidence of his sovereign. There is a
way of being trusted by one's friends:—if one

<io not serve his parents so as to make them
pleased, he will not be trusted by his friends.

There is a way to make one's parents pleased:

—if one, on turning his thoughts inward finds

a want of sincerity, he will not give pleasure

to his parents. There is a way to the attain-

ment of sincerity in one's self:— if a man do
not understand what is good, he will not attain

sincerity in himself.

2. "Therefore, sincerity is the way of

Heaven. To think how to be sincere is the way
of man.

3. "Never has there been one possessed of

complete sincerity, who did not move others.

Never has there been one who had not sincerity
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who was able to move others."

Chap. XUI. 1. Mencius said, "Pih-e, that he

might avoid Chow, was dwelling on the coast

of the northern sea. When he heard of the

rise of King Wan, he roused himself, and

said, *Wby should I not go and follow him?

I have heard that the chief of the west knows
well how to nourish the old.' T'ae-kung, that

he might avoid Chow, was dwelling on the

coast of the eastern sea. When he heard of

the rise of King Wan, he roused himself, and
said, 'Why should I not go and follow him? I

have heard that the chief of the west knows
well how to nourish the old.

1

2. "Those two old men were the greatest old

men of the empire. When they came to follow

King Wan, it was the fathers of the empire com-
ing to follow him. When the fathers of the empier

joined him, how could the sons go to any others?

3. "Were any of the princes to practice the

government of King Wan, within seven years he
- would be sure to be giving laws to the empire '?
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Chap. XIV. 1. Mencius said, "K'ew acted as

chief officer to the head of the Ke family, whosa
evil ways he was unable to change, while he

exacted from the people double the grain for-

merly paid. Confucius said, 'He is no disciple

of m ne. ^Little children, beat the drum and
assail him.'

2. "Looking at the subject from this case,

we perceive that when a prince was not practi-

cing benevolent government, all his miwtftfs
who enriched him were rejected by Confucius:

~—how much more would he have rejected those

who are vehement to fight for their prince/

When contentions about territory are the

ground on which they fight, they slaughter men
. till the fields are filled with them. When some
struggle for a city is the ground on*\vhich they

fight, they slaughter men till the e*fcy is filled

with them. This is what is called heading on
the land to devour human flesh.' Death is cot

enough for such a crime.

i 3. "Therefore those who are skillful to
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fight should suffer the highest punishment. Next
to them should be punished those who unite the

princes in leagues; and next to them, those who
take in grassy commons, imposing the cultiva-

tion of the ground on the -people"

Chap. xv. I, Mencius said, "Of all the parts

of a man's body there is none more excellent

than the pupii of the eye. The pupil cannot be

used to hide a man's wickedness. If within

the breast all be correct, the pupil is bright.

If within the breast all be not correct, the

pupil is dull.

2. "listen to a man's words and look &t

the pupil of his eye. How can a man conceal

bis character?
1 '

!#$•&« s^0**^»A.«r*^*A.»«A^:s.*

Chap xvi. Mencius said, "The respectful do
not despise others. The economical do not
plunder others. The prince who treats men
with despite and plunders them, is only afraid

that they may not prove obedient to him:-^how
can he be regarded as respectful or economical?

How can respectfulness and economy be made
out of tones of the voice and a smiling manner?'*
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Chap. XVII. 1. Shun-yu K'wan said, "Is it

the rule that males and females shall not allow

their hands to touch in giving or receiving any
thing?" Mencius replied, "It is the rule." K'wan
asked, "If a man's sister-in-law be drowning;

shall he rescue her with his hand?" Mencius

said, "He who would not so rescue a drowning

woman is a wolf. For males and females not

to allow their hands to touch in giving and

receiving is the general rule; when a sister-in-

law is drowning, to rescue her with the hand

is a peculiar exigency."

2. JCwan said, "The whole empire is

drowning. How strange it is that you will

not rescue it!"

3. Mencius answered, "A drowning empire

must be rescued with right principles, as a
drowning sister-in-law has to be rescued with

the hand. Do you wish me to rescue the

empire with my hand?" ~ ***

3i& 5fc?»«»jE,*?-*aj*friE4fc iM&X&M&i**
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Chap XVJUI. 1 Kung-sun ChW said, "Why
is it that the superior man does not himself
teach his son?"

2 Mencius. replied, "The circumstances of

the case forbid its being done. The teacher

must inculcate what is correct When ha

inculcates what is correct, and his lessons are

not practiced he follows them up with being

angry When he follows them up with being

angry, then, contrary to what should be, h8 is

offended with his son. At the same time% the

jntpil says, 'My master inculcates on me what
is correct, and he himself does not proceed in

a correct path/ The result of this is, that

father and son are offended with each other.

When father and son come to be offended with
each other, the case is evil.

3. "The ancients exchanged sons, and one
taught the son of another.

4. "Between father and son, there should
be no reproving admonitions to what is good.

Such reproofs lead to alienation, and than
alienation, there is nothing more inauspicious."
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Chap. XIX. 1. Mencius said, "Of services

which is the greatest? The service of parents is

the greatest. Of charges which is the greatest?

The charge of one's self is the greatest. That
those who do not fail to keep themselves are

able to serve their parents is what I have

heard. But I have never heard of any, who
having failed to keep themselves, were able

notwithstanding to serve their parents.

2. "There are many services, but the service

of parents is the root of all others. There are

many charges, but the charge of one's self is-

the root of all others.

3. "The philosopher Tsang, in nourishing

Tsang Seib, was always sure to have wine and
flesh provided. And when they were being

removed, lie would ask respectfully to whom
he should give what was left. If his fatfier

asked whether there was anything left, he was
sure to say,

4 There is. After the death of

Tsang Seih, when Tsang Yuen came to nourish

the philosopher Tsang, he was always sure to

have wine and flesh provided. But when the

things were being removed, he did not ask to

whom he should give what was left %
and if his
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father asked wnetber there was anything left;

he would answer * No ';— intending to bring

them fn again. This was what is called

—

•nourishing the mouth and body/ We may
call the philosopher Tsang's practice

—
' nourish-

ing the will.'

4. "To serve one's parents as the philoso-

pher Ts'ang served his may be accepted as

filial piety

y

Chap, xx. Mencius said, "It is not enough ta

remonstrate with a sovereign on account of the

malemployment 0/ ministers, nor to blame errors

of government. It is only the great man who
can rectify wliat is wrong in the sovereign's

mind. Let the prince be benevolent, and all

his acts will be benevolent. Let the prince be

righteous, and all his acts will be righteous.

Let the prince be correct, and everything will

be correct. Once rectify the prince, and the

kingdom will be firmly settled."

Chap. XXI. Mencius said, "There are cases

of praise which could not hb expected, and of

reproach when the parties have been seeking to

be perfect."
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Chap. XXII Mencius said, "Men's being ready
with their tongues arises simply from their not

having been reproved.
1
*

*Z+E* **B,A2«.<aE#*AW.
Chap xxill. Meneius said, "The evil of men

is that they lite to be teachers of others,"

«.B.^fw^& f#-iB*.^«*fis**. 3.b.S;^».

Chap. XXIV 1 The disoiple Yo-ching went
in the train of Tsze-gaou to Ts'e.

2. He eame to see Mencius, who said to him,

"Are you also come to see me?" Yo-ching re-

plied,
'

'Master, why do you speak such words?"

"How many days have you been here?"

Asked Mencius. "I came yesterday." "Yester-

day! Is it not with reason, then, that I thus

speak?" "My lodging house was not arranged.'
1

"Have yon heard that a scholar s lodging house

must be arranged before he visit his elder?"

3. Yo-ching said, "I have done wrong."

Chap, XXV. Mencius, addressing the disciple

Yo-ching, said to him, "Your coming hero in
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the train of Tsze-gaou was only because of the

food and the drink. 1 could not have thought

that you, having learned the doctrine of the

ancients, would have acted with a view to

eating and drinking."

Chap. XXVI. 1. Mencius said, "There are

three things which are unfilial, and to have no
posterity is the greatest of them.

2. "Shun married, without informing his

parents, because of this,

—

lest he should have

no posterity. Superior men consider that his

doing so was the same as if he had informed
them."

9.#£-*,fci»rrjt, 3fe*fe&.«2:». «*#-*£«.

Chap. XXVII. 1. Mencius said, "The richest

fruit of benevolence is this,—the service of

one'? parents. The richest fruit of righteous-

ness i& this,—the obeying one's elder brothers,

2. "The richest fruit of wisdom is this,—<•

the knowing those two things, and not depart-

ing from them. The richest fruit of propriety

is this,—the ordering and adorning those two
things. The riches t fruit of music is this,—the
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rejoicing in those two things. When they are

rejoiced in, they grow. Growings how can they

be repressed? When they come to this state

that they cannot be repressed, then unconscio-

usly the feet begin to dance and the hands to

move."

EtMm&&M#&ifc*ft¥&^&8A.*m¥1&

Chap xxviii. 1. Mencius said, "Suppose the

case of the whole empire turning in great delight

to an individual to submit to him.—To regard

the whole empire thus turning to him in great

delight but as a bundle of grass;—only Shun

was capable of this. He considered that if one

could not get the hearts of his parents he could

not be considered a man* and that if ho could

not get to an entire accord with his parents,

he could not be considered a son,

* 2. "By Shun's completely fulfilling every-

thing by which parent could be served,

Koo-sow was brought to find delight in what

was good- When Koo-sow was brought to find

that delight, the whole empire was trans-

formed When Koo-sow was brought to find

that delight, oil fathers and seen in the empire

were established %n their respective duties.
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This is called great filial piety."

BOOK IV

LE LOW. PART II

hi m * *j t

A<&. ^iEE^KftH^-jj^sRfgn^A^u 3.^^:

S^RfSB- 4.£;lS«Ig,3SR—«&•

Chap. i. 1. Mencius said, "Shun was borB

in Ohoo-fung, removed to Foo-hea, and died in

Ming-t'eaou;—a man near the wild tribes on

the east.

2. "King Wan was born in Chow by Mount
K l

e, and died in Peih-ying;—a man near the

wild tribes on the west.

3. "Those regions were distant from one

Another more than a thousand li, and the age

of the one sage was posterior to that of the

other more than a thousand years.- But^when
they got their wish, and carried their principles

into practice throughout the Middle Kingdom,
it was like uniting the two halves of a seal*

4. ., ''When we excwzzne the sages,— both the

earlier and the later, — their principles are

found to be the same."
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Chap. 11. 1. When Tsze-cn an was chief

minister of the state of Ch'ing, he would
convey people across the Tsin and Wei in his

own carriage.

2. Mencius said,
4l
It was kind, but showed

that he did not understand the practice of'

government.

3. "When in the eleventh month of the

year the footbridges are completed, and the

carriage bridges in the twelfth month, the

people have not the trouble of wading.

4. "Let a governor conduct his rule on

principles of equal justice, and when he goes

abroad, he may cause people to be removed
out of his path. But how can he convey

everybody across the rivers?

5.
u
It follows that if a governor will try

I
to please everybody, he will find the days not

' sufficient for his work.
1 *

WHS i..S^**aiB.»^iRE*n^A.MEIft« to-
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Chap. HI. 1. Mencius said to the king Seuen

of Ts l
e, "When the prince regards his ministers

&s his hands and feet, his ministers regard their

prince as their belly and heart; when he regards

them as bis dogs and horses, they regard him
as any other man; when he regards them as

the ground or as grass, they regard him as a

robber and an enemy.'

'

2. The king said,
uAccording to the rales

of propriety, a minister wears mourning when
lie has left the service of a prince. How must

a prince behave that his old ministers may thus

go into mourning?"

3. Mencius replied, "The admonitions of
a minister having been followed, and his advice

listened to, so that blessings have descended on

the people, if for some cause he leaves the

country\ the prince sends an escort to conduct him
beyond the boundaries. He also anticipates with

recomviendatory intimations his arrival in the

xsountry to which he is proceeding. When he

las been gone three years and does not return,

only then at length does he take back bis fields

and residence. This treatment is what is called

*a thrice-repeated display of consideration-'
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When a prince acts thus, mourning will be

worn on leaving his service.

4. "Nowadays, the remonstrances of a

minister are not followed, and his advice is not

listened to, so that no blessings descend on the

people. When for any cause he leaves the

country, che prince tries to seize him and hold

him a prisoner He also pushes him to extre-

mity in the country to which he lias gone, and
on the very day of his departure, he takes

back his fields and residence. This treatment

shows him to be what we call *a robber and
an enemy ' What mourning can be worn for

a robber and an enemyp"

Chap. iv. Mencius said, "When scholars are

put to death without any crime, the great

officers may leave the country. When the

people are slaughtered without any crime, the

scholars may remove."

Chap. V Mencius said, "If the sovereign be

benevolent, all will be benevolent. If the

sovereign be righteous, all will be righteous.

Chap vi. Mencius said, "Acts of propriety

which are not really proper, and acts of right-
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eousness which are not really righteous, the

great man does not do."

Chap. vii. Mencius said, "Those who keep
the mean, train up those who do not, and those

who have abilities, train up those who have not,

and hence men rejoice in having fathers and
elder brothers who are possessed of virtue and
talent. If they who keep the mean spurn those

who do not* and they who have abilities spurn
those who have not, then the space between
them—those so gifted and the ungifted—will
not admit an inch.'

7

Chap. VIIL Mencius said, >"Men must be de-

cided on what they will NOP? do, and then they

are able to act with vigor in what they ought

to do. ... V* •

«

Chap. ix. Mencius said, "What future misery

have they and ought they to endure, who talk

of what is not good in others!"

Chap. x. Mencius said, "Chung-ne did not do
extraordinary things."
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Chap. XI. Menciu9 said, "The great man does

not think beforehand of his words that they

may be sincere, nor of his actions that tfrey

may be resolute*—he simply speaks an<l does

what is right
1 '

Chap. xu. Mencius said, "The great man is he

who does not lose his child's-heart"

Chap. XIII. Mencius said, "The nourishment

of parents when living is not sufficient to be

accounted the great thing. It is only in the

performing their obsequies when dead, that we
have what can be cOLsidered the great thing."

Chap. XIV. Mencius said, "The superior man
makes his advances in what he is learning with

deep earnestness and by the proper course,

wishing to get hold of it as in himself. Having

got hold of it in himself, he abides in it calmly

and firmly. Abiding in it calmly and firmly,

he reposes a deep reliance on it Reposing a

deep reliance on it, he seizes it on the left and
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right, meeting everywhere with it as a fountain

from which things flow* It is on this account

that the superior man wishes to get hold of

what be is learning as in himself." m

Chap. XV. Mencius said,
44In learning exten

sively and discussing minutely what is learned,

the object of the superior man is that he may
be able to go baok and set forth in brief what
is essential."

Chap. XVI. Mencius said,
4 'Never has he who

would by his excellence subdue men been able

to subdue them. Let a prince seek by his

excellence to nourish men, and he will be able

to subdue the whole empire. It is impossible

that any one should become ruler of the empire

to whom it has not yielded the subjection of

the heart."

Chap, xvul .Mencius said/ 4 Words which are

not true are inauspicious, and the words which
are most truly obnoxious to the name of

inauspicious, are those which throw into the

shade men of talents and virtue
yt
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Chap. XVUl. 1. The disciple Seu said, "Cbung-
ne often praised water, saying,

4

water!

water! What did he find in water topraise?"

2. Mencius replied, "There is a spring of

water; how it gushes out! It rests not day
nor night. It fills up every hole, and then

advances, flowing on to the four seas. Such
is water having a spring! It was this which
he found in it to praise.

3. "But suppose that the water has no
spring. — In the seventh and eighth months
when the rain falls abundantly, the channels

in the fields are all filled, but their being dried

up again may be expected in a short time. So
a superior man is ashamed of a reputation

beyond his merits.
1 '

Chap. xix. 1. Mencius said, "That whereby

man differs from the lower animals is but

small. The mass of people cast it away, while

superior men preserve it

2. "Shun clearly understood the multitude

of things, and closely observed the relations cf
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humanity. He walked along* the path of

benevolence and righteousness; he did not neecf

to pursue benevolence and righteousness.

"

.©£,&#$! .^BS#^.*##&.
Chap. XX. 1. Mencms said, "Yu hated the

pleasant wine, and loved good words,

2. "T'aug held fast the mean, and employed

jnen of talents and virtue without regard to

where they came from.

3. "King Wan looked on the people as he

would on a man who was wounded, and he

looked towards the right path as if he couid

not see it.

4. "King Woo did not slight the near, and

Sid not forget the distant.

5. "The duke of Ghow desired to unite in

himself the virtues of those kings, thosefounders

of the three dynasties, that he might display in

his practice the four things which they did.

If he saw any thing m them not suited to his

time, he looked up and thought about it, from
daytime into the night, and when he was
fortunate enough to master the difficulty, he

sat waiting for the morning.'

'
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Chap XXI. 1. Mencius said, "The traces of

imperial rule were extinguished, and the imper-

ial odes ceased to be made. When those odes

ceased to be made, then the 'Ch'un Ts'ew' was
produced.

2. "The 'Shing' of Tsin, the
4Taou WinY

of Ts'oo, and the 'Ch'un TsW of Loo were

books of the same character.

3 "The subject of the Ch 4un Ts'ew was
the affairs of Hwan of Ts'e and Wan of Tsin,

and its style was the historical. Confucius

eaid, 'Its righteous decisions I ventured to

make/ "

Chap. XXiJ. 1 Mencius said, "The influence

of a sovereign sage termk tes in the fifth

generation. The influence of a mere sage

I

does the same.

2. "Although I could not be a disciple of

Confuciu9 himself, I have endeavored to

cultivate my virtue by means of others who
were.

Chap XXUl. Menciussaid, "When it appears
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proper to take, a thing, and afterwards not

proper, to take it is contrary to moderation.

When it appears proper to give a thing and
' afterwards not proper, to give it is contrary

to kindness. When it appears proper to

sacrifice one's life, and afterwards not proper,

to sacrifice it is contrary to bravery

'

.
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Chap. XXIV. 1. P'ang Mung learned archery

of E. When he had acquired completely all

the science of E, he thought that in all the

empire only E was superior to himself, and
so he slew him. Mencius said, "In this case

E-jalso was to blame. Kung-ming E indeed

said, 'It would appear as if he were not to be

blamed,' but he thereby only meant that his
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blame was slight. How can he be held without

any blame?"

2. 'The people of Ch'ihg sent Tsze-cho

Yu to make a stealthy attack on Wei, which

sent Yu-kung Sze to pursue him. Tsze-cho

Yu said, To-day I feel unwell, so that I

cannot bold my bow. I am a dead man! 1 At
the same time he asked bis driver,

4Wbo is it

that is pursuing me?' The driver said.
4

It is

Yu-kung Sze/ on which he exclaimed, 'I shall

live.' The driver said,
4 Yu-kung Sze is the

best archer of Wei, what do you mean by

saying—I shall Jive?
1 Yu replied, 'Yu-kung

Sze learned archery from Yin-kung T'o, who
again learned it from me. Now, * Yin-kung
T 4

o is an upright man, and the friends of his

selection must be upright also? When Yu-kung
Sze came up, he said, 'Master, why are you

not holding your bow?
1 Yu answered him,

To-day I am feeling unwell, and cannot hold

my bow.' On this Sze said,
4
I learned archery

from Yin-kung T 4

o, who again learned it from,

you. r cannot bear to injure you with yocr
own science. The business of to-day, however,

is the prince's business, which I dare not

neglect/ He then took his arrows, knocked

off their steel points against the carriage

wheel, discharged four of them, and returned."
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Chap, XXV. I. Mencius said,
u If the fady

Se had been covered with a filthy headdress,

all people would have stopped their noses in

passing her.

2. "Though a man may be wicked, yet if

he adjust his thoughts, fast, and bathe, he may
sacrifice to God."

Chap. XXVI. 1. Mencius said, "All who speak

about the natures of things^ have in fact only

their phenomena to reason from, and the value

of a phenomenon is in its being natural.

2. " "What I dislike in your wise men is

their boring out their conclusions. If those

wise men would only act as Yu did when be

conveyed away the waters, there would be

nothing to dislike in their wisdom. The
manner in which Yu conveyed away , the

waters was by doing what gave him no trouble.

If your wise men would also do that which

gave them no trouble, their knowledge would
also be great.

8, "There is heaven so high; there are the
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stars so distant. If we have investigated

their phenomena, we may, while sitting in our

places, go back to the solstice of a thousand

years ago."

Chap. XX Vii. 1. The officer Kung-hang having

on hand the funeral of one of his sons, the

Master of the Right went to condole with him.

When this noble entered the door, some called

him to them aod spoke with him, and some
went to his place and spoke with him.

2. Mencius did not speak with him, so that

he was displeased, and said, "All the gentlemen

have spoken with me. There is only Mencius
who does not speak to me, thereby slighting

me."

3 Mencius, having heard of this remark,

said, "According to the prescribed rules, in

the court, individuals may not change their

places to speak with one another, nor may
they pass from their ranks to bow to one

another. 1 was wishing to observe this rule,

and Tsze-gaou understands it that I was
slighting him:—16 not this strange?"
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CL+A« 1. ttEM*fft&mi£A£M'&*f*&Jb.^

A>*J^fi«2.«k**A«»;& ±-mAKfo<3£ft&

&,S^0,jfc**A4fcB&*iJfc. 30JtftI!t3g&3t.:iRft

jK^ifcffcS^aS^A-fe,IIMI4 »&3taH,*j#

Chap XXVIII. 1. Mencius said, '/That whereby

the, superior man is distinguished from other

men is what be preserves in his heart;— namely,

benevolence and propriety, j
2. "The benevolent man loves others. The

man of propriety shows respect to others.

3. ""He who loves others is constantly loved

by them. He who respects others is constantly

respected by them.

4. "Here is a man, who treats me in a
perverse and unreasonable manner. The
superior man in such a case will turn round
upon himself-— I must have been wanting in

benevolence; 1 must have been wanting in
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propriety:*—how should this have hapj>eaed to

me?'

5. V He examines himself, and is specially

benevolent.
[ He turns round upon himself,

and is specially observant of propriety. The
perversity and unreasonableness of the other,

however, are still the same. The superior

man will again turn round on himself — 4 1

must have been failing to do my utmost.'

6. ** He turns round upon himself, and
proceeds to do his utmost, but still the perver-

sity and unreasonableness of the other ace

repeated. On this the superior man says*
4Tbi3 is a man utterly lost indeed! Since he
conducts himself so, what is there to choose

between him and a brute? Why should I go
to contend with a brute?'

7. "Thus it is that the superior man has
a life-long anxiety and not one morning's
calamity. As to what is matter of anxiety to

him, that he has.

—

He says,
4Shun was a man,

and Talso am a man. But Shea became an
example to the empire, and kit conduct was
worthy to be handed down to artel ages, while

1 am nothing better than a villager.' This
indeed is proper matter of anxiety to him.
And in what way is he anxious about it? Just
that be may be like Shun:—tben only will bo

Gtop. As to what the superior man would
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feel to he a calamity, there is no such thing.

He does nothing which is not according t©

propriety. If there should be fall him one

morning's calamity, the superior man does not

account it a calamity." *

Chap. XXIX. 1. Yu and Tseih, in an age

of tranquilizing government, thrice passed their

doors without entering them. Confucius praised

them.

2. The disciple Yen, in a age of confusion,

dwelt in a mean narrow lane, having his

single bamboo cup of rice, and his single

gourd dish of water; other men could not have

endured the distress, but he did not allow his

joy to be affected by it. Confucius praised

him.

3. Meneius said, "Yu, Tseih, and Yen,

Hwuy agreed in the principle of their conduct.

4. "Yu thought that if any one in the

empire were drowned, it was as if he drowned
him. Tseih thought that if any one in the
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empire suffered hunger, it wa9 as if he

famished him. It was on this account that

they were so earnest

5 "If Yu and Tseih, and the philosopher

Yen bad exchanged places, each would have

done what the other did.

6. "Here now 10 the same apartment with

you are people fighting: — you ought to part

them. Though you part them with your cap

simply tied over your unbound hair, your

conduct will be allowable

7 "If the fighting be only in the village

or neighborhood, if you go to put an end to it

with your cap tied over your hair unbound,

you w9J be in error. Although you should

shut your door in such a case, your conduct

would be allowable."
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Chap XXX. 1 The disciple Kung-too said,
*

'Throughout the whole kingdom everybody

pronounces l£'wang unfilial. But you, Master,

keep company with him, and moreover treat

him with politeness. I venture to ask why
you do so."

2. Meneius replied, ['There are five things

which are said in the common practice of the

age to be unfilial The first is laziness in the

use of one's four limbs, without attending to

the nourishment of his parents. The second is

gambling and chess playing, and being fond

of wine, without atteading to the nourishment

of his parenta The third is being fond of

goods and money, and selfishly attached to his

ivife and children, without attending to the

nourishment of his parents. The fourth is

following the desires of one's ears and eyes, so

as to bring his parents to disgrace. The fifth

is being fond of bravery, fighting and quar-

reling so as to endanger his parents. Is Chang
guilty of any one of these things?

3. "Now between Chang and his father

there arose disagreement, he, the son, reproving1

his father, to urge him to what was good.

4. "To urge one another to what is good
by reproofs is the way of friends. But such

urging between father and son is the greatest
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injury to the kindness which should prevail

between them,

5. "Moreover, did not Chang wish to have

in his f&mily the relationships of husband and

wife, child and mother? But because he had

offended his father, and was not permitted to

approach him, he sent away his wife, and

drove forth his son, and all his life receives

no cherishing attention from them. He settled

it in his mind that if he did not act in this

way, his would be one of the greatest of crimes.

—Such and nothing more is the case of

Chang.

: *»««:«.3fr#a.*s.«s. £*«. ¥&&. 4n«*>

Chap. XXXI. 1 When the philosopher Tsang

'flwelt in Woosmng, there came a band trom

Yue to plunder it. Some one said to hi?n.

"The plunderers are coming:— why not leave

this?" Tsang on this left the city, saying to

the r*an in charge of the house, "Do not lodge
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any persons id my bouse, lest tfciey break and

injure the plants and trees/' When the

pluodeiers withdrew, be sent word to him,

saying, "Repair the walls of my bouse lam
about to return,

,T When tbe plunderers

retired, the philosopher Tsang returned accord-

ingly His disciples said, "Since our master

was treated with so much sincerity and respect,

for bim to be the first to go away on tbe

arrival of the plunderers, so as to be observed;

by the people, and then to return on their?

retiring, appears to us to be improper," Shin-

yew Ming said, "Yon do not understand this

matter. Formerly-, when Shin-yew was exposed

to the outbreak of the grass carriers, there

were seventy disciples in out master's follow-

ing, and aone of tbem took part in the matter
"

2, When Tsze-sze was Jiving in Wei, there

came a band from Ts'e to plunder Some one
said to him. **Tbe plunderers are coming; ~
why not leave this?" Tsze-sze said, "If I go
away, whom will the prince have to guard fh*

stou with?"

3 Mencius said, "The philosopher Tsang:

and Tsz.e-sze agreed in tbe principle of their

conduct. Tsang was a teacher-—in tbe place

of a satber or elder brother. Tsze-sze was a
minister— in a meaner place. If tbe t>hilo-

sopers Tsang and Tsze-sze had exchanged
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places, the one would ba/e done what the

other did.*'

H.»#J*;»A»,£»»AIPW.
Chap. XXXII. The officer Ch'oo said to*

Mencius, 4

'Master, the king sent persons to spy
out whether you were really different from
other men." Mencius said, "How should I be
different from other men! Yaou and Shun
were just the same as other men

RH+ZS J.#A#~*^.W*£#.#&AHMiJ#

#*H.&Affl, J«#KigfcifijfftK f W#«*«Wfc*-l*

ftA±®f±.fflH+.lBII«ja[K*.*^A?lj»wji:ff«.

€^«.^JB.3UlBifffS:tt, Jfc3fc8KJ££itt-&. &¥»£

A*tefifc!!£+S. rfn ra A5fc££t).tiL, &&&#•*.###

Chap. xxxm. 1 A man of Ts e had a wife

and a concubine, and lived together with them
in his house. When their husband went out.

he would get himself well filled with wine and
flesh, and then return, and, on his wife's

asking him with whom he ate and drank, they
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were sure to be all wealthy and honorablo

people. The wife informed the concubine,

saying, "When our good man goes out, be is.

sure to come back having partaken plentifully

of wins and flesh. I asked with whom he ate

and drank, and they are all. it seems, wealthy

and honorable people. And yet no people of

distinction ever come here. I will spy out

where our good man goes." Accordingly, she

got up early in the morning, and privately

followed wherever her husband went. Through-
out the whole city, there was no one who
stood or talked with nim. At last, he came
to those . who were sacrificing among the

tombs beyond the outer wall on the east, and
begged what they had over. Not being

satisfied, be looked about, and went to another

party:—and this was the way in which he got

himself satiated. His wife returned, and* in-

formed the concubine, saying, "It was to our

husband that we looked up in hopeful conte-

mplation with whom our lot is cast for life;

—

and now these are his waps!" On this^ along

with the concubine she reviled their husband,

and they wept together in the middle hall. la
the meantime the husband, knowing nothing of

all this, came in with a jaunty air, carrying

himself proudly to his wife and concubine.

2. In the view of a superior man, as to the
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waye by which meD seek for riches, honors,

gain, and cdvancement, there are few of their

wives and concubines who would not "be asha-
med and weep together on account of them,

BOOK V
WAN CHANG PA

A $ * ^ ±

88&E3, &#»0r*MiL. 5fc«W*##?£<&. «*»*

«?*,&, A2#r3*, JMf^"l\ BB^J£Jgi»«,*,Ai«

Chap. I. 1. Wan Chang asked Afencius,

saying, When "Shun went into the fields, he
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eried oat and wept towards the pitying heavens.

Why did he cry out and weep?
1
' Mencius

replied, "He was dissatisfied, and full of

earnest desire,"

2. Wan Chang said, "When his parents

love him, a son rejeiee"s and forgets them not.

When his parents hate him, though they punish

him, he does not murmur. Was Shun then

murmuring against his parents?" Mencius

answered, "Ch'ang Seih asked Kung-ming
Kaon, saying,

4As to Shun's going into the

fields, I have received your instructions, but I

do not know about his weeping and crying out

to the pitying heavens and to his paeents.'

Kung-ming Kaou answered him, 4You do not

understand that matter.' Now, Kung - rning

Kaou supposed that the heart of the filial son

could not be so free of sorrow. Shim would

say, 'I exert ray strength to cultivate the fields,

but I am there by only discharging my office

as a son. What can there be in me that my
parents do not love me?'

3. "The emperor caused his own children,

nine sons and two daughters, the various

officers, oxen and sheep, storehouses and
granaries, all to be prepared, to serve Shun
amid the channeled fields. Of the scholars of

the empire there were multitudes who flocked

to him. The emperor designed that Stout*
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should superintend the empire along with him,

and then to transfer it to him entirely. But
because his parents were not in accord with

him, he felt like a poor man who has nowhere

to turn to.

4. "To be delighted in by the scholars of

the empire, is what men desire, but it was not

sufficient to remove the sorrow of Shun. The
possession of beauty ts what men desire, and
Shun had for his wives the two daughters of

the emperor, but this was not sufficient to

remove his sorrow. Riches are what men
desire, and the empire was the rich proprty

of S/iu?i, but this was not sufficient to remove

his sorrow Honors are what men desire, and

Shun had the dignity of being emperoT, but

this was not sufficient to remove his sorrow

The reason why the being the object of men's

•delight, the possession of beauty, riches, and

honors, were not sufficient to remove his

sorrow, was, that it could be removed only by

his getting his parents to be in accord with

him.

5. "The desire of the child is towards his

father and mother, When he becomes consc-

ious of the attractions of beauty, bis desire 13

towards young and beautiful women. When
he comes te have a wife and children, his

desire is towards them. When he obtains
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office, his desire is towards his sovereign:—if

he cannot get the regard of his sovereign, he

hums within. But the man of great filial

piety, to the end of his life, has his desire

towards his parents. In the great Shun I see

the ease
%
of one whose desire at fifty years was

towards them."

H,X«ffi#SK. fi».WKKA ««#. ffl,«If*£,

««e5l.0.SIM^ftHfc.ife«!«;*.ftW#'». 4.0,^

A*2*fc. *£A££> r*q, «&>&sa*.^. ii»*

2.SSB.
Chap u. 1. Wan Chang asked Menchis^ saying,

44
It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,

'In marrying a wife, how ought a man
to proceed?
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He must inform his parents.*

If the rule be indeed as here expressed, no
man ought to have illustrated it so well as

Shun. How was it that Shun's marriage

took place without his informing his parents?"

Mencius replied, "If he had informed them,

be would not have been able to marry. That

male and female should dwell together, is the

greatest of human relations. If Shun had

informed his parents, he must have made void

this greatest of human relations, thereby

incurring their resentment. On this account,

he did not inform them."

2. Wan Chang said, "As to Shun's marry-
ing without informing his parents, 1 have

heard your instructions: but how was it that

the emperor gave him his daughters as wfares

withou informing Shuns parents?" Mencius

said, 'The emperoi also knew that if he

informed them, he could not marry his daugh-

ters to him;"

3. Wan Chang* said,
* 4His parents set Shun

to repair a granary, to which, the ladder

having been removed, Koo-sow set fire. They
also made him dig a well He got out, but

tbey, not knowiug that* proceeded to cover him
np. Seang said. Of the scheme to cover up
the city-forming prince the merit, is all mine.

Let my parents have his oxen and sheep. Let
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them have his storehouses and granaiea. His

shield and spear shall be mine. His lute shall

be mine. His bow shall be mine. His two
wives I shall make attend for me to my bed.'

Seang then went away into Shun's palace, and
thera was Shun on his couch playing on his

lute. Seang said,
4

I am come simply because

I was thinking anxiously about you. At the

same time, he blushed deeply. Shun said to

him, There are all my officers: -— dp you

undertake the government of them for me.'

I do not know whether shun was ignorant of

seang' s wishing to kill him." Mencius an-

swered, "How could he be ignorant of that?

But when Seang was sorrowful, he was also

sorrowful; when Seang was joyful, he was also

joyful." ,

4. Chang said, "In that case, then, did not

Shun rejoice hypocritically?" Mencius replied,

"No. Formerly, some one sent a present of

a live fish to Tsze-ch'an of Chiug. Tsze-ch'an

ordered his pond keeper to keep it in the pond,

hut thut officer cooked it, and reported the

execution of his commission, saying, 'When I

first let it go, it appeared embarrassed. In

a little, it seemed to be somewhat at ease, and

then it swam away joyfully.
1 ^Tsze-chan

observed, 'It had got into its element! It had

got into its element!' The pond keeper then
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went out and said, * Who calls Tsze-cb'an a
wise man

#
f> After I had cooked and eaten the

fish, be says, "It had got into its element I it

had got into its element!" ' Thus a superior

man may be imposed on by what seems to be

as it ought to be, but he cannot be entrapped
by what is contrary to right principle. Seang
came in the way in which the love of his elder

brother would have made him come; therefore

Shun sincerely believed him, and rejoiced.

What hypocrisy was there?*'

W.ttUSe^« Oi. *EfHiH«;.««i-T*l ill, H #ffi?c

fcA®*nft*AttA,M8fc2:^».M»^ B.t:A:Kte

Chap, iil 1. Wan Chang said, "Seang made
it his daily business to slay Shun. When
Shun was made emperor, how was it that he

enly banished him?" Mencius said, "Ho raised
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him to Jbe a prince. Some supposed that it

was banishing him."

2. Wan Chang said,
uShun banished the

superintederit of works to Yewchow; he sent

away Hwan-taou to the mountain Ts 4ung; he

slew the prince of San Meaou in Sauwei; and
he imprisoned K'wan on, the mountain Yu.

When the crimes of those four were thus

punished, the whole empire acquiesced: — it

was a cutting off of men who were destitute

of benevolence. But Seang was of all men
the most destitute of benevolence, and Shun
raised him to be the prince of Yewpe; — of

what crimes had the people of Yewpe been

guilty? Does a benevolent man really act

thus? In the case of other men, he cut themj

off; in the case of his brother, he raised him to
j

be a prince." Mencius replied, "A benevolent

man does not lay up anger, nor cherish resent-

ment against his brother, but only regards

him with affection and love. Regarding
him with affection, he wishes him to be

honorable: regarding him with love, he wishes

'

him to be rich. The appointment of Seang

to be the prince of Yewpe was to enrich

and ennoble him. If while Shun himself was
emperor, his brother had been a common man,
couid he have been said to regard him with

affection and love?"
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3 /%» Chang said,
AI
I .venture to ask

what you mean by saying that some supposed

that it was a banishing of Seang?" Mmcius
replied, 'Seang could do nothing in h ;s state.

The emperor appointed an officer to administer

its government, and to pay over its revenues

to him. This treatment of him led to its

being said that he* was banished.** How itidecd

could be be allowed the means of oppressing

the people? Nevertheless, Shun wished to be

continually seeing him
t
and, by this arrange-

ment, he came incessantly to courts as is

signified in that expression
—'He did not wait

for the rendering of tribute, or affairs of

government, to receive the prince of Yewpe. ,M

«§£*£»» #gtf®.?l^0.^#rltf&. fc r*fc&#
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^§£&*ja*£» *#»*&#&«;& fi«»ii

Chap. iv. 1. Heen-k 4ew Mung asked Menciu$%

saying, "There is the saying. — 6A scholar of

complete virtue may not be employed as a
minister by his sovereign, nor treated as a sou

by his father. Shun stood with his face to the

south, and Yaou, at the head af all the princes,

appeared before him at court with his face

to the north. Koo-sow also did the same.

When Shan saw Koo-sow, his countenance

became discomposed. Confucius said, "At this

time, in what a perilous condition was the

empire! Its state was indeed unsettled?" — I

do not know whether what is here said really

took place." Mencius replied, "No.- These

are not the words of a superior man. They
are the sayings of an uncultivated person of

the east of Ts l

e. When Yaou was old, Shun
was associated with him in the government,

It is said in the * Oanon of Yaou, ' % After

twenty and eight years, the Highly Meritorious

one deceased. The people acted as if they

were mourning lor a father or mother-for three
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years, and up to M* borders of the foar seaa

every sound of music was hushed.
1

Confucius

said, 'There are not two suns in the sky, nor

two sovereigns over the people.' Shun having

- %een emeror, and, moreover, leading on all the

princes to observe the three years' mourning

for Yaou, there would have been in this case

two emperors."

2. Heen-k'ew Mung said, "On the point

of Shan's not treating Yaou as a minister, I

have received your instructions. But it is said

in tne Book of Poetry,'

'Under the whole heaven,

Every spot is the sovereign's ground.

To the borders of the land,

Every individual is the sovereign's

minister;'

—and Shun had become emperor. I venture

to ask how it was that Koo-sow was not one

f his ministers." Mencius answered, "That

ode is not to be unerstood in that way:— it

speaks of being laboriously engaged in the

sovereign's business, so as not to be able to

nourish one's parents, as if the author said,

This is all the sovereign's business, and how is

it that I alone am supposed to have ability,

and am made to toil in it?' 'Therefore, those

who explain the odes may not insist on one term

so as to do violence to a sentence, nor on a
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sentence so as. to do violence to the general

scope. They must try with their thoughts t»

meet that scope, and then we shall apprehend

it. It we simply take single sengle sentences,

there is that in the ode called 'The Milky

Way, 1—
'Of the black-haired people of the rem-

nant of Chow,
There is not half a one left.'

If it had been really as thus expressed, then

not an individual of the people of Chow was
left

j

3. "Of all which a filial son can attain to,

there is nothing greater than his honoring his

parents. And of what can be attained to in

the honoring one's parints, there is nothing

greater than the nourishing them with the whole

empire. Koo-sow was the father of the emperor;

—this was the height of honor. Shun nourished

him with the whole empire;—this was the

height of nourishing. In this was verified the

sentiment in the 'Book of Poetrp,'

'Ever cherishing filial thoughts,

Those filial thoughts became an exa-

mple to after ages.
1

4. "It is said in the 'Book of History/

'Reverently performing his duties, he waited

on Koo-sow
$
and was full of veneration and

awe. Koo-sow also believed him and conformed
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to virtue/— This is the true case of t/ie

' scholar of complete virtue not being treated as

a son by his father.""

*•«*,«K»»^. Bff*$^. &-2;Jf»&. rfn&3££, tt

-+*A«.*A^T«fe^-&.^-&.«^,H^^l**fA
8^^tttfWill* ^Ta&:l83a«, ^Fifcftz^. ifff

R«&.*l«.6fWfc».tt£ffi4k

Chap. v. I. Wan Chang said, "Was it the

case that Yaou gave the empire to Shun?"

Mencius said, "No. The emperor cannot give

the empire to another."

2. "Yes;— but Shun had the empire. Who
gave it to him?" "Heaven gave it to him,"
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was the answer.

3. " heaven gave it to "him':—did Heaven
confer its appointment on him with specific

injunctions?
7 '

4. Mencius replied, "No. Heaven does not

speak. It simply showed its will by his per-

ifional conduct, and his conduct of affairs."

5. " 4
It showed it3 will by his. personal

conduct and his conduct of affairs:
7—-how was

this?" Meneiu's answer was,
uThe empire can

present a man to Heaven, but he cannot make
Heaven give that man the empire; A prince

can present a man to the emperor, but he can-

not cause the emperor to make that man a
prince. ~ A great officer can present a man to

his prince, but he cannot cause the prince tp

make that man a great officer. Yaou presented

Shun to Heaven, and the people accepted him.

Therefore I say, 'Heaven does not speak. It

simply indicated its will by his personal

conduct and his conduct of affairs.
7 n

6. Chang said, "I presume to ask how it

was that Yaou presented Shun to Heaven, and
Heaven accepted him; and that he exhibited

.him to the people, and the people accepted

him." Mencius replied, "He caused him to

preside over the sacrifices, and all the spirits

were well pleased with them;— thus Heaven
accepted him* He caused him to preside over
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the conduct of affairs, and affairs were well

administered, so that the people reposed under

him;~^thus the people accepted him. Heaven
gave the empire to him. The people gave it

to him. Therefore I said, 'The emperor cannot

give the empire to another."

7. "Shun assisted Yaou in the government

for twenty and eight years;— this was more
than man could have done, and was from
Heaven. After the death of Yaou, when the

three years' mourning was completed, Shun
withdrew from the son of Yaou to the south

of South Eiver. The princes of the empire,

however, repairing to court went not to the son

of Yaou, but they went to Shun. Litigants

went not to the son of Yaou, hut they went to

Shun. Singers sang not the son of Yaou, but

they sang Shun. Therefore I said, 'Heaven

gave him the empire? It was after these things

that he went to the Middle Kingdom, and
occupied the emperor's seat. If he had, before

these things, taken up his residence in the palace

of Yaou, and had applied pressure to the

son of Yaou, it would have been an act of

usurpation, and not the gift of Heaven.

8. "This sentiment is expressed in the words
of The Great ^Declaration,

—'Heaven' sees

according as my people see; Heaven hears

according as my people hear.' [J
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CShaj*. vi. 1. Wan Chang asked Menausr

saying,
' 'People say, 'When, the disposal of the

empire came to Yu, his virtue was inferior to

that of Yaou and Shun^ and lie transmitted it

not to the worthiest but to his son.' Was it sop"

Mencius replied, "No; it was not so. When
Heaven gave the empire to tho worthiest,
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it was given to the worthiest. When Heaven
gave it to the son of the -preceding emperor% it

was given to him. Shun presented Tu So

Heaven. Seventeen years elapsed, and Shan
died. When the three years' mourning was
expired, Yu withdrew from the son of Shun to

Yang-shing. The people of the empire followed

him just as after the death of Yaou, instead

of following his son, they had followed Shun.

Yu presented Yih to Heaven. Seyen yean
elapsed, and Yu died. When the three years,

mourning was expired, Yih withdrew from the

son of Yu to the north of Mount Ke. The
princes, repairing to court, went not to Yih,

out they went to K'e. Litigants did not go to

Yih, but they went to K'e, saying, *He is the

son of our sovereign'; the singers did not sing

Yih, dut they sang K'e, saying, 'He is the son

of our sovereign.'

2. "That Taa-ohoo was not equal to his

Jather, and Sbun's son not equal to him; that

Shun assisted Yaou, and Yu assisted Shun,

for many years conferring benefits on the people

for a long time; that thus the length of time

during which Shun, Yu, and Yih, assisted in

the government- was so different; and, that the

sons of the emperors were—the one a man of

talents and virtue, and other two inferior to

their fathers:—all this was from Heaven, and
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what could not be produced by man. That

which is done without man's doing it is from

Heaven. That which happens without man's

causing it to happen is from the ordinance of
Heaven,

3, "In the case of a private individual

obtaining the empire, there must be in-him
virtue equal to that of Shun or Yu, and more-

over there must be the presenting of him to

Heaven by the preceding emperor. It was on,

this account that Confucius did not obtain the,

empire.

# 4, "When the empire is possessed by natural

succession, the emperor who is displaced by

Heaven must be like Kee or Chow. ~It was
on this account that Yiby E Yin and Chow
-kung did not obtain the empire.

5. "E Yin assisted Xang so that he became
sovereign over the empire. After the demise

of T'ang, T s

ae-;tmg having died before ho eouM
be appointed emperor, Wae-ping reigned two
years, and Chung-jin four. T'ae-kea was thea

turning upside down the statutes of T'ang,

wnen E Yin placed him in T*ung for three

years. There T4ae-kea repented of his errors,

was contrite, and reformed himself. In T 4ung
he came to dwell in benevolence and moved,

towards righteousness, during those three years*

listening to the lessons given to him by E Yin»
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Then E Yin again returned with him to Po.

6. "Chow-kung's not getting the empire

was like the case of Yih and the throne of
Hea, or like that of E Yin and the throne of
Yin.

7. "Confucius said,
4T 4ang and Yn resigned

the throne to their worthy ministers^ The

sovoreign of Hea and those of Yin and Chow
transmitted it to their sons. The principle of

righteousess was the same in all tfie cases'
"

&#&&&«&, *. 5£R:fc*«*Mfe. ^t#*ri£*#

J«:.ttl%»B»±J»ttJC«lcR. tS*««EBWiEA*
&^J^BWJE^T^^.|gA^f.^IPJ^.^^^iI

i. &

Chap, vjl 1. Wan Chang asked Afcncius.
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saying, "People say that E Yin sought an

introduction to Tang by hi3 knowledge of

cookery. Was it so?" ?

2. Mencius replied, "No, it was not so. E
Yin was a farmer in.the/lands of the prince

of Sin, delighting in the principlos of Yaou

•and. Shun. In any matter contrary to th9

righteousness which they prescribed, or con-

trary to their principles, though he had been

offered the empire, he would not have regarded

it; though., there had been yoked for him a
thousand teams of horses, he would not have

looked at them. In any matter contrary to

the rihteousness which they prescribed, or con-

trary to their priuciples, he would neither have

given nor taken a single straw.

3. "T'ang sent persons with presents of

silk to entreat him to enter his service. With

an air of indifference and self-satisfaction he

said, 'What can I do with those silks which

1 ang invites me? Is it not best for me to

abide in the channeled fields, and so delight

. .myself with the principles of Yaou and Shun?' !

4. "T'ang thrice sent messengers to invite

bim. After this, with the change of resolution

displayed in his countenance, be spoke in a
different style, — 'Instead of abiding in the

channeled fields and thereby delighting myself

with the principles of Yaou and Shun, had I
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not better make this* prince a prince like Yaoo

or Shun and this people like the people of Vaou

or Shun? Had I not better in my own person

see these things for myself?

5 t

u
*Heaven's plan in the production of

mankind is this:—that they who are first in-

formed should instruct those who are later in

being informed, and they who first apprehend

principles should instruct those who are slower

to do so. I am one of Heaven's people who

have first apprehended;— I will take these

principles and instruct this people in them. If

I do not instruct them* who will do so?'

6, "He thought that among ail the people

of the empire, even the priva e men and women,

if there were any who did not enjoy such

benefits as Yaou and Shun conferred it was

as if he himself pushed them i*ito a ditch. He
took upon himself the heavy charge of the

empire in thifc way, and therefore he went to

Tang, and pressed upon him the subject of

attaoking Hea and saving the oeople.

7.
14
I have not heard of one who bent him-

eelf , and at the same time made others straight;

—how much less could one disgrace himself,

and thereby rectify the whole empire? The

actions of the sages have been different. Some
have kept remote from court\ and some have 1

drawn near to ikm: some have hit their
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offices, and some have not done so:—that to

which those different courses all turn is simply

the keeping of their persons pure.

8. "I have heard that E Yin sought an

introduction to T'ang by the doctrines of Yaou
and Shun. I have not heard that he did so by

his knowledge of cookery.

9. "In the
4
Instructions of EJ it is said,

4Heaven destroying Kee commenced attacking

him in the palace of Muh. I commenced in

Po/
"

Chap, vijx 1. Wan Chang asked Meneius,

saying, "Some say that Confucius, when he was
in Wei, lived with the ulcer doctor, and when
he was in Ts'e, with the attendant, Tseib Hwan;
— was it so?" Mencius replied, "No; it was
not so: Those are the inventions of men fond

of strange things.
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2. "When he was in Wei, he lived with

Yen Ch'ow-yew. The wives of the officer Me
and Tsze-loo were sisters, and Me told Tsze-loo,

*If Confucius will lodge with me, he may
attain to the dignity of a high noble of Wei'
Tsze-loo informed Confucius of this, and he

said, 'That i9 as ordered by Heaven .' Confucius

went into office according to propriety, and
retired irom it according to righteousness. In

Tegard to bis obtaining office or not obtaining

it, he said, 'That is as ordered.' But if he

had lodged with the attendant Tseih Hwan,
that would neither have been according to

righteousness, nor any ordering of Heaven.

3. "When Confucius, being dissatisfied in

Loo and Wei, had left those states* he met
with he attempt of Hwan, the Master of the

Borse, of Sung, to intercept and kill him. At
that time, though he was in circumstances of

distress, he lodged with the city master Cbing,,

who was toen a minister of Chow, the prince

Of Ch'in.

4.
UI have heard that the characters of

ministers about court may be discerned from
those whom they entertain, and those of

stranger officers, from those with whom tbey

entertain, and those of stranger officers, from
those with whom tbey lodg*, If Oonfooins had

lodged .with the ulcer doctor, and with the
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attendant Tseih Hwan, how could he have
been Confucius?

1 '

<&- *. -gm.m>mA&MA&mmzm*m®&zm>e

Chap, ix, 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius^ome
say that Kh-le He sold himself to a cattle

keeper of Ts'in, for she skins of five sheep,

and fed his oxen, in order to find an introduction

to the duke Mub of Ts'in;—is this the case?"
'Mencius said, "No; it was not so. This story was
invented by men fond of strange things.

2. "Pih-le He was a man of Yu. The
people of Tsin, by the inducement of a gem

; of Chuy-keu\ and four horses of the Keue
|

breed, borrowed a passage through Yu to

attack Kih. * On that occasion, Kung Chi-k'e

remonstrated against granting their request,

and Pih-le He did not remonstrate.

3. "When he knew that the duke of Ya
was not to be remonstrated with, and, leoving
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that state, went to Ts*in, he had reached the

age of seventy. If by that time he did not

know that it would be a mean -thing to seek

an introduction to the duke Muh of Ts 4

in by

feeding oxen, could he be called wise? But

not remonstrating where it was of no use to

remonstrate, could he be said not to be wise?

Knowing that the duke of Yu would be ruined,

and leaving him before that event, he cannot

be said not to have been wise. Being then

advanced in Ts'in, he knew that the duke Muh
was one with whom he would enjoy afield

for action, and became minister to him;—could
he, acting t&ns. be said not to be wise? Having
become chief minister of Ts'iny he made his

prince distinguished throughout the empire,

and worthy of being handed down to future

ages; —could he have done this, if he had not

been a man of talents and virtue? As to

selling himself in order to accomplish all the

aims of his prince, even a villager who had a

regard for himself would not do such a thing,

and shall we say that a man of talents and
virtue did if?"

BOOK V
WAN CHANG PART II
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Chap. 1. 1, Mencius said, "Pih-e would not

allow his eyes to look on a bad sight, nor his

ears to listen to a bad sound. He would not

serve a prince whom he did not approve, no?

command a people whom he did not esteem.

In a time of good government he took office.
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and on the occurrence of confusion be retired.

He could noi bear to dwell either in a court

from whicb a lawless government emanated,
op among lawless people. He considered his

being in the same plac* with a villager, as if

he were to sit amid mud and coals with his

court robes and court cap. In the time

of Chow be dwelt on the shores of the Noith
• Sea, waiting the purification of the empire.

Therefore when men now hear the character

of Pih-e, the corrupt become pure, and the

weak acquire determination.

2. "E Yin said, 'Whom may I not serve?

My serving him makes him my sovereign.

What people may I not command? My
commanding them makes them my people.'

In a time of good government he took office,

and when confusion prevailed, he also took

office. He said, 'Heaven's plan in the

production of mankind is this:—that they who
are first informed should instruct those who
are later in bein£ informed, and they who
first apprehend principles should instruct those

who are slower in .doing so. I am the one of

Heaven's people who has first apprehenbed;

— I will take these principles and instruct the

people in them/ Be thought that among all

the people of the empire, even the common
men and women, if there were any who did
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not share in the enjoyment of such benefits as

Yaou and Shun conferred, it was as if he

himself pushed them into a ditch;—for he took

upon himself the heavy charge of the empire,

3. "Hwuy of Lew-hea was not ashamed
to serve an impure prince, nor did he think it

low to be an inferior officer. When advanced

to employment, he did not conceal his virtue,

but made it a point to carry out his principles*

When dismissed and left without office, lie yet

did not murmur. When straitened by poverty.

be yet did not grieve. When thrown into* the

company of village people, he was quite at

ease and could »ot bear to leave them. ; He
had a saging, *You are you, and I am I. 1

Although you stand by my side with breast

and arms bare, or with your body naked, how
can you defile me?' Therefore when men now
hear the character of Hwuy of Lew-hea. the

mean become generous, and the - niggardly

become liberal.

4. "/When Oonfueius was leaving Ts'e, he

^trained off with his hand the water in which his.

rice was being rinsed, took tfw riceH and went
away. When he left Loo, he said. *I will set

out by and by':—it was right he should leave

the country of his parents in this way- When
it vas proper to go away quickly, he did soj

when it was proper to delay, he did so; when
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it was proper to keep in retirement, he did so;

when it was proper to go into office, he did

soi—this was Confucius."

5. Mencius said,
4t
Pib-e among the sages

was the pure one; E Yin was the one most

inclined to take office; Hwuy of Lew-hea was

the accommodating one; and Confucius was

the timeous one.

6. "In Confucius we have what is called

a complete concert. A complete concert • is

when the large bell proclaims the commencement

of the music, and the ringing stone proclaims

its close. The metal sound commences the

blended harmony of all the instruments, and

the winding up with the stone terminates that

blended harmony. The commencing that har-

mony is the work of wisdom. The terminating

it is rbe work of sagene3S.

7. "As a comparison for wisdom, we may
liken it to skill, and as a comparison for

sageness, we may liken it to strength;—as in

the case of shooting at a mark a thousand paces

distant. That you reach it is owing to yeur

strength, but that you hit the mark is not

owing to your strength."
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Chap. ii» I. Pih-kung E asked M^czus^&ying,
"What was the arrangement of dignities and
emoluments determined by the house of Chow?'*

2. Meneius replied, "The particulars o£

that arrangement cannot be learned, for the

princes, disliking them as injurious to them-
selves, have all made away with the records of

them. Still I have learned the general outline

of them.

3. "The EMPEROR constituted one dignity;

the KUNG one; the HOW one; the P1H one;

and the T8ZE and the nan each one of equal

iank.—-altogether making five degrees of

dignity. The SOVEREIGN again constituted
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one dignity; the CHIEF MINISTER one; the

GREAT OFFICERS one; the SCHOLARS OF
THE FIRST CLASS One. THOSE OF THE
MIDDLE CLASS one; and THOSE OF THE
LOWEST CLASS one:—altogether making six

•degrees of dignity.

4. "To the emperor there was allotted a

territory ofc a thousand li square. A Kung'
and a How had each a hundred li square.

A Pih had seventy li, and a Tsze and a Nan
bad each fifty li. The assignments altogether

were of four amounts. Where the territory

<lid not amount to fifty li, the chief could not

have access himself to the emperor. His land

-was attached to some How-ship, and was
called a Foo-y/UNG. -

t

5. "The chief ministers of the emperor
received an amount of territory equal to that

of a How; a great officer received as much as-

a Pih; and a scholar of the first class as much
as a Tsze or a Nan.

6. In a great state, where the territory' was
a hundred li square, the sovereign had ten

times as much income as the chief ministers;

a chief minister four times as much as a great

officer; a great officer ' twice as much as a
scholar of the first class; a scholar of the

first class twice as much as one of the middle;

a scholajr of the middle cl&s twice as much as.
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one of the lowest; the scholars of the lowest

class, and such of the common people as were
employed about the government offices, had

the same emolument;—as much, namely, as
was equal to what they would have made by

tilling the fields.

7 "Ip a state of the next order, where
the territory was seventy li

* spuare, the

sovereign had ten times as much revenue as

the chief minister; a chief minister three times

^s much as a great officer; a great officer

twice as much as a scholar of the first class;

-a scholar of the first class twice as much as

one of the middle; a seholar of the middle

class twice as much as one of the lowest; the

. scholars of the lowest •class, and such of the

common people as were employed about the

government offices, had the same emolument;,
•—as much, namely, as was equal to what;

they would have made by tilling the fields.

8. "In a small state, where the territory

was fifty h square, the sovereign had ten

times as much revenue as the chief minister;

a chief minister had twice as much as a great

officer; a great officer twice as much as a scholar

of the highest class; a scholar of the highest class

twice a3 much as one of the middle; a scholar

.-of the middle class twice as much as one of

the lowest; scholars of the lowest class, and
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*

such of the common people as were empi
about the government offices, bad the same
emolument;—as much, namely, as was eqial

to what they would have made by tilling the

fields.

9. "As to those who tilled the fields, each

husbandman received a hundred mow. When,
those mow were manured, the best husband

of the highest class supported nine indieviduals,

and those ranking next to them supportd eight.

The best husdandmen of the second clas3

supported seven individuals, and those ranking

next to them supported six; while husbandmen
of the lowest class only supported five. The
salaries of the commoi> people who were
employed about the government offices were
regulated according to these differences."

^m^&&ttAn,m]EmMW,%=A. m^&Z
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Chap, in 1 Wao Chang asked Menaus
%

saying,
<4

I venture to ask the principles of
friendship." Mencius replied, "Friendship

should be maintained without any presumption

on the ground of one's superior age, or station,

or the circumstances oj his relatives. Friendship

with a man is friendship with his virtue, and
does not admit of assumptions of superiority.

2. "There was Mang Heen, chief of a
family of a hundred chariots. He had five

friends, namely Yo-ching K'ew, Muh Chung,

and three others whose nawes I have forgotten.

With those five men Heen maintained a
friendship, because they thought nothing about

his family. If they had thought about his

family, he would not have maintained his

friendship with them.

3. "Not only has the chief of a family of

a hundred chariots acted thus. The same
thing was exemplified by the sovereign of a
smali state. The duke Hwuy of Pe said, 'I

treat Tsze-sze as my master, and Yen Fan as

my friend As to Wang Shun and Gh'ang
Seih, they serve me.'

4. "Not only has the sovereign of a small

state acted thus. The same thing has been
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exemplified by the sovereign of a large state.

There was the duko Ping of Tain with Hae
T'ang:—when Tang told him to come into

his house, be came; when he told him to be

seated, he sat; when he told him to eat,he ate.

There might only be coarse rice and soup of

vegetables, but he always ate his fill, not

daring to do otherwise. Here, however, he

stopped, and went no farther. He did not

call him to share any of Heaven's places, or

to govern any of Heaven's offices, or to

partake of any of Heaven's emoluments. His
conduct was but a scholar's honoring virtue

and taleuts, not the honoring them proper to a

king or a duke.

5. "Shun went up to court and saw the

emperor, who lodged him as his son-in-law in

the second palace. The emperor also enjoyed

there Shun's ^hospitality. Alternately he was
host and guest. Here was the emperor

maintaining friendship with a private man.
6. "Respect shown by. inferiors to superiors

is called giving to the noble the observance

due to rank. Respect shown by superiors to

inferiors is called giving honor to talents and
virtue The Tightness in each case is the same."
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Chap iv. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencpus, say-

ing, "I venture to ask what feeling of the

mind is expressed in the presents of friendship."

Mencius replied, '"The feeling oj respect."

2 "How is it," pursued Change "that the

declining a present is accounted disrespectful?*

'

The answer was, VWhen one °f honorable

rank presents a gift, to say m the mi?zd, *Was
the way in which he got this righteous or not?

I must know this before T can receive it*;— this

;jts deemed disrespectful, and therefore presents
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aro not declined."

3. A^»« Cfow*^ asked again^ **Wben one

does not take on him in so many express

words to refuse the gift, but having declined

it in his heart, saying,
4
It was taken by him

unrighteously from the people,' and then

assigns some other reason for not receiving it;

— is not this a proper course?" Mencius said,

"When the donor offers it,on a ground ot

reason, and his manner of doing so is according

to propriety;—in such a case Confucius would
have received it."

4. Wan Chang said, "Here now is one who
stops and robs people outside the gates of the

city. He offers his gift on a ground of

reason, and does so in a manner according to

propriety;—would the reception of it so

acquired by robbery be proper?" Mencius

replied, "It would not be proper. In The
Announcement to K'ang' it is said, 'When
men kill others, and roll over their bodies to

take their property, being reckless aod fearless

of death, among all the people there are none

but detest them
7
:—thus, such characters are

to be put to death, without waiting to give

them warning. Tin received this rule from

Hea, and Chow received it from Yin. It

cannot be questioned, and to the present day

is clearly acknowledged. How can the gift
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5. C^^ said, "The princes of the present

day take from their people just as a robber

despoils his victim. Yet if they put a good

face of propriety on their gifts, then the

superior man receives them. I venture to ask

Jbow you explain this.'' Afencius answered,

*T>o you think that, if there should arise a

truly imperial sovereign, he would collect the

princes of the present day, and put them all

to death? Or would he admonish them, and

then, on their not changing their ways, put

them to death? Indeed, to call every one

who takes what does not properly belong to

him a robber, is pushing a point of resem-

blance to the utmost, and insisting on the most

refined idea of righteousness. When Confucius

was in office in Loo, the people struggled

together for the game taken in hunting, and

he also did the same. If that struggling for

the captured game was proper, how much
more may the gifts of the princes be received!"

6. Chang urged, "Then, are we to suppose

that when Confucius held office it was not

with the view to carry bis doctrines into

practice?" "It was with that view," M/ncius

replied, and Chang rejoined* "If the practice

of his doctrines was his business, what had he

to do with that struggling for the captured
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game?" Mcncius said, "Confucius first rectified

his vessels of sacrifice recording to the registers,

and did not fill them so rectified with food

gathered from every quarter." "But why did

he not go away?" "He wished to make a
trial of carrying his doctrines into practice.

When that trial was sufficient to show they

could he practiced, and they were still not

practiced, then he went away, and thus it was

that he never completed in any state a residence

of three years.

7. "Confucius took office when he saw

that the practice of his doctrines was likely;

he took office when his reception was proper;

he took office when he was supported by the

state. In the case of his relation to Ke Hwan,
he took office,, seeing that the practice of his

doctiines was iikely. With the duke Ling of

Wei he took office, because his reception was

proper. With the duke Heaou of Wei he

took office, because he was maintained by the

state."
»

4MB***** 2-#fT:#,tt#/gitl,R&;gjr. 3.JB

Chap. v. 1. Mencius said, "Office is not sought
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on account of poverty* yet there are times

when one seeks office on that account. Marriage

is not entered into> for the sake of being

attended to by the wife, yet there are times

when one marries on that account.

2.
fiHe who takes office on account of his

poverty must decline an honorable situation

and occupy a low one; he must decline riche3

and prefer to be poor.

3.
tftWhat office will be in harmony with

this declining an honorable situation, and
occupying a low one, this declining riches

and preferring to be poor? Such an one as

that of guarding the gates, of beating the

watchman's stick.

4. "Confucius was once keeper of stores,

and he then^aid, 'My calculations must all be

right. That is all I have to care about ' Be
was once in charge of the public fields, and
he then said, 'The oxen and sheep must be fat

and strong, and suDerior. That is all I have

to care about/

5. "When one is in a low situation, to

speak of high matters is a crime* When a

scholar stands in a prince's court, and his

principles are not carried into practice, it is a
shame to him."
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Chap. vi. 1. Wan Chang said, "What is the

reason that a scholar does not accept a stated

supportfrom a prince?" Mencius replied, "He
does not presume to do go. When a prince

loses his state, and then accepts a stated

support from another prince, this is in accor-

dance with propriety But for a scholar to

accept such support from any of the princes

is not in accordance with propriety.'

'

2. Wan Chang said, "If the prince send

him a present of grain for instance^ does he

accept it?" "He accepts it," answered Mencius.

"On what principle of Tightness does he accept

it?"
' lcWhy—the prince ought to assist the

people in their necessities."
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3* Chang- pursued, "Why is it that thej

scholar will thus accept the prince's help, bat

will not accept his pay$>" The answer was,

"He does not presume to do so." "I vontnre

to ask why he does not presume to do so."

"Even the keepers of the gates, with their

watchmen's sticks, have their regular offices

for which they can take their support from

the prince. He who without a legular office

should receive the pay of the prince must be

deemed disrespectful."

4. Cbang asked, "If the prince sends a

scholar a present, he accepts it. I do not

know whether this present may be constantly

repeated." Mencius answered, "There was
the conduct of the duke Muh to Tsze-sze— Re
made frequent inquiries after Tsze-sze's health,

and sent him frequent presents of cooked meat.

Tsze-sze was displeased, and at last having

motioned to the messenger to go outside the

great door, he bowed his head to the ground

with his face to the north, did obeisance, twice,

and declined the gift, saying, 'From this time

forth I shall know that the prince supports

me as a dog or a horse.' And from that time

a servant was no more sent with the presents.

When a prince professes to be pleased wirh a

man of talents and virtue, and can neither

.promote him to office, nor support him m the
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proper 7vay, can he be said to be pleased with
him?:'

5. Chang said, "I venture to ask how the

sovereign of a state, when he wishes to support

a superior man, must proceed, tliat he may be

said to do so in the proper wayp" Mencius

answered: "At firsts the present must be

offered with the prince's commission, and the

scholar making obeisance twice with his head
bowed to the ground will receive it. Bat after

this the storekeeper will continue to send grain,

and the master of the kitchen to send meat,

presenting it as if without the prince's express

commission. Ts^e-sze considered that the

meat from the prince's caldron, giving him
the annoyance of constantly doing obeisance,

was not the way to support a superior man,

6. "There was Yaou's conduct to Shun:

—

He caused his nine sons to serve him, and
gaye him his two daughters in matriage; he

caused the various officers", oxen and sheep,

storehouses and granaries, all to be prepared

to support Shun amid the channeled fields, and

then he raised him to the most exalted situation.

Frbm thiswe have the expression-*The honoring

of virtueand talents proper to a king or a duke.'
M
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Chap. vu. 1. Wan Chang said, "J venture to

ask what principle of righteousness is mvolyed

in a scholar s not going to see .the princes."

JVJencius replied.
4lA scholar residing in the

city, is called 'a minister of the market place

and well/ and gne res ding m the country is

called *a minister of the grass and plants ' in

both cases he is a common man, and it is the

rule of propriety that common men, who have

not presented the introductory present and
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become ministers, should not presume to have

interviews with the prince.
1 '

2, Wan chang said, "If a common man is

called to perform any service, he goes and
performs it;—how is it that a scholar, when
the prince, wishing to see him, calls him to

his presence, refuses to go?" Mencius replied,

"It is right to go and perform the service; it

would not be right to go and see the prince.''

3. "And,' added Mendus, "on what account

is it that the prince wishes to see the scholar?"

"Because of his extensive information, or

because of his talents and virtue," was the

reply. "If because of his extensive information,

"

said Mencius, "such a person is a teacher, and

the emperor would not call him;—how much
less may of the princes do so? If because of

his talents and virtue, then I have not* heard

of any one wishing to see a person with those

qualities, and calling him to his presence.

4 "During the frequent interviews of the

duke Muh with Tsze-sze, he one day said to

him, 'Anciently, princes of a thousand cha-»

riots have yet been on terms of friendship

with scholars;— what do you think of such an
intercourse?" Tsze-sze was displeased, and
said, 'The ancients have said, "Tk$ sc/wlar

should be served, how should they have merely
3aid that he sh^dd he, made a Jriend of?"

'
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When Tsze-sze was thus dispJ eased, did he
not say within himself,— 'With regard to our
stations, you are sovereign, and I am subject.

How can I presume to be on terms of friendship

with my sovereign? With regard to our
viitue, you ought to make me your master.

How may you be on terms of friendship with

me?' Thus, when a prince of a thou and
chariots sought to be on terms of friendship

with a scholar, he could not obtain his wish:

— how much less could he call him to his

presence!

5.
uThe duke King of Ts'e, once, when

he was bunt'ng, celled his forester to him by

a flag. The Jorester would not come, and
the duke was going to kill him. With reference

to this incident, Confucius said\ 'The determined

officer never forgets that his end may be in a
ditch or a stream; the brave officer never

forgets that he may lose his head.' -What
was in in the forester that Confucius thus

approved? He approved his not going to the

duke, when summoned by the article which

was not appropriate to him.'*

6. Chang said, "May I ask with what a
forester should be summoned?" Mencius

replied, "With a skin cap. ^ A common man
should be summoned with a plain banner; a

scholar who has taken office^ with one having'
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dragons embroidered on it; and a great

officer, with one having feathers suspended

from the top of the staff.

7. "When the forester was summoned
with the article appropriate to the summoning
of a great officer, he would have died rather

than presume to go If a common man were
summoned with the article appropriate to the

summoning of a scholar, how could he presums

to go? How much more may we expect this

refusal to go, when a man of talents and virtue

is summoned in a way which is inappropriate

to his character!

8. "When a prince wishes to see a man of

talents and virtue, and does not take the proper

course to get his tvisk, it is as if he wished

him to enter his palace^ and shut the door

against him. Now, righteousness is the way,

and propriety is the door, but it is only the

superior man who can follow this way, and go
out and in by this door. It is said in the
4Book of Poetry':

The way to Chow is level like a
whetstone,

And straight as an arrow
The officers tread it,

And the lower people see it.
1 "

9.
l Wan Chang said, "When Confucius

received the prince's message calling him, he
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went Without waiting for his carriage. And
so—did Confucius do wrong?" Mencius replied,
"
'Confucius,was in office, and habits appropriate

duties. And moreover, he was summoned on
the business* of his office."

WAm l^wk* &,~m2:m±> mM-n^m±, ~~

Chap vill. 1 Mencius said to Wan Chang,
"The scholar whose virtue is most distinguished

m a village shall make friends of all the

virtuous scholars in the village. The scholar

whose virtue is most distinguished throughout

a state shall make friends of all the virtuous

scholars of that state. The scholar whose
virtue is most distinguished * throughout the

empire shall make friends of all the virtuous

scholars of the empire.

2. "When a scholar feels that his'friendship

with all the. virtuous scholars of the emp^e is

not sufficient to satisfy hvm^ he proceeds to

ascend ta consider the nren of antiquity. He
repeats their poems, and reads their books,

and as he does not know what fhey were as

men, to ascertain this, he considers their

history This is to ascend and make friends

of the me?i of antiftUity" _
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Chap ix. 1 The king Seuen of Ts'e asked

about the office of chief ministers. Mencius

said,
*'Which chief ministers is your majesty

asking about?' ' "Are there differences among
them?" inquired the king. "There are," was
the reply. "There are the chief ministers who
are noble and relatives of the prince* and

there are those who are of a different surname."

The king said, "I beg to ask about the chief

ministers who are noble and relatives of the

prince." Mencius answered, "If the prince

have great faults, they ought to remonstrate

with him, and if he do not listen to them after

they have one so again and again, they

ought t dethrone him."

2. h king on this looked moved, and

changed countenance.

3. Mencius said, "Let not lour Majesty

be offended You asked me, and I dare not

•answer but according to truth."

4. The king's countenance became co

posed, and he then begged to ask aboal
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chief ministers who were of a different

surname from the prince. - Mencius said,

"When the prince has faults, they ought to

remonstrate with him, and if he do not listen

to them after they have done this again and
again, they ought to leave the state."

BOOK VI

KAOU TSZE PART I

** * * ft -fc

Chap. i. 1. The philosopher Kaou said,

"Man's nature is like the ke willow and

righteousness is like a cup or a bowl. The

fashioning benevolence and righteousness out

of man's nature is like the making cups and

bowls from the ke willow
,T

* 2. Mencius replied, "Can you, leaving

untouched the nature of the willow, make with

it cups and bowls? YpujnusLolo. violence and

injury to the willow, before you can make
cups and bowls with it. If you must do
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violence and injury to the willow in order to

make cups and bowls with it, on your p^i?iciples

you must in tbe same way do violence and
injury to humanity in order to fashion from it

benevolence and righteousness! Your word9,
alas! would certainly lead all men on to reckon

benevolence and righteousness to be calamities.''

M«^,A^5««^#.*^^«S&.
Chap. jj. 1. The philosopher Kaou said, "Mans

nature is like water whirling round in a comer.

Open a passage for it to the east, and it will

flow to the east; open a passage for it to the

weat, and it will flow to the west. Maiis

nature is indifferent to good and evil, just as

tbe water is indifferent to the east and west."

2. Mencius replied, "Water indeed will

flaw indifferently to the east or west, but will

it flow indifferently up or down? The tendency

of rnar/s nature to good is like the tendency of

water to flow downwards. There are none

but have this tendency to good, just as all

water flows downwards.

3. "Now by striking water and causing it
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to leap up, you may make it go over your

forehead; and, by damming and leading it, you

may force it up a bill; —but are such movements
according to the nature of water? Itjs the

force applied . which causes them. When men
are made to do what is not good, their nature

^is dealt with in this way "

Chap^ in, 1. The philosopher Kaou said., "Life

is what is to be understood by nature."

2. Mencius asked him,* * 'Do you; #ay that, hy
nature you mean life, just as you say t^at

white is white?" "Yes; I do," was the reply.

Mencius added, "Is the whiteness of- a white

feather like that of white snow, and the

whiteness of white snow like that of a white

gem?"- Kaou again said "Yes,"

3.
l

'Very well," pursued Mencius.
fc;

\Ts the

nature of a dog like the nature of an ox^ and

the nature of an ox like the nature of a man?"
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Chap. iv. 1. The philosopher Kaou said, "7*<?

enjoy food and delight iu colors is nature.

Ppnpvnlpnp^ Js internal and—not external;

righteousness is external and not internal."

2. Mencias asked him, "What is the

ground of your saying that benevolence 19

internal and righteousness external?" He
replied, "There is a man older than 1, and I

give honor to his age. It is not that there is

Jzrst in me a principle of such reverence to a

It is just as when there is a white man, and I

consider him white;—according as he is so

externally to me. On this account, I pronounce

oj righteousness that it is external/'

3. Mencius said,
*

'There is no difference

between our pronouncing of a white horse to

be white and our pronouncing a white man to

be white. But is there no difference between

the regard with which we acknowledge the age

of an old horse and that with which we
acknowledge the age of an old man? And
what is it which is called righteousness?—the

fact of a mans being old? or the fact of our

-giving honor to his age?"

4. Kaou said, /'There is my younger
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brother;— I lo^e him. But the younger brother

of a man of Ts.'rn I do not love: that is, the

feeling* is determined by myself, and therefore

I say that benevolence is internal. On eke

other hand^ I give honor to an old man of

Ts'oo, and I also give honor to an old man of

my own people: that is, the feeling is determined

by the age, ,and therefore I say that righteous-

ness is external."

5. Mencius answered him,
4tOur enjoyment

of meat roasted by a man of Ts 4

in does not

differ from our enjoyment of meat roasted by

ourselves. Thus, what you insist on takes

place also in the case of such things, and will

you say likewise that our enjoyment of a
roast is external?"

Chap, v, 1 . The disciple Mang Ke asked

Kung-too, saying, "On what ground Is it said

that righteousness is internal?-

'
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2 Kung-too replied, "We the*:m act oat

our feeling of respect, and therefore it is said

to be internal."

3. The other objected* ''Suppose the case of

a villager older than your elder brother by

one year, to which of them would you show

the greater resDect?'' "To my brother,'* was

the reply "But for which of them would you

first pour out wine at a feast?" "For the

villager." RTang Ke argued, "Now your feeling

of reverence rests on the one, and now the honor

due to age is rendered to the other;— this is

certainly determined by what is without, arid

does not proceed from within."

4. Kung-too was unable to reply, and told)

the conversation to Mencius. Mencius said,

"You should ask him* 'Which do you respect

most,— your uncle, or your younger brother'/

He will answer, 'My uncle.
7 Ask him again*

4

If your younger brother be personating a
dead ancestor, to which do you show the greater

respect,

—

to him or to your uncle?' He will

say,
4To my younger brother.' You can go

on, 'But where is the respect due, as you said,

to your uncle?
7 He will reply to this, */ show

the respect to my younger brother* because of

the position which he occupies,' and you can

likewise say,
KSo my respect to the villager is

because of the position which he occupies.
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Ordinarily, my respect is rendered to my elder

brother; for a brief season, on occasion^ it is

rendered to the villager.
7 "

5. Mang Ke heard this and observed, "When
respect is due to my uncle, I respect him t . and
when respect is due to my younger brother, I

respect him;—the thing is certainly determined

by what is without, and does not proceed from*

within." Kung-too replied, "In winter we
drink things hot, in summer we drink things

cold; and so, on your principle^ eating and

drinking also depend on what is external!"

«r &&&& $ $•&&&'. msmg&M- 5, a^.

%^,#«^^A«^.^^^^vAe*±.«*^:^

Chap. VI. 1. The disciple Kung-too said, "The
philosopher Kaon says, 'Mans nature is neither
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good nor bad.'

2. "Some say, *Man s nature may be made
to practice good, and it may be made to

practice evil/ and accordingly, under Wan
and Woo, the people loved what was good, while

under Yew and Le, they loved what was cruel."

3. "Some say, *The nature of some is good,

and the nature of others is bad.' Hence it

was that under such a sovereign as Yaou there

yet appeared Seang; that with such a father as

Koo-sow there yet appeared Shun; ' and that

with Chow for their sovereign, and the son of

their elder brother besides, there were found

K l

e, the viscount of wei, and the prifiee Pe-kan.

4. "And now you say,
4The nature is good.'

Then are all those wrong?"
5. Mencius said, "From the feelings proper

to it, it is constituted for the practice of what
is good. This is what I mean in saying that

the nature is good.

6. "If men do what is not good, the blame

cannot be imputed,to their natural powers."

7. "The feeling of commiseration belongs

to all- men; so does that of shame and dislike;

and that of reverence and respect; and tlrat of

approving, and disapproving. The feeling of

commiseration implies the principle of benevo-

lence; that of shame an ddislike, the principle of

righteousness; that of reverence and respect,
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the principle of propriety; and that , approving

and disapproving, the principle of knowledge. ,

'Benvolence, righteousness, propriety, and
knowledge are not infused into us from without. I

We are certainly furnished with them. And
a different view^ is simply from waht of

reflection. Hence it is said: 'Seek and you

will find them.. Neglect and you will lose them/

Men differ from one another in regard fco them'.

—some as much again as others, some five

times as much, and some to an incalculable-

amount:—it is because they cannot carry out

fully their natural powers.

8. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry':

'Heaven, in producing mankind,

Gave them their various faculties and

relations with their specific laws.

These are the invariable rules of nature

for all to hold,

And all love this admirable virtue/

Confucius said,
lThe marker of this ode knew

indeed the principle of our natters/ ' We may
thus see that every faculty and relation must

have its law, and since there are invariably

rules for all to hold, they consequently iom
this admirable virtue."
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Chap vil 1. Mencius said, "In good years

the children of the people are most of them
good, while in bad years the most of thein

abandon themselves to evil. It is not owing
to their natural powers conferred by Heaven
that they are thus different. The abandonment
is owing to the circumstauces through which

they allow their minds to be ensnareol and
drowned in evil

2. "There now is barley —Let it be sown
and covered up; the ground being the same,

and the time of sowing likewise the same, it

grows rapidly up, and when the full time is

come, it is all found to be ripe. Although

Jbere may be inequalities of produce^ that is
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owing to the difference of the soil, as rich or

poor, to the unequal nourishment afforded by
the rains and dews, and to the different ways
in which man has performed his business in

reference to it.

3. "Thus all things which are the same in

kind are like to one another,—why should we
doubt in regard to man, as if he weie a solitary

exception to this? The sage and we are the

same in kind.

4. "In accordance with this the scholar

Lung said, *If a man
i

make hempen sandals

without knowing the size of people 's feet, yet I

know that he will not make them like baskets/

Sandals are all like one another, because all

men's feet are like on£ another.

5. "So with the mouth and flavors;—all

mouths have the same relishes. Yib-ya only

' apprehended before me what my mouth
relishes. Suppose that his mouth in its relish

for flavors differed from that of other men, as

J is the case with dogs or horses which are not

|
the same in kind with us, why should all men

1 be found following Yih-ya in their relishes?

In the matter of tastes the whole empire models

itself after Yih-ya; that is, the mouths of all

I men are like one another. •

o. "And so also it is with the ear. In the

matter of sounds, the whole empire models;
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itself after the music master K'wang; that is,

the ears of all men are like one another.

7 "And so also it is with the eye. In the

case of Tsze-too, there is no man but would

recognize that he was beautiful. Anyone who
would not recognize the beauty of Tsze-too

must have no eyes

8. "Therefore 1 say,

—

Af<n > mouths agree

io having the same relishes; their ears agree in

enjoying the same sounds; their eyes agree in

recognising the same beauty:—shall their minds
alone be without that which they similarly

approvey What is it, then, of which they

similarly approve? It is, I say, the principles

cj our nature, and the determinations of

righteousness. The sages only apprehended

before me that of which my mind approves

along with other men. Therefore the principles

of our nature and the determinations of

righteousness agreeable to my mind, just as

the flesb of grass and grain-fed animals is

agreeable to my mouth/'

&m (r

&

2.C ft.Wftt*te* & < l*,**®'* ft£# *•&•
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Chap. vill. 1. Mencius said, "The trees of

the New Mountain were once beautiful. Being

situated, however, in the tiorders of a large

state, they were hewn down with axes an

bilk;—and could they retain their beauty?

Still through the activity of the vegetative life

day and night, and the nourishing influence cf

the rain and dewi they were not without buds

and sprouts springing forth, but then came the

cattle and goats and browsed upon them. To
these things is owing the bare and stripped

appearance of the mountain^ which wheu
people see, they think it was never finely

wouded But is this the nature of the mountain?

2. \ And so also of what properly belongs

to man,—shall it be said that the mind of any

man was without benevolence and righteousness?

The way in which a man loses his proper good-

ness of mind is like the way in which the trees

are denuded by axes and bills. Hewn down day
after day, can it

—

the mmd— retain its beauty?

But there is a development of its life day and
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night, and in the calm air of the morning,

just between night and day, the mind feels in

a degree those desires and aversions which are

proper to humanity, but the feeling is not

strong, and it is fettered and destroyed by

"what takes place during the day. This

fettering taking place again and again; the

restorative influence of the night is not sufficient

to preserve the proper goodness of the miJid; and
when this proves insufficient for that purpose,

the nature becomes not much different from
that of' the irrational animals, which when
people see, they think that it never had those

powers which I pssert. But does this condition

represent the feelings proper to humanity?

\ 3. "Therefore, if it receive its proper

nourishment, there is nothing which will not

grow. If it lose its proper nourishment, there

is nothing which will not decay away.

4. **Confucius said, 'Hold it fast, and it

remains with you. Let it go, and you lose it.

Its outgoing and incoming cannot be defined

as to time or place.* It is the mind of which

this is said!"

/Mfe^T> #4frfi £,#j:WWL.##;. APS 2.£ #£-&> «
##»*-a#, x-A.m&&i& &&&2.%m> -as*
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Chap. ix. 1. Mencius said, "It is aot to be-

wondered at that the king is not wise!

2.
4'Suppose the case of the most easily

growing thing in the world;— if you let it

have one day's genial heat, and then expose it

for ten days to cold, it will not be able to

grow. It is but seldom that I have an
audience of the king, and when I retire, there

come all those who act upon him like the cold.

Though I succeed in bringing out some bud3

of goodnees, of what avail is it!

3. "Now chess playing is but a small art,

but without his whole mind being given, and
his will bent to it, a man cannot succeed at it.

Chess Ts'ew is the best chess player in all the

kingdom. Suppose that he is teaching two men
to play.—The one gives to the subject his whole-

mind and bends to it all his will, doing

nothing but listening to Chess Ts'ew. The
other, although he seems to be listening to him,

has his whole mind running on a swan which

he thinks is approaching, and wishes to bend

his bow, adjust the string to the arrow , and
shoot it. AJthougn he is learning along with

the other, he does not come up to him. Why?
.--because his intelligence is not equal? Not

so."
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Chap. x. 1. Mencius said,
M
I like fish and I

also like bear's paws. If I cannot have the

two together. I will let the fish go, and take

the bear's paws. So, I like life, and 1 also

like righteousness. If 1 cannot keep the two

together, J will let life go and choose

•righteousness.

2.
4i
I like life indeed, but there is that which

I like more than life, and therefore, 1 will

not seek to possess it by any improper ways

I dislike death indeed, but there is that which.'
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I dislike more than death, and therefore there

are occasions when I will not avoid danger. .;

3. "If among the things which man likes;

there were nothing which he liked mone than,

life, why should he not use every means by!

which he could preserve itp If among the!

things which man dislikes there were nothing*

which he disliked more than death, why, should

he not do everything by which he could avoid

danger?

4.
4 'There are cases when men by a certain

course might preserve life, and they do not

employ it; when by certain things they might-

avoid danger, and they will not do them.

5. "Therefore, men have that which they

like more than life, and that which they dislike?

more than death. They are not men of distin-

guished talents and virtue only who have this

mentainature. All men have it; what belongs

to such men is simply that they do not lose it,

6.
uHere are a small basket of riceand'a

platter of soup, and the case is one in which

the getting them will preserve life, and the

want of them will be death;—if they are offered

with an insulting voice, even a tramper will

not receive them, or if you first tread upon

them, even a beggar will not stoop to take

them.

7. "And yet a man will aceept of ten
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thousand chung, without any cousideration of

propriety or righteousness. What can the ten

thousand chung add to him? When h<> takes

them, is it not that he may obtain beautiful

mansions, that he may secure the services of

wives and concubines, or that the poor and
needy of his acquaintance may be helped by

him? c

8L'^"In the former case the offered bounty

was not received, though it would have saved

from death, and now the emolument is taken

for the sake of beautiful mansions. The bounty

that would have preserved from death was

not received, and j/ie eynolument is taken to

get the service of wives and concubines. The

bounty that would have saved from death was not

received, and the emolument is taken that one's

poor and needy acquaintance may be helped by

him. Was it then not possible likewise to

decline this? This is a case of whit is called

—

' 'Losing the proper nature of one's mind.'
%

Chap. XI. 1. Mericius said, "Benevolence is

man's mind, and righteousness is man's path.

2.
tlHow lamentable is it to neglect the

path and not pursue it, to fose this mind and

not know to seek it again!
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3. "When men's fowls and dogs are lost,

they know to seek' for them again, but thejr

lose their mind, and do not know to seek for

ft >

4. "The great end of learning is nothing

else but to seek for the lost mind."

tL^temzm* m*#%&&&, ®%tt%A&»

Chap. XXI, 1. Mencius said, "Here is a *»a» a/to*

fourth finger is bent and cannot be stretched

Out straight. It is not painful, nor does it

incommode his business, and yet if there be

any one who can make it straight, he will not

think the way from Ts-in to Ts 4oo far id go to

him;—because his finger is not like the finger

of other people..

2. "When a man's finger is not like thos#

of other people, he knows to feel dissatisfied?

but if his mind be not like that of other people,

he does not know to feel dissatisfaction. This

is called— 'Ignorance of the relative importance

of things?
"
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Chap. x\n Mencius said, "Anybody who
wishes to cultivate the fung or the tsze% which

may l>e grasped with both hands, perhaps with

oue, knows by what means to nourish them.

In the case of their own persons, men do not

know by what means to nourish them. Is it

to be supposed that their regard of their own
persons is inferior to their regard for a t'ung

or a (sze? Their want of reflectoo is extreme/
1

& 5.ttft^AjiJAH^*.«**'Ma**&. 6,ft

*±A.4»***,flijpj«fta«^-+^«a

Chap. xiv. 1. Menciussaid, "There is no part

of himself which a man does not love, and as

be loves all, so he must nourish all. There is

not an inch of skin which he does not love, and

so there is not an inch
N

- of skin which he will

not nourish. For examining whether his way
oj nourishing be good or not, what other rule

is there but; this, that he determine by ? effecting

en himself where it should be applied?

2. "Some parts of the body are noble, and
some ignoble; some great, and some, small.
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The great must not be injured for the small,

nor the noble for the ignoble. He who
nourishes the little belonging to him is a
little man, and he who nourishes the great is

a great man.

3. "Here is a plantation keeper, who
neglects his woo and kea% and cultivates his

sour wild date trees;—he is a poor plantation

keeper.

4. "He who nourishes one of his fingers,

neglecting his shoulders or his back, without

knowing that he is doing so, is a man who
resembles a hurried wolf.

5. "A man who only eats and drinks is

counted mean by others;—because he nourishes

what is little to the neglect of what is great.

6. "If a man, fond of Ms eating and
drinking, were not to neglect what is of more

importancey how should his mouth and belly be

considered as no more than an inch of skin?"

Chap. XV. 1. The disciple Kung-too said, "All

are equally men, not some are great men, and
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some are Pttle men;—how is this?" Mencius

replied,
4Those who follow that part of

themselves which is great are great men; those

who follow that part which is little are little

men."
2. Kung-too pursued, "All are equally

men, but some follow that part of themselves

which is great, and some follow that part

which is little;—how is this?" Mencius
answered, "The senses of hearing and seeing

do not think, and are obscured by external

tilings. When one thing comes into contact with

another, as a matter of course, it leads it away.
To the mind belongs the office of thinking.

By thinking, it gets the right view of things,

by neglecting to think, it fails to do this.

These^

—

the senses and tfie mind—are what

Heaven has given to us. Let a man first

stand fast in the supremacy of the nobler part

of his constitution, and the inferior part will

not be able to take it from him. It is simply

this which makes the great man."

ft. rfnA8?t££. 3.^£A,te#m#3*ASI.8*»A

Chap. XVI. 1. Mencius said, "There is a

nobility of Heaven, and there is a nobilitv of
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man. Benevolence, righteousness, selfcon-

secration, and fidelity, wi.h unwearied joy in

these virtues:—these constitute the nobility of

Heaven. To be a kung, a k'ing or a tafoo, i

— this constitutes the nobility of man.

2. "The men of antiquity
(

cultivated their

nobility of Heaven, and the nobility of man"

came to them in its train. a

3. "The men of the present day cultivate

their nobility of Heaven m order to seek for

the nobility of man, and when fchey have

obtained tfciat, they throw away- the other:-

—

their delusion is extreme. The issue is simply

this that they must lose that nobility of man
as well."

1I& • - £
, ;

Chap. xvu. L Mencius said, "To desire to

be honored is the common mind of men. And
all men have in themselves that which is truly.

honorable. Only they do not think of it.

2. "The honor which men confer is not

.good honor. Those whom Chaou the Greatj

.ennobles he can make mean ag in.

3. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry, .
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*fle has filled us with his wine,

Re has satiated us with his goodness.'
* Satiated us with his goodness^ that is, satiated

us with benevolence and righteousness, aod be

who is so, consequently, does not wish for the

fat meat and fine millet of men. A good

reputation and farreaching praise fall to him,

and he does not desire the elegant embroidered

garments of men."

Chap. XVL1L 1. Mencius said, "Benevolence

subdues its opposite just as water subdues fire.

Those, however, who nowadays practice

benevolence do it as if with one cup of water

they could save a whole wagonload of fuel

which was on fire, and when the flame3 were
not extinguished, were to say that water cannot

subdue fire. This conduct, moreover, greatly

encourages those who are not benevolent.

2. "The final issue will simply be this—

»

the iose of that smalt amount of benevolence."

Chap. xix. Mencius said, "Of all seeds the

best are the five kinds of grain, yet if they be

not ripe, they are not equal to the t
%

e or the
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pae. So the value of benevolence depends,

entirely on its being brought to maturity."

dap. XX. 1, Mencius said, "E, ik teaching

, m^n to shoot, made it a rule to draw the bow
to the 'full, and his pupils also did the same.-

2. "A master workman, in teaching others,

uses "the compass and square, and his pupils do

the same."

BOOK V!

KAOU TSZE. PART II

-ir - * * ft T

m-s i.ffAtfflMa^Q.a.ftfe.iLfi.B.fiM.' *.

&.mm,&M.BftikiL. 3.a,wjaft,iijiiLiff5E^j^jaft.

±fi*.«a±B*.Mfts:.3i«^^ -&&2.m%,mm

Chapt i. 1. A man of Jin asked the disciple
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Uh-loo, saying, "Is an observance of the rules

of propriety in regard to eatings oi' the eating,

the more important?" The answer was, " The

observance of the rules of "propriety is the 1

more important."

2. "Is the gratifying the appetjte of sex.,

or the doing so only according to the rules of

propriety, the more important?" The answer

again was, "The observance of the rules of

propriety in the matter is the more important.
1 '

3. The man pursued, "If the result of eating-

only according to the rules of propriety will

by deathby starvation, while by disregarding

those rules we may get food, must they still be

observed in such a case? If according to the

rule that he shall go in person to meet his

wife a man cannot get married, while by

disregarding that rule he may get married,

must he still observe the rule in such a case?"

4. Uh-loo was unable to reply to these,

questions, and the next day he went to TsowV
and told them to Mencius. Mencius said,

"What difficulty is there in answering these

inquiries?

5. "If you do not adjust them at their

lower extremities, but only put their tops on a

level, a piece of wood an inch square may be

made to be higher than the pointed peak of

a high building.
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6 "Gold is heavier than feathers;—but

does that saying have reference, on the one

hand, to a single clasp of gold, and, on th^

other, to a wagonload of feathers?

7. "If you take a case where the eating is

of the utmost importance and the observing

the rules of propriety is of little importance,

and compare the things together, why stop

with saying merely that the eating is more
important? So, taking the case where the

gratifying the appetite of sex is of the utmost

importance and the observing the rules of

propriety is of little importance, why stop

with merely saying that the gratifying the

appetite is the more important?

8. "Go and answer him thus,
4
If, by

twisting your elder brother's arm, and

snatching from him what he is eating, you can

get food for yourself, while, if you do not do

so, you will not get anything to ear, will you

so twist his arm? If by getting over your

neighbor's wall, and dragging away his virgin

daughter, you can get a wife, while if you do

not do so, you will not be able to get a wife,

will you so drag her away?'
"

ttJ»-EaU'J«*«rA*.4* 0.*S»JU«»i7A£.
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Chap. ii. 1. Keaou of Tsaou asked Mencius%

saying, "// is said, 'All men may be Xaous
and Shuns';—is it so?" Mencius replied, "It

is."

2. Keaou went on, "I have heard that

King Wan was ten cubits high, and Tang
nine. Now I am nine cubits four inches in

height. But I can do nothing but eat my
millet. What am I to do to realize that

saying?"

3. Mencius answered him, "What has tins—the question oj size—to do with the matter?

It all lies simply in acting as such. Here is

a man, whose strength was not equal to lift a
duckling:—he was then a ?nan of no strength.

But to-day he says, *I can lift s.ooo catties*

weight,
1

and he is a man of strength. And so,

he who can lift the weight which Woo Hwo
lifted is just another Woo Hwo. Why should

a man make a want of ability the subject

his grief? It is onlv that he will not do the
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thing.

4. "To walk slowly, xeeping behind his

eiders, is to perform the part of a younger.

To walk quickly and precede his elders, is to

violate the duty of a younger brother. Now,
is it what a man cannot do—to walk slowly?

It is what he does not do. The course of

Yaou and Shun was simply that of filial piety

and fraternal duty

5. "Do you wear the clothes of Yaou,

repeat the words of Taou, and do the actions

of Yaou, and you will just be a Yaou. An(2f

if you wear the clothes of Kee, repeat ths

words of Kee, and do the actions of Kee, you
will just be a Kee."

6. Keaou said, "I shall be having an

interview with the prince of Tsow. and can

ask him to let me have a house to lodge in.

T wish to remain here, and receive instruction

at your gate
"

7 Mencius replied, "The way of truth i&

like a great road It is not difficult to know
it. The evil is only that men will not seek ifc

Do you go home and search for it, sad you
will have abundance of teaehera

'
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Chap. nr. 1. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked a&?«/ aw

opinion of the scholar Kaou, saying, "Kaou
observed, 'The Seaou P'wan is the ode of a

little man.' " Mencius asked, "Why did he

say so?" "Because of the murmuring which

it expresses" was the reply.

2. Mencius answered, "How stupid was
that old Kaou in dealing with the ode! There

is a man here, and a native of Yue bends his

bow to shoot him. I will advise him ?tot to do

so, but speaking calmly and smilingly;-—for no
other reason but that he is not related to me.

But if my own brother be bending his bow to

shoot the man, then I will abvise him not to

do so, weeping and crying the while;—for no
other reason than that he is related to me.
The dissatisfaction expressed in the Seaou

P'wan is the working of relative affection,

and that affection shows benevolence. Stupid

indeed was old Kaou's criticism on the ode."

3. Ch'ow then said,
4'How is it that there

is no dissatisfaction expressed in the K (ae

Fung?"
4. Mencius replied, "The parent's fault

referred to in the K'ae Fung is small; that
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referred to in the Seaou P'wan is great.

Where the parent's fault was great, net to

have murmured on account of it would have

increased the want of natural affection. Where
the parent's fault was small, to have murmured
on account of it would have been to act like

water which frets and foams about a stone that

interrupts its Course. To increase the want of

natural affection would have been unfilial, and
to fret and foam in such a manner would also

nave been unfilial.

5. "Confucius said, 'Shun was indeed

perfectly filial! And yet, when he wag fifty, he

was full of longing desire about his parents.'
n

ureas i.#si»tt&?'mi®6&. *.m&3&m2.
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Chap. iv. 1. Sung K'ang being about to go to

Ts*oo, Mencius met him in Sbih-k'ew.

2. "Master, where are you going?" asked
Mencius.

3. K^ang replied, I have heard that Ts'in

and Ts'oo are fighting together, and I am
going to see the king of Ts'oo and persuabe

him to cease hostilities. If he shall not be

pleased with my advice, I shall go to see the

king of Ts*in, and persuade him in tne same
way. Of the two kings I shall surely find

that I can succeed with one of them."

4. Mencius said, "I will not venture to

ask about the particulars, but I should like to

hear the scope of your plan. What course

will you take to try to persuade them?"
JCaug answered, "I will tell them how
Unprofitable their course is to them.

1
' "Master."

said Mencius, "your aim is great, but your

argument is not good.

5. "If you, starting from the point of

profit, offer your persuasive counsels to the

kings of Ts'in and Ts'oo, and if those kings

are pleasid with the consideration of profit so

as to stop the movements of their armies, then,

all belonging to those armies will rejoice in

the cessation of war % and find their pleasure

in tlie pursuit cj profit. Ministers will serve
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their sovereign for the profit of which they

cherish the thought; sons will serve their fathes,

and younger brothers will serve their elder

brothers, from the same consideration:^-an&
the issue will be, that, abandoning benevolence

and righteousness, sovereign and minister,

father and son, younger brother and elder,

will carry on all their intercourse with this

thought of profit cherished in their breasts.

But never has there been such a state of societyr

without ruin being the result of it,

6. "If you, starting from the ground of

benevolence and righteousness, offer your
counsels to the kings of Ts'in and Ts-'oo, and if

those kings are pleased with the consideration

of benevolence and righteousness so as to stop the

operations of their armies, then all belonging

to those armies will rejoicein the stopping from
war, and find their pleasure in benevolenca

and righteousness. Ministers will serve, their

sovereign, cherishing the principles of bene-

volence and righteousness; . sons will servo

their fathers, and younger brothers will ssrve

their eldej- brothers, in the same way:—and so,

sovereign and minister, father and son, elder

brother and younger, abandoning the thought

of profit, will cherish the principles of

benevolence and righteousness, and carry o&
all their intercourse upon them. But never
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has there been such a state of society, without

the state where it prevailed rising to imperial

sway. Why must you use that word 'profit'?"

Chap. v. 1. When Mencius was residing in

Tsow, the younger brother of the chief of Jinf

who was guardian of Jin at the time, paid his

respects to him by a presnt of silks, which

Mencius received, not goiug to acknowledge it.

When he was sojourning in P'ing-luh, Cb'oo.

who was prime minister of the state, sent him
a similar present, which he received iu the

same way.

2. Subsquently, going from Tsow to Jin,

he visited the guardian, but when he went from
P ling-luh to tlie capital of Ts'e, he did not

visit the minister Ch'oo. The disciple Uh-loo

was glad, and said,
4t
I have got an opportunity

to obtain some instruction"

3. He asked accordingly, "Master, when
you went to Jin, you visited the chief's brother,

and when you went to Ts'e. you did not visit
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Ch'oa Was Jt not because he is only the

minister?"

4. Mencius replied, "No. It is said in the

•Book of History,* *In presenting an offering*

to a superior, most depends on the demonstra-

tions of respect If those demonstrations are

not equal to the thmgs offered, we say there

is no offering, that is, there is no act of the

wiJl in presenting the offering,"

5 "77m is because the things so offered,

do not constitute an offering to a superior."

6 Uh-loo was pleased, and when some
one asked him ivhat Mencius meant, he said,

"The younger of Jin could not go to Tsow,

but the minister Ch'oo might have gone to*

Fing-Juh.
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Chap. vi. 1. Sbun-yu K'wan said, "He who
makes fame and meritorious service3 his first

objects, acts with a regard to others. He who
makes them only secondary objects, acts with

a regard to himself. You, master, were

ranked among the three chief ministers of t/ie

state, but before your fame and services had

reached either to the prince or the people, you

have left your place. Is this indeed the way
of the benevolent?"

2. Mencius replied,
*

'There was Pih-e;—he

abode in an inferior situation, and would not,

with his virtue, serve a degenerate prince.
1

There was E Yin;—be five times went to

T'ang, and five times went to Kee There

-was Hwuy of Lew-hea;—-he did not disdain to

serve a vile prince, nor did he decline a small

office. The courses pursued by those three

worthies were different, but their aim was one.

And what was their one aim? W£ must
answer— To be perfectly virtuous.'

ft
And so

it is simpjy after this that superi^i men strive

Why must they all pitrsue the same course?"

3. fCwan pursued, "In the time of the duke
Wub of Loo, the government was in the hands
of Kung-ev while Tsze-lew and Tsze-sze were
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ministers. And yef% the dismemberment of

Loo then increased exceedingly. Such was

the case^ a specimen how your men of virtue

are of no abvantage to a kingdom!"

4. Mencius said,
u The prince of Ytf did

not use Pih-le He, and thereby lost his state.

The duke Muh of Ts 4

in used him, and became

<chief of all the princes. Ruin is the consequence

of not employing men of virtue and talents;

—

how can it rest with dismemberment merely?"

5. K'wau urged again* "Formerly, when
Wang P'aou dwelt on the K^e, the people on

the west of the Yellow River all became

skilful at singing in his abrupt manner. When
Meen K'eu lived in Kaou-t'ang, the people in

the parts of Ts'e on the . west became skillful

at singing in Ins prolonged manner. The
wives of Hwa Chow and Ke Leang bewailed

their husbands so skillfully, that they changed

the manners of the state. When there is Jh*
gift within, it manifests itself without. I have

ne^er seen the man who could do the deeds of
a worthy, and did not realize the work of one.

Therefore there are nozv no men of talents and

.virtue. If there were, I should know them."

6. Mencius answered, "When Confucius

was chief minister of justice in Loo, the prince

oame not t<> follow his counsels. Boon after

was the solstitial sacrifice, and when a part of
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the flesh presented in sacrifice was not sent to

him, he went away even without taking off his

cap of ceremony. Those who did not know
him supposed it was on account of the flesh.

Those who knew him supposed that it was oa
account of the neglect of the usual ceremony.

The fact was, that Confucius wanted to go
away on occasion of some small offense, not

wishing to do so without some apparent cause.

All men may not be expected to understand

the conduct of a superior man."

Kjtja%. a#». ±m&m, &*&«. »££&. m#

S«,ftkB.'tcfca5«.£E|l^»A^. *£©£&.£#
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Chap. Vii. 1. Mencius said, 'The five ehiefs

of 'the princes were sinners against the three-

kings. The princes of the present day are

sinners against the five chiefs. The great

officers of the present day are sinners against;

the princes.

2. "The emperor visited the princes, which

was called *a tour of inspection.' The princes

attended at the court of the emperor, which

was called
4giving a report of office/ It was

a custom in the spring to examine the plowing,

and supply any deficiency of seed, and in

autumn to examine the reaping, and assist

where there wss a deficiency of the crop. When
the emperor entered the boundaries of a state, if

the new ground was being reclaimed, and the

old fields well cultivated; if the old were
nourished and the worthy honored; and if rnea

of distinguished talents were placed in office:

then the prince was rewarded,— rewarded with

an addition to his territory. On the other hand,

if, on entering a state, the ground was found left

wild or overrun with weeds; if the old were

neglected and the worthy unhonored; and if the

offices were filled with hard taxgatherers: then

the prince was reprimanded. 1£ a f>rz nee once

omitted his attendance at court, he was punished

by degradation of rank; if he did so a second

time, he was deprived of a portion of his
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territory; if he did so a third time, the

imperial force3 were set in motion^ and he was
removed from his government. Thus the

emperor commanded the punishment, but did

not himself inflict it, while the princes inflicted

the punishment, but did not command it.

The five ohiefs, however^ dragged tha princes

to punish other princes, and hence I say that

they were sinners against the three kings.

3.
4lOf the five chiefs the most powerful

was the duke Hwan. At the assembly of the

princes in K'wei-k'ew, he bound the victim and
placed the writing upon it, but did not slay it

to smear their mouths with the blood. The
first injunction in their agreement was,

—

lSlay

the unfilial; change not the son who has been

appointed heir; exalt not a concubine to the

rank of wife.' The second was,—'Honor the

worthy, and maintain the talented, to give

distinction to the virtuous.' - The third was.

—

'Respect the old, and be kind to the young.

Be not forgetful of strangers and travelers.'

The fourth was,— 'Let not offices be hereditary,

nor let officers be pluralists. Tri the selectipn

of officers let the object be to get the proper

men. Let not a ruler take it on himself to

put fro death a great officer.* The fifth was,— 4Follow no crooked policy in making
embankments. Impose no restrictions on the
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the sale of grain. Let there be no promotions*

without first announcing them to the emperor?

It was then said,
4AU we who have united in

this agreement shall hereafter maintain amicable

relations. ' The princes of the present day all

violate these five prohibitions, and therefore 1
say that the princes of the present day are

sinners against the five chiefs.

4. "The crime of him who connives at, and
aids, the wickedness of his prince is small, bui

the crime of him who anticipates and excites

that wickedness is great The officers of the

present day all go to meet their sovereigns*

wickedness, and therefore I say that the greas

officers of the present day are sinners against

the princes."

®i?&m.%m.> ¥&Lft4£2M#, M«ffi®f«*»##«

Chap. VIII. 1 The prince of Loo wanted to

make the minister Shin commandor of \m
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army
2. Mencius said, "To employ an uninstructed

people in war may be said to be destroying

the people A destroyer of the people would
oot have been tolerated in the times of Yaou
and Shun.

3. "Though by a single battle you should

subdue Ts'e, and get possession of Nan-yang,
the thing ought not to be done."

4. Shin changed countenance, and said ir>

displeasure,
uThis is what I, Kuh-le, do not

understand."

5. Mencius said, *'I will lay the case

plainly before you. The territory appropriated

to the emperor is one thousand li square.

Without a thousand li, he would not have

sufficient for his entertainment of the princes.

The territory appropriated to a How is one

hundred li square. Without one hundred li,

he would not have sufficient wherewith to

observe the statutes kept in his ancestral temple.

6 "When Chow-kung was invested with

the principality of Loo, it was a hundred li

square. The territory was indeed enough, but

it was not more than one hundred li. When
T'ae-kung was invested with the principality

of Ts'e, it was one hundred li square. The

. territory was indeed enough, but it was oot

more than one hundred li.
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3. "In a country of ten thousand families,

would it do to have only one 'potter?" Kwei
replied, "No. The vessels would not be enough
to use."

4. Mencius went on, "In Mih all the five

kinds of grain are not grown; it only produces

the millet There are no fortified cities, no

edifices, no ancestral temples, no ceremonies

of sacrifice; there are no princes requiring

presents and entertainments; there is no system

of officers with their .various subordinates. On
these accounts a tax of one twentieth of the

produce is sufficient there.

5. "But now it is the Middle Kingdom
that we live in. To banish the relationships

of men, and have no superior men;—how can

such a state of things be thought of?

6. "With but few potters a kingdom cannot

subsist;—how much less can it subsist without

men of a higher rank than others?

7. "If we wish to make the taxation lighter

than the system of Yaou and Snun, we shall

just have a great Mih and- a small Mih. If

we wish to make it heavier, we shall just have

the great Kee and the small Kee."
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benevolence, to seek to enrich him is to enrich

a Kee.

2. "Or they will say, 'We can for our

sovereign form alliances with other states, so

that our battles must be successful.' Such
persons are nowadays called 'good ministers/

but anciently were called 'robbers of the

people.' If a sovereign follows not the right

way, nor has his mind directed to benevolence,

to seek to enrich him is to enrich a Kee.

3. "Although a prince, pursuing the path

of the present day, and not changing its

practices, were to have the empire given to

him, he could not retain it for a single

morning.

Chap. x. 1. Pih Kwei said, "I want to take a

twentieth of the produce only as the tax. What
do you think of it?"

2. Mencius said, "You- way would be

that of the Mik
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3. "In a country of ten thousand families,

would it do to have only one potter?" Kwei
replied, "No. The vessels would not be enough
to use.

17

4. Mencius went on, "In Mih all the five

kinds of grain are not grown; it only produces

the .millet; There are no fortified cities, no
edifices, no ancestral temples, no ceremonies

of sacrifice; there are no princes requiring

presents and entertainments; there is no system

of officers with their various subordinates. On
these accounts a tax of one twentieth of the

produce is sufficient there.

5. "But now it is the Middle Kingdom
that we live in. To banish the relationships

of men, and have no superior men;—how can

such a state of things, be thought of?

6. "With but few potters a kingdom cannot

subsist;—how much less can it subsist without

men of a higher sank than others?

7. "If we wish to make the taxation lighter

than the system of Yaou and Snun, we shall

just have a great Mih and- a small Mihr. If

we wish to make it heavier, we shall just have

the great Kee and the small Kee,"
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Chap, xj 1. Pib Kwei said, "My management
of the waters is superior to that of Yu."

2 Mencius replied, "You are wrong, sir.

Yu s regulation of the waters was according

to the laws of water.

3. "He therefore made the four seas their

receptacle, while you make the neighboring

states their receptacle.

4. "Water flowing out of its channels is

called an inundation. Inundating waters are

a vast waste of water, and what a benevolent

man detests. You are wrong, my good sir."

Chap. xil. Mencius said. "If a scholar have
not faith, how shall he take a firm hold oj
things?"

^nm^mu-z^ «*»«-* m jib*. &£&#. a.*

fe.ffiASH'SZrt. tJfcaH^**. uiJ&ft'ffi^£A

fi^.»8H8«BW:AS.H«ltie.Br»*.

Chap. xil. 1. 7%* /r*«r« */ Loo wanting to
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commit the administration of his government ho

the disciple Yo-chmg, Mencius said, "When I

heard of it, I was so glad that I could not

sleep/
1

2. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked, "Is Yo-chinga.

man of vigor?" and was answered* "No." "Is
he wise in council?'

7 "No/7
"Is he possessed

of much information?'
7 "No/ 1

3. "What, then, made you so glad that

you could not sleep?
7 '

4. "He is a man wh6 loves what is good.
7 *'

6. "Is the love of what is good sufficient?**

6. "The love of what is good is more thant

a sufficient qualification for the. government
of the empire;—how mUGh more is it so for

the state of Loo!

7. *'If a minister love what is good, all

within the fourseas will count one thousand If

but a small" distance, and will come and lay

their good thoughts before him.

8. "If he do not love what is good, mea
will say, 'How self-conceited he looks? He it

saying to kinssetf, I know it/ The language

and looks of that self-conceit will keep men
off at a distance of one thousand U* When
good men stop one thousand li off, calumniators,

flatterers, and sycophants will make their

appearance. When a minister lives amDUg
calumniators, flatterers, and sycophants, though.
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he may wish the state to be well governed, is'

it possible for it to be so?"

Chap, xiv 1. The disciple Gh 4

in said. "What
were the principles on which superior men of

old took office? Mencius replied, "There
were three cases in which they accepted office,

and three in which they left it.

2. "If received with the utmost respect and
all polite observances, and they could say to

themselves that the prince would carry their

words into practice, then they took office with

him. Afterwards, although there might be

no remission in the polite demeanor of the

prince, if their words were not carried into

practice, they would leave him.

3. The second case was that in which,
(

though the prince could not be expected at: once

to carry their words into practice, yet being'

received by him with the utmost respect, they

took office with him. But afterwards, if there

\\ci-> a remission in his polite demeanor, they
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would leave him.

4. "The last case was that of the superior

man who had: nothing to eat, either morning
or evening, and was so famished that he could
not move out of his door If the prince, on
hearing of his, state, said,

fc

I must fail in tha

great poiat,—that of carrying his doctrines

into practice, neither am I able to follow bis

words, but I am ashamed to allow him to die

of want in my country • The assistance-

offered in such a case might be received, but

not beyond what was sufficient to avert death."

m+s.m i. a^a.a wtmm^m, mm, ^imm-z.

Chap. xv. 1. Mencius said, *'Shun rose from

among the channeled fields. Foo Yue was called

to office from the midst of his building frames;

Kaou-kih, from his fish and salt; Kwan E-woot

from the hands of his jailer; Sun-shun Gaou,

from hts hiding by the seashore; and Pih4a

He. trom the market place.

2. "Thus, when Heaven is about to confer
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a great offioe on any man, it first exercises his

mmd with suffering, and his sinews and bones

with toil. It exposes his body to hunger, and
subjects him to extreme poverty. It confounds

his undertakings. By all these methods it"

stimulates his mind, hardens his nature, and
supplies his incompetencies.

1 3 "Men for the most part err, and are

afterwards able to reform. They are distressed

in mind and perplexed m their thoughts, and
-then they arise to vigorous reformation. When
things have been evidenced in men's looks,

and set forth in their words, then they under-

stand them.

4. "If a pnnce have not about his court

families attached to the laws and worthy

-counselors, and if abroad there are not hostile

states or other external calamities, his kingdom
will generally come to ruin,

r 5. "From these things we see how life

springs from sorrow and calamity, and death

from ease and pleasure.

Chap. xvi. Mencius said, "There are many
arts in teaching. I refuse,, as inconsistent-

with my character, to teach a man, but I am
only thereby still teaching him."
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BOOK VII

TSIN SIN. PART 1

m 'i> * ^ ±

Chap, I. 1. Mencius said, "He who has ex-

hausted all his mental constitution knows his

nature. Knowing his nature, ha knows Heaven.

2. "To preserve one's mental constitution,

and nourish one's nature, is the way to serve

Heaven..

3. "When neither a premature death nor

Jong life causes a man any double-irundedness,

but he waits in the cultivation- of his personal

character for whatever issue,—this is the way
in which he establishes his //^z^-ordainei

being."

•Chap, il 1. Mencius said, 'There is an ar>*

pointment for everything. A man should

receive submissive]? what may be correctly

ascribed there to.

2. "Therefore, he who bas the true idea
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of what is Heavens appointment will not stand

beneath a precipitous wall.

3. *'Death sustained in tbo discharge of

©ne's duties may correctly be ascribed to the

appointment of Heaven.

4. "Death under handcuffs and fetters

cannot correctly be so ascribed."

flHg l. £^E3, #,#!»:£. *Jflfc£A*#fe*MWL,

Ch&p. ui. 1. Menciu3 said,
4lWhea we get by

our seeking and lose by our neglecting;—in

that case seeking is of use to getting, and tFe

things sought for are those which are in

ourselves.

2. "When the seeking is acoording to the

proper course, and the getting is only as

appointed;—in that case the seeking is of no
use to getting, . and the things sought are

aritbout ourselves."

n. 3.«jEjteff.*fc«ffi*.

Chap, iv. 1. Mencius said, "All things are

already complete in us.

2. "There is no greater delight than to h&

conscious of sincerity on self-examination..

3. "If one acts with a vigorous effort at

the law of reciprocity, when he seeks for
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realization oj perfect virtue, nothing can be.

closer than his approximation to it."

Chap. V. 1. Mencius said, "To act without

understanding, and to do so habitually without

examination, pursuing the proper path all the

life without knowing its nature;~this is the

way of multitudes.'*

.SRS ttm,Afc^mk&Mfo±fa1R&&
Chap, vl Mencius said, "A man may not be

without shame. When one is ashamed of

having* been without shame, he will afterwards

not have occasion for shame/'

Chap. vil. 1. Mencius said, "The sense of

shame is to a man of great importance.

2. "Those who form contrivances and

versatile schemes distinguished for their aut-

fulness, do not allow their sense of shame to

come into action.

3. "When one differs from.other men in

not having this sense of shame, what will 'he

have in common with them?"
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Chap. VHI. 1. Mencius said, "The able and
virtuous monavchs of antiquity loved virtue and
forgot power. And shall an exception be

made of the able and virtuous scholars of

antiquity, that they did not do the same? They
delighted in their own principles, and were
oblivious of the power of princes. Therefore,

if kings and dukes did not show the utmost

respect, and observe all forms of ceremony,

they were not permitted to come frequently

and visit them. If they thus found it not in

their power to pay them frequent visits, how
much less could they get to employ them as

ministers?
1 '

*a.»*. awn»r. ;*»&. &MjmvtJ8> xm**;

Chap ix. 1. Mencius said to Sung Kow-
ts'een, "Are you fond, sir, of traveling to

'the different courts? I will tell you about such

traveling.

2. "If a prince acknowledge you and
follow your counsels, be perfectly satisfied.

If no one do son be the same-"

3, Kow-ts*een said, "What is to be done
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-to secure this perfect satisfaction?
1
* Mencins

replied,
*'Honor virtue and delight in- right-

eousness,, and so you may always be perfectly

satisfied.

4. "Therefore, a scholar, though poor, does

not let go his righteousness; though prosperous,

he does not leave His own path.

5. "Poor and aot letting righteousness

go;—it is thus that the scholar holds possession;

of himself. Prosperous and not leaving the;

proper path;— it is thus that the expectations of
j

the people are not disappointed.

6. "When the men of antiquity realized

their wishes, benefits were conferred by them
On the people. If they did not realize their

wishes, they cultivated their personal character,

and became illustrious in the world. If poor,

they attended to their own virtue in solitude;

if advanced to dignity, they made the whole

empire virtuous as well."

mjczmm. l

fChap. X. Mencius said, 'The mass of men
wait for a king Wan, and then they will

receive a rousing impulse. Scholars distingu-

ished jrtim- the mass, without a king Wan,
rouse themselves." i
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Chap, xi. Mencius said.
uAdd to a man the

families of Han and Wei. If he then look

upon himself without being elated, he is far

beyond the moss 0/men."

Chap, xu Mencius said,
uLet the people be

employed m the way which is intended to

secure their ease, and though they be toiled,

they wiU not murmur Let them be put to

death in the way which is intended to preserve

their lives, and though they die, they will not

murmur at. him who puts them to death."

Chap. XUI. I. Mencius said, ••Under a chief,,

leading all the princes, the people look brisk

and cheerful. Under a true sovereign, tbey

have an air of deep contentment.

2. "Though he slay them, they do not

murmur When he benefits them, they do not

think of his merit From day to day they

make progress towards what is good, without

knowing who makes them do so.

h , 3. "Wherever the superior man passes

through transformation follows: wherevec he
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abides, his influence is of a spiritual nature

It Sows abroad above and beneath, like that

of Heaven and Earth. How can it be said

that he mends society but in a small way!"

m+mM *.^l^fV*tofc*:£AASS&. ^na.

Chap. xiV. 1. Mencius said, "Kiudly word**

do not enter so deeply into men as a reputation

for kindness.

2. "Good government does not lay hold of

the people so much as good instructions.

3. "Good government is feared by the

people* while, good instructions are loved by

them, Good government gets the -people's

wealth, while good instructions get their

hearts."

Chap. XV. I. Meneius said, "The ability pos-

sessed by men without having been acquired

by learning is intuitive ability, and the

knowledge possessed by them without the

exercise of thought is their intuitive knowledge.

2.
*

'Children earned w the arms all know
to love their parents, and when they are grown
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a little* they all know to love their elder

brothers.

3. "Filial affection for parents is the ivork-

ing of benevolence. Respect for elders is the

working of righteousness. There is no other

reason for those feelings:— they belong to all

under heaven."

Chap. xvi. Mencius said, "When Shun wad
living amid the deep retired mountains, dwell?

ing with the trees and rocks, and wandering
among the deer and swine,.the difference between

him and -the rude inhabitants of those remote

hills appeared very small. But when be heard

a single good word, or saw a single good
action, he was like a stream or a river bursting'

its bauks, and flowing out in an irresistible

flood,"

SH-fcS S^H f*«WR^«,Jifflt»j5fr*«.*i«:iBB

*
Chap. XVII. Mencius saiu, "Let a man not do

what his own sense of righteousness tells hints

not to do, and let him not desire what bis

sense of righteousness tells him not to desire;—

-

to act thus is all he has to do."
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Chap. XVIU. 1. Mencius said, "Men who are
possessed of intelligent virtue and prudence in

affairs will generally be found to have been in

sickness and troubles.

2. "They are the friendless minister and
concubine's son, who keep their hearts under
a sense of peril, .and use deep precautions

against calamity. On this account they become
distinguished foa their- intelligence.

"

Chap. XIX. 1. Mencius said, "There are per*

sons who serve the prince;—they serve the

prince, that is, for the sake of his countenance

and favor.

2. "There are ministers who seek the

tranquillity of the state, and find their pleasure

in securing that tranquillity.

3.
* 'There are those who are the people of

Heaven. They, judging ihat
y

if they were in

office, they could carry out their principles

\

throughout the empire, proceed so to carry

them out. , ^v
4. "There are those who are great men.

They rectify themselves and others are
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rectified."

Chap. xx. 1. Mencius said, "The superior

man has three things in which he delights, an»l

to be ruler over the empire is not one of them.

2.
i4That his father and mother are both

alive, and that the condition of his brothers

affords no cause for anxiety;—this is one

delight.

3. "That, when looking tip, he has no

occasion for shame before Heaven, and, below,

he has no occasion to blush before men;-—this

is a second delight.

4« "That he can get from the whole empire

the most talented individuals, and teach and
nourish them;—this is the third delight.

6. "The superior man has three things in

which he delights, and to be ruler over the

empire is not one of them.*'
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Chap. XXI. i. Mencius said, "Wide territory

and a numerous people are desired by the

superior man, but what he delights in is not

here.

2.
l<To stand in the center of the empire,

and tranquiiize the people within the four

seas;— the superior man delights in this, but

the highest enjoyment of his nature is not here.

3; "What belongs by his nature to the

superior man cannot be increased by the

largeness of his sphere of action, nor diminished

by his dwelling in poverty and retirement;—
for this reason that it is determinately appor-

tioned to him by Heaven.

4. "What belongs by his nature to the

superior man are benevolence, righteousness,

propriety, and knowledge. These are rooted

in his heart; their growth and manifestation

are a mild harmony appearing in the counte-

nance, a rich fullness in the back, and the

character imparted to the four limbs. Those

limbs understand to arrange themselves, without

being told."
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Chap, xxi J. J. Mencius said, "Pih-e, that he

might avoid Chow,' was dwelling on the coast

of the northern sea when he heard of the rise

of King Wan. He roused himself and said,

"Why should I not go and follow him? I have

heard that the chief of the West knows well

how to nourish the old.' T ae-kung, to avoid

Chow, was dwelling on the coast o*f the eastern

sea. Whea he heard of the rise of King Wan,
.he said, 'Why should I not go and follow him?

I have heard that the chief of the West knows
well how to nourish the old.' If thero were a

prince in the empire, who knew well how to

nourish the old, all men of virtue would feel

that he was the proper odject for them to

gather to.

2. "Around the homestead with its five

mow, the space beneath the walls was planted

with mulberry trees, with which the woitvmi

nourished silkworms, and thus the old were able

to have silk to wear. Each family had five

brood hens and two brood sows, which were

kept to their breeding seasons, and thus the

old were able to have flesh to eat. The husband-

jnen cultivated their farni3 of one hundred
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mow, and thus their families of eight mouths
were secured against want

3.
4tThe expression, 'The chief of the West^

knows well how to nourish the old,' refers to

his regulation of the fields and dwellings, his

teaching them to plant the mulberry and

nourish those animals, anc|his instructing the,

wives and children, so as to make them nourish

their aged. At fifty, warmth cannot be main-

tained without silks, and at seventy flesh is

necessary to satisfy the appetite. Persons not

kept warm nor supplied with food are said to

be starved and famished, but among the people

of King Wan, there were no aged who were

starved or famished. This is the meaning of

tl e expression in question.
n

Chap. XXIII. 1. . Mencius said, "Let it be seen

to that their fields of grain and hemp are

well cultivated, and make the taxes on them

light;—-so the people may be made rich.

2. "Let it be seen to that the people,use

their resources of food seasonably, and expend

their wealth only on the prescribed cere-

monies:—so their wealth will be more than
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can be cansumed.

3. "The people cannot live without water

and fire, yet if you knock at a man's door in

the dusk of the evening, and ask for water and

fire, there is no man who will .not give them,

such is the abundance of these things. A sage

governs the empire so as to cause pulse and
grain to be as abundant as water and fire.

When pulse and grain are as abundant as

water and fire, how shall the people be other

than virtuous?'

?

Chap. XXIV. 1. Mencius said, "Confucius

ascended the eastern hill, and Loo appeared to

him small He ascended the T 4

ae Mountain,

and all beneath the heavens appeared to hire

small. So, he who has contemplated the sea,

finds it difficult to think " anything of other

waters, and he who Jias wandered in the gate

of the sage finds it difficult to think anything

of the words of others.

2.
ilThere is an art in the contemplation

of water. — It is necessary to look at it as

foaming in waves. The sun and moon being

possessed of brilliancy, their light admitted
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even through an orifice illuminates,

3. "Flowing water is a thing which does-

not proceed till it has filled the hollows in its

course. . The student who has set his mind on

the doctrines of the sage% does not advance

to them but by completing one lesson after

another."

&Mmmmmzm&-
Chap. XXV. 1. Mencius said, "He who rises at

cockcrowing, and addresses himself earnestly

to the practice of virtue, is a disciple of Shun.

2. "He who rises at cockcrowing, and

addresses himself earnestly to the pursuit of

gain, is a disciple of Chih.

3. "If you want to know, what separates

Shun from Chih, it is simply this,—the interval

between the thought of gain and the thought of
virtue.'

'

Chap. XXVJ. 1. Mencius said, "The principle

of the philosopher Yang was— 'Each one for

•hims.eif* Though he might.have benefited the
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whole empire by plucking out a single hair, be

wpuld not have done it.

2. "The philosopher Mih loves all,equally.

If by rubbing smooth his whole body from the

<jrownto the heel, he could have benefited tha

empire, he would have done it.

3. "Tsze-moh holds a medium between these.

By holding that medium, he is nearer the right.

But by holding it without leaving room for

tbe exigency of circumstances, it becomes like

their holding their one point.

4. "The reason why I hate that holding to

one point is the injury it does to the way of
right principle. It takes up One point and

disregards a hundred others."

SZ+irft I. £^0, fL#1r&M%#9k,******

Chap. XXVU. 1. Mencius said, "The hungry
think any food sweet, and tbe thirsty think'the

same of any drink, and thus they do riot get

the right taste of what they eat and drink.

The hunger and thirst, in fact, injure their

palate. > And is it only the rnouth and belly

which are injured by hunger and thirst? Men's

minds are also injured by them.

2. "If a man can prevent tbe evils of

hunger and thirst from, being any evils to his
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mind, he need not have any sorrow about aot

being up with other men."

Chap. XXVIIJ. Mencius said, "Hwuy of Lew-

hea would not for the three highest offices of

state have changed his firm purpose of life."

Chap, XXIX. Mencius said* "A man with defi-

nite aims' to be accomplished may be compared

to one digging a well. To dig the well to a

depth of seventy-two cubits, and stop without

reach ng the spring, is after all throwing away
the well."

Chap. XXX. 1. Mencius said, "Benevolence and
righteousness* were natural to Yaou and Shun.

T'ang and Woo made them their own. The

five chiefs of the princes feigned them.

2. "Having borrowed them long and not

returned them how could it be known they*

did not own them?"
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Chap. xxxi. 1. Kung-sun Ch low said,
4tE Yin

said, 'I cannot be near and see him zo disobedient

to reason? and therewith he banished T'ae-kea

to T 4

ung. The people were much pleased.

When T l

ae-kea became virtuous, he brought

him. back, and the people were again much
pleased.

2. "When worthies are ministers, may
they indeed banish their sovereigns in this way.

when they are not virtuous?"

3. Mencius replied, "If they have the

same purpo e as E Yin, the may. If they

have not the same purpose, it would be

usurpation."

CKap. XXXII. 1. Kung-sun Ch 4ow said, "It

is said, in the
4

JBook of Poetry/
4He will not eat the bread of idleness!'

How is it that we see superior men eating

without laboring?" Mencius replied,
44When

a superior man resides in a country, if its

sovereign employ his counsels, he comes to

tranquillity, wealth, honor, and glory. If the

young in it follow his instructions, they become

filial/ obedient to their elders, true-hearted
t

and faithful.—What greater example can there
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be than this of not eating the bread of idleness?"

Chap. XXXIII. 1. The ling's son, Teen, asked

Mencius, saying, "What is the business of the

unemployed scholar?"

2. Mencius replied,' "To exalt bia sim."

3. Teen asked again* "What do yon mean,

by exalting the aim?" The answer was,

"Setting it simply on benevolence and right-

eousness. He tMnksYiim to put a single

innocent person to death is contrary to benevo-

lence; how to take what one has not a right to

is contrary to righteousness; that one's dwelling

should be benevolence; arid "one's pa%.should
be righteousness. When benevolence is the

dwelling place of the heart, and righteousness

the path of the life, the business of a great'

man is complete."

CHapf XXXIV. Mencius said, "Supposing that

Jfce kingdom%f Ts'e were offered contrary to

righteousness, to ChHn Chung, he- would not
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rereive it, and all people believe in him, as a

man of the highest worth. But this is only the

righteousness which declines a dish. of rice or

a platter of soup. A nlan can have no greater

crimes than to disown his parents and relatives,

and the relations of sovereign and minister,

superiors and inferiors. How can it be allowed

to give a man credit for the great >excetlencies

because he possesses a small one?"

*H+£* i.tt»WB.#«XT-.SWI*±,*tt«AJW

Chap, XXXV. 1. T'aou Yin^ asked, saying,

"Shun being emperor, and Kaou-yaou chief

minister of justice, if Koo-sow had murdered

a man, what would have been done in the

Case?"

2. Mencius said, "Kaou-yaou would simply

have apprehended him."

3. "But would not Shun have forbidden

such a thing?"

4. "Indeed, how could Shun have forbid-

den it? Kaon-yaow had received the law from
a proper source."

5. "In that case what would Shan have
done?"
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6.
4l

Shun would have regarded abandoning

the_ empij-e as throwing away a worn-out

sandal. He would privately have taken his

father on his back, and retired into conceal-

ment, living somewhere along the seacoast.

I

There he would have been all his life, cheerful

and happy, forgetting ine empire.'

'

Chap. XXXVI.
->

1. Mencius, going from Fan

to Ts l

e saw the king of Ts'e's $on at a distance,-

and ;said with a sigh: "One's position alters

the air, just as the nurture affects the body.

Great is the influence of position!- Are. not.

we all men's sons?"

2 Mencius said, "The residence, the carr-

iages and horses, and. the dress of the king's

son, are mostly the same as those of other

men. That he looks so is occasioned by his

position. How much more .should a peculiar

air distinguish him whose position, is in the

T*dde house of the world!

3. "When the prince of Loo werit to Sung,

lie Galled out at the tee-chih gate, and. the
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keeper said, 'This is not our prince. How is

it that his. voice is so like that of our prince?
1

This was occasioned by nothing but the*

correspondence of their positions.
M

*

Chap, xxxvii. 1. Mencius said, "To feed a

scholar and not love him, is to treat him as a

pig. To love him and not respect him, is to*

keep him as a domestic animal.^
2. "Honoring and respecting are what

exist before any offering of gifts.

3. "If there be honoring and respecting

without the reality of them, a superior man
not be retained by such empty demonstrations."

Chap. xxxm. Mencius said, "The bodily

organs with their functions beloug to our

Heavenconferred nature. But a man must he

a sage before he can satisfy the design of his

bodily organization." ^
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Chap XXXIX. 1 The King Seuen of Tse
wanted to shorten the period of mourning.

Kung-sun Ch'ow said,. **To have ; ©ne whole-

year's mourning m better than doing away
with it altogether."

2. Mencius said, "That is. just as i£ there

were one twising the arm of Ms eider brother,

and you were merely to say to him—'Gently,

gently, if you please. Your only course should

be to teaoh such a one fiHal piety and fraternal

duty"
3. At that Hme, the mother of one of the •

king's sons hae died, and his tutor asked foif

him that he might be allowed to observe a few

months' mourning. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked,

"What do you say of this?-" *

4. Mencius replied, "This is a case where

the party wishes to complete the whole period,

out finds it impossible fo4o so. The addition

of even a single day is better than not mourn-

ing at all. I spoke of the sase where there

was no hindrance, and the party neglected the

thing himself."

.JHa+» i.^m m?<z.m&L#ms> 2,mtmmi

Chap. XL. 1. Mencius said, "There are five

ways in which the superior man effects nis
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teaching.

2. "There are some on whom his influence

descends like seasonable rain.

3. "There are some whose virtue he

perfects, and some of whose talents he assists

the development.

4. "There are some wrhose inquiries he

answers.

5.
'

'There are some who privately cultivate

and correct themselves.
\

6.
4

'These five ways are the methods in

wbich>the superior man effects his teaching."

Ch&p, XLI.. I. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "Lofty
are your principles and admirable, but to team
them may well be likened to ascending the

heavens, something which cannot be reached.

Why not adapt your teaching so as to cause

learners to consider them attainable, and so

daily exert themselves.

"

2. Mencius said, "A great artificer doea

nat, for the sake of a stupid workman, alter

or do away with the marking line. E did

not, for the sake of a stupid archer, change

his rule for drawing the bow.
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3*
uThe superior maa draws the bow; bu*

does not discharge the arrow, g The whol*

thing seems to leap before the learner. Such

is his standing exactly in the middle of the

right path, Those who are able, follow him."

Chap, xjlli. 1. Menciua said, "When right

principles prevail throughout the empire, one's

principles mast appear along with one's person*

When right principles disappear from the

empire, one's person must vanish along with

one's principles.

3. "I have not heard of one's principles

being dependent for their manifestation on

other men.'
1

Mr«£ 2. 3&BM*mm>mmm%MmmwM%m

Chap. XLIU. 1. The disciple Kung-too said,
4,Wben Kang of T'ang made Ins appearance

in your school, it seemed proper that a polite

consideration should be paid to him, and yet

you did not answer "him. Why was that?"

2. Meucius replied, "I do not answer him
who questions me yresuming on his nobility,

nor him who presumes on his talents, nor him

who presumes on his age. nor him. who pesumes
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on services performed to me, nor him who
' presumes on old acquaintance. Two of those

things were chargeable on Kang of Tang."

Chap. XLilV. 1 ' Mencius said, "He who stops

short where stopping p not allowable, will

stop short in everything. He who behaves

shabbily to those whom he ought to treat

well, will behave shabbily to all.

2. "He who advances with precipitation

will retire with 9peed." #.

Chap. XLV. Mencids said,
t4In regard to in-

ferior cratures, the superior man is kind to

them, but not loving. In regard to people

generally, he is loving to them, but not

affectionate. He is affectionate to his parents,

and lovingly disposed to people generally. He
is lovingly disposed to people generally\ and
kind to creatures.'

'

«BH-*S 1.3:^0, *n#«^*Mfe.«aFS:«ft.t«i

Chap. XJLVI. 1. Mencius said,
tlThe wise era.
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brace all knowledge, but they are most earnest

about what is of the greatest importance. The
benevolent embrace all in their love, but what
they consider of the greatest importance is to

cultivate an earnest affection f<w virtuous.

Even the wisdom of Yaou Shun did not extend

to everything, but they. attended earnestly to

what was important. Their benevolence did

not show itself in acts of kindness to every

man, but they earnestly cultivated an affection

for the virtuous.

2. "Not to be able to keep the three years'

mourning, and to be very particular about that

of three months, or that of five months; to eat

immoderately and swill down- the soup, and at !

the same time to inquire about the precfiet not

.to tear the meat with the teeth;—such things

show what I call an ignorance of what is most
important."

BOOK VII

TSIN SIN PART II

H >fr f l]T
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Chap. |. 1. Mencius said, "The opposite indeed

of benevolent was the king Hwuy of Leang!
The benevolent, beginning with what they care

for, proceed to what they do not care for.

Those who are the opposite of benevolent,

beginning with what they do not care for,

proceed to what they care for."

2. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "What do you

mean?" 'Menctus answered, "The king Hwuy
of Leang, for the matter of territory, tore

and destroyed his people, leading them to

battle. Sustaining a great defeat, he would
engage again, and afraid lest they should not

be able to secure the victory, urged his son

whom he loved till he sacrificed him with them.

This is what I call
—

'beginning with what they

•do not care for, and proceeding to what they

care for/
M

Chap Jl 1 Mencius said,
4lIn the 'Spring

and Autumn there are no righteous wars.

Instances indeed there are of one war better

ihar another

2
* 4

'Correction' is when die supreme
authority punishes its subjects by force of arms.

Hostile states do not correct one another."
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Chap. ill. 1. Mencius said, "It would be better

to be without the 'Book of History' tkan to

give entire credit to it.

2. "In ihe 'Completion of the War,' I

select two or three passages only, which I
believe.

3. "The "benevolent man has no enemy
under heaven. When the prince, the most

benevolent, was engaged against him who was
the opposite, how could the blood of ike people

have flowed till it floated the pestles of the

mortars?"

It? 6. fiE^«miE^^®aE5*,«H«.
Chap iv J Mencius sai3, "There are men

who say
—

*1 am skillful at marshaling troops,

I am skillful at conducting a battler—They
are great criminals.

2. "If the sovereign of a state love bene-

volence, he will hai?B na efcemy in the empire.

3, "When TSmg was5 executing his work

of correction in the sooth, the Tude tribes oD
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the north murmured. When he was executing

it in the east, the rude tribes on the west

-murmured. Their cry was

—

lWby does he

make us last?'

4. "When King Woo punished Yin, he

had oxiily three hundred chariots of war, and
three thousand life guards.

5. "The king said,
liDo not fear. Let me>

give you repose. I am no enemy to the peoplel

On Ihis, they bowed their heads to the earth,

like the horns of animals falling off.

6. " 'Imperial correction' is but another

word for rectifying. Each state wishing itself

to be corrected, what need is there sor

. fighting?
7 '

Chap. V. Mencius~said, "A carpenter or a
carriage maker may give a man the circle and
square, but cannot make him skillful m the

use of them.]
1

Chap. VI. Mencius said, "Shun's manner of

eating his parched grain and herbs was as if

he were to be doing so all his life. When he

became emperor, and bad the embroidered

robes to wear, the lute to play, and the two
daughters of Yaou to wait on him, he was as-
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if those things belonged to him as a matter of

course.'

'

«^X
?
»A^».A^««5t,itSM#e«ai^:&.—W*i

'

Chap. vil. Mencius said, "From this time fortfr

I know the heavy consequences of killing a

man's near relations. When -a man kills

another's father, that other will kill his father;,

when a man kills another's elder brother, that

other will kill his elder brother* So he does-

not himself indeed do the act, but there is only

an interval between him and it"

HAS i.&¥&>i*Z®m&>$BM%. 2.^^fiW4j

: *###.
Chap. viii. 1. Mencius said, "Anciently, the

establishment of the frontier gates was to guard

against violence.

2. "Nowadays, it is to exercise violence.
n

Chap
T
ix. Mencius said, "If a man himself da

not walk in the right path, it will not be walked

in even by his wife and children. If he do not

order men according to the right way, he will

not be adle to get the obedience of even his

wife and children."
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a.

Chap. x. Mencius said,
UA bad year cannot

prove the cause of death to hinr., whose stores

of gain are large; an age of corruption cannot

confound him whose equipment of virtue is

complete."*

Chap. xi. Mencius said,
ctA man who loves

fame may be able to decline a kingdom of a

thousand chariots, iut if he be not really the

man to do such a thing* it will appear in his

countenance, in the matter of a dish of rice or

a platter of soup."

tsi. *.i?mm-mMN*&.

Chap. xu. 1. Mencius said, "If men of virtue

and ability be not confided in, a state will

become empty and void.

2. "Without the rule3 of propriety and
distinctions of right, the high and the low will

be thrown into confusion.

3, "Without the great principles cf gover-

nment and their various business, there will

not be wealth sufficient for the expenditure.
,,
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Chap. XJIL Mencius said. There are instances

of individuals without benevolence, who have

got possession of a single state, but there has

been no instance of the whole empire's being

got possession of by one without benevolence.'"

3. «ft£jit3L mas. 4. ^^t5t^, m&mm. mmvL

Chap. XiV J. Mencius said, "The people are

the most important element m a nation; the

Sbirits of the land and grain are the next; the

sovereign is the lightest

2.
4'Therefore to gajo the peasantry is the

way to become emperor; to gain the emperor

is the way to become a prince of a state; to

gain the prince of a state is the way to become

a great officer.

3. "When a prince endangers the altars

of the spirits of the land and grain, he is

changed, and another appointed in his place.

4. "When the sacrificial victims have been

perfect, the millet in its vessels all pure, and

the sacrifices offered at their proper seasons,

if yet there ensue drought, or the waters

overflow, the spirits of the land and grain are

changed, and others appointed in their place/*
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Chap, xv Mencius said,
UA sage is the teach-

er of a hundred generations:— this is^true of

Pih-e and Hwuy of Lew-hea. Therefore

when men now hear, the character of Pih-e,

the corrupt become pure, and the weak acquire

determination. When they hear the character

of Hwuy of Lew-hea, the mean become

generous, and the niggardly become liberal.

Those two made themselves distinguished

hundred generations ago, and after a- hundred

generations, those who hear of them, are all

aroused in uhis manner. Could such effects

be produced by them, if they had not been

sages? And how much more* did they affect

those who were in contiguity with them, and
were warmed by them!"

Chap. XVI. Mencius said, "Benevolence is the

distinguishing characteristic of man. As

embodied in man's conduct, it is called the

path of dutyJ'
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Chap. XVII. Mencius said, "When Confacia9

was leaving Loo, he said, 'I will set put by
and byr;—this w,as the way for him to leave

the state of his parenta- When he was leaving

Ts'e, he strained ot" with his hand the water

in which his rice was being rinsed, took the

rice, and went away;—this was the way for

him to leave a strange state.'

'

Chap, XVIIL ]V£eneiu3 said, "The reason why
the superior man was reduced to straits between

Ch 'in and Ts'ae was because neither the princes

of the time nor their ministers communicated
with him."

Chap. XIX. 1. Mib K'e said* "Greatly and I

from anything to depend upon from the mouths

of me?i.

2. Mencius observed, "There is no harm

in that. Scholars are more exposed than others

to suffer from the mouths of men.

3. "It is said, in the 'Book of Poetry.'

'My heart is disquieted and grieved,

I am hated by the crowd of mean
creatures.

Thig might have been said by Confucius. And
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-*gain,

'Though he did not remove their

wrath,

He did not let fall his own fame/

This might be said of King Wan."

Sfcz+* 3:£B. JWfc J&fcflgfla, ^ACT, ^##S»
{£A©Bg.

Chap. XX. Mencius said, "Anciently, men of

virtue and talents by means of their own
enlightenment made others enlightened. No-
wadays, it is tried, while they are themselves in

ajtrknessy and- by means of that darkness, to

make others enlightened.
7 '

Chap. XXI. Mencius said to the disciple Kaou»

"There are the footpaths along the hills;—if

suddenly they be used, they become roads; and
if, as suddenly they are not used, the wild

grass fills them up. Now, the wild grass,

fills up your mind."

3BZ+-* i.8T-H,8£*,ft*3E£*. ».a^B,ff

. £
Chap XXIL 1. The disciple Kaou said,

ilThe
music of Yu was better than that of King
Wan."
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2 Mencius observed, •*On what ground do
you say so?" and the other replied, ''Because

at the pivot .the knob of YVs bells is nearly

worn through/*

3. Mencius said, "How can that be a

sufficient proof? Are the ruts at the gate of

a city made by a single two-horsed charioi?

Chap. XXlil. 1 When Ts'e was suffering

from famine, Chin Tsin said to Mencius, "The
people are all thinking that you, Master, will

again ask that the granary of T'aog be opened

for them. I apprehend you will not do so a

second time/'

2. Mencius said, "To do it would be to-

ad like Fung Foo. There was a man of that

name in Tsin, famous for his skill in seizing

tigers. Afterwards, he Jbecame a scholar of

reputation, and going once out to the wild

country, he found the people all in pursuit of

a tiger. The tiger took refuge in a corner of \

a hill, where no one dared to, attack bim, but

when they saw Fung Foo, they ran and met
him. Fung Foo immediately ba ed his arms,

.and descended from the carnage. The mult-
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itude were pleased with. him, but these who
were sebolars laughed at him."

Chap. XXIV. 1. Mencius said, "For the tnoutlr

to desire sweet tastes, the eye to desire beautiful

colors, the ear to desire pleasant sounds, the;

nose to desire fragrant odors, 'and the four

limbs to desire ease and rest;—these things

are natural. But there is the appointment of
Heaven in con?iection with them, and the

superior man does not say^y* his pursuit of
/hem,

l

It is my nature.
1

2. "The exercise of love between father

and son, the observance of righteousness between

seve reign and minister, the rules of ceremony

between guest and host, the display of

knowledge in recognizing the talented, and
the fulfilli7ig the heavenly course by the

sage;—those are the appointment of Heaven.

But there is an adaptation of our nature for
them. The superior man does not say, in

reference to them x

4

It is the appointment of

Heaven.
1 "
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Chap. XXV. 1. Haou-sang Puh-hae asked,

saying, "What sort of man is Yo-ching?"

Mencius replied, "He is a good man, a real

man."

2. "What do you mean by A good man.'

A real man*?"

3. The reply was, "A man who commands
our liking is what is called a good man.

4. "He whose goodness is part "of himself

is what is called a real man.

5. "He whose goodness has been filled up
is what is called a beautiful man.

6. "He whose completed goodness is bri-

ghtly displayed is what is called a great man.
7. "When this great man exercises a trans-

forming influence, he is what is called a sage.

8. "When the sage is beyond our knowled-

ge, he is what is called a spirit man.

9 "Yo-ching is between the two first

characters, and below the fair last."

* %%-zm &£. 9.$sfcn*§fi£fc#, iammm &a&
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Chap. xxvi. 1. Mencius said,
ilThose who

are fleeing from the errors of Mih naturally
turn to Yang;, and those who are fleeing from
ike errors of Yang naturally turn to orthodoxy.

\Vben they so turn, they should at once and
simply *be received. .

2. "Those who nowadays dispute with the

followers of Yang and Mih, do so as if they

weie pursuing a stray pig, the leg of which
after they have got it to enter the pen, they

proceed to tie."

Chap. XXV J J. Mencius said, "There are the

exactions of hempen cloth and silk, of grain,

and of personal service. The prince requires

but one of these at once, deferring the other

two. If he require two of them at once, then

the people die of hunger. If he require the three

at once %
then fathers and sons are separated."

*z-tv\s i^0,aft^f=,±jiJi,AR,a* was

Chap XXVll I. Mencius said,
ltThe precious

things of a prince are three—the territory, the

people, the government and its business. If

ne value as most precious* pearls and stones,

calamity is sure to befall him
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Chap XXIX. F'wan-shing Kwoh having ob~

« tamed aa official situation in Ts 4

e Mencias said,
,4He is a dead man,—P'wan-shing Kwoh!"
P'wan-shing Kwoh being put to death, the

disciples asked, saying, "How did you
know

f
. Master, that he would meet with death?

7 '

Mencius replied, "He was a man who had a

little ability, but had not learned the great

doctrines of the superior man.—He was just

qualified to bring death upon himself, but for

nothing more."

y»fti&S.»*±lBBffe

Chap. XXX. 1. When Mencius went to Tang,

he was lodged in the upper palace. A sandal

bx the process of making had been placed there

in a window, and when the keeper of the place

came to look for it, he could not find it.

2. On this% some one asked Mencius* saying,

"Is it thus that your followers piKer?"

Mencius replied, "Do you think that they came

lere to pilfer the sandal?" The man said.
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,4
I apprehend not. Bat you, Masthr, having

arranged to give lessons, do not go back to

inquire into the past, and yon do not reject

those who come to you. If they come with

the mind to learn, you receive them without
• any more ado."

&. 8.Afie5WRSW*^».*^rttB5^«*&. 4.±

*"Bfawjffr. fi^ttesusi. pt^»row fiww

Qiap. XXXI. Mencius said, "All men have

some things which they oannot bear;—extend

that feeling to what they can bear, and bene-

volence will be the result. All men have some
things which they wjll not do;—extend that

feeling to the things whicl) they do, and
righteousn ss will be* the result.'

'

« 2. "If a m n can give full development

to the feeling which makes him shrink from

injuring others, his benevolence will be more
than can be called into practice. If he can

give full development to the feeling which

refuses to break through, or jump over, a wall,

his righteousness will be more th ;n can be

• called into practice.

3.
14
lf he can give full development to the
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real feeling of dislike with which he receives

the salutation, 'Thou,' 'Thou/ he wilk act

righteous lyin all places and circumstance

4. "When a scholar speaks what he onghfc

not to speak, by guile of speech seeking to

gain some end; aud when he does not speak

what he ought to speak, by guile of silence.

seeking to gain some end;— both these cases

are of a piece with breaking through a neigh*

baitrs wall."

Chap, xxxii. 1. Menciussaid, "Words which
are simple, while their meaning is farrreacbmg,

are good words, Principles which, as held,

are compendious, while their application is

extensive, are good principles. The words of

the superior man do not go below the girdle-

but great principles are contained in them.

2. "The principle which the superior man
holds is that of personal cultivation, but the

empire is thereby tranquilized."

3. "The disease of men is this: that they

neglect their own fields, and go to weed the

fields of others, and that what they require

from others is great, while what they lay upon
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themselves is liget."

S5H+H* i.i*B.eifctt*4k»«,£;£4. 2.©&

Chap, xxxill. 1. Mencius said, "Yaou aud
Shun were what they were by nature; T*ang"

and Woo were so by returning to natural

virtue.

2. "When all the movements, in the cod*

ntenauce and every turn of the body, are exactly

what is proper, that shows the extreme degree

of the complete virtue. Weeping for the dead

should be from real sorrow, and not because

of the living. The regular path of virtue is to

be pursued without any bend, and from no-

view to emolument. The worde should all be-

necessarily sincere, not with any desire to do*

what ss right.
7 '

3. "The superior man performs the law

of right, in order that he may wait simply

for what has been appointed."

BJMfctt,
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Chap. XXXIV. • 1. Mencius said, "Those wha
give counsel to the great should despise them,

and not look at their pomp and display.

2. "Halls several times eight cubits high,

•with beams projecting, several cubits;—these,

if my wishes were to be realized, I would not

have. Food spread before me over ten cubits

square, and attendant girls to the amount of

hundreds;—these, though my wishes were
realized, I would not have. Pleasure and
wine, and the dash of hunting, with thousands

of chariots following after me;—these, though
my wishes were realized, I would not have.

What they esteem are what 1 would have

nothing to do with; what I esteem are the rules

of the ancients.—Why should 1 stand in awe
of them?"

"

Chap. XXXV. Mencius said, "To nourish the

heart there is nothing better than to make the

desires few. Here is a man whose desires are

few: in some things he may not be able to keep

his heart, but they will be few. Here is a

man whose desires are many: in some things

he may be able to keep his heart, but they

will be few.'* . if*
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Chap. XXXVI. < 1. Mencius said, "Tsang Seih

was fond of sheep dates, and Aw &*, the

philosopher Tsang, could not bear to eat sheep

dates."

2. Knng-sun Oh*ow asked, saying, "Which
is best,—minced meat and roasted meat, or

sheep dates?" Mencius" said. "Minced and
roasted meat, to be sure." Kung-sun Ch'ow
went on, "Then why did the philosopher T
eat minced and roasted meat, while he would
not eat sheep dates?" Mencius answered,

"For minced and roasted meat there is a

common liking, while that for sheep dates was
peculiar. We avoid the name, but do not

avoid the surname. The surname is common;
the name is peculiar."

1. K^raEi.a^&aB.****is*±±„
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Chap. XXXVII. J. Wan Chand asked, saying,

"Confucius, when he was in Ch'in, said, 'Let

me ieturn. The scholars of my school are

ambitious but hasty. They are for advancing

and seizing their object, but cannot forget their

early ways.' Why did Confucius, whej* he

was in Ch'in, think of the ambitious scholars

of Loo?"

2. Mencius replied, "Confucius not getting

men pursuing the true medium, to whom he

might communicate his instructions, determined

to take the ardent and the cautiously-decided.

The ardent would advance to seize their object;

the cautiously-decided would keep themselves

from certain things. It is not to be thought
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that Confucius did not wish to get weri pursuing

the true medium, but being unable to assure

himself of finding such, he therefore thought

of the next class/
7

3. "I venture to ask what sort of men they

were who could be styled
4The ambitious'?

1
'

4. 'Such," replied Mencius, "as K'in

Chang Tsang Seib, and Muh P'ei, were those

whom Confucius styled 'ambitious. '

M

5 ' Why were they styled 'ambitious'?"

6 The reply was,
4
'Their aim led them to

talk magniloquently, saying, 'The ancients!
1

*The ancients!
1

But their actions, compared
with their words%

did not come up to them."

7 "When he found also that he could not

get such as were thus ambitious, he wanted to

get scholars who would consider anything

impure as beneath them. Those were the

cautiously-decided, —a class next to the

former."

8. Changfursited his questioning, "Confuc-

ius said, 'They are only your good careful

people of the villages at whom I feel no

indignation, when they pace my door without

entering my house. Your good careful people

of the villages are the thieves of virtue.' "What
sort of people were they who could be styled
4Your good careful people of the villages'?'

'

9. Mencius replied, "They are those who
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say, *Wby are they so magniloquent? Their

words have not respect to their actions, and
their actions have not respect to their words,

but they say,— The ancients! The ancients!

Why do they act so peculiarly, and are so cold

and distant? Born in this age, we should ba
of this age, to be good is all that is needed.'

Eunuchlike, flattering their generation;— suck

are your good careful men of the villages.'

'

10. Wan Chang said, "Their whole village

styles those men good and careful. In alt

their conduct they are so. How was it that

Confucius considered them the thieves of

virtue?"

11. Meneius replied,
illf you would blame

them, you find nothing to allege. If you.

would criticize them, you have nothing to

criticize. They agree with the current customs*

They consent with an impure age. Their

principles have a semblance of right-heartedness

and truth. Their conduct has a semblance of

disinterestedness and purity. All men are

pleased with tbem, and they think themselves

right, so that it is impossible to proceed with

them to the principles of Yaou and Shun. On
this account they are called 'The thieves of

virtue.' it
-•

12. "Confucius said,
4
I hate a semblance

which is not the reality. I hate the darnel.
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test it be confounded with the com. I Ji&te

giib-tonguedness, lest it be confounded with

"righteousness. I hate sharpness of tongue, lest

it be confounded with sincerity. I hate the

mask) of Cb'ing, lest it be confounded with tfie

true music. I bate the reddish blue, lest it be

confounded with vermilion. I hate your good

careful men of the villages, lest they be

confounded with the truly virtuous.
1

13. "The superior man seeks simply to

bring back the unchanging standard, and that

being rectified, the masses are roused to virtue.

When they are so aroused, forthwith pervers-

ities and glossed wickedness disappear."

(*.JI«J£ii5fc;£.;£fcJWlinMfc;£. 2. &^}£*3E,3E

Chap. XXXVUL 1. Mencius said, "From Xaoa

and Shun down to T'ang were five hundred

years and more. As to Yu and Kaou-yaou,

they saw those earliest sages
y
and so knew their

doctrines, while T'ang heard their doctrines as

transmitted* and so knew them.
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2. "From Pang to King Wan were five

hundred years and more. As to E Yin and

Lae Choo, they saw Vang and knew his

doctrines, while King Wan heard them as

transmitted, and so knew them.

3. "From King Wan to Confucius were

five hundred years and more. As to T'ae-kuog

Wang and San E-sang, they, saw lVan,8,nd$o

knew his doctrines, while Confucius heard them

as transmitted, and so knew them.

4.
uFrom Confucius downwards untiLnow,

there are only one hnndied years and somewhat

more. The distance in time from the sage is

so far from being remote, and so very near at

hand was the si.ge's residence. In these

circumstances, is. there no one to transmit his

doctrines? Yea, is. there no one to do so?"
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